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SUMMARY

Oesophageal adenocarcinoma (OAC) commonly arises from the presence o f a 

premalignant lesion known as Barrett’s Oesophagus (BO). Gastro-oesophageal reflux 

disease (GORD) has been identified in epidemiological studies as a major risk factor in 

the pathogenesis of oesophageal adenocarcinoma. The major constituents o f the refluxate 

in GORD and BO are gastric acid and bile acids such as deoxycholate (DCA). However, 

the impact o f low pH and bile acids on gene expression has not been extensively studied 

in oesophageal cells. Global changes in gene and cytokine expression in response to these 

putative oesophageal carcinogens was examined. A transcriptomic method in conjunction 

with novel promoter bioinformatics was employed to assess gene induction in response to 

low pH and DCA exposure. The findings of this thesis provide further understanding of 

the role of low pH and DCA in the development and progression o f OAC through the 

activation of cell specific transcriptional and inflammatory responses.

This study began with the examination o f the low pH-mediated induction o f stress 

response through expression o f early growth response gene 1 (EGRl), in oesophageal 

cells. Initial experiments demonstrated maximal induction of EGRl gene and protein 

expression at pH 6.5. Subsequent gene expression microarray experimentation 

(transcriptomics) revealed significant gene induction from such functional categories as 

DNA damage response (EGRl-4, ATF3) and cell cycle control (GADD34, GADD45, 

p57). Changes in the expression o f EG Rl, EGR3, ATF3, MKP-1, FOSE, CTGF and 

CYR61 were verified by real-time RT-PCR and Western blotting in separate experiments 

and in a variety o f oesophageal cell lines. Comparative promoter transcription factor 

binding site analysis identified transcription factors that may co-ordinately regulate gene 

expression. Through this analysis a regulatory network o f inference was highlighted 

involving the EGR transcription factor family and their respective binding elements.

The presence o f abnormal concentrations of bile acids, in particular DCA, in the reflux 

aspirates o f GORD patients in conjunction with animal models and histopathological 

evidence has implicated bile acids in the promotion o f oesophageal injury and metaplasia. 

DCA has been shown to activate a number o f pathways resulting in the activation o f such 

transcription factors as NF-/:B and AP-1. Gene expression regulated downstream of these
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factors was examined in this thesis. As these transcription factors are involved in the 

regulation of inflammatory responses, among many others, the induction o f interleukin 8 

(IL-8) by DCA exposure in oesophageal cells was analysed. Induction o f IL-8 was time 

and concentration dependent but appeared not to be dependent on bile acid solubility.

The progression o f the squamous oesophageal epithelium through to adenocarcinoma is 

associated with increasing genetic instability and inflammatory cytokine secretion. The 

contribution o f these genetic influences on carcinogen gene and cytokine induction is 

unknown. Therefore, cjlokine profiling was utilised to identify differential responses to 

DCA in squamous versus adenomatous oesophageal cells. Constitutive expression of IL-8 

and VEGF was observed in adenomatous cells. Additionally, oesophageal adenomatous 

cells maintain 50 times more basal expression o f IL-8 transcript than squamous cells. The 

secretion o f other inflammatory molecules such as interleukin-1 a and interleukin-IB were 

also specific to DCA-exposed adenomatous cells. By comparison, IL-6 and macrophage 

chemotactic protein 1 (M CPl) production were specific to squamous cells.

Transcriptomic analysis o f differential gene induction between squamous and 

adenomatous cells revealed multiple deregulated pathways. In this context, 3 main gene 

lists were generated:- shared and cell specific inductions. One o f the major discoveries in 

this analysis involved the differential expression o f the tribbles homolog 3 (TRIB3). This 

protein is an important regulator o f inflammatory, proliferative, apoptotic pathways and a 

novel feedback regulator o f NF-AB. Basal and DCA-induced TRIB3 expression was 

observed in squamous cells but no such expression was observed in either resting or 

DCA-exposed adenomatous cells. The loss o f this important regulator may be in part 

responsible for the differential cytokine expression observed between squamous and 

adenomatous cells.

In conclusion, exposure o f oesophageal cells to DCA and low pH environments induces 

marked alterations in intracellular signalling and gene expression that may provide a 

microenvironment suitable for malignant change. The impact of genetic instability on 

carcinogen gene induction is a novel approach which may provide new avenues for 

treatment of GORD, BO and ultimately oesophageal cancer.
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CHAPTER I 

General Introduction

1.1 General Introduction.

When Norman Barrett first described what appeared to be a columnar lined oesophageal 

segment in 1950, he believed it to be associated with a congenitally derived short 

oesophagus (Barrett 1957). Forty-nine years on the current understanding of the 

aetiology, pathophysiology, histology and molecular biology of Barrett’s oesophagus is 

much improved. However, there are still a vast number of unanswered questions in 

relation to the many facets of the malignant potential of Barrett’s oesophagus and indeed 

its origins in the oesophageal epithelium.

Over the past decade there has been a substantial increase in the incidence of oesophageal 

adenocarcinoma (OAC). This malignancy arises as a result of long standing gastro- 

oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) and the presence of the pre-malignant conditions 

known as Barrett’s oesophagus (BO), sometimes also termed specialised intestinal 

metaplasia (SIM) (Jankowski et al, 2000; Wijnhoven et al, 2001; Caygill et al, 2004; 

Solaymani-Dodaran et al., 2004a, 2004b). In fact, OAC is now perceived as one of the 

most rapidly occurring malignancies in the Western world. The aetiology is very much 

dependent on ethnicity as lower rates of occurrence are observed in China, Japan and 

India (Hongo 2004; Dent et al, 2005). However, given the nature of gastrointestinal 

disease the different rates of occurrence are most probably due to differences in 

population eating habits. The rapid rates of GORD, BO and OAC occurrence in Western 

societies such as the United States, the United Kingdom and indeed Ireland is closely 

linked to the increase of obesity in Western populations (Wild et al, 2003; Olliver et al, 

2005).

GORD has become one of the most prevalent gastrointestinal disorders in Western 

countries with 30% of the adult population suffering from heartburn on at least a monthly 

basis (Jankowski et al,  2000; Dent et al, 2005). Subsequent development of 

oesophagitis, which is the GORD associated inflammation caused by constant irritation
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of the lower oesophageal epithelium, may cause increased pain and reduce patient quality 

of life. Of the particular patient group suffering from oesophagitis, 40% will improve 

spontaneously without intervention, 50% will have persistent oesophagitis and up to 10% 

will progress to BO (Jankowski et ai, 2000; Wild et ai, 2003). Some of the many risk 

factors for development of GORD include unbalanced diet incorporating the consumption 

of foods of high fat content which is also confounded by a high body mass index (BMI) 

and obesity (Pera 2003; El-Serag et al, 2005). Increased pressure on the oesophageal 

sphincter in patients of high BMI has been casually linked to development of GORD but 

the evidence is largely anecdotal and has not been verified by pH monitoring.

It is widely accepted that true Barrett’s associated OAC does not arise de novo but 

follows a multistage process, which develops from the oesophageal columnar metaplasia 

known as BO (Fig. 1.1). Three subtypes of columnar metaplasia may occur in the lower 

oesophagus, a fundic, cardiac and intestinal type metaplasia, making correct histological 

typing difficult. However, the specialised intestinal type metaplasia coined as BO appears 

to be the only lineage clearly associated with malignant potential (Fig. 1.1). Patients 

presenting with short segment BO are at a substantially greater risk of developing 

adenocarcinoma (30-125 fold) although the routes to adenocarcinoma subsequent to 

development of BO may vary and are the subject of intense debate (Solaymani-Dodaran 

et ai, 2004b). The other forms of oesophageal columnar metaplasia that may occur in the 

oesophagus are sometimes misclassified in the literature; thus for clarity of presentation 

of this thesis references to BO or SIM unless otherwise stated indicates the pre-malignant 

lesions with the inherent potential for fiirther development to adenocarcinoma. There are 

indeed cases of sporadic adenocarcinoma developing in the lower oesophagus which may 

cause symptoms similar to Barrett’s associated OAC but the lineage, epidemiology and 

aetiology are very different from OAC resultant from GORD and BO.

1.2 GASTRO-OESOPHAGEAL REFLUX DISEASE (GORD).

1.2.1 Epidemiology and Aetiology.

GORD may be defined as reflux of gastro-duodenal contents into the oesophagus that 

occurs more than once a week, reoccurs over a substantial period of time (1 year) and 

makes sufficient impact on quality of life (Fig. 1.2). Gastro-oesophageal reflux is an 

almost universal daily occurrence but only a percentage of the population develop
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Fig 1.1 Routes to Barrett's associated Adenocarcinoma. Adenocarcinoma o f the lower 
oesophagus can occur sporadically but more commonly arises from a previously 
documented intestinal-type metaplasia known as Barrett’ s oesophagus (BO). BO 
develops de novo from the oesophageal mucosa in response to long standing gastric- 
oesophageal reflux disease (GORD).
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Fig 1.2 Schema illustrating the need to distinguish between individuals who report 
minor reflux induced symptoms and those in whom these symptoms have significant 
impacts. The later group makes up a minority o f those who report reflux induced 
symptoms in population surveys. (Reproduced from Dent 2005)
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patients with at least one RDQ. ERD patients with endoscopic and confirmed diagnoses 
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recurrent symptoms described as GORD. Further patient sub-groups will develop 

inflammatory complications such as erosive oesophagitis (ERD) or retain a relatively 

normal oesophageal mucosa at endoscopy, termed non-erosive oesophagitis (NERD). pH 

profiles and parameters are not statistically different between ERD and NERD and upon 

transmission electron microscopy both subgroups display signs of ultra-structural damage 

defined by dilation in the intercellular spaces of the oesophageal epithelium. Indeed both 

groups are susceptible to the development of BO as this lesion may be present upon 

endoscopic assessment of both patient groups (Fig. 1.3). The rate of occurrence of BO in 

both ERD and NERD patient groups remains unclear suggesting the benefit of 

surveillance of both groups (Calabrese et al, 2005; Malfertheiner et al, 2005).

Epidemiologic studies have shown that ethnicity is not a significant predictor of GORD 

occurrence with 27% of African Americans and 23% of Caucasian Americans suffering 

from at least weekly occurrences of heartburn and in the same populace 16% of African 

Americans and 13 % of Caucasian Americans reporting acidic regurgitation on a weekly 

basis (Fig. 1.4) (Dent et ai, 2005). Yet, when an inter comparison of GORD studies is 

performed there is a definite disparity between rates of GORD in Western (US, UK, 

Northern Europe) and Asian populations (Mohammed et ai, 2003; El-Serag et ai, 2004; 

Hongo 2004; Dent et ai, 2005). Again, the lower rates of obesity and difference in eating 

lifestyle in Asian countries may be in part responsible for the low occurrence of GORD 

symptoms rather than the possibility of some genetic predispositions related to ethnicity. 

However, some studies have begun to highlight the possibility of genetic predisposition 

to the development of GORD. For example the study using the St Thomas’ Adult UK 

Twin Registry demonstrated that GORD was significantly associated with a parental 

family history of reflux disease (odds rafio (OR) 1.46 (95% Cl 1.22-1.74)) (Mohammed 

et ai, 2003). In another study, positive association was identified between symptoms of 

GORD and significant heartburn or disease of the oesophagus or stomach in an 

immediate relative (OR 2.6 (95% Cl 1.8-3.7)). It was additionally discovered that no 

association was indicated between the presence of GORD and a positive history in the 

subject’s spouse (OR 1.1 (95% Cl 0.7-1.7)) (Locke et al, 1999). Taken together these 

studies indeed indicate the possibility of some genetic impact on the development of 

GORD.
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Despite the well characterised linkage between symptoms of GORD and pregnancy 

various studies have shown a lack of association with gender on the prevalence of GORD 

(Isolauri et al., 1995; Dent et al., 2005). Evidence for association of GORD with 

increasing age is controversial, some studies showing a marginally significant increase in 

risk with increasing age (Isolauri et a l, 1995; Mohammed et al, 2003; Dent et a l, 2005). 

Notably, there is very convincing evidence for the involvement of high body mass index 

(BMI) and obesity in the development of GORD with the Georgia Medicaid study 

reporting a clear positive relationship between GORD diagnosis and obesity (OR 2.8 

(95% Cl 2.1-3.6)). Similarly, the UK GP database study reported a small but statistically 

significant association of GORD diagnosis with BMI >25 (OR 1.3 (95% Cl 1.2-1.4)) or 

BMI>30 (OR 1.3 (95% Cl 1.2-1.5)) (Kotzan et a l, 2001; El-Serag et al, 2005).

Behavioural demographic factors to which association studies have been applied include 

such risk factors as cigarette smoking, consumption of coffee, excessive alcohol 

consumption and the use of prescription medication (Dent et al, 2005). A common theme 

among cancer association studies is that applied to cigarette smoking. Three cross 

sectional studies have demonstrated a significant relationship between GORD symptoms 

and smoking (Locke et a l, 1999; Dent et al, 2005). In the UK it has been shown that 

there are significantly more ex-smokers and slightly more current smokers in patients 

with a new diagnosis of GORD than in the control cohort. Similar US studies have 

observed a significant association with development of GORD symptoms and observed 

tobacco use. The evidence for an association with coffee consumption and other such 

trigger foods with reflux disease is less clear, with little evidence of a link and even some 

studies reporting an inverse correladon (Terry et a l, 2000). However, there appears to be 

slightly more grounded evidence for an association between GORD development and 

alcohol consumption. A number of studies have shown a significant association between 

GORD and alcohol consumption but also there studies where the association did not 

reach statistical significance (Stanghellini 1999; Goh et a l, 2000).

1.2.2 The Normal Oesophageal Mucosa.

The oesophagus is lined by squamous epithelium except for a small segment at its lower 

end that consists of surface mucin-secreting columnar epithelium with underlying 

mucous glands {Atlas o f  gastrointestinal pathology, Owen D). The latter continues a short
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variable distance into the stomach where it is usually referred to as cardiac or cardic 

junctional mucosa. The squamocolumnar junction occurs at about diaphragmatic level. 

Endoscopically this junction can be recognised as a serrated line (Z line) with four to six 

long or short extensions, with pink-coloured columnar epithelium standing slightly proud 

of the paler, smooth and shiny squamous epithelium (Fig. 1.5).

The squamous-lined mucosa is some 500-800^m thick and is composed o f non- 

keratinising stratified squamous epithelium with subjacent lamina propria, which rests on 

the underlying muscularis mucosae. The squamous epithelium has a basal zone consisting 

o f several layers o f cubodial or oblong basophilic cells, with dark nuclei, in which 

glycogen is absent. It occupies 10-15% of the thickness o f the normal oesophagus 

although it may be increased in the last 2 cm o f the oesophagus approaching the cardiac 

junction (Fig. 1.6) {Morson and Dawson's gastrointestinal pathology, Morson B, 3'̂ '* 

edition).

Occasionally mitoses may be seen in the basal layers. Above the basal zone, the epithelial 

cells are larger and become progressively flattened, but even on the surface retain their 

nuclei. Single intraepithelial lymphocytes lying between the squamous cells are common 

particularly in the lower half o f the mucosa. The lower border o f the squamous 

epithelium is irregular due to the presence o f numerous vascular papillae o f connective 

tissue which project upwards from the lamina propria to reach as far as two-thirds o f the 

way into the total thickness of the epithelium. Cell proliferation studies have shown a 

slower cell cycle time in basal cells overlying papillae compared with inter-papillajy 

basal cells (Seery 2002).

At the cardiac end o f the oesophagus, papillae and rete pegs become arranged 

longitudinally to form visible surface ridges. There is a sudden change from squamous 

epithelium to cardiac mucin secreting columnar epithelium, which dips down at intervals 

to from pits o f foveolae, into which compound or branched tubular glands open (Fig. 

1.6). The extension of junctional mucosa can vary greatly and often misclassified as 

Barrett's oesophagus. This has led to many theories o f encroaching junctional mucosa as 

a histogenical progenitor of BO rather than the possibility o f inherent differentiation o f 

oesophageal squamous keratinocytes. Current knowledge however has disproved the
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Fig 1.5:- Structure o f  the normal gastro-oesophageal junction detailing the zone of 
transitional m ucosa between the lower oesophagus and the stomach cardia. This zone is 
com m only  known as the gastric cardia junctional mucosa. On the right the transitional 
m ucosa between the cardio-oesophageal junctional m ucosa and the squamous 
oesophageal m ucosa is detailed. Junctional epithelium is colum nar in form and may 
sometimes transit into a Barrett’s oesophageal epithelium where present in the 
oesophageal m ucosa sometimes separated by a squam ous island. (Reproduced from Atlas 
o f  GI pathology 3'̂  ̂ edition)



Fig 1.6 Normal and hyperplastic oesophageal epithelium. (A) The papillary height is 
measured as the percent o f  squam ous epithelial height (basement m em brane at the deep 
aspect to the surface) occupied by the papilla (basem ent membrane at the deep aspect to 
basement m em brane at apex tip o f  papilla). T he basal layer also is m easured as the 
percent o f  epithelial height; the basal layer stretches from the basement m em brane to that 
point at which the nuclei o f  the squam ous are separated from each other by more than one 
nuclear diameter. E-Epithelial height, P-Papillary height, B- Basal layer, B M - B asem ent 
membrane. (B) Normal oesophageal m ucosa with a basal layer o f  15% and a 
papillaryheight o f  60%. (C) Classic changes o f  reflux oesophagitis including basal layer 
hyperplasia (88%) and papillary hyperplasia (74%).( Reproduced from GI pathology 
Addison 2"̂ * edition)



possibility of BO arising from an encroached cardic type columnar epithelium {Morson 

and Dawson's gastrointestinal pathology, Morson B, 3'̂ '̂  edition).

1.2.3 Stem Cells of the Oesophageal Epithelium.

The normal squamous oesophageal epithelium is maintained by a distinct growth pattern. 

Cells are shed from the outer layers into the lumen upon senescence and are replaced 

from beneath. This process is amplified by the presence of GORD and may result in basal 

cell hyperplasia as the rate of proliferation increases to produce new squamous cells to 

protect the oesophageal epithelium (Collins et a l, 1985). The effect of gastric reflux on 

oesophageal epithelial proliferation is complex depending on the development of ERD or 

NERD. The predisposing factor in the development of either ERD or NERD is as yet 

unknown and has been suggested to be a putative genetic factor (Calabrese et a l, 2005). 

It is also unclear whether ERD can arise from NERD or vice versa. When biopsies are 

examined for proliferation in the normal oesophageal mucosa of NERD and ERD groups 

both demonstrate a stepwise reduction in proliferation under reflux symptoms. This may 

allude to some genetic predisposition to stronger or weaker proliferative responses to 

reflux symptoms (Jankowski et al, 2000; Fitzgerald 2005).

The oesophageal epithelial basal mucosal layer is hypothesised to contain a form of 

squamous oesophageal stem cell indicated by the shedding of cells from outer layers and 

hyperplasias in the basal layers (Fig. 1.5 and Fig. 1.6). Stem cells are non-senescent 

clonogenic cells that can be described by the stem/transit amplifying-cell model. The 

stem cells may divide and produce indefinite number of differentiated daughter cells. 

These progeny, also termed transit amplifying cells, may undergo a finite number of 

divisions as determined by the length of their telomeres and each division reduces the 

capacity for self-renewal (Watt 1998, 2001, 2002). In this model, epithelia are maintained 

by a limited number of stem cells resident in the generative basal layer of the tissue. The 

daughter cells undergo several rounds of division in transit to the epithelial surface and 

through this process eventually execute the differentiative mechanisms required of the 

tissue (Fig. 1.7). In a tissue such as the oesophagus with limited cell types and a singular 

differentiation pathway, tissue renewal is performed by the transit amplifying cell 

population. Although the existence of these stem cells has not been thoroughly validated 

there are a number of phenotypic observations which have alluded to their existence
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P"ig 1.7:- (A ) Basic structure o f the human oesophageal epithehum. H & E  staining (top 
image) shows the normal stratified squamous epithelium o f the human oesophagus. 
Invaginations o f the basement membrane produce characteristic tall papillary structures 
(P) at regular intervals. The schematic representation demonstrates the complexity o f the 
epithelium. The epithelium is d ivisible into two zones, a differentiated zone (yellow ) 
consisting o f progressively flattened term inally differentiated keratinocytes and a 
generative basal zone. The latter zone is complex, and three cellular compartments can be 
identified. The single layer o f cells directly adherent to the basement membrane (the 
basal layer) is d ivisible into two components: the flat interpapillary basal layer (IB L, red) 
and the papillary basal layer (PBL, green). Above the basal layer there are multiple layers 
o f basophilic cells that have initiated the squamous differentiation program but are still 
capable o f d iv id ing (the epibasal layers, gray). The schematic is not drawn to scale. In 
vivo, the differentiated layer (yellow) is approximately 20 to 24 cell layers deep. In 
normal subjects the length o f the papillae and basal zone thickness are said to be less than 
66% and 10% o f the total thickness o f the epithelium, respectively (Geboes and Desmet, 
1978; Ismail- Beigi et al., 1970). The relative thickness o f the differentiated zone and 
basal zone varies along the oesophagus and between individuals. (B) An overall model o f 
cellular organization in the oesophageal epithelium. The IB L  cells constitute the 
epithelial stem cell compartment (red). IB L  cells proliferate infrequently and 
asymmetrically. Transit am plifying cells reside in the epibasal layers (gray). PBL cells 
(green) are intermediate in behavior between IB L  and epibasal cells (see text). 
Differentiated squames are shown in yellow. PBL cells probably migrate o ff  the tips o f 
the oesophageal papillae as suprabasal integrin expression is a consistent finding at this 
site (Seery and Watt, 2000). This phenomenon is seen in the epidermis when rapidly 
proliferating cells migrate out o f the basal layer (Rikimura et al., 1997). (Reproduced 
from Seery and Watt,2000).



(Jankowski et a l, 2000; Seery 2002). Analysis o f mitogenic figures combined with 

immunohistochemical staining for proliferation has demonstrated a highly complex but 

predictable growth pattern in the oesophageal epithelium. Firstly, proliferative cells are in 

greater number in the epibasal layers than in the basal layer and secondly mitotic cells are 

four times more visible in the epibasal layers (Jankowski et a l, 2000; Seery 2002). 

Differences in the observed direction o f mitosis between the basal and epibasal layers are 

also indicative of stem cells in the basal compartments. Mitotic division in the basal layer 

is heterogeneous with symmetrical division o f the papillary basal cells yielding two 

daughter cells in contact with the basement membrane and asymmetrical interpapillary 

basal cell division leaving one daughter cell attached to the basement membrane and one 

that enters the epibasal layer (Fig. 1.7).

The epibasal layer contains basophilic cells that then differentiate to become flattened 

squamous oesophageal cells. In this manner, it is apparent that interpapillary basal cells 

display the properties inherent of an oesophageal stem cell with slow and orientated 

division. Clear differential cytokeratin expression patterns can be seen between basal, 

epibasal and squamous cells in the oesophageal epithelium indicating the progression of 

differentiation towards the lumen o f the oesophagus. It appears that putative stem cell 

division in the interpapillary basal layer seems to generate transit amplifying daughters 

by an invariant strategy: division occurs at right angles to the epithelium placing daughter 

cells into the into the putative epibasal transit compartment (Fig. 1.7) (Jones et a i, 1995; 

Watt et al., 2000; Seery 2002).

1.2.4 Oesopliageal Barriers to Refluxed Induced Injury.

1.2.4.1 Mucosal Barriers.

There exists a fine balance between the aggressive factors and protective mechanisms in 

the oesophagus. Though the development o f GORD is a prerequisite to the development 

of Barrett’s columnar epithelium it is likely that reduction in the normal oesophageal 

epithelial defences to reflux is o f pivotal importance in the pathology o f Barrett’s 

oesophagus. The pre-epithelial defences include the mucus-unstirred water bicarbonate 

layer complex. This is constituted by protective factors secreted by the salivary glands 

and the protective factors elaborated within the oesophageal mucosa and the numerous 

submucosal glands that open into the oesophageal lumen predominantly in the upper and
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lower thirds o f the oesophagus (Morson and D aw son ’s gastrointestinal pathology, 

Morson B, 3'̂ ‘* edition). Salivary and oesophageal protective factors secreted into the 

lumen are largely glyco-conjugates, predominantly mucins. Development o f  lesions at 

and above the oesophageal-cardiac junction has been some what attributed to this 

location being the site o f  first contact between saliva and gastric contents and has been 

described as the site o f  chemical warfare between the protective and aggressive factors 

(Guillem 2005; McColl 2005) (Guillem 2005). Gene expression patterns in the normal 

oesophageal mucosa show mucin expression, M UCl and MUC4, in the mucosal surface 

and MUC5B expression in the submucosal glands (Guillem et a l ,  2000; Flejou 2005; 

Guillem 2005). Oesophageal glands also secrete HCO ' 3  bicarbonate ions, which are most 

probably derived from the blood stream by an unknown mechanism and secreted in 

response to acidic exposure. Other protective factors o f  the oesophageal endoluminal 

mucosa are peptide growth factors such as epidermal growth factor (EGF) that function to 

maintain the gastrointestinal mucosa (Gray et al., 1991; Guillem 2005). Salivary glands 

also secrete prostaglandins but the effect o f  exposure o f the oesophageal epithelium to 

exogenously produced prostaglandins is unknown. However, increased exposure o f  the 

oesophagus to gastric acid or pepsins leads to a significant increase in the rate o f  salivary 

prostaglandin secretion (Guillem 2005; McColl 2005).

1.2.4.2 Membrane Barriers.

The primary barrier in epithelial defences is cellular integrity provided by cell 

membranes and their intercellular junctional complexes. As diffuse into the 

epithelium they may be countered by the intercellular secretions o f  phosphates and 

bicarbonate provided in part by the increased blood supply observed in GORD (Auvinen 

et al., 2002; Guillem 2005). Membrane exchangers such as the Na^H^ exchanges and the 

Na dependant ClVHCO'a exchanger are capable o f combating adverse acidic effect by 

exchanging for Na^ and importing HCO'3 in exchange for Cl' respectively thus raising 

intracellular pH (Fitzgerald et a l ,  1997, 1998; Guillem 2005). This may not be able to 

combat acid attack o f  outer membrane proteins, but does give time for oesophageal 

clearance o f  acidic reflux. Following the failure o f  these mechanisms o f  osmotic control 

and a reduction in oesophageal clearance, apoptosis/necrosis may occur in addition to 

cellular erosion by gastro-duodenal reflux (Calabrese et a l ,  2005). This usually leads to 

the activation o f systemic defence mechanism such as inflammatory activation and
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epithelial regeneration. The provision of increased blood supply to the damaged 

oesophageal epithelium may be considered the major post epithelial defence to reflux 

induced tissue damage. This increased blood supply provides increased supply of 

buffering agents to attempt to maintain cellular osmotic balance (Auvinen et al, 2002; 

Guillem 2005).

1.3 BARRETT’S OESOPHAGUS. 

1.3.1 Epidemiology and aetiology

The incidence of OAC has been increasing year on year in Western populations. While 

the reasons for the increased occurrence of this malignancy remain unclear, the congruent 

increase in the incidence of BO is a likely culprit. Van Soest et a /(2005), in a recent 

epidemiological study of BO in The Netherlands, observed the increased occurrence of 

BO from 14.3/100 000 person years to 23.1/100 000 person years between the years 1997 

to 2002 (van Soest et a l, 2005). The same study documented an additional increase in the 

occurrence of OAC from 1.7/100 000 to 6.0/100 000 person years over the same period. 

The increase in endoscopic evaluations identified in some studies combined with the 

apparently random oesophageal biopsy sampling methods have partially occluded a true 

evaluation of the factors influencing the development of this metaplastic lesion and its 

subsequent malignant risk. However, a large number of animal and human studies have 

implicated long standing GORD as the greatest risk factor for the development of BO 

(Winters et a l, 1987; Jankowski et a l, 1999). It is now well established that BO is a 

complication of severe long standing GORD and is found in 10-16% of such patients at 

endoscopy (Jankowski et a l, 2000; Wijnhoven et a l, 2001). Barrett’s patients are 

associated with increased gastric and duodenal exposure in the refluxed material 

supporting the presence of putative carcinogens in the oesophageal refluxate (Dixon et 

al, 2001).

1.3.2 Morphology and Histology

Glandular mucosa in the lower oesophagus presents as a red velvety mucosa over the 

gastro-oesophageal junction. It can extend either circumferentially or as one of many 

tongues, and in some cases as a mixture of these two patterns {Morson and Dawson's 

gastrointestinal pathology, Morson B, 3'̂ '' edition) (Flejou 2005). There are 3 main types 

of columnar metaplasia of the lower oesophagus: Fundic, Cardiac and Intestinal but only
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the goblet cell-containing intestinal type metaplasia known as BO is associated with 

malignant potential (Fig. 1.8) (Caygill et ai, 2004). BO may arise in two forms, short- 

segment BO (SSBO) less than 3 cm in length (8-20% of population) and long-segment 

BO (LSBO) which is classified by segments in excess of 3 cm (1% population). Despite 

this fact, only 35% of OACs arise in SSBO, confounding the true cancer risk from BO 

(Jankowski et ai, 1999). To a large extent due to the similarity between short-segment 

SSBO, long-segment BO (LSBO) and cardia columnar oesophagus, confirmation of true 

BO with malignant risk is histological in nature and defined by the presence of goblet 

cells (intestinal-type metaplasia) (Jankowski et ai, 1999; Flejou 2005).

Barrett’s mucosa is considered an incomplete form of intestinal metaplasia, similar to 

type II and type III intestinal metaplasia of the stomach. Morphologically, it frequently 

shows a villiform pattern and is largely composed of goblet cells interspersed between 

intermediate mucous cells, both in the surface and glandular epithelium (Flejou 2005). 

Mature absorptive intestinal cells with a well-defined brush border are rare. Paneth cells, 

defenders from pathogen action, may be present but are as rare as in intestinal metaplasia 

of the gastric mucosa. Endocrine cells can be seen on special staining in the glands. Upon 

electron microscopy, the goblet cells have characteristic apical mucin granules, and the 

columnar mucin cells have features intermediate between gastric mucous cells and 

intestinal absorptive cells (Zwas et al, 1986; Flejou 2005).

Both columnar mucinous cells and goblet cells produce mucins that can be characterised 

using mucin histochemistry. The columnar cells may produce neutral mucins, similarly to 

gastric surface epithelial cells, and/or acidic mucins, typical of intestinal mucosa. Recent 

evidence suggests that acidic mucins are a characteristic feature of Barrett’s oesophagus 

in the absence of typical goblet cells (Guillem et ai, 2000; Flejou 2005). However, some 

studies have disputed this argument demonstrating acidic mucin staining in cardia 

junctional mucosa, which resembles Barrett’s epithelium without goblet cells. Goblet 

cells, a common feature of Barrett’s oesophagus secrete acidic mucins in the form of 

sulfomucins and sialomucins. Sulfomucins in columnar cells is a feature of type III 

intestinal metaplasia of the stomach, a lesion with a high malignant potential, but, 

Barrett’s epithelium also consists of a high number of sialomucin containing columnar
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F ig  1.8:- Spectrum  o f  histological descriptions o f  the 3 main types o f  co lum nar 
epitheliums found in the oesophageal mucosa. (A) Fundic type oesophageal metaplasia is 
characterised by the presence o f  parietal (acid-producing) and ch ief  (enzym e-producing) 
cells. The parietal cells are oval with pink cytoplasm  and the ch ief  cells are co lum nar 
with dark blue cytoplasm. (B) Gastric-cardia-type co lum nar epithelial m etaplasia  is 
com posed o f  coiled glands uniformly secreting non-acidic mucin. These glands are 
loosely clustered with abundant intervening lam ina propria. This type o f  m etaplasia often 
displays a villoid appearance. (C) Specialised goblet cell metaplasia:- The squam ous 
epithelium has been almost com pletely replaced by intestinalised epithelium contain ing 
goblet cells and paneth cells. This form o f  m etaplasia has the potential to develop to 
duysplasis and adenocarcinoma. (D) High pow er view o f  the Mucin secreting glands on 
specialised B arre tt 's  epithelium. (Reproduced from C oppola  2005)



cells making a delineation o f malignant potential in this regard difficult (Peuchmaur et 

al., 1984; Rothery e/a/., 1986).

Exploratory immunohistochemial analysis is slowly attempting to identify sensitive 

markers o f intestinal type mucosa in the oesophagus and markers that will specifically 

distinguish BO from other types o f columnar epithelial fields o f the oesophagus. Such 

markers include the MUC antigens and other mucin components (Gulmann et al,  2004; 

Flejou 2005), expression o f CDX2 (Eda et al ,  2003; Phillips et al ,  2003) and different 

patterns o f cytokeratin staining (Shen et al,  2002; Sarbia et al ,  2004; Shearer et al,  

2005). Recent years have seen intense debate that has provided invaluable information on 

the nature o f regional specific cytokeratin expression in Barrett’s metaplasia. 

Cytokeratins (KRT) are intermediate filaments characteristic of epithelial cells. There are 

20 soft cytokeratins and 10 hard keratins restricted to hair and nail epithelia. The type II 

cytokeratins (cytokeratins 1 -8) consist o f basic or neutral proteins which are arranged in 

pairs o f heterotypic keratin chains co-expressed during differentiation o f simple and 

stratified epithelial tissues. Commonly used carcinoma and differentiation markers are 

KRT7 and KRT20. KRT20 is a marker for intestinal differentiation and is a member of 

the type I cytokeratins, made of largely acidic proteins arranged in pairs of heterotypic 

keratin chains. This cytokeratin is a major cellular protein of mature enterocytes and 

goblet cells and is specifically expressed in the gastric and intestinal mucosa (Moll et al,  

1993; Flejou 2005). KRT7 a member of the type II cytokeratins consisting o f basic or 

neutral proteins which are arranged in pairs of heterotypic keratin chains co-expressed 

during differentiation o f simple and stratified epithelial tissues. Some studies report a 

unique KRT7-20 staining pattern in Barrett’s intestinal metaplasia, with strong KRT7 

staining both at the surface and deep within glands combined with weak KRT20 

superficial positive staining. This pattern has been observed in both SSBO and LSBO but 

appears to be variable with other groups reporting no specific KRT7-20 pattern in BO 

(Boch et al ,  1997; Ormsby et al ,  1999; Ormsby et al,  2000; Flejou 2005).

Under normal conditions, surface expression o f M UCl and MUC4 is observed in the 

oesophageal mucosa. MUC5B is also expressed to a lesser extent in the submucosal 

glands. Upon development of BO the pattern o f mucin expression changes from that o f 

the normal squamous mucosa (Guillem et al,  2000). MUCl expression is absent in
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Barrett’s epithelium in all cases with and without related dysplasia and is also absent in 

the related adenocarcinoma (Gulmann et al, 2004). Expression of MUC2 is not observed 

in the normal oesophageal epithelium but is expressed to a high degree in Barrett’s 

epithelium (Guillem et al., 2000; Warson et al, 2002). This expression substantially 

decreases through the dysplastic process to adenocarcinoma (Arul et al, 2000). There 

appears to be no differences in the expression pattern of MUC4 in the metaplastic and 

dysplastic process (Anil et al, 2000; Guillem et al., 2000). MUC5AC expression is 

observed in all cases of gastric metaplasia and to a significant degree in Barrett’s 

metaplasia, dysplasia and adenocarcinoma where as MUC5B normally observed in the 

submucosal glands is absent in metaplastic tissue and adenocarcinoma (Guillem et al, 

2000; Warson et al, 2002). MUC6 normally absent in the oesophageal and gastric 

epithelium is consistently expressed in both gastric and oesophageal metaplasia and 

adenocarcinoma (Warson et al, 2002; Gulmann et al, 2004; Guillem 2005).

1.3.3 Histogenesis of Barrett’s Oesophagus

The development of the squamous oesophageal cellular type has been previously 

discussed under normal physiological conditions but the adverse affects that GORD may 

have upon this proliferative and differentiative process are only recently being 

considered. There are a number of theories as to the effects of GORD on the development 

of BO. Three hypotheses currently exist for the development of columnar metaplasia of 

the lower oesophagus: The transdifferentiation of squamous cell epithelium, development 

of BO from the transitional zone of the gastro-oesophageal junction or finally from 

oesophageal gland duct cells (Schmidt et al, 1999; Pass et al, 2000; Jankov/ski et al, 

2000; Seery 2002). Due to the limitations of endoscopic surveillance and matched 

histology, a direct progression from oesophageal erosion or ulceration to BO has yet to be 

histologically described.

The second theory describes the colonization of the lower oesophagus with the 

transitional columnar epithelium of the oesophageal-gastric cardia junction, which 

resembles the histology of BO, but with some distinct differences such as the absence of 

goblet cells normally observed in BO. But in various animal models of GORD and BO, 

the re-epithelialisation of the oesophagus with a columnar epithelial structure has been 

observed when squamous barriers to proximal migration of gastric columnar epithelium
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have been created (Gillen et a l, 1988). This may rule out the possibility of encroaching 

columnar epithelium from the cardia junction. Many of the current animal models of 

GORD, BO and OAC are created in rats which do not contain oesophageal glandular 

structures (Lee et a l, 2001; Buttar et a l, 2002; Jang et a l, 2004; Cheng et al, 2005c; 

Oyama et a l, 2005). This fact may indicate that glandular structures are not required for 

the development of Barrett’s metaplasia in rats and quite possibly in humans but does not 

rule out any possible influence that oesophageal glands may exert in the development of 

disease pathology in humans.

The most likely hypothesis for the development of BO is that of the de novo metaplasia 

theory where stem cells of the inflamed squamous mucosa are damaged by refluxed 

contents resulting in a metaplastic cell lineage (Fig. 1.9). This theory, while being 

thought of as the most likely method for oesophageal metaplastic development, has 

indeed been more difficult to prove. Factors present in the refluxate of GORD patients 

such as gastric acid and bile acid have been shown to elicit DNA damage as observed by 

DNA tailing and some studies have also suggested the activation of epigenetic 

mechanisms by refluxed factors (Olliver et al., 2003; Jolly et al., 2004; Olliver et al., 

2005). Under normal physiological conditions, when all epithelial defences are in place, 

these factors may only elicit their effects on the outer layers of the squamous epithelium. 

This layer of cells has already reached a terminal differentiative state and is likely to be 

shed in the normal cycle of epithelial maintenance (Seery 2002).

When the normal oesophageal defences to reflux have been overpowered by GORD and 

the epithelial integrity has been compromised eliciting ERD, basal cell hyperplasia, 

extension of papillae height, dilation of the intercellular spaces and epithelial fissures, the 

genotoxic agents in the reflux may penetrate much deeper into the oesophageal 

epithelium (Jankowski et al., 2000; Seery 2002; Caviglia et al., 2005). In this respect both 

putative stem cells of the papillary and inter-papillary basal layers and epibasal layers 

may be exposed to the genotoxic content of the refluxate. This exposure occurs in a 

dynamic fashion given the natural buffering provided by the epithelium. This exposure to 

genotoxic agents in combination with the tissue resident inflammatory cell infiltrate and 

cytokines may result in alterations in the differentiation patterning of daughter transit
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Fig 1.9 De novo  metaplasia theory of BO development in the oesophageal mucosa.



amplifying cells which may then colonise the oesophageal epithelium with a columnar 

intestinal metaplasia with neoplastic potential (Fig. 1.9).

1.3.4 Malignant Progression in Barrett’s Oesophagus.

BO has been described as a unique model for the study of neoplastic progression in vivo 

as the surveillance required for observing malignant potential has provided a wealth of 

clinical specimens for analysis. Standard care and surveillance of BO has allowed the 

spatial mapping of the malignant progression, detailing a multi-stage carcinogenic 

sequence to OAC. While many questions still remain with regards to the histogenesis of 

BO and the malignant potential therein, research over the last few years has indeed begun 

to elucidate many of the phenotypic and genotypic alterations required for oesophageal 

malignancy to progress (Wijnhoven et al, 2001; Jenkins et al, 2002; Caygill et al, 

2004).

It is widely accepted that tumourogenesis occurs in a multistep process resulting from 

both genetic and epigenetic induced transformations, which provide cancer cells with a 

microenvironment suitable for solid tumour formation (Fig. 1.10). These alterations 

provide cancer cells with independence from regulated proliferative and cell death 

pathways, immune surveillance, and infuse cells with proliferative, invasive and 

metastasising capacities. It is currently thought that at least between 5-10 genetic 

alterations in key genes are necessary to generate a malignant phenotype capable of 

circumventing normal growth/death signals and cellular immune surveillance (Tannapfel 

2004; Kyrgidis et al, 2005). Such key genes affected include members of the proto

oncogene, tumour suppressor gene, mismatch repair gene and mitotic checkpoint gene 

families (Wijnhoven et al, 2001; Jenkins et al, 2002). Tumours are characterised by 

genomic instability that occurs in two forms, microsatellite instability and forms of 

chromosomal instability such as loss of heterozygosity (LOH). A number of studies have 

characterised genomic instability as an early even in the progression of the oesophageal 

cancer (Doak et al, 2003; Maley et al, 2004b; Maley et al, 2004a).

Surveillance and histological analysis of GORD, BO and OAC has identified the putative 

sequence of events leading to adenocarcinoma. As detailed in previous sections, 

development of GORD leads to ERD and NERD with basal cell hyperplasia and
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increased number/length o f papillary extensions combined with the presence o f a mixed 

inflammatory cell infiltrate. This is then followed by a reduction in the inflammatory cell 

infiltrate and the development of the specialised columnar intestinal metaplasia known as 

BO, which may occur as both LSBO and SSBO in up to 10% of GORD patients suffering 

from chronic oesophagitis. The subsequent development o f Barrett’s related high-grade 

dysplasia carries an 8-fold greater risk o f adenocarcinoma than low-grade dysplasia and 

predates the diagnosis of cancer. Patients with BO progress to adenocarcinoma at a rate 

of approximately 1% per year, although estimates o f progression vary and population 

estimates are not available because most patients diagnosed with adenocarcinoma may 

not be in surveillance programs (Fig. 1.10).

This sequential transition from normal squamous oesophageal epithelium through 

metaplastic mucosa to malignancy in BO is a consequence of progressive acquisition of 

genetic abnormalities (Jankowski et al., 1999; Jenkins et a l, 2002). Initially these 

abnormalities may be induced or propagated by genotoxic agents present in the reflux of 

GORD patients and the subsequent microenvironment produced by the inflammatory cell 

infiltrate (Fig. 1.11). At an unknown stage and in a certain patient subpopulation, further 

progression to adenocarcinoma may be autonomous to the external microenvironment as 

at least 40% of high-grade dysplasia progresses to adenocarcinoma independently of 

ongoing reflux. The timing and requirement for this transition is unknown but would 

provide excellent avenues for therapy (Fitzgerald et al., 2002; Fitzgerald 2005).

1.3.5 Genetic Instability in Barrett’s Oesophagus.

Advances in molecular biology over the past decade have instigated an expansion in the 

understanding o f the alterations required for malignant changes and the sequence of 

events leading to dysregulation o f normal cellular growth. The colorectal adenoma- 

carcinoma sequence (ACS) model has become a paradigm for molecular oncologists and 

has become closely analogous to the metaplasia-dysplasia-adenocarcinoma (M-D-A) 

sequence of oesophageal cancer. Similar patterns o f LOH and chromosomal instability 

has been observed in the progression o f OAC as originally described for colorectal 

adenocarcinoma (Riegman et a l, 2001; van Dekken et a l,  2001).
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During the course o f oesophageal malignant progression, BO cells begin to collect 

genetic and epigenetic alterations, the cause o f which are generally unknown, particularly 

early in progression. Although BO patients are treated with powerful proton pump 

inhibitors and other such acidic control regimes, many patients still experience reflux of 

both gastric acid and bile acids. Recent evidence has indicated that both o f these 

components of the refluxate can induce extensive DNA damage in oesophageal cells. 

Hence, these mutagenic agents may directly cause and contribute to the development of 

genetic instability throughout the M-D-A cancer sequence. Additionally, direct tissue 

damage and inflammation induced by oesophageal reflux results in the induction of 

reactive oxygen species and nitric oxide. Oxidative damage is a potent mutagen that has 

been implicated in the loss of heterozygosity and other chromosomal rearrangements.

1.3.5.1 Lesions of Chromosomes 4 and 8

Cytogenetic analysis of chromosomes 4 and 8 in BO has provided some interesting 

insight into the involvement of oesophageal carcinogens in oesophageal malignancy. 

Early CGH work by Croft et al (2002) studying genetic instability in the oesophageal M- 

D-A sequence identified widespread chromosome instability in high grade dysplasia 

(HGD)-adenocarcinoma and in particular chromosomal amplifications o f chromosome 4 

and 8 (Croft et al ,  2002). As CGH involves the large-scale analysis o f chromosomal 

instability in sample tissues, aberrations must be present in a high proportion of cells 

within the sample to be detected. Consequently, early changes present in a low 

percentage o f cells would be overlooked. Therefore, a follow up study was performed 

using fluorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH), which involves single cell analysis (Doak 

et al,  2003). The sensitivity of the FISH technique allows the detection o f low frequency 

aberrations such as those that may be present in pre-malignant lesions such as BO. In this 

study, Doak et al (2003) documented chromosome 4 hyperploidy throughout the M-D-A 

sequence beginning with 89% in BO to 100% in OAC. Similarly, hyperploidy of 

chromosome 8 was also found throughout the M-D-A beginning with 77% in BO to 

100% of OAC.

A number of genes have been mapped to chromosome 4 such as cell cycle control genes, 

CENPE (4q24-q25) and MAD2 (4q27), oncogenes such as c-kit (4ql2) and G R02 (4ql2- 

ql3)  and the NF-A:B Rel subunit p65. The p65 NF-A:B subunit dimerises with the p50
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subunit, among others, to regulate the expression of many proinflammatory and cyto- 

protective genes (Siebenlist et a l, 1994; Jenkins et al., 2004). Although the exact target 

genes of this chromosomal instability are unknown, O’Riordan et al (2005) recently 

demonstrated the over-activity of NF-^B transcription factor in the oesophageal M-D-A 

cancer sequence in conjunction with increased secretion of proinflammatory cytokines 

such IL-8 and IL-IB (O'Riordan et a l, 2005). Additionally, Abdel-Latif et al (2004) have 

recently described the ability of oesophageal carcinogens such as gastric acid and the bile 

acids to induce NF-/rB DNA binding activity in oesophageal cells (Abdel-Latif et al, 

2004a). In a similar fashion, the oncogenes c-myc, resident on chromosome 8, has also 

been associated with the oesophageal M-D-A and its expression is also inducible by 

oesophageal carcinogens (Tselepis et al., 2003).

1.3.5.2'Lesions of Chromosome 9 and 17

Cytogenetic, LOH and Comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) studies have revealed 

the patterns of genetic aberrations that follow the progression of BO through dysplasia to 

adenocarcinoma (Fig. 1.12) (Paulson et a l, 1999; Walch et al, 2000; Riegman et al., 

2001). Two common loci of chromosomal aberration identified in premalignant BO are at 

chromosomes 9p and 17p (Suspiro et al., 2003). Abnormalities involving the p i6 and p53 

tumour suppressor genes, located on these chromosomes respectively are among the most 

common somatic genetic lesions in oesophageal adenocarcinoma (Barrett et a l, 1996; 

Wong et al., 2001; Maley et a l, 2004b).

CDKN2A/pl6, located on chromosome 9p21, is a key regulator of the Gl-S transition 

checkpoint of the cell cycle and alteration of its fiinction plays an important role in 

carcinogenesis. The encoded protein regulates the activation of cyclin dependant kinases 

4 and 6 (CDK4 and 6) which in turn control the phosphorylation of the retinoblastoma 

protein (Rb) which ultimately releases a transcription factor, E2F, that blocks the cell 

cycle. Inactivation of this gene by different mechanisms is a common occurrence in the 

loss of proliferative control associated with human malignancy. Loss of p i6 tumour 

suppressor gene is an early occurrence in the oesophageal M-D-A sequence and a 

subsequent loss is observed in over 85% of pre-malignant (neoplastic) Barrett’s 

metaplasias through a number of different mechanisms (Bian et al., 2002). It appears as 

though low levels of p i6 promoter hypermethylation is an early occurrence in non-
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neoplastic Barrett’s epithelium, which becomes hypermethylated upon neoplastic 

progression to cancer. This process is also associated with further p i6 LOH in over 57% 

of Barrett’s patients but the exact contribution of either hypermethylation or LOH to the 

observed pi 6 loss is still a matter of debate. Alterations of the CDKN2A gene lead to its 

inactivation, resulting in deregulation of cell proliferation and consequently to fiirther 

genomic instability.

Subsequent to the loss of p l6  expression, increased genomic instability in Barrett’s 

epithelium and subsequent transition through the M-D-A sequence there is a concurrent 

loss of p53 expression (Barrett et al., 1999). The p53 tumour suppressor gene located on 

chromosome 17pl3 encodes a protein that monitors genome integrity and is capable of 

halting cell cycle progression via the p21 kinase if genome damage is detected which 

allows time for DNA repair. Hence, loss of this vital gene results in again further genome 

instability and increased mutation rates. Allelic loss of chromosome 17p, where p53 

resides, is found at all stages of neoplastic progression from BO with 79%> of oesophageal 

adenocarcinomas showing p53 LOH (Gleeson et al., 1998). Mutations of p53 occur early 

in the M-D-A sequence being detected in 60% of metaplasias, 30-66%> of HGD and 

between 40-88% of adenocarcinomas (Hamelin et al., 1994; Schneider et a l, 1996; 

Jenkins et al, 2002). Additionally, identical p53 mutations have been found in 

adenocarcinomas and adjacent dysplastic tissue (Gleeson et a i, 1998). This has supported 

the clonal evolution theory of malignancy from BO, which loosely describes the 

development of subpopulations within the metaplastic epithelium containing a variety of 

cytogenetic alterations offering competitive colonizing advantages. Loss of p53 

expression was not observed in epithelium that had not also lost p i6 expression. This 

then suggests that either loss of p53 does not give competitive advantage to a p i6 

wildtype clones, or that the crypt architecture of BO prevents a clone that has lost p53 

from expanding beyond the crypt until it has also lost p l6  (Fig. 1.13) (Galipeau et a i, 

1996; Galipeau et a l, 1999; Suspiro et ai, 2003). However, p l6  allelic losses in 

metaplastic and dysplastic Barrett’s tissue are more prevalent than p53 allelic losses, and 

are detectable throughout the metaplstic region. In this manner, sequential deletions of 

key regulatory proteins co-ordinately contribute to the oesophageal M-D-A and conspire 

to colonise the epithelium and eventually result in cancer.
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1.3.5.3 Cellular Tetraploidy in Premalignant BO

The majority o f human tumours can be characterised by a high degree of chromosomal 

instability and aneuploidy (cells containing extra or missing chromosomes from the 

normal euploidy set) which are linked to the progressive development o f high-grade 

invasive tumours. Aneuploidy may arise by two principle mechanisms. Cells can either 

proceed through a tetraploid intermediate to a multipolar mitosis that creates random 

chromosome distribution or proceed directly to aneuploidy through failure o f a critical 

control o f euploidy (Margolis 2005; Shi et a l, 2005). Tetraploidy arises from aberration 

in cell division of diploid cells, which mediates the ftision o f two diploid daughter cells 

prior to their separation into individual cells. This fusion occurs due to uneven separation 

o f the chromosomes, which pulls the nuclei back together to form a tetraploid cell. A 

recent model o f chromosomal non-dysjunction indicate that non-dysjunction does not 

directly yield aneuploid cells, but rather tetraploid cells that may subsequently become 

aneuploidy through ftirther division (Fig. 1.14). Cell lineages displaying chromosomal 

tetraploidy for the most part do not divide on a regular basis demonstrating some level of 

cyto-protection but when combined with the loss o f tumour suppressors such as p53 the 

propensity for further genetic instability and aneuploidy is increased.

Even though aneuploidy can arise through a number o f different mechanisms, a route 

through tetraploidy has been observed as a frequent intermediate stage preceding the 

development of a number o f malignancies such as oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

(Rabinovitch et al., 1989; Barrett et a l, 2003), cervical carcinoma (Heselmeyer et al., 

1996) and a variety o f rodent tumour model systems (Omitz et al., 1987; Cross et al., 

1995). Indeed, the most thoroughly documented occurrence o f tetraploidy occurs as an 

intermediate step in the development o f oesophageal cancer from the premalignant lesion 

known as Barrett’s oesophagus. Pre-malignant BO is associated with increased 4N (G2 

tetraploid) flow-cytometric fractions (=6%) which arise interdependently from p53-/- 

lesions in diploid cells (Galipeau et a l, 1996). In conjunction with p53 lesions, 

tetraploidy o f premalignant BO has been used to predict progression to adenocarcinoma 

within 5 years in up to 57% of patients (Rabinovitch et a l, 2001; Reid et a l, 2001). This 

is in agreement with recent evidence demonstrating that p53 null mouse mammary 

tetraploid epithelial cell cultures could be induced into aneuploidy and transformed in 

vitro by carcinogen action. It was also observed that in the absence o f carcinogen, p53
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into a cell with a double genome contained in two mismatched nuclei (top right). Once 
cells become tetraploid they may be able to divide their extra genome evenly (bottom 
left), but they are more prone to further errors, especially i f  they lack the p53 tumor 
suppressor gene (bottom right). (Reproduced from King et al 2005).



null tetraploid epithelial cells could induce spontaneous mammary tumour formation 

when transplanted subcutaneously into nude mice (Fujiwara et ai, 2005). It thus appears 

that p53 lesions are a common requirement for the tumourogenesis of tetraploid cell 

populations in breast cancer and putatively in the oesophageal M-D-A.

1.3.5.4 Lesions of Chromosome 5,11, 13, 18 and 19

Another commonality between colonic cancer and OAC is an LOH on chromosome 5q 

but no mutations in the “mutated in colorectal cancer (MCC)” and “adenomatous 

polyposis coli (AFC) genes” have yet to be demonstrated in oesophageal malignancy 

(Bektas et ai, 2000; Wijnhoven et al, 2001). However, the AFC gene has been reported 

to be hypermethylated in 92% of OAC and appears to be an early event in neoplastic 

progression, causing loss of function (Kawakami et al, 2000). The Rb protein, which 

regulates the cell cycle and is activated by p i 6, is coded for by a transcript on 

chromosome 13q. LOH of this region has also been demonstrated in 48% of OAC. 

However, the loss of Rb protein expression during the progression from BO to dysplasia 

and carcinoma remains to be correlated with the demonstrated LOH (Boynton et ai, 

1991; Boynton er a/., 1992).

Other cell cycle control genes commonly altered in the progression of oesophageal 

malignancy include members of the cyclin family. Cyclin D1 is located on chromosome 

l lql3,  a site commonly amplified in adenocarcinoma, and is found to be significantly 

over-expressed in 46% of metaplasias and may contribute to further development of 

adenocarcinoma (Arber et ai, 1996). Additionally, cyclin E has been implicated in the 

development of oesophageal adenocarcinoma and is also located at a site of chromosomal 

amplification (19ql2) (Lin et al, 2000). Late events in oesophageal malignancy include 

over-expression of epidermal growth receptor gene (EGFR), located at chromosome 

7ql2-13 and mutations in the K-ras gene in 40% of HGD and 30% of adenocarcinomas 

(al-Kasspooles et al, 1993). The chromosomal regions most commonly lost in the early 

stages of the M-D-A progression are 5q, 9p, 13q, 17p and 18q. These early changes 

present in the metaplasia are also evident in the dysplasia and adenocarcinoma, along 

with a host of late stage rearrangements.
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1.3.6 Chronic Inflammation, Barrett’s Oesophagus and Adenocarcinoma.

Many chronic inflammatory diseases are associated with an elevated risk of cancer such 

as hepatitis/hepatoma, gastritis/gastric cancer, ulcerative colitis/colon cancer and 

oesophageal cancer is no exception (van der Woude et al, 2004). Oesophageal 

metaplasia arises in an inflammatory setting mainly induced by the occurrence of GORD 

and subsequent development of the inflammatory condition, oesophagitis. It is clear that 

numerous factors exist in the microenvironment of malignant tissue any one of which 

may contribute to malignancy. However, inflammatory infiltrates bring with them a host 

of cytokines and other mediators such as nitric oxide (NO) and hydrogen peroxide, which 

may both heal and hurt depending on the resolution of the initial mediator of 

inflammation and/or the patient population. Wide spread genomic instability has been 

demonstrated in inflamed colonic tissues before even histological evidence of metaplasia 

or cancer has been observed.

Development of Barrett’s metaplasia in response to GORD is largely regarded as an 

adaptive response to genotoxic agents in the refluxate. This is supported by the lack of 

inflammation in the distal part of the oesophagus near the gastro-oesophageal junction 

where exposure to refluxed material is maximal. Secretion of IL-10 in this part of the 

oesophageal epithelium may be part of this adaptive response or may be a secondary 

reaction to the development of Barrett’s epithelium. Furthermore, there is a propensity for 

this inflammation to occur maximally at the proximal end to the metaplastic segment at 

the neosquamou-columnar junction. This indicates some relationship between the 

formation of the metaplasia and the maintenance of low levels of inflammatory molecules 

(Fitzgerald et al, 2002).

Common inflammatory mediators expressed in Barrett’s oesophagus include IL-8, ILIB, 

TNF-a and to a lesser extent IL-4 and lL-10 (Fitzgerald et al, 2002; Tselepis et al, 2002; 

O'Riordan et al, 2005). Many inflammatory conditions are characterised by the 

activation of the transcription factor NF-/:B resulting in the expression of such genes as 

IL-8, iNOS and C0X2. Increased activity of this transcription factor and its regulated 

genes has been observed throughout the oesophageal M-D-A (O'Riordan et al, 2005). 

Cytokine profiling of the MDA sequence has demonstrated increased secretion of 

proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-8, IL-IB and TNFa along the adenocarcinoma
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sequence (Tselepis et al., 2002; O'Riordan et al., 2005). Increased secretion of IL-8 has 

been observed in several other inflammatory conditions including psoriasis, ulcerative 

colitis and rheumatoid arthritis (Peichl et a l, 1991; Mahida et al, 1992; Stallmach et al, 

2004). Expression of this cytokine is also induced hy H.pylori in gastric cells where it has 

been seen to aid in the development of adenocarcinoma (Sharma et al., 1995; Tummuru 

et a l, 1995; Sharma et al., 1998). IL-1 is principally produced by monocytes in two 

forms IL-1 a and IL-IB both of which have a wide range of functions. Recently, 

overproduction of IL-IB has been linked to increased risk of gastric cancer and has been 

mapped to an IL-1 gene cluster polymorphism (El-Omar et al, 2001). Both IL-8 and IL- 

IB production may be activated by the transcription factor NF-/:B and additionally 

directly activate this factor creating a positive feedback loop that can amplify the 

inflammatory response. This amplification of inflammatory signalling may be partly 

responsible for the persistent activation of NF-AB in 50% of BO and over 60% of OAC 

but it is clear that there may be some other as yet unidentified malfunction in the 

regulation of this inflammatory pathway (Abdel-Latif et al, 2005).

TNF-a is another proinflammatory cytokine which can have direct effects on epithelial 

cells or can regulate the production of other cytokines and metalloproteinases, which may 

promote tumour growth or metastasis (Amott et a l, 2002; Scott et a l, 2004). Levels of 

this cytokine are elevated in the M-D-A sequence and may be responsible for the down- 

regulation of E-cadherin at a transcriptional level (Tselepis et al, 2002). It has been 

suggested that the activation of this cytokine originates in the inflammatory cells but that 

this activation elicits further TNF-a production in oesophageal epithelial cells. Support 

for this theory has been derived from the work of Haller at al (2000) who utilised co

cultures of post confluent Caco-2 cells and human peripheral blood leukocytes (PBMC) 

to show that induction of TNF-a production in epithelial cells by bacterial components 

was dependent on the presence of PBMCs (Haller et al, 2000). It was discovered that the 

crosstalk between the epithelial cells and leukocytes resulting in TNF-a production was 

mediated by soluble factors the most significant being TNF-a itself creating an 

amplification loop for TNF- a secretion (Haller et a l, 2000).

Recent work by Eda et al (2003) has demonstrated that the caudal-related homeobox gene 

CDX2 is over-expressed in Barrett's metaplasia (Eda et al, 2003). CDXl and CDX2 are
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intestinal transcription factors that may be involved in the regulation of proliferation and 

differentiation of intestinal epithelial cells. This study also demonstrated that over

expression of CDX2 was observed in the inflammatory mucosa before BO had arisen 

demonstrating that CDX2 upregulation is an early event in the metaplastic sequence and 

that the inflammatory cell infiltrate may have an important role in oesophageal 

metaplasticity (Eda et al, 2003). Activation of other intestinal genes follow the activation 

of CDX2 in oesophagitis and both CDX2 and CDXl in BO such as alkaline phosphatase 

(ALP), sucrase-isomaltase (SI), human defensin-5 (HD) and the mucin marker MUC2 

(Miki et al, 1977; Matsukura et al, 1980; Eda et al, 2003).

1.4 OESOPHAGEAL CARCINOGENS 

1.4.1 General Overview

As previously outlined, the development of oesophageal cancer follows a progressive 

sequence whose origins appear to arise from long standing GORD. Therefore, the 

constituents of the refluxate in the various GORD patient groups has been the subject of 

intense interest since the discovery of the malignant potential of this disease. Some of the 

primary constituents of refluxed material include gastric acid, bile acid, pepsins, gastrins, 

trypsins and metabolised dietary products. A variety of animal models have demonstrated 

the contribution of these factors to the development of oesophageal inflammatory 

conditions, metaplasia and adenocarcinoma (Attwood et al, 1992; Li et al, 1994; 

Goldstein et al, 1997). There is increasing evidence for the involvement of both gastric 

acid and bile acids in the pathogenesis of GORD and the signalling pathways induced by 

these putative oesophageal carcinogens are largely the focus of this thesis (Duggan et al, 

2006).

1.4.2 Gastric Acid and Oesophageal Malignancy. 

1.4.2.1 Generation of Gastric Acid.

The mucosa of the stomach consists of pits and glandular structures. The surface 

epithelial layer contains many mucous secreting glands. These glands secrete thick 

mucus, which coats the wall of the stomach and serves as a physical and chemical 

protection against the action of gastric juices. There are two types of glands in the 

mucosa of the stomach. The glands in the fundus and body of the stomach are the acid 

producing glands, are known as oxyntic glands, and are found in about 80% of the
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stomach. The remainder of the stomach has pyloric glands which contain cells which 

secrete the hormone gastrin which functions both to induce acid secretion an gastric 

epithelial proliferation (Dockray 2004).

1.4.2.2 Acidosis and Signalling in Low pH M icroenvironm ents.

Reflux of gastric acid into the oesophagus has long been considered the primary factor 

involved in the initial symptoms of GORD and subsequent oesophagitis, characterised by 

inflammatory infiltrates and basal cell hyperplasia. Research into low pH signalling is 

limited with only a number of disease and processes that involve alterations in 

extracellular pH identified to date. Analysis of other low pH signalling models has 

provided a wealth of information which has allowed oesophageal cancer researchers to 

begin to dissect the mediators of low pH signalling in an oesophageal setting (Xu et al, 

2000; Fukumura et al., 2001; Xu et al, 2002).

1.4.2.2.1 Acid and Ion Channels

Acid sensing ion channels (ASIC) present in nociceptive neurons of the epithelial layers 

are capable of sensing changes in extracellular pH (pHe) and transforming this signal into 

pain reception commonly felt as an incident of for example, heartburn. ASIC are able to 

induce action-potential triggering on sensory neurons after a moderate pHe decrease. The 

ASICs undergo transcriptional induction and post-translational regulation during 

inflammation and thus participate in the hypersensitization of the nociceptive system in 

this physiopathological condition (Mamet et al, 2002; Mamet et al, 2003). It is currently 

thought that the analgesic effects of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS) act 

in part through an inhibition of the ASICs (Voilley et al, 2001; Voilley 2004). However, 

research into this area of low pH signalling and its contribution to inflammatory 

conditions is small and as yet largely unexplored.

Another ion channel affected by conditions of low pH is the ATP-sensitive potassium 

channel, known as Kir6.2, which plays important roles in numerous cellular functions 

such as insulin secretion, neuronal excitability, vascular tones and muscle contractibility. 

These channels are modulated by numerous cytosolic factors but their hallmark feature is 

an inherent sensitivity to intracellular ATP that inhibits the activity of this channel. ADP 

and phosphotidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate have an opposing effect on ATP-mediated Kir
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channel opening. Some studies have suggested that protons (H^) rather than ATP or ADP 

are the ultimate signal reflecting the metabolic status in muscle cells. Xu et al (2001) 

demonstrated that protons in the form of acidic environments had variable effects in 

Kir6.2 channel activity, with activation by moderate decreases in intracellular pH and 

inhibition at high acidity (Xu et a l, 2001; Wu et a l, 2002a). Response to acidity by this 

potassium channel was attributed to histidine residues present in the protein that when 

mutated or replaced resulted in inactivity (Xu et a l, 2001). While not having any direct 

inference to an oesophageal setting the functionality of this channel may provide a 

potential model of an as yet unknown acidic sensor. Importantly, this work indicates that 

low pH environments may have drastic as yet unidentified effects on cellular metabolism.

1.4.2.2.2 Signalling in Low pH M icroenvironm ents

Low pH microenvironments or instances of acidosis are found in numerous tissues and 

cell types such as in central regions of tumour masses closely linked to hypoxia (Xu et 

al., 2000; Xu et al., 2002), inflamed tissues (Baud et a l, 1997; Bellocq et al., 1998; 

Bosticardo et al, 2001) and acidosis of the renal tubular epithelium (Blomqvist et al., 

2004; Brooks et al, 2005). The formation of tumour masses is associated with a 

requirement for a microenvironment suitable for further growth and metastasis. This 

environment is provided by the development of new blood vessels in a process known as 

angiogenesis. Despite the exuberant angiogenesis characteristic of the edge of some 

tumours, the overall tumour vasculature is poorly organized and only marginally 

functional. The hypoxic environment of a solid tumour with limited vessel formation is 

limited to an anaerobic glucose metabolism producing increased quantities of lactic acid 

which can have significant effects on the extra- and intracellular pH (Xu et a l, 2000; Xu 

et al., 2002). Microelectrode measurements in human and rodent solid tumours 

demonstrated that pHe has a broader distribution and is on average 0.5 pH units more 

acidic than noiTnal tissue pHe (Wike-Hooley et a l, 1984a; Wike-Hooley et al., 1984b). 

Both hypoxic and environments of low pHe have been shown to be beneficial to the 

process of angiogenesis by inverse correlation with vascular endothelial growth factor 

(VEGF) promoter activity in glioblastoma xenografts (Fukumura et al, 2001). Recent 

work by Xu et al (2002) demonstrated that VEGF production can be induced by low pH 

and functional analysis of this induction mapped the transcriptional response to an area of 

the promoter sequence between -961 bp and -683 bp upstream of the transcription start
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site. This region contained an AP-1 transcription factor binding and subsequent 

electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) demonstrated the activation of this factor 

downstream of the MAPK/ERK/ Elk-1 pathway (Xu et al, 2002). In a similar model of 

ovarian solid tumour pHe microenvironment, induction and production of IL-8 transcript 

and protein was also identified to be under the control of both AP-1 and NF-Â B using 

similar methodologies to the glioblastoma study (Xu et a l, 2000). Activation of Spl by 

low pH has been demonstrated by Torigoe et al (2003) in another epidermoid cancer cell 

model of acidosis in tumour cores and in which it was suggested that this activation is an 

adaptation to growth in energy poor environments (Torigoe et a l, 2003). Instances of 

chronic acidosis appears to result in increased activity of Na /̂H"  ̂ antiporter and 

NaVHCO’3 transporter that persists even after acidic environments have been neutralised. 

Activation of these channels appears to be protein kinase C (PKC) dependant as 

inhibition of PKC with sphingosine results in loss of Na /̂H"  ̂ antiporter activity. In 

addition this low pHe system also demonstrated AP-1 transcription factor activity but 

could not as yet link it to either the PKC activity or upregulation of the NaVH”̂ 

transporter.

1.4.2.2.3 Low pH and Inflam mation

A number of solid tumour biology studies have examined the effect of low pH 

microenvironments created in tumour cores on tumour infiltrating-lymphocytes (TILs) in 

an effort to understand the impairment of TIL proliferation observed (Zuckerberg et al., 

1994; Bosticardo et al., 2001). In many cases, the growth and development of solid 

tumours is accompanied by impairment of the immune response and although significant 

T cell infiltration is observed, these cells have compromised proliferative and effector 

functions (Zuckerberg et a l, 1994). Chronic exposure of T-cells to low pH environments 

for up to 72 h resulted in considerable growth inhibition and impaired production of IL-2 

and IFN?. In this model low pH was observed to co-ordinately up-regulated the 

expression of IFTsl-?r2 and CTLA-4 on the surface of activated T cells, both of which are 

involved in the negative regulation of T cell function (Bosticardo et a l, 2001).

Chronic inflammatory settings require increased amounts of energy and in turn produce 

equally large amounts of waste products such as lactic acid. The inability of effective 

clearance of these by-products leads to the creation of a low extracellular pH
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environment. The effects that this environment may have on inflammatory cells and the 

tissue of inflammation is another area of growing interest. In common with epithelial 

cells, NF-^B activation can be induced by low pH conditions in macrophages which 

resulted in the upregulation of an inducible isoform of the nitric oxide synthase (iNOS) 

gene (Bellocq et a l, 1998). This in turn increased the quantities of nitric oxide CNO) 

produced by macrophages that is a common occurrence in most cases of acidosis. TNF-a, 

often present in inflammatory conditions, was seen to amplify the production of NO 

induced by low pH in macrophages again supporting the inflammatory amplification 

theory of TNF-a exposure (Bellocq et al, 1998; Tselepis et al., 2002).

1.4.2.3 Oesophageal Cells and Low pH Signalling

GORD diagnosis is now generally distinguished from heartburn by questionnaire and 

visual evidence of oesophageal injury upon endoscopy followed by 24 h pH monitoring. 

24 h ambulatory pH monitoring is performed by placing a small soft tube through the 

nose and down to the oesophagus. The device measures pH in the upper and lower 

oesophagus and has a usually has a patient operated button that when pushed takes note 

of instances of heartburn over twenty four h of monitoring. In this way, a pH profile is 

gained detailing the occurrence, duration and severity of instances of reflux. This 

information is used to calculate a composite score of the variables, called the DeMeester 

score (Johnson et a l, 1986). DeMeester Values above 14 are considered abnormal but 

cases of severe reflux may have scores of up to 200.

Evidence from various epidemiology and pH monitoring studies have shown that patients 

with BO have greater exposure times to gastric acid than patients with oesophagitis or 

normal controls, suggesting a significant role for acid reflux in the development and 

subsequent malignant progression of BO (Fitzgerald 2005). Therefore the study of low 

pH signalling during the stages of oesophageal malignancy, while in its infancy, has 

begun to provide new molecular evidence for the carcinogenic potential of gastric acid 

reflux (Fitzgerald et al., 1997, 1998; Morgan et al., 2004; Duggan et al., 2006).

The development of BO has long been considered an alteration of the cellular 

differentiation and proliferation pattern of oesophageal epithelial cells. Thus, early 

oesophageal low pH signalling research began with the assessment proliferative effects of
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acidic reflux. Work by Fitzgerald et al (1996) demonstrated the variable effects of low 

pH culture in oesophageal explants studies. Continuous exposure of BO biopsies to 

extreme acidic conditions resulted in over-expression o f villin, an intestinal marker, 

whereas pulsatile exposure elicited a mild increase in proliferation (Fitzgerald et al,  

1997). Interestingly, the proliferative effects o f acid were not observed in normal 

oesophageal mucosa indicating that BO cells have developed an aberrant proliferative 

phenotype which may be slightly amplified by exposure to acidic environments (Feagins 

et al 2005). Hyperproliferative responses to pulsatile acid exposure are in part mediated 

through such ion channels as the NaVH^ antiporter and the ClVHCO'a exchanger 

(Fitzgerald et al., 1998; Souza et al., 2004). Downstream of the ion channels intracellular 

acidification has been shown to mediate its proliferative effects through the activation of 

PKC, ERK and p38 MAPK family members (Kaur et al ,  2002; Souza et al,  2004; 

Jaiswal et al., 2005).

1.4.2.3.2 COX-2, Low pH Signalling and the Oesophagus

Cyclo-oxygenase 2 (COX-2) is a membrane bound glycoprotein that functions as a rate 

limiting enzyme in the generation of prostanoids from arachidonic acid. Overexpression 

o f COX-2 and increased production of prostaglandins is a common occurrence in the 

carcinogenesis of many tissue types including oesophageal malignancy (Konturek et al,  

2004; Mobius et al,  2005). The expression o f COX-2 may promote carcinogenesis 

through its effects on proliferation, apoptotic prevention and promotion of angiogenesis 

(von Rahden et al,  2005). Importantly, inhibition o f COX-2 in animal models of BO and 

adenocarcinoma has been shown to reduce the formation o f metaplastic tissues o f the 

oesophagus indicating the important role of prostaglandins in the development of 

oesophageal adenoacarcinoma (Oyama et al,  2005). Ex-vivo experiments using 

endoscopic biopsies of BO have shown that acid can up-regulate COX-2 expression and 

may be one a major mechanisms contributing to promotion o f dysplasia by acidic 

exposure in BO (Kaur et al ,  2002). Souza et al (2004) have shown that increases in 

proliferation as a result of a pulsatile exposure to acidic medium is mediated in part 

through production of prostaglandins by COX-2 which in turn is largely mediated by the 

activation of the MAPK pathway (Souza et al,  2004). Changes in C0X 2, MAPK and 

proliferation identified in these studies were significant but the fold changes were quite 

small and it remains to be seen what other mediators o f low pH signalling exist.
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1.4.2.3.3 Low pH, Caudal type Homeo box Transcription Factor 2 (CDX2) and 

tlie Oesophagus

Research by Marchetti et al (2002) demonstrated that long term culture of mouse 

oesophageal keratinocytes can lead to the induction of CDX2 transcription factor and an 

alteration in the cytokeratin expression pattern of these cultured cells (Marchetti et a l, 

2003). This study observed that mouse oesophageal keratinocytes, cultured in filter 

supports can form a multilayered epithelium to an average of 4 cell layers in thickness. 

Apoptosis resulted from exposure of these layered cells to low pH on both apical and 

basal sides of the culture apparatus. However, when only the apical side of the layered 

keratinocytes was exposed to low pH a decrease in proliferation was observed but the 

cells survived to completion of experimentation and subsequent induction of CDX2 

expression. This indicates that oesophageal epithelial cells at least from mice can extrude 

H"̂  ions from their apical side and that even in the absence of tight junction, as in 

oesophageal tissue, no neutralisation occurred between the apical and basal layers of the 

culture assembly (Marchetti et al, 2003). The intestinal specific transcription factor, 

CDX2 is expressed in BO and has been observed as early as pre-metaplastic oesophageal 

inflammatory stages implicating this transcription factors in the development of 

oesophageal metaplasia (Eda et al., 2003).

1.4.3 Bile Acids and Oesophageal Malignancy.

The carcinogenic properties of the secondary bile acid deoxycholate were first described 

in the early 1940’s by cook et al (1940), based on the abilities of bile acid to induce 

tumour formation in a mouse model of colon cancer. Recently it has been demonstrated, 

using mice with a germline mutation in APC (Min/+) as a model of familial adenomatous 

polyposis, that administration of chenodeoxycholate increased duodenal tumours 

(Mahmoud et a l, 1999). This increase occurred without addition of a standard carcinogen 

such as N-methyl-NO-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine (MNNG), MNU or azoxymethane, so that 

in Min/+ mice, the bile acid chenodeoxycholate was a true carcinogen. In later animal 

models a causal relationship was observed between bile acids and cancer when intrarectal 

instillation of bile acids in rats promoted the development colonic adenomas and 

carcinomas (Narisawa e? a/., 1974; Reddy e? a/., 1984). In these studies several bile acids 

were shown to promote carcinogenesis within the presence of known carcinogens such as 

MNNG which has lead to the classification of bile acids as tumour promoters rather than
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actual carcinogens (Mahmoud et a l, 1999). Diets high in beef tallow or lard increase the 

concentration o f colonic faecal secondary bile acids such as deoxycholic acid, which are 

credited for the colon tumour promoting effects of dietary fat (Reddy 1994; Reddy et al., 

1996). Recently collated evidence and supposition has warranted a reassessment o f bile 

acids and cancer. Bile acids such as the secondary bile acid deoxycholate have been 

shown to cause DNA damage in colonic and oesophageal cells, induce frequent apoptotic 

lesions and upon chronic exposure can select for apoptotic resistant cell lineages, a 

common characteristic o f malignancy. In addition, high or abnormal bile acid exposure is 

associated with increased incidence o f cancer in the laryngopharyngeal tract, oesophagus, 

stomach, pancreas, the small intestine (near the Ampulla of Vater) and the colon. The 

discovery o f DNA damage induced upon exposure to bile acids such as deoxycholate 

warrants its reclassification as a true genotoxic carcinogen.

1.4.3.1 Duodenal Reflux and Oesophageal Cancer

There is ever increasing evidence for the involvement o f duodenogastro-oesophageal 

reflux in the development of BO and subsequent OAC (Dixon et al., 2001; Tselepis et al., 

2003; Stamp 2006). The use o f proton pump inhibitors and other such acidic control 

regimes has yet to demonstrate any reduction in either disease pathology or 

epidemiology. This indicates the presence of factors acting in concert with the acidic 

component o f the refluxate in development and progression o f oesophageal metaplastic 

lesions. The presence o f abnormal concentrations o f bile acids, in particular deoxycholic 

acid, in the reflux aspirates o f GORD patients in conjunction with animal models and 

histopathological evidence has implicated bile acids in the promotion o f oesophageal 

injury and metaplasticity (Nehra et al., 1999; Dixon et a l, 2001). Secondary cholic bile 

acids such as deoxycholic acid (DCA) and chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) and to a 

lesser extent conjugated secondary bile acids such as tauro-deoxycholic acid (TDCA) 

have been identified as the prevalent bile derivatives in the reflux aspirates o f GORD and 

Barrett's patient groups in comparison to normal controls (Nehra et al., 1999). In a similar 

fashion to colonic cancer patient groups, oesophageal cancer patients may have a high 

BMI and exist on a high fat, low fibre diet which can increase the quantities o f bile 

produced, both to breakdown fats and to eradicate excess cholesterol (Hill 1990).
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Increased bile acid exposure has been associated with increased oesophageal mucosal 

damage and severity of disease (Gillen et al., 1988; Nehra et al., 1999). In a recent study 

by Dixon et al (2005), an increased bile reflux index (BRl) was observed in Barrett’s 

patients in comparison to GORD, which again was higher in non-ulcer dyspepsia (NUD) 

patients. Gillison et al (1972) demonstrated the importance of bile acids in reflux in 

primates, when rhesus monkeys underwent surgery to establish the role of reflux of acid 

alone and reflux of acid with bile on the development of oesophagitis (Gillison et al., 

1972). The severity of oesophagitis was increased in monkeys that had bile reflux 

(Gillison et a l, 1972). Additionally, bile acids have been implicated in the promotion of 

goblet-cell-containing metaplasia in other gastrointestinal epithelia, including the 

stomach, duodenum, intestine, bile ducts and the oesophagus (Jankowski et al, 2000; 

Tselepis et a i, 2003). Notably, it has been suggested that the use of proton pump 

inhibitors (PPl’s) and acid suppressing medication may have adverse effects on the 

development of oesophageal metaplasia through increasing the effects of unconjugated 

bile acids such as deoxycholic acid (Olliver et al., 2003; Wild et al., 2003; Jolly et al, 

2004; Olliver et a i, 2005; Stamp 2006).

The destructive effect of bile acid is likely to be due to their detergent properties, which 

may cause disruption of the mucosal barrier and damage to cellular membranes. This has 

been observed in gastric mucosa where bile acid exposure can induce the release of 

phospho-lipids and cholesterol into the lumen. It has also been shown that exposure of 

oesophageal cells to bile salts can increase the permeability to which can then amplify 

the damage caused by reflux of gastric acid (Harmon et al, 1981; Zhao et al, 1990; Zhao 

et al, 1991). In addition, evidence derived from the study of bile exposure in rabbit 

oesophagus demonstrated that the oesophageal epithelium in vitro can accumulate bile 

acid up to seven times that of the original luminal concentration (Schweitzer et al, 1986; 

Schweitzer et a l, 1987). This is possibly mediated by trapping the bile acids through 

intracellular ionisation.

1.4.3.2 Normal Function of Bile Acids in the GI tract.

Bile acids are described as amphipathic molecules as they display both hydrophobic and 

hydrophilic moieties that allow these molecules to perform their fiinction. When the pH is 

equal to the pKa, the bile acid is half-ionised and half protonated, the ionised half being
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soluble. In this manner, these molecules may allow the solublisation of hydrophobic 

materials such as fats and some vitamins. When the pKa exceeds the pH, the bile acid is 

predominately protonated and is thereby insoluble. Glycine and taurine conjugatation 

make bile acids soluble in acidic solution by lowering the pKa from between 6 or 7 to 

about 2. These properties allow bile acids to emulsify fat globules to microscopic 

droplets, greatly increasing the surface area of the lipid and thereby making it available 

for digestion by lipases that cannot otherwise access the interior of the lipid globules 

(Carlier et ai, 1986). Additionally, bile acids can function as lipid carriers in aqueous 

environments as they are able to solubilise lipids by forming micelles and aid in the 

transportation and adsorption of fat soluble vitamins such as vitamin D.

1.4.3.3 Bile Acid M etabolism.

The primary bile acids, cholic acid and chenodeoxycholic acid, are naturally occurring 

trophic factors of the gastrointestinal tract that are synthesised in hepatocytes from the 

sterol backbone of cholesterol (Chiang 2002). Between 10 and 14 enzymes are required 

in the synthesis of these primary bile acids that function in three main biochemical 

pathways (Russell et ai, 1992; Bernstein et al, 2005). After their synthesis in 

hepatocytes, bile acids are excreted as hepatic bile into the cannaliculi as C24 amides 

conjugated with either glycine or taurine. Hepatic bile, which is composed of large 

amounts of bile acids, cholesterol and phospholipids, is then modified in the bile ducts by 

the addition of a bicarbonate rich aqueous secretion from the ductal epithelial cells 

(Vlahcevic et al, 1999). During fasting, the gallbladder stores and concentrates the bile 

by the removal of inorganic electrolytes and water by absorption. Micelle formation 

further concentrates the bile in the gall bladder.

When chime from an ingested meal enters the small intestine, acid and partially digested 

fats and proteins prompt the release of cholescystokinin and secretin, which stimulates 

gall bladder contraction and relaxation of the sphincter of Oddi culminating in the 

discharge of bile into the duodenum (Hofmann 1999). Within the small intestine, the bile 

acids are critically important for lipid absorption in the ileum. Bile acids are avidly re

adsorbed by an active bile salt re-absorptive mechanism in the terminal ileum, with 

uptake into ileal columnar epithelium cells, leaving less than 5% of the bile salt pool to 

enter the colon. After absorption by ileal enterocytes, bile salts are shuttled to the
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basolateral cellular domains for efflux into the portal circulation followed by extraction 

from the portal vein blood by hepatocytes. Levels of bile acids in the general circulation 

are tightly controlled with portal blood fasting and postprandial levels of 0.014 mM and 

0.043 mM respectively compared with peripheral bile acid levels of healthy individuals 

remaining at 0.003 mM (Angelin et al, 1982; Redinger 2003).

There are between 6 and 12 enterohepatic circulations per day allowing approximately 

20% of the primary bile acid pool to proceed to the colon on a daily basis. Bile acids 

entering the colon are metabolized by enteric anaerobic bacteria by two major and several 

minor modifications (Nagengast et al, 1995). Firstly, a deconjugation step to remove the 

taurine or glycine conjugates of cholic acid (CA) and chenodeoxycholic (CDCA) acids, 

which are poorly ionised and lipophilic. The second major modification is performed by 

7a hydroxylase that ultimately results in the creation of the secondary bile acids 

deoxychoilic (DCA) and lithocholic (LCA) acids from CA and CDCA acids respectively. 

Tertiary bile acids such as ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) and sulpho-LCA (SLCA) are 

produced through epimerisation of CDCA or sulphonation of LCA (Bjorkhem et al., 

2001; Chiang 2002; Bernstein et al, 2005).

A small proportion of DCA is reabsorbed in the colon and passed to the portal blood 

supply by binding to specific proteins that facilitate their transport across intestinal 

enterocytes. DCA is again extracted from the plasma by the hepatocytes, reconjugated 

and once again secreted in the bile. LCA on the other hand, is not reabsorbed due to its 

insolubility and is secreted in the stool along with any remaining unabsorbed bile acids in 

the colon, thus providing the only available mechanism for cholesterol excretion from the 

diet (Hill 1990; Bernstein et al, 2005).

1.4.3.4 Bile Acids Synthesis and Regulation.

The synthesis of bile acids plays a central role in cholesterol homeostasis of the body and 

occurs exclusively in hepatocytes by a cascade of 12 enzymes located in the endoplasmic 

reticulum, mitochondria, cytosol and peroxisomes. The main bile acid biosynthetic 

pathway (classic/neutral) is initiated by cholesterol 7a-hydroxylase (CYP7A1), which is 

only expressed in the liver, whereas the alternative pathway (or acidic) pathway is 

initiated by 27-hydroxylase (CYP27A1), which is expressed in many tissues. The classic
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pathway uses largely neutral sterol intermediates in the synthesis o f both CA and CDCA 

(Fig. 1.15). Under physiological pH, bile acids exist as sodium salts referred to as bile 

salts. Interruption o f enterhepatic circulation by treatment with bile acid sequestrants or 

biliary diversion increases the rate o f bile acid synthesis and the activity o f CYP7A1 by 

about 3- to 4-fold. Enterohepatic circulation o f bile acids is the most important 

physiological mechanism for controlling the overall rate o f bile acid biosynthesis (Myant 

et a l, 1977; Bjorkhem et a i, 2001; Chiang 2002).

Conjugated bile acids are synthesised in the hepatocytes and secreted from the liver into 

the canniculi and stored in the gallbladder. Following meal consumption, gallbladder 

contraction releases bile acids into the intestine for digestion o f fats. A certain proportion 

of the primary bile acids are converted to the secondary bile acids DCA and LCA acid by 

7a-dehydroxylase in bacterial flora. Secondary bile acids except lithocholic acid are 

reabsorbed in the ileum and transported back to the hepatocytes by the portal venous 

circulation. Bile acids bind to hepatic bile acid-binding proteins and are transported to 

canalicular membranes for secretion into bile (Hofmann 1999). This circulatory process 

is repeated through out the daily meal cycle with the faecal bile acids being replaced by 

de novo bile acids synthesis from cholesterol (Hill 1990; Kullak-Ublick et al., 2004; 

Bernstein et a l, 2005).

1.4.3.5 Bile Acids in Cholesterol Homeostasis

The liver through its production o f bile acids plays a central role in cholesterol 

homeostasis. The liver receives cholesterol by 4 main mechanisms: 1) uptake from serum 

cholesterol esters by low density lipoprotein receptor mediated endocytosis, 2) Reverse 

cholesterol transport from peripheral tissues by the selective uptake of high density 

lipoprotein, 3) absorption of dietary cholesterol in the intestine and transport to the liver 

as chylomicrons and 4) de novo synthesis o f cholesterol from acetyl-coenzyme A (CoA). 

Oxysterols are intermediates in the bile acid biosynthesis pathway from cholesterol and 

are potent feedback regulators of both cholesterol and bile acid metabolism (Kandutsch et 

al., 1974; Brown et al., 1999). Cholesterol excretion is accomplished by assembly o f 

cholesterol esters into very low-density lipoproteins (VLDL) and emitted into the 

circulation. VLDLs are converted to intermediary density lipoprotein (IDL) and LDL, 

and then filtered out by the liver and peripheral tissues by aforementioned LDL receptors.
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O f cholesterol catabolised, 50% is converted to bile acids and 10% is used for the 

synthesis o f steroid hormones. The remaining 40% is excreted in the bile with other 

phospholipids (Chiang 2002).

1.4.3.6 Transcriptional Control of Bile Acid Synthesis

The regulation of bile acid synthesis is largely performed by transcriptional control of 

CYP7A1 gene by many factors such as hormones, bile acids, and dietary nutrients (Fig. 

1.16) (Chiang 1998, 2002). Numerous hepatic specific transcription factors, mostly 

located in the nucleus, have been identified that bind to promoter regions o f  the CYP7A1 

gene and control the transcription thereof (Wang et a l,  1996b). Analysis o f the promoter 

regions identified two bile acid responsive elements known as BAREI and BAREII 

(Chiang et al., 1994). Further assessment o f these regions by Chiang et al (1994) 

documented hormone responsive elements in the BAREs bound retinoic acid receptor 

(RARa), chicken ovalbumin upstream promoter-transcription factor II, hepatocyte 

nuclear factor 4a (HNF4a) and peroxisome proliferators-activated receptor a (PPARa) 

(Stroup et al., 1997; Stroup et al., 2000). Subsequent analysis in rat and human 

hepatocytes identified nuclear receptors involved in regulation o f basal transcription as 

well as feedback regulation o f CYP7A1 gene. The first to be identified was the oxysterol 

receptor (LXR) (Lehmann et al., 1997), followed by the bile acid receptor known as 

farsenoid X receptor (FXR) (Wang et al., 1999b). Other studies also identified the 

pregnane X receptor (PXR), a-fetoprotein transcription factor (FTF) and the small 

heterodimer partner (SHP) as bile acid regulated nuclear receptors (Chiang 2002). Both 

LXPx. and FXR are closely related and belong to the same NRIH subfamily o f orphan 

nuclear receptors (Mangelsdorf et al., 1995).

Accretion o f dietary cholesterol in the liver stimulates the synthesis o f oxysterols that 

bind to the orphan nuclear receptor, liver X receptor (LXR), which in turn amplifies the 

catabolic clearance o f cholesterol by increasing bile acid synthesis and excretion. Where 

as, bile acid homeostasis is regulated through feedback repression o f CYP7A1 

transcription. As the bile acid pool increases in size, transcription o f CYP7A1, the rate- 

limiting enzyme in bile acid synthesis, is repressed through the orphan nuclear receptor, 

FXR. The hydrophobic bile acid, CDCA, is the most potent activator o f the FXR, with an 

EC50 of about 10-20)iM (Makishima et al., 1999). The secondary bile acids DCA and
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f rom  C h a n g  et  al  2002).



LCA are less effective and hydrophilic bile acids such as UDCA and muricholic acids 

(MCA) are unable to activate FXR (Chiang 2002). Activation of FXR does not directly 

reduce CYP7A1 expression as originally hypothesised as the FXR binding sequence IRl 

is not present in the promoter and the FXR is unable to bind to the BARE sequences of 

the CYP7A1 gene. It was suggested that FXR activation suppressed CYP7A1 

transcription by an indirect mechanism involving other liver specific factors (Chiang et 

al, 2000). FXR binding motifs have been identified in a number of genes such as ileum 

bile acid binding protein (IBABP), canalicular bile salt export pump (BSEP), 

phospholipid transport pump (PLTP), ApoCII and sodium taurocholate cotransporter 

polypeptide (NTCP) (Lazaridis et al, 2000; Chiang 2002). Activation of FXR represses 

NTCP, thus preventing bile acid uptake into the hepatocyte and activates BSEP, which 

promotes bile efflux into the cannicular ducts. In the small intestine, bile acids upregulate 

the ileal bile acid binding protein via FXR, which assists in reducing the free 

concentrations of bile acids and thereby limiting their toxicity and circulation (Makishima 

et al., 1999; Lu et al, 2001). Therefore, FXR serves as a bile acid sensor and plays a 

critical role in bile acid homeostasis.

1.5 BILE ACID SIGNALLING IN GASTRO-INTESTINAL PATHOLOGY.

1.5.1 Bile Acid, Oxidative and Nitrosive Stress.

Hydrophobic bile acids such as DCA have been shown to elicit oxidative/nitrosive stress 

through the release of reactive oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen (RNS) species (Craven et al, 

1986; Booth et al., 1997; Lechner et al, 2002; Araki et al, 2005). There are numerous 

pathways responsible for the release of these reactive species from cellular compartments 

some of which are detailed in Figure 1.17. Release of ROS can be the result of direct 

detergent effect of the hydrophobic acid on outer membrane resident enzymes such as 

phospholipase A2 (PLA2 ), which upon activation can synthesize the production of 

arachadonic acid (AA). Enzymes such as cyclooxygenases (COX) and lipoxygenases 

(LOX) may then utilise AA in the production of ROS through the partial reduction of 

molecular oxygen (O2 ). Indeed the production of ROS by exposure to bile acids has been 

shown to be largely dependant on the activation of COX by bile acids (Araki et al, 

2005). ROS plays a natural protective role in a healthy immune system by providing a 

powerful natural weapon to fight infection (Payne et al, 2003). However exposure to 

ROS has been shown to elicit DNA damage in many cell types and elevated levels of
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ROS are implicated in the pathogenesis of many diseases including oesophageal cancer 

(Liu et al, 2003; Ozel et ai, 2004; Olliver et al, 2005). Mitochondrial release of ROS 

can be initiated by bile acid exposure in a number of ways. Firstly, the endogenous 

generation of AA can elicit ROS release which can in turn form a feedback loop 

amplifying the generation of these genotoxic agents. Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress, 

resulting from interruption of protein folding in the reticulum, can release the protein Bak 

which in turn activates the release of ROS from the mitochondria (Booth et ai, 1997; 

Venturi et al, 1997; Bernstein et ai, 1999; Bernstein et al, 2005).

The formation of nitric oxide (NO) through the nitrogen oxide synthase family of 

enzymes (NOS 1-3) represents the primary mechanism of RNS generation. DCA exposure 

can induce the transcription of inducible nitrogen oxide synthase (iNOS or N0S2) 

through the inflammatory transcription factor NF-Â B in numerous cell types including 

oesophageal cells (Payne et ai, 1998; Abdel-Latif et al, 2004a). Phospholipase C 

activation by bile acid exposure induces the release of inistol 3-phosphate (IP3 ) from the 

membrane (Chung et ai, 1985). Free IP3 allows the release of Ca from the endoplasmic 

reticulum which can activate NO production by the endothelial specific NOS (NOS3) 

which is also expressed in colonic epithelial cells (Devor et al., 1993). Subsequent to the 

production of NO, ROS or hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 ) may elicit the production of 

peroxynitrites (ONOO') and hydroxyl radicals (*OH) from NO both of which are 

genotoxic radicals that can be produced upon deoxycholate exposure. NO production has 

been described as a double edged sword as it serves in the regulation of both physiologic 

and pathologic processes (Washo-Stultz et al, 1999; Jaiswal et al., 2000; Jaiswal et ai, 

2001). While nitrosive stress can induce DNA-damage causing lesions, NO also has a 

number of important physiologic roles in inflammation, cytoprotection and 

neurotransmission (Payne et ai, 2003).

1.5.2 Bile Acids and DNA Damage.

As described above the generation of the genotoxic agents such as RNS and ROS can be 

induced by exposure of epithelial cells to bile acid (Zheng et al, 1992; Bernstein et al, 

2005). In cells under proliferative or differentiative signals, ROS-induced DNA damage 

to particular genes may remain un-repaired until the next cell cycle, thereby introducing 

replication errors into daughter cells (Jackson et al, 1998). Such replication errors lead to
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mutation, and some o f these mutations may cause aberrant expression o f key regulatory 

genes such as oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes, which ultimately may lead to 

cancer. In this manner, different cellular lineages may be created with increased 

malignant potential dependant on the genes affected by DNA damage. This is o f 

particular interest upon consideration of the nature o f the development o f BO and its 

subsequent malignant potential. In a recent study o f acid and bile acid induced DNA 

damage by Jolly et al (2004), it was shown that the secondary bile acid, DCA, could 

induce significant DNA damage in oesophageal cells in normal pH ranges (pH6-7) but no 

such damage was observed under acidic pH ranges (pH 3.5-4). These results indicate that 

acid suppressive therapies may actually enhance the DNA-damaging effects o f refluxed 

bile acids such as DCA (Jolly et al., 2004; Stamp 2006). The mechanism of DCA induced 

DNA damage in oesophageal cells is still unclear but the comet assay used in these 

experiments detects DNA strand breaks and alkali-labile sites, consistent with forms of 

DNA damage stimulated by ROS (Jackson et a l, 1998). Importantly, there are a plethora 

o f studies reporting the genotoxicity o f DCA and other secondary bile acids in a variety 

o f cell types. It is also important to note that bile acids can directly induce DNA adducts 

in vitro (identified using ^^P-postlabelling techniques) (Khan et a l, 2003). However, it is 

as yet unknown if bile acids can transit the epithelial membranes and indeed the nuclear 

membranes o f oesophageal cells as no bile acid transport channels have yet been 

identified in the oesophageal epithelium such as are present in certain colonic epithelial 

cells. Recently Olliver et al (2003) observed that DNA damage was higher in the 

Barrett's mucosa o f BO patients in comparison to normal oesophageal mucosa and 

gastric samples. Additionally, the highest quartile o f DNA damage in Barrett's mucosa 

was associated with an increased risk o f developing adenocarcinoma or high grade 

dysplasia compared with the DNA damage levels in the lowest quartile o f patients 

(Olliver et al., 2003; Olliver et al., 2005). It is apparent that genotoxic agents such as 

DCA, present in high quantities in the reflux o f Barrett’s patients, may contribute to 

levels o f DNA damage observed and may be involved in the promotion o f malignancy o f 

the oesophagus.

1.5.3 Apoptotic Resistance and Bile Acids.

Evidence from live cell bioassays has shown that the flat mucosa from patients with 

colon cancer exhibits resistance to bile salt-induced apoptosis which occurs at a
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consistent rate in the normal mucosa in response to physiological concentrations o f bile 

acids (Bedi et a l ,  1995; Weiss et a i,  1997). It is speculated that bile acid-induced 

apoptosis selects for apoptosis resistant cells, most o f which undergo apoptosis, while at 

the same time selecting for the survival o f cells with apoptosis resistant mutations or 

apoptotic resistant epigenetic alterations. Crowley-Weber et al (2002 and 2004) 

demonstrated the ability o f long term culture o f colonic epithelial cells, with sub-lethal 

concentrations o f deoxycholate, to select for cells resistant to bile acid-induced apoptosis. 

These apoptotic resistant cells displayed over-expression of Bcl-2, both p50 and p65 

subunits o f NF-A:B, thioredoxin peroxidase 2 and EGFR among many others. 

Additionally, these cells also displayed a constitutively active NF-Â B as determined by 

confocal microscopy. The use o f antisense oligos demonstrated that the constitutive 

activity o f NF-A'B was in part responsible for the apoptotic resistance observed (Bedi et 

al., 1995; Weiss e? <2 /., 1997; Crowley-Weber e/a/., 2002; Bernstein e/a/., 2004).

Development o f BO is associated with the concurrent reduction in levels of apoptosis in 

response to refluxed agents. Dvorakova et al (2005) have recently demonstrated using ex 

vivo bioassays of live stressed oesophageal tissue that epithelial cells from BO are 

resistance to DCA induced apoptosis in comparison with normal oesophageal squamous 

epithelial and colonic cells. Such cells, while having an increased growth advantage to 

other cells in the genotoxic mileu, are also at a greater risk o f malignancy due to the 

propensity for further excessive DNA damage and mutation (Crowley-Weber et al., 2002; 

-lolly et al., 2004; Dvorakova et al., 2005). Apoptotic resistant subpopulations may arise 

through aberrant over-expression o f anti-apoptotic proteins such as Bcl-2, NF-AB and 

COX-2 with simultaneous reduction in expression o f pro-apoptotic proteins such as p53 

and APC. Shirvani et al (2000) and others have shown increased expression o f COX-2 in 

BO, which can be induced by gastric acid and DCA and is associated with apoptotic 

resistance (Shirvani et al., 2000). NF-A^B, an important inflammatory transcription factor 

commonly activated in BO and OAC, is also associated with the control o f apoptotic fate 

under conditions of cellular stress (Payne et a i,  1998; Abdel-Latif et a l ,  2004a; Abdel- 

Latif et al., 2005; O'Riordan et a i,  2005). The p50 subunit o f this transcription factor, 

which is linked to apoptotic resistance, is located on chromosome 4. Hyperploidy o f this 

chromosome has been shown by Doak et al (2003) to be a common early event in the 

development o f BO which may contribute to further malignant potential (Doak et al.,
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2003). The presence of DCA in the reflux aspirate of BO patients combined with the 

abilities of this molecule to select for apoptotic resistant cells definitively implicates this 

bile acid in the malignant potential of BO.

1.5.4 Proliferation and Bile Acids.

The progression of GORD through BO and the M-D-A is associated with basal cell 

hyperplasia and increased proliferation of the epithelial cells. Increased proliferation has 

been observed in BO explants exposed to bile salt mixtures in both a continuous and 

pulsatile manner. In these experiments Kaur et al (2002) demonstrated that mixtures of 

conjugated bile acids could increase thymidine incorporation in a dose dependant manner 

specifically in BO explants in comparison to normal oesophageal epithelium and 

duodenal explants (Kaur et ai, 2002). One h pulses of the bile acid mixture could also 

significantly induce thymidine incorporation and PCNA protein expression specifically in 

BO tissue. Interestingly, addition of acidic media to these experiments inhibited this 

proliferative effect again emphasising the potential detrimental effects of acidic control 

regimes on the malignant potential of duodenal reflux (Stamp 2006). The increase in 

proliferation was attributed to PKC activation and COX-2 expression both of which are 

activated by a variety of bile acids in colonic and oesophageal cell lines. Some animal 

models of duodenal reflux have demonstrated increased mucosal proliferation as 

determined by Ki-67 and cyclin D1 staining (Zhang et al, 2001). However, its was not 

determined whether the mucosal thickening was due to basal cell hyperplasia or as a 

result of the direct proliferative effect of duodenal reflux. Therefore, it appears that in 

addition to the selection of apoptotic resistance cell lineages by the more prevalent 

genotoxic secondary bile acids there are also proliferative effects employed by 

conjugated bile acids, which together may contribute to the development of the 

heterogeneous cell population of BO.

Processes such as proliferation, apoptosis and cellular differentiation are tightly regulated 

by numerous key genes one of which being the transcription factor proto-oncogene c- 

myc. Dysregulation of c-myc has been observed in numerous cancers including those of 

the stomach colon and oesophagus. The gene encoding c-myc transcript, and ultimately 

protein, is located at chromosomal region 8q23-24, a region commonly amplified in BO 

and OAC (Doak et al, 2003). Histological analysis of c-myc protein expression has
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shown it to be expressed in 50% of BO samples and 90% of adenocarcinomas placing c- 

myc demonstrating expression throughout the M-D-A sequence. Additionally, Tselepis et 

al (2003) demonstrated the ability of acidified bile exposure to induce c-myc gene 

induction in oesophageal cells.

1.5.5 Bile Acid Exposure and Receptor Transactivation.

Exposure of oesophageal and other cell types to secondary bile acids such as DCA and 

CDCA has been shown to activate a number of important transcription factors and 

mediators of intracellular signalling (Crowley-Weber et al., 2002; Glinghammar et ai, 

2002; Bernstein et al, 2005). The true mechanisms involved in the transit of bile acid 

induced signals from the extracellular to the intracellular environment, without the use of 

a bile acid transport mechanisms absent in oesophageal cells, is not yet understood. It has 

been proposed that signals are initiated through perturbations in the outer cellular 

membrane and transactivation of receptors or other effecter molecules present in the outer 

membrane (Qiao et al, 2001c; Yoon et al, 2002; Wemeburg et al, 2003). Exposure of 

numerous types of cells to hydrophobic bile acids such as DCA has been shown to 

activate a number of pathways resulting in transduction of the signal through the 

cytoplasm and into the nucleus resulting in a transcriptional response (Fig. 1.17) 

(Crowley-Weber et ai, 2002; Bernstein et al, 2005).

Recent evidence has demonstrated that bile acids can transactivate the epidermal growth 

factor receptor (EGFR) in a variety of cell types including hepatocytes, cholangiocytes 

and colonic cells (Crowley-Weber et ai, 2002; Wemeburg et ai, 2003; Bernstein et al, 

2005). The mechanisms responsible for bile acid-mediated EGFR transactivation remain 

unclear and potentially include both ligand-dependent and -independent mechanisms. In 

human cholangiocytes, EGFR transactivation was achieved in an MMP/TGF-a dependant 

fashion upon exposure to DCA. This activation was achieved without a concurrent 

transcriptional increase in EGFR ligands such as EGF, TGF-a or HB-EGF and the use of 

anti-TGF-a sera or EGRF-blocking antibody abolished DCA induced EGFR 

transactivation as described by phospho-tyrosine antibodies. In colonic cells, a similar 

transactivation of the EGFR receptor is observed upon bile acid exposure. This 

transactivation was accomplished by phosphorylation of Tyr992 of the EGFR molecule 

and was found to be a ligand independent activation (Merchant et al, 2005).
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Transactivation of the EGFR by conjugated bile acids in colonic cell lines subsequently 

lead to increased proliferation through the activation of the MAPK/ERK pathway (Rao et 

ai, 2002; Gupta et al, 2004).

Subsequent to transactivation of such receptors as EGFR and other as yet unidentified 

mediators of bile acids signalling, a number of intracellular signalling pathways can be 

activated dependent on cell line, bile acid conjugation and duration of exposure. 

Pathways commonly induced by bile acid exposure include the mitogen activated protein 

kinase (MAPK), phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3-K)/Akt and PKC resulting in the 

activation of such transcription factors as NF-Â B and AP-1.

1.5.6 Bile Acid Activation of MAPK Family

The MAPK family of kinases play a key role in the transduction of extracellular signals 

from membrane receptors such as EGFR to the nucleus thereby altering the 

transcriptional activity of cells and the initiation of subsequent biological responses. 

Transactivation of the EGFR receptor whether through ligand dependent or independent 

mechanisms by exposure to bile acids and subsequent activation of members of the PLC 

and Ras families results in the activation of MAPK signalling cascade. Cheng et al (2005) 

demonstrated that conjugated bile acids could induce the phosphorylation of the p42/44 

MAPK cascade downstream of EGFR transactivation whereas other groups have 

demonstrated the ability of DCA to activate members of the p38 MAPK cascade and 

subsequent activation of ERK family members (Cheng et al, 2005a; Jaiswal et al, 2005). 

Transactivation of EGFR by deoxycholate involved the use of Raf-1 kinase activity and 

was inhibited by co-culture with the hydrophilic bile acid UDCA (Im et al, 2004; Im et 

al, 2005).

1.5.7 Bile Acid Activation of PKC Enzymes

The PKC family consists of 12 members, which are categorised based on their structure 

and their requirements for di-acylglycerol (DAG) and calcium (Ca^^) (Toker 1998). 

Activation of PKCs is largely achieved through lipid generated secondary mediators. 

Activation of PLC enzymes, in response to agonists or transactivation of the EGFR, 

results in the hydrolysis of membrane phospholipids with the subsequent generation of 

DAG and soluble inositol phosphates (IP3) by PI-3-K (Singh et al, 1993). Soluble
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inositol phosphates stimulate the release of Ca^^ from intracellular stores which in 

conjunction with DAG facilitate the activation of cytosolic PKC and translocation to the 

nucleus (Singh et ai, 1993; Ohmori et ai, 1998; Toker 1998). A number of studies have 

demonstrated the activation of PKC family members in response to bile acids exposure in

colonic and oesophageal cells (Glinghammar et ai, 2001; Qiao et ai, 2001b; Qiao et ai,
2+2001a). Deoxycholate exposure has been observed to induce the release of Ca from 

intracellular stores and the subsequent induction differential subcellular localisation of 

the PKC isoenzymes Bi,e and d in colonic cells and BHK-21 fibroblasts (Looby et ai, 

2005). Increased membrane lipid turnover resulting from PLC/PLA2 activation can also 

result in the release of AA from the membrane, also capable of inducing PKC family 

members and increased production of prostaglandins. In BO explant cultures, conjugated 

bile salt-induced alterations in proliferation and COX-2 induction have been shown to be 

PKC- e dependant, highlighting the contribution of bile acids and PKC activation to 

oesophageal malignancy (Kaur et al, 2002).

1.5.8 Phosphoinositide-3-Kinase (PI-3-K) Activation by Bile Acids

Another important survival and growth pathway is the PI-3-K/Akt pathway which has 

been shown to have an important role in the development of many tumours such as 

prostate cancer, breast and lung cancer (She et ai, 2005). Recent observations by Jaiswal 

et al (2004) have shown that the proliferative responses to conjugated bile acids in 

oesophageal cells is in part mediated through the PI-3-K/Akt pathway (Jaiswal et ai, 

2004). Transactivation or ligand binding of such receptors as the EGFR and PDGFR can 

lead to the activation of this pathway. DCA-induced phospho-inositols production by 

activated PI-3-K leads to the recruitment of a downstream effector known as protein 

kinase B (PKB), also known as Akt (Saito et al, 2002; Im et al, 2005). At the plasma 

membrane, Akt is phosphorylated by 3-phospho-inositide-dependent protein kinase 

(PDK-1) turning it into its active form (Park et al, 2001). Activated Akt has been shown 

to induce DNA synthesis and play important roles in proliferation, apoptosis and 

oncogenesis (Ksiezak-Reding et al, 2003; Kyoung Pyo et al, 2004; LeVea et ai, 2004; 

Mirza et al., 2004). Exposure of cells to conjugated and unconjugated bile acids results in 

the transactivation of receptors such as EGFR and the subsequent convergence of various 

mediators of intracellular signalling such as PKC, MAPK and PI-3-K none of whom are 

specific to particular bile acids or cell types (Fig. 1.17).
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1.5.9 Bile Acids Induce Transcription Factor Activation

Downstream of bile acid-induced activation o f molecular mediators such as those 

discussed above, lies the activation of a variety o f transcription factors resident in the cell 

nucleus which control cellular fate and other stress related inflammatory response. To 

date bile acids have been reported to affect the activity o f such transcription factors as 

nuclear factor kappa B (NF-^B), activating protein 1 (AP-1) and recently the caudal type 

homeo box transcription factor 2 (CDX2) (Abdel-Latif et ai ,  2004a; Jenkins et al ,  2004; 

Muhlbauer et al,  2004; Kazumori et al ,  2006). NF-^B is an important anti-apoptotic, 

pro-inflammatory transcription factors located on chromosome 4 whose activity has been 

linked to the progression o f many cancers oesophageal included (Doak et al ,  2003; 

Viatour et al ,  2005). This transcription factor consists o f two main subunits, p65/RelA 

and p50, which can be activated by a diverse range o f stimuli such as phorbol esters, 

prostaglandins, UV light, PDGF and a range o f interleukins 1,2,17 and 18. However, the 

most characterised pathway of NF-^B activation is that induced upon TNFa stimulation 

(Fig. 1.18) (Donovan et al,  1999; Chapman et al,  2000; Perkins 2000).

Many o f the effects o f bile acids described in previous sections such as proliferation and 

apoptosis can be mediated through the activation o f NF-A'B. DCA-induced NF-kB DNA 

binding and gene transcription was recently described by a number o f groups in 

oesophageal cells. Abdel-Latif et al (2004) demonstrated the ability o f DCA exposure to 

induce NF-kB binding and this work was then later expanded by Jenkins et al (2004) who 

observed the NF-kB dependant induction o f IL-8 and lA-B inhibitory molecule gene 

transcription in oesophageal cells (Abdel-Latif et al ,  2004a; Jenkins et al ,  2004; 

Muhlbauer et al ,  2004). In a similar fashion to the induction o f DNA damage in 

oesophageal cells, co-exposure of oesophageal cells to acidic environments in 

conjunction with bile acids such as DCA was unable to activate NF-kB binding or IL-8 

gene induction. Comparative experiments in colonic cells exposed to deoxycholate and 

taurodeoxycholate demonstrated differential transcription factor activation. Both 

conjugated and unconjugated forms o f DCA were capable o f inducing 11-8 gene 

transcription in a time and dose dependant manner (Muhlbauer et al,  2004). However, 

upon dissection of the NF-/cB signalling pathway it was discovered that DCA induced 

IkBa serine-36 phosphorylation, RelA nuclear translocation, and increased nuclear NF-
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Fig. 1.18:- TNF signal transduction pathway. Engagement of TNF with its cognate 
receptor TNF-RI results in the release o f SODD and formation o f a receptor-proximal 
complex containing the important adaptor proteins TRADD, TRAF2, RIP, and FADD. 
These adaptor proteins in turn recruit additional key pathway-specific enzymes (for 
example, caspase-8 and IKKb) to the TNF-R l complex, where they become activated and 
initiate downstream events leading to apoptosis, NF-kB activation, and JNK activation. 
(Reproduced from Chriswell et al 2005).



AB-binding activity, whereas this classical pathway did not appear to be in operation upon 

taurodeoxycholate exposure (Muhlbauer et al, 2004). Taurodeoxycholic acid was able to 

induce phosphorylation of RelA (p65 subunit of NF-A:B) but unable to induce its 

translocation to the nucleus or NF-A:B DNA binding activity. Additionally, Muhlbauer et 

al (2004) demonstrated that taurocholate-induced IL-8 secretion was blocked by 

molecular inhibition of IKKB further implicating RelA phosphorylation. It is unclear how 

phosphorylation of RelA can result in IL-8 gene induction without the translocation and 

activation of NF-A:B-DNA binding but may involve crosstalk with members of the MAPK 

cascade and AP-1 transcription factor activation (Muhlbauer et a l, 2004; Shah et al., 

2005). This was partially supported by the ability of both deoxycholate and 

taurodeoxycholate to induce AP-1 DNA binding activity (Qiao et a l, 2001a; 

Glinghammar et al., 2002; Muhlbauer et a l, 2004; Shah et a l, 2005). Furthermore, a 

number of other studies have demonstrated the importance of both of these transcription 

factors in the induction of IL-8 transcript but clearly placing NF-A-B as the dominant 

controlling factor in this regard (Wolf et a l, 2001).

L5.10 Bile Acid Induced Transcriptional Targets

Other genes commonly found downstream of bile acid-mediated NF-AB activation are the 

pro-survival factors COX-2 and iNOS (Fig. 1.17) (Zhang et a l, 1998; Shirvani et al, 

2000; Zhang et al, 2001; Yoon et a l, 2002). C0X2 functions in the synthesis of 

prostaglandins and contains numerous promoter binding sites for such as transcription 

factors such as CRE, NF-AB, nuclear factor-IL6 (NF-IL6), PEA3, SPl, and an Ets 

binding site, which can be activated by a variety of tumour promoters, growth factors and 

cytokines. Both in vivo and in vitro experiments have demonstrated the ability of bile 

acids to induce the expression of COX-2 in colonic and oesophageal cells, through direct 

transcriptional regulation and COX-2 transcript stabilisation (Shirvani et a l, 2000; Zhang 

et a l, 2001). The induction of COX-2 has been observed in numerous human 

malignancies where it provides a selective growth advantage to cells exposed to a 

cytotoxic environment such as in GORD (Bennett et al, 1980; Wilson et a l, 1998). 

Overexpression of COX-2, a common occurrence in Barrett’s epithelium and 

adenocarcinoma, is likely to lead to increased invasive potential and angiogenesis 

supporting its role as a tumour promoter (Wilson et a l, 1998). The induction of iNOS by 

bile acids has been documented in numerous cell types and has been suggested to
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perform both protective and injurious roles (Payne et a l, 1998). Overexpression o f iNOS 

is observed in many cancers congruent with over-expression o f COX-2. Chronic 

exposure o f cells to increased NO levels, resulting from over-expression o f iNOS can 

result in DNA damage whereas at lower levels NO may provide protection from 

apoptosis (Payne et al., 1998; Jaiswal et a l, 2000; Jaiswal et ah, 2001).

1.6 TRANSCRIPTION FACTORS.

Subsequent to the erosions of mucosal defensive barriers by carcinogenic compounds 

such as gastric acid and bile acids in GORD, the epithelial cells respond to these noxious 

agents by eliciting a stress response, which can function in the activation of 

inflammatory, cyto-protective or apoptotic response dependant on the level o f cellular 

damage. The ultimate aim o f these responses, functioning in a co-ordinate manner, is to 

protect and replace damaged tissue through cytostatic and proliferative responses. The 

activation o f NF-/rB and AP-1 transcriptions factors are considered two of the most 

important transcriptional regulators driving inflammatory, cyto-protective and 

proliferative responses to harmful agents that may be present in the cellular 

microenvironment such as in GORD. Their discovery and characterisation paved the way 

to the discovery o f a host o f similar transcription factors known as the immediate early 

(lER) genes that are expressed immediately in response to stressful conditions (Sukhatme 

1991, 1992). The focus o f this study for the most part is in the identification of 

transcriptional responses to oesophageal carcinogens using novel strategies such as 

microarray transcript profiling and subsequent comparative promoter analysis to dissect 

the regulatory networks involved. Given the vast amounts o f genes identified in this study 

only a number of the key transcription factors will be described in this section as an 

introduction to the methods employed by these proteins in transcriptional regulation.

1.6.1 Nuclear Factor Kappa B (NF-A^B).

1.6.1.1 NF-AB Protein Family

This transcription factor was first described as a B cell-specific factor that binds to a 

specific DNA site in the intronic enhancer o f the immunoglobulin kappa light chain gene 

(Sen et al., 1986). Subsequent to its identification the transcription factor was discovered 

to classically consist o f a complex o f two subunits with a molecular weight o f 50kDa 

(p50 subunit) and 65kDa (p65 subunit) (Nabel et al., 1993). Subsequent in-depth analysis
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of these factors identified a family of proteins capable of homo- and hetero-dimerisation 

and translocation to the nucleus (Fig. 1.19). These proteins are expressed in most cell 

types analysed to date in an inactive cytoplasmic form bound to an inhibitory protein 

termed lA-B. The involvement of NF-/rB in inflammation and immunity was characterised 

by the ability of numerous cytokines such as tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFa) and 

interleukin 1 (IL-1) to induce its activation by releasing it from its inhibitory protein 

(lÂ B) and subsequent translocation to the nucleus (Baeuerle et a l, 1994; Schmid et al, 

2000). It was also noted that NF-kB controlled the transcription of many cytokines, 

chemokines, immuno-receptors, adhesion molecules, acute-phase proteins and stress 

responsive genes (Perkins 1997, 2000). Further evidence for a wider role of NF-A'B in 

signalling was demonstrated through the study of a similar set of proteins in Drosophila 

melanogaster known as the c-Rel family and the v-Rel viral oncoprotein family.

1.6.1.2 NF-AB Pathways of Activation

Activation of NF-kB has been reported to occur rapidly in response to an extremely wide 

range of stimuli, including cytokines, growth factors, bacterial products, viral infection, 

physiological, physical and oxidative stress, receptor ligands, and some pharmaceutical 

drugs and inhibitors. Activation of NF-AB mainly occurs via lAB kinase (IKK)-mediated 

phosphorylation of inhibitory molecules, including lA'Ba. Optimal induction of NF-AB 

appears to require phosphorylation of transcription factor subunit proteins, such as p65, in 

their transactivation domains by a variety of kinases in response to distinct stimuli. To 

date, 3 main pathways to NF-AB activation have been described:- the claissical pathway, 

the alternative pathway and the atypical pathway (Fig. 1.20) (Perkins 2000; Viatour et al, 

2005). The classical pathway is triggered by inflammatory stimulants such as TNFa, 

whereas the alternative pathway may be induced by CD40 ligands, lymphotoxin B, B-cell 

activating factor (BAFF) and such viruses as Epstein-Barr and T-cell leukaemia viruses. 

Notably the atypical pathway is induced upon exposure to genotoxic agents such as UV 

radiation and doxorubicin treatment (Viatour et al., 2005). The recent identification of 

Toll like receptors has lead to a better understanding of another pathway to NF-A:B 

activation coined the pi 05-dependent pathway. This pathway can be activated in a 

number of ways:- TNFa mediated and TLR4 mediated both of which may be dependant 

on the glycogen synthase kinase 3b (GSK3b) status (Fig. 1.21) (Viatour et a l, 2005).
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Fig. 1.19;- The multigene NF-^B and UB family and the mechanism of NF-AB activation, 
(a) The five members o f the mammahan Rel/NF-A:B family. With a few exceptions, all 
NF-AB subunits form homo- and heterodimerize. Most NF-kB complexes then associate 
with a member o f the RB family, which retains them in the cytoplasm prior to cellular 
activation. Some NF-AB complexes, such as p52-RelB, do not associate with RB and 
translocate directly to the nucleus in the cells in which they are expressed. In addition, 
plOO and pl05, because of the RB-like ankyrin repeat (ANK) domains in their C termini 
and prior to their proteolytic processing to p50 and p52, retain NF-kB subunits in the 
cytoplasm while excluding IkB proteins, (b) The four members o f the mammalian RB 
family and the mechanism of NF-kB activation. R'Ba, (3 and e all interact with NF-/:B 
complexes, masking their nuclear localization sequences and retaining them in the 
cytoplasm. IkBe preferentially interacts with c-Rel-RelA complexes, whereas targeting 
of RBp is associated with prolonged activation o f NF-kB. By contrast, Bcl3 translocates 
directly to the nucleus, binds to p50 and p52 homodimers, and functions as a 
transcriptional activator. Upon cellular stimulation, IkB kinase (IK K ) kinases, such as 
N IK (NF-AB-inducing kinase) or members o f the M EKK family, activate the IK K  
complex, which then phosphorylates two conserved serine residues in the N-terminal 
domain o f RB. This targets RB for polyubiquitination and subsequent proteolytic 
degradation by the protea,some, which then allows NF-A.B to translocate to the nucleus 
and stimulate the expression o f its target genes. Abbreviations: PP, phosphorylation sites; 
Pro, proline-rich transactivation domain present in the N terminus of Bcl3; SS, the two 
conserved serine residues within the N termini o f the R'Bs; Ub, ubiquitin. (Reproduced 
from Perkins ef a l 2000).
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Fig. 1.20:- The classical (blue arrows), aliemaiive (green arrows) and atypical (purple arrows) NF-AB- 
activaiing pathways as illustrated by the TNF-a-mediated. CD40-mediated and DNA-damage-mediated 
NF-AB activation pathways, respectively. In the classical NF-AB-activating pathway, upon binding o l'TN Fa 
to T N F R I. SODD is released from the receptor and triggers the sequential recruitment o f the adaptors 
TRADD. RIP and TRAF2 to the membrane. Then. TRAF2 mediates the recruitment o f the IK K  complex -  
cc)mposcd o f IK K a. IK K p  and N E M O - to the TNFRI signalling complex. Hsp90 and Cdc.^7 are also part 
o f the IK K  complex and are required for the TNFa-induced IK K  activation and shuttling o f the IK K  
complex from the cytoplasm to the membrane, and ELKS connects IkBa to the IK K  complex. Activation o f 
the IK K  complex leads to the phosphorylation o f IkBa at specific residues, ubiquitination through binding 
o f ubiquitin proteins and degradation o f this inhibitory molecule via the proteasorne pathway. Then, the 
heterodimer p50-p6.“i is released and migrates to the nucleus where it binds to specific kB sites and 
activates a variety o f NF-AB target genes, including I I . -8. IL-6. TNFa and many more. The alternative 
pathway is triggered by binding o f the CD40 ligand to its receptor, leading to recruitment o f TRAF proteins 
and the sequential activation o f N IK  and IKK a. which then induces the processing o f the inhibitory protein 
plCKJ. p l()0  proteolysis releases p52 which forms heterodimers w ith RelB. This pathway is NEM O- 
independent and relies on IKKa homodimers. The atypical pathway, which is triggered by DNA damage 
such as U V. relies on sequential p.l8 and CK2 activations, and involves phosphorylation and subsequent 
IkBa degradation via an IKK-independcnt pathway. Subsequently, free NF-AB moves into the nucleus to 
activate its target genes. Note that the DNA-darnaging agent doxorubicin also triggers p65 phosphorylation 
via a p.5.V and RSK 1-dependent pathway (not shown). Phosphorylation o f the signalling molecules in 
addition to NF-AB and IkB proteins are illustrated. Abbreviations: CK2, casein kinase 2; ELKS. G lu-Leu- 
Lys-Ser; Hsp90, heat shock protein 90; IkB, inhibitor o f NF-AB; IK K , IkB kinase; NEMO. NF-AB essential 
modulator; NF-AB, nuclear factor-AB; N IK , NF-AB-inducing kinase; RIP, receptor-interacting protein; 
RSK 1, ribosomal S6 kinase I ; SODD. silencer o f death domains; TNF-a. tumour necrosis factor a; T N F R I. 
TNF receptor 1; TRADD. TNF-receptor-associated death domain protein; TRAF. TNF-receptor-associated 
factor; Ub, ubiquitin. (Reproduced from V ia toure / al 2005).
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Fig. 1.21:- The pi 05-dependent pathways. The p l0 5  inhibitory molecule is a 
phosphoprotein involved in three signalling pathways. (1) The first (purple arrows) relies 
on GSK3, which phosphorylates and stabilizes p i 05 in resting cells. This primo- 
phosphorylation also triggers p i 05 processing upon IKK -m ediated  phosphorylation in 
stimulated cells. (2) The second (blue arrows) occurs upon binding o f  T N F a  to the 
TN FR I . which activates the IKK com plex by the sequential recruitment o f  T R A D D , RIP 
and TRA F2 to the membrane. IKK(3-mediated phosphorylation of p i 05 triggers its 
processing into p50; p50, in turn, moves as a heterodim er with p65 into the nucleus. (3) 
The third pathway (green arrows) is Tpl2-dependent and occurs through the T L R 4 in 
LPS-stimulated cells. This treatment triggers the phosphorylation o f  the kinase IRA K by 
IRAK4 through a Tollip  and a M yD 88-dependent pathway, and leads to the activation o f  
Tpl2, which phosphorylates its interacting partner p l0 5 .  Activated Tpl2 activates E R K l/2  
through a M E K l pathway, leading to the binding o f  the transcriptional factor CRE B  to 
the regulatory sequences o f  its target genes. Tpl2  is quickly degraded once activated. 
Abbreviations: C R E B , cA M P  response elem ent-binding; ELKS, G lu-Leu-Lys-Ser; ERK, 
extracellular signal-related kina.se; G SK3, glycogen syntha.se kinase 3; Hsp90, heat shock 
protein 90; U B , inhibitor o f  NF-AB; IKK, I-AB kinase; IRAK, in terleuk in -1-receptor- 
associated kinase; EPS, lipopolysaccharide; M EK , mitogen-activated kinase/ERK kinase; 
NEM O, NF-A'B essential modulator; NF-AB, nuclear factor-kB; RIP, receptor-interacting 
protein; SO D D , silencer of death domains; TER, Toll-like receptor; TNF, tum our 
necrosis factor; T N F R l,  T N F  receptor 1; Tpl2, tum our progression locus-2; T R A D D , 
TNF-receptor-associated death domain protein; TR A F, TNF-receptor-associated factor; 
Ub, ubiquitin. (Reproduced from V iatour et al 2005).



1.6.1.3 Regulation of NF-Â B Transcriptional Targets

NF-kB is responsible for the transcriptional regulation of a diverse set of genes such as 

the cytokines IL-1, 11-2, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12, INF?, and TNFa. Adhesion molecules such as 

ICAM-1, VCAM-1 ELAM-1 and E-selectin are also governed by this factor as well as 

immunoreceptors, acute phase proteins, cell surface receptors, anti-apoptotic genes 

inhibitors of apoptosis (lAPs) and Bcl2- like factors. Additionally, other NF-kB regulated 

genes include the TNF-receptor-associated factors 1 and 2 (TRAFl and TRAF2, 

respectively), A20, lEX-lL and iNOS (Table 1.1) (Baeuerle et ai, 1994). NF-A:B- 

mediated gene transcription is largely regulated through the control of cellular location of 

the transcription factor complex. Upon activation of NF-A'B, an array of genes are induced 

including the IkBa inhibitory molecule, normally degraded upon activation of the NF-AB 

transcription factor. Newly synthesised IkBa is sent from the cytoplasm to the nucleus 

where it once again binds to and removes NF-/rB from the nucleus thus inactivating its 

transcriptional ability (Fig. 1.22) (Perkins 1997, 2000). There are also a number of 

proteins transcribed upon NF-AB activation which may negatively regulate NF-kB- 

mediated gene transcription such as EGRl transcription factor (Chapman et al, 2000) 

and the recently described SINK and SHIK p65 binding proteins (Huang et ai, 2003; Wu 

et ai, 2003). Recent work has demonstrated that there are also a number of other factors 

affecting the regulation of NF-kB-mediated gene transcription such as site specific 

phosphorylation, acetylation and prolyl-isomerization.

1.6.1.3 Inflammation and NF-AB

NF-kB plays a crucial role in many inflammatory diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, 

asthma and in pre-malignant inflammatory conditions of the GI tract (Barnes 1997; van 

der Woude et ai, 2004; O'Riordan et ai, 2005). It has also been implicated in other 

diseases such as atherosclerosis and Alzheimer’s disease (Brand et al, 1996; Kaltschmidt 

et al, 1997). Aberrant constitutive nuclear localization and enhanced transcriptional 

activity of NF-A'B has been documented in diseased cells and unlike the involvement of 

this pathway in cancer, no genetic factor has been indicated in the aberrant NF-A'B 

activation found in inflammatory diseases. An important aspect of the significance of NF- 

kB in these diseases stems from it both being activated by and inducing the expression of 

inflammatory cytokines. Hence there is the potential for NF-kB activation to spread from 

cell to cell within a tissue and beyond (Pahl 1999; Perkins 2000). As detailed earlier BO
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Fig. 1.22:- Regulatory mechanisms that control the specificity and selectivity o f the NF- 
A'B response. The target genes activated by NF-AB w ill vary depending upon the cellular 
context. This is achieved through a combination o f regulatory mechanisms. The selective 
activation of NF-AB complexes ( I)  with subtly different DNA-binding specificities 
results in the targeting o f different promoters and enhancers (2). This differential 
targeting is enhanced through promoter- specific interactions and cooperative DNA 
binding with heterologous transcription factors (3). NF-A.B transactivation and DNA 
binding can also be regulated, either through phosphorylation o f NF-AB itself (4) or 
through competition for and modulation o f the non- DNA-binding transcriptional 
coactivators, such as p300/CBP (5), that facilitate transcriptional activation. Cooperative 
recruitment o f coactivators by NF-/:B and other transcription factors w ill also result in 
synergistic transactivation (6). These regulatory mechanisms w ill have the effect o f 
integrating the NF-AB response with other signaling pathways, bringing added selectivity 
and specificity to the regulation o f gene expression (7). NF-A:B also induces a number o f 
proteins that feed back to negatively regulate its activity (8). For example, NF-kB induces 
IkBa expression, IkBa then translocates to the nucleus, binds to NF-A.B and relocates it 
back to the cytoplasm. Abbreviations: CBP, CRFB-binding protein; SS, the two 
conserved serine residues within the N termini o f the lABs. (Reproduced from Perkins et 
al 2000).



develops from an inflammatory setting known as oesophagitis, characterized by an 

inflammatory infiltrate, induced by GORD and as expected is associated with increased 

NF-A'B activity and cytokine production through out the M-D-A sequence (O'Riordan et 

ai, 2005).

1.6.1.4 Carcinogenesis and NF-AB

The potential contribution of NF-A:B activity to the carcinogenic process may be 

explained through its functions in the mediation of inflammatory responses, inflammatory 

diseases, stress responses and regulation of cellular fate (Apoptosis/Survival) (Fig. 

1.23)(Perkins 2000). Initial evidence for the involvement of NF-A:B in malignancy was 

derived from early RelA/p65 knockout mice models which were embryonically lethal due 

to the development of spontaneous liver tumours (Barkett et al, 1999; Perkins 2000). The 

proliferative drive resulting from oncogenic transformation of cells may simultaneously 

activate a strong apoptotic signal which is inhibited by the survival signals provided by 

constitutive expression of NF-Â B in malignant cells (Barkett et al, 1999; Foo et ai, 1999; 

Rayet et al, 1999). NF-A'B elicits its anti-apoptotic effect through the transcriptions of 

such genes as inhibitors of apoptosis (lAPs) and BCL2-like factors (Wang et al, 1999a; 

Perkins 2000; van der Woude et al, 2004). The constitutive NF-A'B activity sometimes 

observed in tumours provides protection from apoptosis induced by cancer 

chemotherapy, making treatment difficult in such situations (Beg et al, 1996; Wang et 

al, 1996a). Recent work by Abdel-Latif et al (2004) documented constitutive NF-AB 

activity in OAC where it inversely correlated with response to chemotherapy, 

highlighting the need for proper biomarkers of therapeutic response in such conditions. 

Overactive NF-AB may also contribute to tumorigenesis in ways other than inhibition of 

apoptosis such as by providing a direct stimulus towards proliferation via the activation 

of proto-oncogenes such as c-Myc and cyclin D1 (Guttridge et al, 1999; Romashkova et 

al, 1999).

DCA is the most prevalent secondary bile acid present in both the faecal water of colonic 

tumour patients and in the reflux of GORD and Barrett’s patients. These diseases are 

characterized by an increased inflammatory infiltrate and the over expression of such 

protective enzymes as COX-2, iNOS and transcription factors such as NF-AB (Wilson et 

al, 1998; O'Riordan et al, 2005). Hence, it was subsequently discovered that exposure of
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Fig. 1.23:- NF-kB functions that contribute to its role in human disease. Aberrant 
activation and nuclear localization of NF-kB complexes leads to constitutive 
transactivation of specific NF-kB target genes. The resultant overproduction of cytokines 
and other molecules that regulate the immune response, together with the protection of 
cells from apoptosis, can strongly contribute to inflammatory diseases such as rheumatoid 
arthritis and asthma. Under other circumstances, the inhibition of apoptosis, combined 
with a drive towards proliferation and the indirect inactivation of tumor suppressors, can 
lead to a role for NF-kB in tumourigenesis. (Reproduced from Perkins 2000).



colonic and oesophageal cells to deoxycholate could activate NF-/:B (Abdel-Latif et a i, 

2004a; Jenkins et a i, 2004; Muhlbauer et al, 2004; O'Riordan et a i, 2005). In colonic 

cells DCA has been observed to induce AP-1 and NF-^B transcription factors which in 

concert were seen to drive the expression of COX-2 transcription (Glinghammar et a i, 

2002). Abel-latif et al (2004) were the first to observe a similar induction of NF-/:B 

activity by DCA in oesophageal cells and also throughout the M-D-A sequence (Abdel- 

Latif et al., 2004a; O'Riordan et a l, 2005). This work was subsequently expanded by 

Jenkins et al (2004) who demonstrated the ability of DCA, at neutral pH, to induce NF- 

A'B driven gene expression such as IL-8 and lA'B transcripts in oesophageal cells. Small 

scale membrane arrays containing probes for NF-Â B related genes were subsequently 

used to detail the induction of a small number of growth factors and adhesion molecules 

which still remain to be validated by alternative methods (Jenkins et a l, 2004).

Modelling tumour core acidity in ovarian cancer, researchers have documented the ability 

of low pH to induce NF-AB driven IL-8 transcript expression. This work indicated the 

ability of tumour core acidity, a side effect of tumour hypoxia, to drive the transcription 

of pro-angiogenic genes (Xu et a l, 2000). Activation of the NF-kB transcription factor by 

low pH has also been observed in macrophages (Bellocq et a l, 1998) and oesophageal 

cells (Abdel-Latif et a l, 2004a) but there have been few studies documenting the 

transcriptional responses to low pH, downstream of this transcription factor activation.

1.6.2 Early Growth Response (EGR) transcription factor family.

1.6.2.1 Discovery and Characterisation

The protein encoded by this gene belongs to the EGR family of C2H2-type zinc-finger 

proteins. It is a nuclear protein and functions as a transcriptional regulator (Sukhatme 

1990; Gashler et al., 1995). The products of target genes it activates are required for 

differentitation and mitogenesis (Kharbanda et al., 1991; Sukhatme 1992). Some studies 

suggest this protein may be a putative tumour suppressor gene but its pleotropic 

functions, dependant entirely on cellular context, has thus far occulded this issue. The 

early growth response gene (EGR) family consist of five members EGRl, EGR2, EGR3, 

EGR4 and NGFI-B. The EGRs encode nuclear proteins with zinc finger DNA binding 

domains resembling those of the well characterised transcription factor, Spl. Functional 

analysis of members of the EGR family has identified roles for its members in a wide
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variety o f signalling, developmental and mitogeneic processes, EGRl being the most well 

characterised member o f  the family. There is expanding evidence for the involvement o f  

this member o f  the family in the regulation o f inflammation, immune responses and 

carcinogenesis (Hallahan et a i ,  1995; Nair et al ,  1997; Kobayashi et a l ,  2002; Ji et al ,  

2003; Mirza et a l ,  2004; Keates et a l ,  2005).

EGRl was first identified by Sukhatme et al  (1990), as an inducible transcription factor 

using differential screening strategy after the addition o f serum to quiescent firbroblasts. 

EG Rl, also known as Krox-24, nerve growth factor-induced-A (NGFI-A), TIS-8 and 

Zif268, encodes an 80-84 kDa inducible protein consisting o f  533 amino acids rich in 

proline and serine residues (Sukhatme 1990; Gashler et a l ,  1995). A  series o f  three 

tandem repeats towards the carboxy-terminus conforming to the canonical sequence for a 

zinc finger structure o f the Cys2 -His2 subclass. The EGR l gene spans approximately 3.8 

kb and consists o f  two exons, one 700 bp intronic sequence and a promoter region 

containing two cAMP response elements (CRE), four SP-1 consensus binding sites, five 

serum response elements (SRE) and two AP-1 target binding sites.

1.6.2.2 Induction and Activation o f E G R l Transcript and Protein

EGRl transcription and activation is rapidly and transiently induced by many 

extracellular signals such as growth factors, cytokines, phorbol esters and neural peptides 

in a host o f  cell types including fibroblasts, epithelial cells, endothelial cells, lymphocytes 

and nerve cells (Kaufmann et ai ,  2002; Thiel et al., 2002). Additionally, diverse types o f  

genotoxic agents such as UV light, ionizing radiation and environmental stressors such as 

chemical stress and heat shock all have been shown to induce EGRl protein expression 

and activation (Huang et al., 1995a; Huang et al., 1995b; Tam et a i ,  1999). Induction o f  

EGRl occurs primarily at the transcriptional level and is mediated, in part, through 

different subgroups o f  mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPKs), including the 

extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK), c-Jun NH2-terminal kinase (JNK), and p38 

pathways (Rolli et a i ,  1999). Induction through these pathways involves phosphorylation 

o f ternary complex factors, such as E26 transcription factor (ETS)-like protein 1 (ELK- 

1), AP-1 activation and the stabilization o f  serum response factors (SRF) at multiple 

SREs in the EGR-1 promoter (McMahon et a l ,  1995; Al-Sarraj et ai ,  2002; Bauer et ai ,  

2005). However, given the pleiotropic nature o f  EGRl expression in the tissues and
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organs of the body there is an equally diverse range of pathways responsible for its 

activation resulting in distinct protein functionality through regulation of gene expression. 

Platelet derived growth factor (PDGF) has been demonstrated to contribute to the 

activation and growth of smooth muscle that is characteristic of airway remodeling in 

asthmatic patients (Hjoberg et ai, 2004). Additionally, PDGF has been shown to induce 

EGRl expression in a number of cell types including vascular smooth muscle cells and 

human airway smooth muscle cells. Hjoberg et al (2004) demonstrated that PDGF- 

induced phosphorylation of ELK-1 occurred at a time when EGR-1 was also maximally 

induced and in addition, that PDGF-induced ERKl/2 phosphorylation was essential for 

EGRl induction.

1.6.2.3 EGRl Transcriptional Targets and Functions

Cell cycle regulators such as the retinoblastoma susceptibility gene Rb (Day et al., 1993), 

p53 (Nair et a i, 1997), Cylin D1 (Yan et al., 1997), TNF-a (Kramer et al., 1994), PTEN 

(Baron et al, 2005), p53 (Krones-Herzig et a l, 2003), TGFBl (Liu et a i, 1996a; Liu et 

ai, 1996b), 1GF2 (Krones-Herzig et al., 2005) and IL-2 (Skerka et al, 1995) are known 

downstream targets of EGRl activation (Fu et a i, 2003). EGRl is also an important 

regulator of inflammatory adhesion receptors such as CD44 (Maltzman et al., 1996b) and 

ICAM (Maltzman et ai, 1996a). In a similar manner to the transcription factor NF-A'B, 

EGRl may function in both protective and apoptotic roles and is therefore considered an 

important cell fate regulator upon exposure to genotoxic agents such as ionizing radiation 

(IR) (Karavanova et a i, 1992; Criswell et al., 2005). In a recent study of IR, EGR-1 was 

observed to regulate the expression of a secretory cyto-protective molecule known as 

secretory clusterin protein (sCLU). Induction of EGR-1 was downstream of insulin-like 

growth factor (IGF) 1 receptor phosphorylation. However, only minimal increases in IGF 

were observed by exposure to IR indicating the possibility of transactivation of this 

receptor in a similar manner to the EGFR by bile acids (Criswell et al, 2005). Activated 

IGF-IR subsequently functions through the downstream Src-Mek-Erk signal transduction 

cascade ultimately resulting in the transactivation of the EGRl transcription factor, 

required for sCLU expression (Fig. 1.24).

Tumour suppressive abilities have been attributed to EGRl by a number of researchers 

based upon its roles in p53 activation and orchestration of apoptosis in some studies (Liu
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et a l, 1996b; Calogero et a l, 2001; Thiel et a l, 2002; Baron et al, 2003b). EGRl may 

act as a tumour suppressor protein by activation of the phosphatase and tensin homolog 

(PTEN) tumour suppressor gene during UV irradiation, and re-expression of EGRl 

causes growth suppression of transformed cells both in soft agar and in athymic nude 

mice (Virolle et al., 2001; Baron et a l, 2005). Up-regulation of EGRl is often indicative 

of neoplastic progression and can be regulated by PPAR? ligands that are pro-apoptotic 

(Yan et a l, 2000; Pauley et al, 2002; Kim et al., 2005). EGRl has been shown to be a 

direct regulator of multiple tumour suppressor genes including TGFB, Phosphatase and 

tensin homolog deleted on chromosome 10 (PTEN), p53, and fibronectin. PTEN, which 

is commonly deleted in tumours, acts to inhibit the pro-survival signaling of the PI-3- 

K/Akt pathway and to elicit apoptosis (Myers et al., 1998; Okamura et al., 2005). The 

EGRl-PTEN axis may also be induced in response to genotoxic agents such as IR and in 

response to a number of carcinogenic protein phosphatase inhibitors (Okamura et al., 

2005). The loss of PTEN in tumour progression may allow for the contribution of other 

EGRl-regulated genes in carcinogenesis.

While EGRl expression may be reduced in some breast cancer cells (Huang et al., 

1995b; Huang et al., 1997), estrogen stimulation is a potent inducer of EGRl expression 

in these cells and has thus become an important target in breast carcinoma treatment 

(Pratt et al., 1998). Recently, DNAzyme inhibitors of EGRl in a mouse model of breast 

carcinoma have been used to demonstrate the indispensable role it plays in breast tumour 

cell proliferation, migration, chemoinvasion and xenograft growth in nude mice (Mitchell 

et al., 2004). A similar study also demonstrated the contribution of EGRl to endothelial 

cell growth, migration, microtubule network formation in models of tumour angiogenesis 

(Fahmy et al., 2003; Fahmy et al., 2004).

EGRl is commonly over-expressed in prostate cancer where it correlates with the loss of 

its co-repressor NAB2 in primary prostate carcinoma. This disruption of the balance 

between Egrl and NAB2 expression results in a high EGRl transcriptional activity in 

prostate carcinoma cells. EGRl loss did not prevent the occurrence of prostate tumours in 

EGRl animal knockout models but did delay their development significantly (Abdulkadir 

et al., 2001a; Abdulkadir et al., 2001b).
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In oesophageal carcinoma, EGRl expression is high in dysplastic epithelium and low in 

carcinoma when compared to normal squamous oesophageal cells, indicating a putative 

role for this protein in carcinogenesis. Over-expression of EGRl in the development of 

oesophageal squamous dysplasia is thought to preserve chromosome stability, suppress 

proliferation, and improve cellular differentiation and apoptosis (Wu et a l, 2001; Wu et 

ai, 2004). Additionally, Wu et al (2002) demonstrated that increased EGRl expression in 

dysplastic tissue correlated with an increased apoptotic index, which is in agreement with 

its role as an apoptotic promoter (Wu et a i, 2002b). EGRl is known to contribute to 

apoptosis through 3 main mechanisms: 1, induction of p53 transcription (Krones-Herzig 

et ai, 2003; Krones-Herzig et a l, 2005), 2, interaction with c-Jun transcription factor 

augmenting its pro-apoptotic functions (Ham et a i, 2000) and 3, transactivation of the 

PTEN gene as previously discussed (Thiel et a l, 2002). However, over-expression of 

EGRl is not solely sufficient to induce apoptosis and is therefore dependant on cellular 

context and the presence of co-factors much in the same way as NF-A:B-mediated 

regulation of cell fate.

In summary, EGRl has been reported to be over-expressed in a number of malignancies 

such as prostate bladder and breast carcinomas where it is seen to aid in the progression 

of transformation and malignancy (Baron et al., 2003b; Baron et al., 2003a; Baron et ai, 

2005; Ogishima et a l, 2005a; Ogishima et al., 2005b). Additionally, EGRl expression 

can be reduced in other malignancies such as squamous cell carcinomas of the lung and 

oesophagus where its loss is associated with reduced apoptotic index (Wu et ai, 2001; 

McDoniels-Silvers et al., 2002b; McDoniels-Silvers et a l, 2002a; Wu et a l, 2002b; Peng 

et a l, 2004; Wu et a l, 2004). While opinion may be divided as to the contributions of 

this protein to carcinogenesis it is clearly an important point of convergence with some 

groups demonstrating definite tumour suppressive activities and others observing 

contributions to tumour angiogenesis and invasion. The fact that over-expression of 

EGRl alone neither induces cell death nor proliferation or even transformation indicates 

that this factor functions largely as a convergence point for a number of cellular pathways 

the ultimate result of which is dependant on co-factor activation, cell type and stimulus. 

Indeed, it is important to emphasise that EGRl cannot mediate these functions alone and 

depends heavily on co-factor activation and cellular context.
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1.6.2.4 EGRl and Inflammation

Increasing evidence for the involvement of EGRl in inflammatory processes has been 

documented by a number of important studies (Yan et a l, 2000; Okada et a l, 2002). Co

induction of EGR-1 activation/expression has been observed with inflammatory 

mediators such as IL-IB, tissue factor (TF), PAI-1, ICAM and VEGF in early in 

hypoxia/ischemia (Yan et a l, 2000). EGRl has been shown to regulate other 

inflammatory molecules such as IL-1, TNFa, CD44 and TGF- B1 in other cell models. A 

mouse knockout model of EGR-1 developed by Yan et al (2000) demonstrated the 

inability of whole mice lungs to express IL-IB, MIP-2 and JE/MCP-1 in response to 

ischemia/reperflision in comparison to normal mice where the inverse was achieved. 

EGRl has been described as a key regulator of pancreatic gene expression during the 

initiation of acute pancreatitis, utilising EGRl knockout mice (Ji et al, 2003). 

Additionally, EGRl expression supports fibroblast growth factor (FGF)-dependent 

angiogenesis during tumour growth, and is involved in the pathogenesis of vascular 

disease (Khachigian 2004; Midgley et a i, 2004). Thus, EGRl appears to regulate the 

expression of numerous proteins linked to several biological functions that are related to 

the pathogenesis of varied inflammatory disorders and malignancies. An observed 

alteration in the expression of EGRl may play a contributing role to toxic effects of the 

ubiquitous environmental contaminants observed in GORD.

1.6.3 Activating Transcription Factor 3 (ATF3).

Activating transcription factor 3 is a member of the mammalian activation transcription 

factor/cAMP responsive element-binding (CREB) protein family of transcription factors. 

It encodes a protein with a calculated molecular mass of 22 kD that may regulate cell 

proliferation (Fan et a i, 2002), apoptosis (Mashima et ai, 2001; Kawauchi et al, 2002) 

and invasion (Steams et al., 2004; Bottone et al., 2005). ATF3, in general, represses 

rather than activates transcription from promoters with ATF binding elements and has 

been shown to modulate such genes as GADD34/CHOP (Fawcett et al., 1999), MMP-2 

(Yan et al., 2002; Chen et a i, 2004) and p53 (Yan et a i, 2002).

An alternatively spliced form of ATF3 (ATF3d Zip) encodes a truncated form of ATF3 

protein lacking the leucine zipper protein-dimerization motif and does not bind to DNA 

(Hashimoto et a i, 2002). In contrast to ATF3, ATF3 delta Zip stimulates transcription
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presumably by sequestering inhibitory co-factors away from the promoter. It is possible 

that alternative splicing of the ATF3 gene may be physiologically important in the 

regulation of target genes. Three transcript variants encoding two different isoforms have 

been found for this gene (Pan et al, 2003; Pan et a l, 2005).

ATF3 is often described as a transcriptional repressor that is rapidly induced in cells 

exposed to a wide range of stressful stimuli such as genotoxic agents (Hai et al, 1999; 

Fan et a l, 2002; Kool et a l, 2003). In its role as a transcription factor, ATF3 has been 

shown to control the expression of a variety of genes such as the tumour suppressor gene 

p53 and inhibitor of differentiation/DNA binding IDl and ID2 in an AP-1 dependant 

manner (Kawauchi et a l, 2002; Kang et a l, 2003). Experiments performed by Kang et al 

(2003) human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC) demonstrated that ATF3 gene 

induction prevents TNF-a induced apoptosis and was in part due to the down-regulation 

of p53. By comparison, using human lung and colon cancer cell lines, Yan et al (2005) 

recently demonstrated that not only was p53 under ATF3 mediated transcriptional control 

but that both of these transcription factors interacted through a specific site which 

interfered with p53 ubiqutination. Binding of ATF3 to the carboxy- terminus of p53, 

harbouring most of the lysine residues targeted for ubiqutination. is also responsible for 

the observed inhibition of MDM-2-mediated p53 nuclear export (Yan et a l, 2005). This 

region of the p53 protein contains 2 nuclear export signals one of w'hich resides in the C- 

terminal oligomerisation domain close to where ATF3 theoretically binds. The interactive 

relationship between ATF3 and p53 differs in different cell types and models but do 

concur on there importance in the control of the cell cycle.

Although a number of agents such as DNA damage are known to induce ATF3 

expression, the particular pathways responsible for this induction are poorly understood. 

A recent study of ionizing radiation (IR) in human primary fibrobalsts, demonstrated the 

induction of ATF3 and subsequently characterised the mediators of this induction (Kool 

et a l, 2003). In this study the effects of IR, a known genotoxic agent, on transcription 

factor AP-1 components and MAP Kinases were assessed. Induction of Jun/ATF 

transcription factor activity was observed rather than Jua'Fos activity, and that this 

activation involved both Thr69+71 phosphorylation of ATF2 and de novo synthesis of c- 

Jun and ATF3 (Kool et al, 2003). This mechanism has also been supported by other
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groups such as Harper et al (2005) who documented ATF3 gene induction downstream of 

p38 MAPK activation and subsequent phosphorylation of ATF2 in a model of 

keratinocytes wound healing (Harper et al, 2005). A number of studies have recently 

shown ATF3 gene induction in response to transforming growth factor beta (TGFB) 

stimulation. Among the ~300 rapidly induced/repressed TGFB target genes identified by 

Kang et al (2003), was the combined repression of Id l, M2, and IdS family of inhibitors 

of DNA binding/differentiation (Massague et al., 2000c; Massague et a l, 2000b; 

Massague et at., 2000a). This family of proteins negatively regulates cell cycle exit and 

commitment to differentiation in a diverse set of cellular lineages. Interestingly, the 

ATF3 protein, through interaction with Smad transcription factors, has been shown to 

mediate TGFB-induced repression of IDl protein in epithelial cells (Fig. 1.25) (Kang et 

al, 2003). Similar models of TGFB signalling in mammary epithelial cells documented 

involvement of the ATF3-Smad axis in the mediation of TGFB suppression of phase II 

detoxification enzymes (Bakin et al., 2005) and in TGFB-induced hepatocytes apoptosis 

(Coyle et al., 2003).

1.7 MICRO ARRAY TECHNOLOGY AND REGULATORY NETWORK 

INFERENCE.

The contribution of refluxate resident factors to oesophageal carcinogenesis has only 

recently become a highlighted area of oesophageal cancer research. A number of animal 

models of BO and GAG have been developed by numerous mechanisms, which have 

increased the patho-physiological understanding of disease onset. However, few studies 

have attempted to describe the molecular impact of oesophageal exposure to gastric and 

duodenal refluxate and the subsequent contribution to malignancy. The advent of 

functional genomic technology such as gene expression microarray analysis 

(Transcriptomics) has allowed high-throughput profiling of the molecular responses to 

carcinogens. When used correctly with a proper scientific question posed, this approach 

has demonstrated the ability to identify novel pathways, disease biomarkers, regulatory 

networks and novel disease treatment strategies, for example. This thesis has focused on 

the use of this technology to profile the molecular response of oesophageal cells to 

putative oesophageal carcinogens. This approach was also used to identify deregulated 

pathways by profiling different oesophageal cell lineages after exposure to these putative 

oesophageal carcinogens such as bile acids. Additionally, novel promoter bioinformatic
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Fig. 1.25:- A schematic model for Id I transcriptional response to TGF// and stress signals. 
Binding o f TGFfj to its receptors results in phosphorylation o f Smad3, which activates 
transcription o f stress response factor ATF3. Subsequently, interaction o f Smad3 and 
ATF3 enables the formation o f a transcriptional repression complex on the Id l promoter, 
leading to Id l down-regulation. Stress signals, acting through p38 kinase, can also induce 
ATF3 and repress Id l.  TGF/? and stress signals synergize in achieving rapid and 
sustained induction o f ATF3 and down-regulation o f Id I , jo in tly  contributing to the stress 
response. In contrast. BMP-activated Smads bind to the TGF/9/BMP response element to 
activate Id l transcription. (Reproduced from Kang et a l 2003).



strategies were utilised to identify gene expression co-regulation and subsequent 

regulatory inference networks within the microarray datasets.

1.7.1 Microarray Technology

There is an increasing supply and demand for high-throughput technologies for the 

analysis of a wide variety of facets in modem biology and biochemistry. Genomic 

microarrays for gene expression analysis have become a popular and powerful tool since 

their inception (Schena et al,  1995; Schena 1996). These microarrays are designed for 

the simultaneous analysis of thousands of genes in one experiment. Gene expression 

microarrays are largely designed using thousands of immobile DNA sequence probes 

attached to treated glass, metal or plastic sheets/slides using spotting robots or ink-jet 

photolithography (Mazzola et al, 1995). Anti-sense probes are designed from the 

particular gene DNA sequence in a region with little overlap in sequence with other genes 

as determined by BLAST searching. These probes can vary in length from 25bp up to 

70bp’s depending on manufacturer and required specificity. Gene expression microarrays 

are available for many cells and organisms currently under research from yeast to human. 

One of the most widely used styles of microarray are those manufactured by Affymetrix. 

These so named genechips are synthesised in a similar manner to the production of 

silicon computer chips (photolithography) which has reduced the cost of fabrication. Up 

to 40 gene specific oligo-nucleotides are used for the detection of individual transcripts, 

which control for regional differences hybridisation strength in oligomeric probes. To 

date the largest genechip synthesised, the U133A plus 2.0, contains upwards of 50,000 

gene probes and is an unrivalled tool in the study of gene expression regulation, 

biomarker discovery, treatment response prediction, pharmaco-genomics and molecular 

classifier prediction.

1.7.2 Microarray Bioinformatic Analysis and Systems Biology

The use of high throughput analysis techniques such as microarray gene expression 

profiling platforms encouraged the development of statistical methods tailored to the 

application of significance to the thousands of observed alterafions in gene expression. 

These methods were designed to filter out changes that were not deemed to be significant 

thus reducing the size of the dataset and increasing the power of the given results. 

Common steps performed in a microarray study include scaling, data filtering,
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experiment normalisation, fold change analysis, significance analysis and clustering 

analysis. These steps are used in the majority of microarray experiments whether in the 

assessment of tissue samples or in analysis of stimulant-induced gene induction.

Systems biology is an academic field that seeks to integrate high-throughput biological 

studies to understand how biological systems function (Cook et ai, 2001). By studying 

the relationships and interactions between various parts of a biological system (e.g. 

metabolic pathways, organelles, cells, physiological systems, organisms etc.) it is hoped 

that eventually an understandable model of the whole system can be developed 

(Wolkenhauer 2001; Wolkenhauer et ai, 2005). The advent of such high throughput 

techniques as microarray gene expression analysis and proteomics has fuelled the drive 

towards mapping complex biological systems. Two particular areas of systems biology 

most applicable to transcriptomic analysis is that of gene expression co-regulation and 

regulatory network inference (RNI), which loosely describes the mapping of predicted 

sequential changes in gene expression and ascertaining the relationships between them 

(Liang et ai, 1998; D'Haeseleer et al, 2000; Yu et ai, 2005). This has been largely 

applied in microarray gene expression studies to the relationship between the induction of 

transcription factors by a given stimulus and the presence of the relevant binding sites in 

distinct sets of gene promoters identified in the same experiments.

When high throughput techniques, such as gene expression microarrays, are used, the 

relative levels of expression for many genes can be determined at once in a series of 

patient samples or indeed in a stimulant gene induction study. Subsequent to expression 

analysis, the gene expression profile can be determined for the levels of expression across 

a time series of patient samples or over time in a gene induction study. When a particular 

number of genes share expression patterns in tissues samples or gene expression profiles 

in response to a particular stimulus, it can be said that the genes are co-regulated. Co

regulation of gene expression describes the ability of similar sets of transcription factors 

acting in co-ordination at multiple promoters to control the expression of multiple genes 

(Fig. 1.26).

The study of co-regulatory analysis involves the separation of similar expression profiles 

from the large amount of profiles gained from high throughput put transcriptomic
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Fig. 1.26:- Schematic representation describing the co-regulation o f gene expression. The 
promoter regions o f 3 different genes A, B and C are detailed on the left showing the 
transcription factors regulating their expression. The gene expression profiles for all 3 
genes are shown on the right. Genes A and B share a sim ilar set o f transcription factors 
binding to their promoter regions where as Gene C has a different set o f these factors. 
Thus, upon gene expression analysis it can be observed that Genes A  and B share a 
sim ilar gene expression profile which is different from that o f Gene C.



experiments. The data generated from expression arrays is often of high dimensionality. 

For example, if 6000 genes are measured in 15 samples, the data constitutes a matrix of 

15 by 6000. It is impossible to discern any trends by visualisation of such a matrix, thus, 

it is necessary to reduce the dimensionality of the experiment. This is achieved through 

the use of a number of techniques such as clustering analysis which group significantly 

altered genes into gene expression clusters that behave similarly upon exposure to the 

experimental stimulant or disease. In this manner, separation of co-regulated clusters of 

gene expression can be achieved (Fig. 1.27).

The identity of the transcription factors regulating the expression clusters are of course 

unknown but can be determined through analysis of the respective binding sites in the 

gene promoter sequences in question. The promoter sequences will contain short regions 

known as transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) where these factors can bind and 

initiate transcription. To date the binding sequences for thousands of transcription factors 

has been identified and are available in various databases such as TRANSFAC database 

from the German research centre for biotechnology (Knuppel et a i, 1994; Wingender et 

ai, 1996; Wingender et a l, 1997). The promoter sequences of the genes residing in the 

expression clusters may then be scanned for TFBSs and then inter-compared to identify 

common regulatory elements in the genes sharing expression profiles. This may be done 

using bioinformatic tools for transcription factor analysis such as Matlnspcctor (Quandt 

et a l, 1995; Quandt et ai, 1996; Klingenhoff et a l, 1999). These computer programs can 

analyse multiple promoter sequences simultaneously for TFBSs and details those that are 

present in all promoters with additional statistical significance. In this manner the 

transcription factors co-ordinately regulating gene expression clusters in response to a 

given stimuli may be determined.

Once the list of transcription factors regulating the observed gene expression clusters has 

been determined, fiarther steps can be taken to study the relationships between the genes 

in different clusters/groups. If for example one of the genes whose expression is altered 

happens to be a transcription factor, it may, upon translation, translocate to the nucleus 

and induce further gene expression. This sequential event may be observed when in silico 

promoter analysis is applied to a number of gene expression clusters that may contain 

transcription factors and if identified is termed a regulatory inference network (Fig. 1.28).
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Fig. 1.27:- Hierarchical clustering resolves co-regulated gene expression profiles. 
Clustering techniques such as this are used to reduce dimensionality and resolve trends 
within the experiment. In this case hierarchical clustering is used to separate distinct sets 
of expression profiles. Each set or gene expression cluster contains numerous genes that 
share a distinct expression profile indicating that they may be co-regulated by similar sets 
of transcription factors.
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Fig. 1,28:- Sequential induction/activation o f transcription factor binding. (A ) Upon 
exposure to cells o f a given stimulus transcription factors may translocate to the nucleus 
and activate gene transcription. Some o f the genes transcribed w ill be transcription 
factors which in turn when translated into protein may induce further gene expression. 
(B) Schematic detailing the reverse engineering o f the relationship between sequential 
transcriptional events. M icroarray gene expression analysis and subsequent clustering 
analysis identified subsets o f genes X (Red) and Y (Green). Comparative in silica 
promoter analysis o f the two gene sets identified transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) 
identified. It appears that X  TF protein transcription factor may regulate the transcription 
o f the Y protein in co-ordination with the other factors D and E. Sequential 
transcriptional events found in this manner are known as regulatory inference networks.



1.8 SUMMARY

Changes in the dietary habits o f Western society is thought to have had a major impact on 

the occurrence o f gastro-intestinal mahgnancy over the past few decades. In particular, 

the consumption o f high fat diets and alcohol has lead to increases in obesity in Western 

populations. While the exact aetiology behind GORD remains unclear, observations have 

implicated obesity and unbalanced diets in the loss o f oesophageal sphincter control. 

Additionally, it is not known why the onset o f GORD symptoms leads to the 

development o f the genetically instable metaplasia, BO, and further still, to the 

development o f OAC. It is likely that putative oesophageal carcinogens such as gastric 

acid and bile acids play a major role in the pathophysiology o f the oesophageal M-D-A 

sequence.

While much progress has been achieved in our understanding of BO pathogenesis and the 

inherent malignant potential, the molecular mediators o f oesophageal malignancy remain 

to be identified, described and understood. In particular, the molecular contribution o f 

putative oesophageal carcinogens such as gastric acid and bile acids to the development 

of BO and subsequent OAC has yet to be thoroughly assessed. To date a small number of 

transcription factors and inflammatory proteins have been discovered to be induced by 

low pH and various bile acids present m the oesophageal refluxate. The apparent 

dedifferentiation o f the squamous oesophageal epithelium in response to such 

oesophageal carcinogens as gastric acid and bile acids is indicative o f aberrations in the 

normal cell signalling pathways in response to these agents. Further analysis of the 

pathways involved in both low pH and bile acid signalling in oesophageal cells has the 

potential to develop new biomarkers o f disease, therapeutic targets and provide a wealth 

of knowledge in relation to the pathophysiology o f GORD and BO.

Therefore, this thesis aims to identify transcriptional responses to putative oesophageal 

carcinogens and map the regulatory networks involved using novel informatics 

techniques. Additionally, comparative gene induction analysis performed in cells from 

different stages o f oesophageal carcinogenesis was utilised to map signalling pathways
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that may have been altered by long-term exposure to the genotoxic agents such as the 

secondary bile acid DCA.
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CHAPTER II

Materials and Methods

2.1 CHEMICALS

[a-^^P] dCTP (35pmol, 3000Ci/mmol) and ECL detection kit were obtained from 

Amersham International (Aylesbury, UK). The MTT assay system used was from 

Promega Inc. (Madison, WI). Bovine Serum Albumin, ammonium persulphate, 

Acrylamide: Bisacrylamide (29:1), Nonidet P40 (NP-40), PMA, deoxycholate, 

deoxycholic acid, ursodeoxycholic acid, chenodeoxycholic acid, leupeptin, 2- 

mercaptoethanol, dimethylsulphoxide, ampicillin, kanamycin, EDTA, PMSF, Sodium 

dodecyl sulphate, TEMED, Tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane (Tris), dithiothreitol, 

Tween-20, streptavidin agarose beads and sodium orthovanadate were obtained from 

Sigma (Poole, Dorset, UK and St. Louis, MO., US). Tris buffer Saline (TBS) was from 

Pierce (Medical Supply Company, Dublin Ireland). Protease inhibitor cocktail was 

purchased from Roche Diagnostics (East Sussex, UK). Agarose was purchased from 

GIBCO BRL (Life Technologies, Paisley, Scotland). Sodium chloride, magnesium 

chloride, potassium chloride, ethanol, methanol, acetone, butanol, glycerol, acetic acid 

and boric acid were obtained from BDH Ltd. (Poole, UK). Cell death detection plus Kit 

was obtained from Pierce (Perbio Science UK Ltd., Cheshire, UK). All buffer reagents 

for SDS-PAGE were prepared in deionised water (Elga Prima reverse osmosis).

2.2 ANTIBODIES AND OLIGONUCLEOTIDES

EGR-1 (588), GAPDH, ACTIN, EGR3 (C-24), ATF3 (C-19), MKP-1(M-18) were all 

purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). Primers for EGRl (Exon 2 

For CAGCTTGGTCAGTGGCCTAG, Rev AATGTCAGTGTTCGGCGTG) and 

GAPDH (Exon 8 For CAGAACATCATCCCTGCCTCTAC, Rev 

TTGAACATCCATCCCTGCCTCTAC) were designed with primer express software 

using the NCBI sequences AJ243425 and J04038 for EGRl and GAPDH respectively. 

The nucleic acid synthesis o f oligonucleotide primers was performed by Invitrogen 

(Invitrogen, Paisley, UK).
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2.3 CELL CULTURE 

2.3.1 Source of Cell Lines and Cell Culture Reagents

SKGT4 cells were established from a well-differentiated adenocarcinom a o f  Barrett’s 

epithelium  and were kindly provided by Dr. David Schrump. The oesophageal 

adenocarcinom a cell line, OE-33, and the gastric cancer cell line AGS were obtained 

from the ECACC (Porton Down, Salisbury, UK). The non tumorogenic squamous 

oesophageal cell line H E T -IA  was obtained from the Am erica tissue culture collection 

(ATCC). RPMI 1640 medium, foetal ca lf serum (PCS), H ank’s balanced salt solution 

(HESS) and trypsin-ED TA were obtained from GIBCOBRL (Life Technologies, 

Renfrewshire, Paisley, Scotland). Penicillin/Streptom ycin/L-glutam ine prepared aliquots 

were purchased from Sigma (Poole, Dorset, UK). Bullet kit containing growth 

supplem ents was obtained from Cambrex biosciences (W alkersville, MD, US).

2.3.2 Maintenance of Cell Cultures

Cell lines were m aintained in complete media at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere 

containing 5% CO 2 . The RPMI m edia was supplem ented with 10% PCS, 4mM  L- 

Glutamine, 50 units/ml Penicillin and SO^g/ml streptomycin. BEBM  m edia was cultured 

without PCS but was supplem ented with the Bullet Kit growth factor set. Supplemented 

medium was stored at 4°C. A stock solution o f the antibiotics was prepared [Appendix 1] 

and stored in aliquots at -20°C  until use. PCS was heat inactivated (56^C, 1 h) to 

inactivate com plem ent and then aliquoted for storage at -20°C . Cells were routinely 

m aintam ed in 75 cm cell culture flasks (Nunclon, Roskilde, Denmark) at 37°C in 5% 

CO 2 in a hum idified incubator. Cells were passaged upon reaching 80% confluence. For 

passage, the spent medium was aspirated and the cells were washed tw ice with HBSS 

medium containing Hepes buffer [Appendix A]. Cells were then detached from the 

culture flasks using 2.5%  trypsin-EDTA at 37°C until cells were in suspension. The 

suspended cells were then centrifuged (1500 rpm, 5 min) to pellet and resuspended in 1 

ml o f  appropriate growth m edia for enumeration and seeding.

2.3.3 Cell Freezing and Revival

A cryopreservation solution was prepared for SKGT4 and OE33 cells containing 90%  

PCS and 10% DMSO. Cells were harvested as in section 2.3.2. The supernatant was
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decanted and cells at a cell density o f 2 x 10^ cells/ml were resuspended in ice-cold 

cryopreservative medium. 1 ml o f  cell suspension was aliquoted into sterile cryovials 

(Nunclon, Roskilde, Denmark). The cryovials were then transferred to liquid nitrogen for 

long-term  storage. For cell revival, cryovials rem oved from storage were quickly thawed 

in a 37°C water bath. Cells were washed with pre-warm ed RPMI media. Gentle 

centrifugation (1000 rpm, 3 min) was used to pellet the cells which were subsequently 

resuspended in 10 ml o f RPMI supplem ented with 20%  FCS and transferred to a 25 cm^ 

tissue culture flask and placed at 37°C, 5% CO2 in a hum idified incubator. H E T -IA  cells 

were stored in Leibovitz’s L-15 medium with 2 m M  L-glutamine and 10 mM HEPES 

supplem ented with 1% PVP, 10% FCS and 7.5%  DM SO and revived in a similar m anner 

to the other cells lines.

2.3.4 Cell Enumeration and Viability

To assess cell yield and viability, Ethidium brom ide/acridine orange (0.1% w/v) (EB/AO) 

was used. Cells were counted on a N eubauer haem ocytom eter under ultraviolet (UV) light 

(Hudson and Hay 1976). Under UV excitation, live cells appear green and non-viable 

cells stain orange. Enum erations were performed in duplicate and cells were routinely 

resuspended at a density o f 2 x 10  ̂cells/m l and used when less than 90%  confluent.

2.3.5 Exposure of Cells with Low pH, Bile Acids and Other Stimuli

Cells were detached from the tissue flasks by trypsinisation (Section 2.3.2) and seeded in 

6-well plates (Nunclon, Roskilde, Denmark) at a density o f  2-4 x 10^ cells/ml. 

Continuous low pH environments were created by titration o f  the respective m edia with 

hydrochloric acid with and without the use o f  MES buffer. M edia pH was monitored 

every 30 min throughout the experimentation and augmented when the pH had m oved out 

o f the required pH range. This was achieved by removal o f aliquots o f the media for pH 

m onitoring and adjustment by removal o f m edia followed by re-titration with HCL to the 

required pH range. Acidic pre-treatm ent o f  cells was achieved by addition o f  low pH 

media for 30 min prior to resuming culture in media o f  normal pH (no supplementation). 

For antioxidant studies, NAC, curcum in were added to the culture m edia and incubated 

for 30-60 min prior to addition o f  DCA. Cells were also treated with DCA, CDCA and 

UDCA. Bile acids were used in experiments both with and without the required solvents.
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B ile acids were also co-cultured in the low  pH environments described above. For every 

experiment, cells were incubated with culture media alone and experiments were 

preformed in triplicate. Representative results are shown.

2.3.6 Proliferation or MTT Assay

MTT (3-[4,5-dim ethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) (Promega Inc., 

M adison, W I.) was em ployed to assess the effects o f  D C A  on cell numbers. SKGT4 cells  

(2.5 X 10“*) w ere plated in a flat-bottomed micro-titre plate and incubated for 24  h at 37°C  

and 5% CO2 . Cells were incubated either with increasing concentrations o f  D C A (0 - 500  

|jM ) or over a period o f  1-24 h with 300 ^M DCA . Control w ells containing medium  

alone were also included. 20 |il o f  MTT solution w as then added to the w ells and further 

incubated for between 1 - 3 h. Follow ing incubation, absorbance w as measured at 490 nm  

using an ELISA plate reader (Labsystem s Multiskanplus, Type 314, Finland). The optical 

density o f  the control w ell was subtracted from the average o f  the test results (n =  3), and 

viability w as calculated for the dose response and time course o f  DCA.

2.3.7 Apoptosis Assay

DCA induced toxicity was quantified by cell death detection kit from Roche diagnostics 

(Penzberg, Germany) according to the manufacturer’s standard protocols. Briefly SKGT4 

cells were seeded at 2.5 x 10  ̂ cells/m l and stimulated either with increasmg 

concentrations o f  DC A  (0 - 500 j^M) or over a period o f  0 - 6hr with 300 )iM DCA. 

Follow ing stimulations, ice-cold  PBS is added to the cells and the plate is centrifuged at 

2000 rpm for 1 Omins. The spent medium was removed and 1 ml o f  lysis buffer was added 

to each w ell and incubated for 1 h with m ild agitation at room temperature. The plate was 

centrifiaged and 20 fil o f  supernatant was added to the pre-coated w ells. Control w ells  

contained 20 )al o f  incubation buffer. 80 (il o f  immunoreagent was added to each w ell and 

incubated for 2 h with gentle shaking (approx 200 rpm) at room temperature. W ells were 

washed 3 times with incubation buffer and then 100 |il o f  ABTS (2 ,2 ’-azino-di[3- 

ethylbenz-thiazoline sulfonate-6-diam m onium  salt]) substrate was added to each w ell and 

the colour was allowed to develop (2 - 20 min). Absorbance was measured at 405 nm  

using an ELISA plate reader.
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2.4 CELL PROTEIN PREPARATION

2.4.1 Total Cell Lysates

HCTl 16 cells were lysed in 500 |al o f buffer C [Appendix A] and sonicated for 30 s. The 

cells were then boiled for 5 min and centrifuged at 12,000 rpm for 10 min to remove 

unlysed cells and nuclei. The supernatant was designated the total cell lysate. To obtain 

oesophageal cell lysates; cells were lysed 200 |al o f lysis buffer [Appendix A] for 20 min 

on ice. Cell nuclei and debris were eliminated by centrifugation for 5 min at 14,000 rpm.

2.4.2 Determination of Protein Concentration

Where indicated, the protein content in the cell lysates was standardised using the BioRad 

protein assay according to manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, 5-10 |il o f cell lysate were 

mixed with 1 ml o f BioRad staining solution (500-0006, diluted 1:5) and incubated for 5 

min at room temperature before its O D 5 9 5  was measured. Protein content was calculated 

against a bovine serum albumin standard curve. Volumes were adjusted with lysis buffer 

and equal protein content per sample was then used for affinity precipitation with 

biotinylated oligonucleotides, EMSA or acetone precipitation.

2.5 POLYACRYLAMIDE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS (PAGE)

2.5.1 Sample and Molecular Weight Standard Preparation

Following protein estimation, samples were generally aliquoted to yield 50 |ag o f protein. 

For protein concentration, this volume was diluted 1:5 with ice-cold acetone and 

incubated at -20°C  for at least 30 min. The samples were then centrifuged at 12,000 rpm 

for 5 min and the supernatant was aspirated. Any remaining acetone was allowed to 

evaporate at room temperature for approximately 15 min. Precipitated protein (50 |ig) 

was resuspended in 5 to 20 |al IX reducing sample buffer as required [Appendix A]. 

Protein samples and appropriate molecular weight standards were boiled at 100°C for 5 

min and centrifiaged briefly (30 s) to remove any insoluble solids.

2.5.2 Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS)-PAGE

An ATTO system was used for all SDS-PAGE gels (ATTO Corporation, Japan) and 

protein samples were electrophoresed using a Consort electrophoresis power supply unit. 

Proteins were separated on reducing gels prepared using a discontinuous buffer system as
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described by Laemmli et al (1970) and adapted by Sambrook et al (1989) (Laemmli 

1970; Sambrook et al., 1989). Resolving and stacking acrylam ide gels were prepared to 

the required percentage acrylamide in the order indicated in Tables 1 and 2. APS and 

TEM ED were added last with gentle swirling o f  the mixture. Electrophoresis was carried 

out at 25 mA per gel for approxim ately 1.5 h until the dye front had reached just above 

the gel base, at which stage electrophoresis was discontinued.

Com ponent 10% 12.5% 15% 20%

Acryl/Bis 30% 6.66 ml 8.32 ml 10 ml 13.32 ml

Tris 1.5M 5.0 ml 5.0 ml 5.0 ml 5.0 ml

H 2 O 8.32 ml 6.56 ml 4.89 ml 2.78 ml

APS 10% 100 nl 100 m1 100 m1 100 nl

TEM ED 10^1 10^1 10 nl 10^1

TABLE 2.1 Com position o f resolving gels for SDS-PAGE.

Com ponent Am ount

Acryl/Bis 30% 

Tris 1 .OM 

H2 O 

APS 10% 

TEM ED

1.33 ml 

3.05 ml 

5.55 ml 

50^1 

10^1

TABLE 2.2 Com position of stacking gel for SDS-PAGE.

2.5.3 W estern Imm unoblotting

W estern im m unoblotting was carried out using the semi-dry m ethod for the transfer o f  

electrophoresed proteins to im m obilising m em branes as described by Tow bin et al (1979) 

and was performed using an ATTO semi-dry transfer system (ATTO M edical Supplies, 

Japan) (Towbin et al., 1979). During SDS-PAGE, polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) 

transfer m em brane (0.45 mn, Pall Life Sciences) was briefly saturated with methanol for 

10 -  15 s and then equilibrated in transfer buffer for approxim ately 20 -  30 min prior to
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semi-dry transfer. Whatmann 3mm filter paper o f similar dimensions was also saturated 

in transfer buffer prior to semi-dry blot sandwich construction, which was assembled in 

the order of cathode; filter paper, PVDF, acrylamide gel, filter paper and finally anode. 

Electrophoretic transfer was performed at 100 mA per gel for 60 min. Following semi

dry transfer, the PVDF membrane was removed and processed for immunoblotting. The 

lane containing the molecular weight marker was stained with Coomassie Blue R-250 

and destained in 50% methanol

2.5.4 Immunodetection and Development

Following transfer, non-specific sites on the membrane were blocked with freshly 

prepared 5% non-fat skimmed milk (Blocking solution) [Appendix A] for 1 h with gentle 

agitation at room temperature. Blots were then washed twice with PBS and incubated 

with appropriate primary antibodies diluted (range 1:200 to 1:1000) in primary and 

secondary antibody diluent solution [Appendix A] for 1 h shaking in a sealed plastic bag. 

Following incubation with primary antibody, blots were washed several times over 30 

min with 0.1% PBS-Tween washing solution [Appendix A]. Blots were then incubated 

with the relevant horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody in Primary and 

Secondary Antibody Diluent Solution for 1 h with shaking in a sealed plastic bag. 

Following incubation with secondary antibody, blots were finally washed 4 to 5 times 

with 0.1% PBS-Tween Washing Solution over 30 min. prior to development, blots were 

placed in PBS. Blots were stored in PBS at 4°C if development could not be undertaken 

immediately. Detection o f immunoblots was performed using the enhanced 

chemiluminescence (ECL) method. Membranes were incubated for 1 min in a solution of 

iodophenol (400 i^M), luminol (1.25 mM), and hydrogen peroxide (0.01% (v/v)) in 0.1 M 

Tris-HCl (pH 8.8) [Appendix 1]. The membrane was removed after 1 min and placed 

between acetate sheets, which were then exposed to Kodak X-OMAT S film for the 

appropriate time period (range 30 s to 30 min). Exposed films were developed using an 

automatic developer (CURIX 60, AGFA, Type 9462/100/140, Agfa-Gevaert AG, 

Munich, Germany).
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2.6 RIBONUCLEIC ACID (RNA) EXTRACTION AND ANALYSIS

2.6.1 RNA Extraction

Extraction o f RNA was performed on Nucleospin spin columns (Machery-Nagel). Spent 

media in 6-well plates was removed and replaced by 350 )al o f lysis reagent with 3.5 |il of 

mercaptoethanol, which immediately resulted in cell lysis and release o f nucleic acid 

content into the buffer and increased viscosity. If larger cell culture dishes were used lysis 

was achieved by first scraping and collection of cells by centrifugation followed by 

addition o f 350 |il o f lysis reagent. This was mixed briefly, combined with an equal 

volume of 70% ethanol and finally placed on the spin column and centrifuged for Imin at 

13,000 rpm. Excess salt were removed by washing the columns (13,000 rpm) with buffer 

MDB followed by incubation with 95 |xl DNAse mix (10 1̂ DNAse, 90 |il enzyme 

buffer). Washing steps were the performed with buffer RA2 for 1 min followed by 2 

washes with buffer RA3 for 2 min. RNA was then eluted from the column with 30 îl of 

DEPC treated water.

2.6.2 Agarose Gel Electrophoresis of Ribonucleic Acids (RNA)

Following RNA extraction 5-10 )ig o f RNA was gel electrophoresed to quality asses the 

samples for future microarray work or immediately before transfer to Nitrocellulose 

membranes for northern blotting. RNA electrophoresis gel was prepared and cast as per 

appendix 1 and heated in a microwave before the addition o f formaldehyde. In the case o f 

northern blotting no ethidium bromide is added to the gel mix. After the gel had set it was 

immersed in MOPS electrophoresis buffer and a charge applied (lOOW) for 10 min to 

equilibrate the gel. RNA samples were heated to 65"C in formaldehyde gel loading dye to 

remove secondary structure (Table 2.3) before loading and electrophoresis. The gel was 

run at 3-4 V/cm and constant recirculation was not required but after 1 h the buffer from 

each reservoir should be collected mixed and returned. RNA was then visualized by 

ultraviolet light illumination.

Component Amount

RNA

Formaldehyde loading dye

4.5 ^1

15.5 |il

Table 2.3:- Sample loading
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2.7 NORTHERN BLOTTING

2.7.1 Transfer of Nucleic Acid

Northern blotting was carried out using the semi-dry method for the transfer o f 

electrophoresed nucleic acids to charged membranes as described by Alwine et al (1977) 

which adapted from Southern blotting first described by Southern et al (1975) (Southern 

1975; Alwine et al., 1977). RNA was first electrophoresed as above without the addition 

o f ethidium bromide to the gel mix as this may interfere with crosslinking o f nucleic acid 

to membrane. The gel was removed from the electrophoresis apparatus and equilibrated 

in 20X s e e  for 45 min. During this time Hybond nylon membrane and 3mm whatmann 

paper were prepared and cut to the appropriate size. The nitrocellulose membrane was 

first treated briefly in distilled water and then incubated in 20X SCC until the gel transfer 

apparatus is prepared. Gel sandwich construction was assembled in a dish containing 

20XSSC in the order of: Wick, pre-soaked Gel, Hybond nylon membrane, 3-5 sheets of 

20XSCC soaked 3mm Whatman paper, 10-15 sheets o f dry Whatman paper, wad o f 

tissue paper, glass plate and weight. The RNA was transferred by osmosis for 16 h prior 

to deconstruction o f the apparatus and crosslink of the RNA to the nylon membrane by 

baking for 1 h at 170°C. Blots could be used immediately or stored in tinfoil containing 

dehydration crystals.

2.7.2 Probe synthesis by Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR)

Probes for EGRl and GAPDH genes were designed from there respective DNA sequence 

listed in section 2.2. Primers for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) were designed from 

these sequences using the software program Primer Express and used to amplify probes 

for Northern blotting to coding regions o f the respective genes. The primers product size 

and calculated melting points are show in Table 2.3.

Gene Forward primer Reverse primer Tm Probe size

EGRl 5'-CAGCTTGGTCAGTGGCCTAG-3’ 5’-AATGTCAGTGTTCGGCGTG-3’ 58.7 250 bp

GAPDH 5’-CAGAACATCATCCCTGCCTCTAC-3’ 5'-TTGAAGTCAGAGGAGACCACCTG-3’ 59.4 184 bp

Table 2.3:- Oligonucleotide PCR primers for the synthesis o f northern blotting probes
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The PCR reactions were prepared as per Table 2.4 and the optimal melting point (Tm) 

for each primer set was determined using a temperature gradient thermocycler with a 

range from 50°C to 62°C. PCR products were then electrophoresed in agarose gel 

containing ethidium bromide and visualised by UV trans-illumination. Bands of the 

appropriate size were then excised from the gel and spin column purified using the 

QlAquick Gel extraction Kit protocol (Qiagen) to prepare the probes for labelling.

Component Stock Concentration Amount

MgCl2 25mM 1.5mM 1.5^1

lOX Taq buffer lOX 2mM 2.5|il

dNTP’s lOOmM 200|j M each Ifjl, 4[il Tt

Primer mix lOX 0.4^M 1 |j 1, 2[i\ Tt

Taq pol lOOU lU /25^^s 0.2^1

DNA + Water Variable 100ng/25nl’s 13.8^1

Total 25^1

)le 2.4:- PCR reaction components for the synthesis o f Nort lem  blotting pro

Tt: Total volumne.

2.7.3 Radio labelling of Nucleic Acid Probe

All manipulations involving radioactive materials are carried using designated equipment 

and areas and always behind clear protective plastic containment sheets. Nucleic acid 

probes were labelled by incorporation o f the dCTP radio-nucleotide by random 

priming (Rediprime, Amersham). The excess radio nucleotides were removed from the 

mixture containing the labelled probe using spin column purification in the form o f the 

QlAquick nucleotide removal kit protocol (Qiagen). The eluted probe was assessed for 

radio-nucleotide incorporation in a scintillation counter using the scintillation fluid 

Methyl Cyanide (Table 2.4). The probe scintillation count must be 1-2x10^ incorporated 

counts per minute (CPM) per ml o f hybridisation buffer therefore the labelled PCR 

product must give ample counts for dilution into the hybridisation buffer.
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Component Amount

Scintillation fluid 5 ml

Labelled probe l^il

Table 2.4:- Probable doesn’t need table

2.7.4 Radio-Labelled Probe Hybridisation

Rapid Hyb hybridisation buffer (Amersham) was pre-warmed to 65°C in hybridisation 

bottles (Hybaid) before immersion o f the dried cross-linked northern blot. The blot was 

equilibrated in the buffer for 15 min prior to addition o f labelled probe which had been 

pre-diluted in a quantity o f warm hybridisation buffer. Hybridisation was then performed 

in a rotating oven (Thermo-Hybaid) for 4 h at 65°C on slow rotation. Stringency washes 

were then performed to remove un-annealed probe from the membrane (Table 2.5). The 

washed radioactive blot is then wrapped in saranwrap/clingfilm and auto-radiographed 

overnight at -70°C. Exposed films were developed using an automatic developer (CURIX 

60, AGFA, Type 9462/100/140, Agfa-Gevaert AG, Munich, Germany).

Wash SCC/SDS Time Temperature

A 5X s e e ,  0.1% SDS 20-30 min by 2 Rm temp |

B IX s e e ,  0.1% SDS 15 min by 2 42°C

C 0. IX s e c ,  0.1% SDS 15 min by 2 42°C

Table 2.5:- Washing steps performed before development o f Northern blot.

2.8 Semi-Quantitative Reverse Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT- 

PCR) analysis

Total RNA was transcribed to cDNA using the RETROscript RT-PCR kit (Ambion TX). 

One microgram of RNA was heat denatured at 65‘’C for 3 min followed by annealing 

with the oligo dT primer using cooling to 42 “C (Table 2.6). The denatured RNA was 

then mixed with the RT-PCR reaction mix and incubated for 2 h at 42 “C (Table 2.7). 5)̂ 1 

of this cDNA reaction was then subjected to PCR amplification with SuperTaq (Ambion 

TX) using appropriate primers. Primers used for RT-PCR analysis are detailed in Table 

2.8. Primer annealing temperatures were determined as per section 2.7.2. Assessment o f
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RT-PCR-derived products was performed via agarose gel electrophoresis at exponential 

points within the respective reaction cycles.

Component

Total RNA

Oligo (dT)

H2O

Amount

2 1̂

To 12 )il

Table 2.6:- RT-PCR heat denaturation and oligo dT annealing.

Component Amount

Denat mix 12^1

dNTP mix 4 1̂

lOX RT Buffer 2 1̂

RNase Inhibitor 0.5 [A

Reverse transcriptase 0.5 111

H2O 2 nl

Total volume 20 1̂

Table 2.7:- RT-PCR reaction mix.

Gene Forw ard Prim er Reverse Prim er

MK.P-1 5'-GGTGATTTAGCGTCA-3' 5'-TGTGAAGGCAGACACCTA-3'

CTGF 5' -GCTCCCTGC ATCTTCGG-3 ’ 5'-GGCCCAACGGTTTG-3’

EGR3 5'-ACCAACGAGAAGCCCAA-3’ 5 -GGGGTCGTGGAAAG AC A-3 ’

FOSB 5 '-ACCGTAGCTG AAGCTG A-3 ’ 5 ’-ACTCGGCAGAGGGTGA-3’

ATF3 5’-CAAGAACGAGAAGCAGCA-3' 5 -CTGGGGCAGAATGGGAA-3'

Table 2.8:- Forward and reverse primers for semi-quantitative RT-PCR primers.
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2.9 Relative Real-time RT-PCR Analysis

Extraction of RNA and reverse transcription was performed as above. The PCR reactions 

were prepared in 384 well clear reaction plates (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA) 

and were performed in the ABI Prism 7900HT real time thermocycler (Applied 

Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Aliquots of the cDNA reactions for real-time PCR analysis 

were combined with master mix, primer/probe and diluted in water (Table 2.9). Primers 

for all the genes listed in Table 2.10 were obtained from the ABI “Assay on Demand” 

website (http://home.appliedbiosystems.com/). Fold inductions were calculated using 

the ■' Ct method as described in the ABI Prism manual using GAPDH as the denominator 

and resting time point controls for comparison of gene induction (Gibson et ai, 1996; 

Heid et ai, 1996). MAN2C was also included as a gene selected to represent basal non

changing gene expression values when compared with the denominator.

Component Amount

cDNA rxn 0.5 nl

H2O 4^1

PCR Master mix 5 nl

PCR primer/probe 0.5 1̂

Total volume 10 nl

Table 2.9:- Real-time PCR reaction mix.

2.10 Gene Expression Microarray Analysis 

2.10.1 Sample Quality Assessment

Samples for gene expression microarray experimentation were quality assessed in a 

number of ways at important stages in the experiment. Firstly, RNA extracted as 

previously described was assessed for degradation by gel electrophoresis in standard 

agarose gel and observation of 18S and 28S ribosomal RNA bands. Alternatively, RNA 

was examined using the 2100 Bioanalyzser, which produces an electropherogram output 

of the ribosomal RNA peaks for analysis of degradation. Strong sharp peaks with no inter 

peak noise indicates ribosomal RNA of ideal quality for microarray experimentation
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ABI reference Code Gene
Hs00358796_gl DDIT3
Hs0 0171132_ml GDF15
Hs0 01714 55_ml LIF
Hs00603727_gl SUIl
Hs00173626_ml VEGF
Hs00174131_ml IL6
Hs0 0177 9 8 7_ml LATSl
Hs00324396_ml LATS2
Hs00221754_ml TRIB3
Hs00267528_ml PITXl
Hs00426284_ml H0XA13
Hs00430330_ml H0XA5
Hs001998 31_ml ESMl
Hs0 02 0244 8_ml DNAJB9
Hs00174097_ml ILIB
Hs00174092_ml ILIA
Hs00153133_ml PTGS2
Hs00273589_ml UHRFl
Hs0 03 58 8 3 6_ml KLF4
Hs00171135_ml CXCL14
Hs00231069_ml ATF3
Hs00155479_ml CYR61
Hs00428 900_ml MAN2C1
Hs00174103_ml M CO

Hs00231780_ml EGR3
Hs00244839_ml DUSP5
Hs99999905_ml GAPDH
HS00171851 ml FOSE

Table 2.10:- ABI Primer probe codes for the gene expression 

analyses performed.



where as wide ribosomal RNA peaks surrounded by noise indicative o f RNA degradation 

is not ideal for array experimentation (Fig. 2.1).

2.10.2 Synthesis of cRNA and Microarray Chip Hybridisation

Ten micrograms o f total RNA from treated and untreated SKGT4 cells was reverse 

transcribed into single-stranded cDNA using the SuperScript Choice kit (Invitrogen, 

Paisley, UK). For this purpose, an oligo-dT primer containing a T7 RNA polym erase 

promoter (Genset) was utilised. cDNA reactions were column purified prior to 

proceeding with amplification. Following double-stranded cDNA synthesis, amplified 

biotin-labelled cRNA was generated by in vitro transcription using the BioArray RNA 

labelling kit (Enzo). These complex cRNA targets, which are representative o f the 

transcriptome o f a particular sample, were hybridised against U133A (Chapter 3) or 

U133A 2.0 plus (Chapter 4) arrays. Detection was accomplished via a streptavidin- 

labelled fiuorochrome (phycoerythrin) and laser scanning. Data was collected in 

microarray analysis suite (MAS 5.0) for experiments performed in chapter 3 and with 

gene chip operating software (GCOS) for experiments performed in chapter 4.

2.10.3 Inter-array Comparison o f Gene Expression Data

Normalisation o f data and inter-array comparisons o f gene expression profiles was 

carried out using MAS version 5.0 (AffjTnetrix), together with M icrosoft Access. In 

more detail, DNA microarray experiments were analysed using an approach based on 

the M ann-W hitney pair-wise comparison test (Jin et a i ,  2001). To identify 

differentially expressed genes between any two samples, pair-wise comparisons were 

performed using MAS. Lists o f  altered transcripts from different pair-wise 

comparisons were sorted via M icrosoft Access. Parallel microarray data analysis was 

also performed using Genespring 4.0-7.2. Data was normalised in 3 steps: data 

transformation (<0.01 to 0.01), per chip normalisation (50* percentile) and per gene 

normalisation (Median). Following normalisation the data is then filtered to remove 

flagged genes (Absent at all time-points) and genes beneath the two-fold change margin. 

Statistical significance was then applied to these lists using t-tests o f analysis o f variance 

(ANOVA) generating filtered lists with high probability o f changes in gene expression.
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Fig 2.1:- Demonstration electroptierograms derived from Bioanalyzer showing examples 
of good quality (A) and bad quality (B) ribosomal RNA peaks.



2.10.4 Clustering analysis

Detailed cluster analysis was performed using GeneSpring 4.0-7.2 Data was normalised 

initially by transforming the values below 0.001 to 0.001. Each measurement was 

divided by the 50th percentile of all measurements in that sample. The percentile was 

calculated with all raw measurements above 0 and using all genes not marked as absent. 

Each gene expression value was divided by the median o f its measurement in all samples. 

If the median of the raw values was below 0.01, then each measurement for that gene was 

divided by 0.01. Significantly altered genes were identified by viewing the data in the 

form o f an ordered list o f significance from which the top 100 were chosen for analysis. 

Guided analysis in the form o f similarity searches were performed followed by k-means 

clustering. These lists were then compared with more unguided methods, such as 

hierarchical clustering, before attempting to identify individual promoter clusters.

2.11 Comparative Bioinformatic Promoter Analysis

Promoter regions for genes residing within clusters o f interest were identified and 

retrieved via the use o f Genome Browser housed at University o f California Santa Cruz 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/). Retrieved promoter regions (1,500 bp upstream of the 

predicted start site) from collated clusters o f genes were comparatively analysed using the 

transcription factor binding site (TFBS) analysis tool Matlnspector 

(http://www.genomatix.de/) (Quandt et a l,  1995). The resultant list o f TFBSs identified 

for each cluster were filtered against each other and against a cluster o f randomly selected 

non-changing genes to give a list o f the most significant TFBSs co-ordinately regulating 

the gene expression clusters.

2.12 Macro Membrane Array Gene Expression Analysis

cDNA probes were prepared from 5 ng o f RNA extracted as per secfion 2.6.1 using the 

GEarray probe synthesis kit (Superarray, Frederick, MD). Firstly, RNA was reverse 

transcribed to cDNA incorporating the biotin-dUTP (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) 

reporter nucleic acid using the RT-labelling kit provided. Membrane arrays were pre

hybridised with 2 ml o f hybridisation buffer and sheared salmon sperm DNA for 2 h at 

60”C. The labelled cDNA mixture was then denatured by heating to 94 “C for 2 min 

followed by cooling on ice, prior to dilution in 750 |il o f pre-warmed hybridisation 

cocktail (60”C ). The pre-hybridisation buffer was removed from the membrane and the
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hybridisation cocktail containing the probe was added. Hybridisation was allowed to 

proceed overnight in a rotating oven (Hybaid) at 60‘’C. Hybridised membranes are 

washed in two steps with decreasing concentrations o f SSC salt buffer at 60°C; Wash 1 

2XSSC, 1%SDS. Wash 2 0.5XSSC, 0.5%SDS. For chemiluminescent detection the 

hybridised membranes are blocked with BSA for 40 min with continuous agitation 

followed by incubation with alkaline phosphatase antibody diluted 1 in 8000 in binding 

solution. The antibody-exposed membranes are washed with Buffer F followed by 

incubation with CDP-star chemiluminescent reagent for development o f signal. Light 

signals emitted from the probed membranes were captured using a KODAK imaging 

system.

2.13 Cytokine Expression Profiling

Following exposure o f cells to particular agents the cell culture media supernatants were 

collected and frozen at - 70°C. Cytokine profiling o f treated supernatants was performed 

using the Randox Evidence Investigator cytokine panel which measures the secretion of 

12 cytokines simultaneously from treated cells. Briefly, 200 |il o f assay diluent was added 

per well followed by the addition o f 100 (il o f cell culture medium from treated or control 

samples. Cytokine panels were then incubated at 3 T C  for 60 min in a thermoshaker. 

Following the incubation panels were washed 4 times with 1 mintue intervals in diluted 

assay wash buffer. Panels were allowed to drain on lint free tissue paper prior to the 

addition of 300 )il o f conjugate antibody to each well. Incubation and washing procedure 

was again performed as previously described. Panels were then developed using 250 )il 

per well of luminal-peroxide signal reagent followed by image capture in the Evidence 

Investigator imaging system.
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CHAPTER HI

Low pH Exposure Induces Co-Regulation 

of Gene Expression in Oesophageal Cells.



CHAPTER III

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 Low pH in Gastro-Oesophageal Reflux Disease and Barrett’s 

Adenocarcinoma.

Over the past few decades, Western populations have witnessed a 10% annual increase in 

the incidence o f oesophageal adenocarcinoma while the incidence of oesophageal 

squamous carcinoma remains unchanged (Jankowski et a l, 1999; Wijnhoven et al„ 2001; 

McManus et a l, 2004). Gastro-oesophageal acid reflux has been identified in 

epidemiological studies as a major risk factor in the pathogenesis of oesophageal 

adenocarcinoma (Lagergren et a l, 1999b; Lagergren et a l, 1999a). Oesophageal 

adenocarcinoma commonly arises from the presence o f a premalignant lesion known as 

Barrett’s Oesophagus (BO). This is a common condition in which normal squamous 

epithelium is replaced by a metaplastic intestine-like epithelium containing goblet cells 

(Jankowski et al., 1999; Guillem et a l, 2000; Katz 2004; Flejou 2005). While the exact 

model for the development of BO has not been fully elucidated the current paradigm 

indicates that Barrett’s oesophagus most commonly occurs in the setting of Gastro- 

Oesophageal Reflux Disease in conjunction with as yet unidentified genetic and 

environmental factors (Jankowski et al., 2000; Caygill et al., 2004).

The GORD refluxate consists of many different agents such as stomach acid, bile acids 

(depending on the form of GORD), pepsins and gastrins, as well as metabolised oxidative 

products from the diet. Although these factors acting in concert may have differential 

effects it has been postulated that gastric acid, the major constituent o f the refluxate, is 

the cause o f the initial inflammatory disease or oesophagitis (Fitzgerald et al., 1997, 

1998; Fitzgerald et al., 2003; van der Woude et al., 2004).

Recent work by Abdel-laif et al (2004) has demonstrated the ability o f acidic or low pH 

conditions to induce pro-inflammatory signaling pathways, acting through the NF-A'B 

transcription factor. This activation is common in oesophageal adenocarcinoma where 

follows the M-D-A sequence (O'Riordan et al., 2005) and inversely correlates with 

response to neo-adjuvant chemotherapy (Abdel-Latif et al., 2004a). It was of interest to 

expand the focus of this work to identify other transcriptional responses to low pH which 

would provide further avenues for treatment. The early growth response gene 1 (EG Rl)
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was an ideal candidate due to it’s involvement in other inflammatory conditions and 

activation by carcinogens (Yan et al,  2000; Okada et al ,  2002; Ji et al,  2003).

The EGR gene family o f transcription factors encode nuclear proteins with zinc finger 

domains resembling those o f the well characterised Spl transcription factor, which has 

been shown to have increased DNA binding activity under low pH conditions (Skerka et 

ai,  1995; Torigoe et al,  2003; Abdel-Latif et al ,  2004b). There is increasing evidence 

for the involvement of EGRl in the regulation o f inflammatory response both in immune 

cells and epithelial cells (McMahon et ai,  1996; Decker et al ,  2003). EGRl is rapidly 

and transiently induced by many extracellular signals including growth factors, cytokines 

and phorbol esters in a variety of cell types such as fibroblasts, epithelial and endothelial 

cells (Sukhatme et al,  1987; Sukhatme et al,  1988; Yan et al,  2000). In addition, EGRl 

is induced by diverse types o f DNA-damaging agents and mild oxidative stress (Huang et 

al,  1995a; Huang et al,  1998). This study will attempt to discover if  low pH conditions 

can alter the expression o f this important inflammatory transcription factor in 

oesophageal cells and may lead to the identification o f other related genes/transcripts 

involved in low pH signalling.

3.1.2 Low pH-m ediated Signalling and Gene Expression.

Cells o f the body whether they are o f epithelial or neuronal origin are normally bathed in 

a microenvironment rich in all the essential nutrients and signalling molecules required 

for cellular growth and function. Within this microenvironment there exists a finely 

controlled balance between a numerous components o f the metabolism. Two o f the most 

important such components are the H"̂  and HCO ' 3  levels which along with various other 

ions o f the environment control the local pH of the cells, tissue, organ and being. There 

are number of tissues in the body exempt from this balance such as the epithelium of the 

stomach. Duodenum and renal tubes whose cells are specially adapted for growth and 

function in adverse environments. The epithelia o f these tissues and indeed o f the 

oesophagus are constantly under regeneration from the basal layers o f the epithelium as 

the outer layers are shed throughout the natural life cycle. Only in the case o f tissue 

injury such as that caused by reflux oesophagitis is the natural lifecycle o f the epithelium 

altered.
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There are a number of instances where the normal pH homeostasis is affected and 

acidosis may occur in the cellular or tissue microenvironment. Examples include during 

high metabolic activity in muscle tissue (Miyake et al, 2003) or diabetes mellitus, 

inflammatory lesions (Baud et al, 1997; Bellocq et al, 1998; Bosticardo et al, 2001), 

tumour core microenvironments (Wike-Hooley et al, 1984a; Wike-Hooley et al, 1984b) 

and in neuronal signalling (Mamet et al, 2002; Mamet et al, 2003). Many of these 

instances of low pH may be due to, or in part linked to, conditions of cellular or tissue 

hypoxia. Alterations in extracellular pH (pHe) are hypothesised to elicit responses in 

signalling pathways by two mechanisms, firstly through direct acidification of outer 

membrane protein structures and phospholipids and secondly through affecting 

intracellular pH (pHi) through ion transporters. The exact mechanism of pH sensing in 

cellular environments remains to be identified but some involvement of the Na^H^ 

exchanger has been demonstrated in some cell types including oesophageal cells 

(Fitzgerald et al, 1998; Kaur et al, 2002). Some downstream mediators of low pH 

signalling have been partially mapped utilising existing knowledge of disease states and 

acidosis.

To date low pH has been shown to promote angiogenesis through the induction of 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) within glioblastoma tumour core 

microenvironments (Xu et al, 2000; Xu et al, 2002). This induction was initially through 

activation of the MAP kinase cascade followed by activation AP-1 transcription factor 

DNA binding. This pathway is a common end route for many stimuli and has been 

associated with low pH signalling for some time. Low pH may also increase nitrite 

production in inflammatory lesions through induction of macrophage inducible nitric 

oxide synthase (iNOS) (Baud et al, 1997). Inflammatory response to low pH is mediated 

primarily through NF-^B DNA binding activation which in turn cooperates with AP-1 

DNA binding activity to promote lL-8 gene transcription in other low pH models of 

tumour microenvironments (Xu et al, 2000; Xu et al, 2002). The transcriptional 

responses of oesophageal cells to low pH have not been extensively studied, but recent 

studies by Abdel-Latif et al (2004) have demonstrated the activation of NF-A'B by low pH 

in the Barrett's adenocarcinoma cell line SKGT4.
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3.2 OBJECTIVES

The central aim o f this chapter was to analyse gene expression induced upon exposure o f 

oesophageal cells to pH 6.5, previously documented to induce NF-^B activation. 

Transcriptomic approaches were used to obtain the low pH-induced transcriptome o f 

oesophageal cells followed by assessment o f gene expression co-regulation using novel 

promoter inspection techniques.

The specific objectives o f this chapter were:

1. To examine EGRl gene induction by low pH in oesophageal cells.

2. To obtain the low pH-induced transcriptome o f oesophageal cells.

3. To validate and examine low pH-induced gene expressions identified through

transcriptomic experimentation.

4. To explore gene expression co-regulation through the use o f comparative

transcription factor binding site analysis.

3.3 RESULTS 

3.3.1 Induction of EGRl Protein Expression by Low pH in Oesophageal Cells.

EGR 1 is a mem.ber o f a famJly o f zinc-finger domain transcription factors commonly 

involved in neuronal and immune cell development (Yan et a l, 2000; Okada et a i, 

2002). EG Rl, while having some roles in development, is most commonly associated 

with gene induction by such stimuli as cytokines, growth factors, genotoxic agents and 

oxidative stress. Gene induction o f EGRl is generally congruent with activation o f NF- 

A'B, which has been demonstrated previously by Abdel-Latif et al (2004) to be activated 

by low pH. Therefore, it was o f interest to ascertain whether this inflammatory mediator 

could also be induced by similar low pH conditions. EGRl induction by low pH was 

assessed by treating SKGT4 and OE33 oesophageal cells with a broad range o f pH 

conditioned media, from pH 7.4 to pH 4 for 1 h, after which the protein was extracted and 

analysed by Western blotting. Notably, media conditioned between pH 7 and pH 6 was 

capable of inducing EGRl protein in both cell lines (Fig. 3.1 A). Continuous culture in 

environments below pH 6 did not induce EGRl protein. TNFa was used as a positive 

control in these experiments as it has been shown to induce EGRl in other cell types.
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Figure 3.1:- Induction of E G R l protein (approx. 80 kDa) and mRNA by low pH in 
SGKT4 and OE-33 oesophageal cells. Levels of EGRl mRNA and protein were 
determined by Northern blot and Western blot analysis respectively. (A) Representative 
Western blot from both oesophageal cell lines (SKGT4 and OE33) showing altered 
EGRl protein expression in response to varying pH conditions over Ih. (B) EGRl 
mRNA expression over a broad pH range in both cell lines (SKGT4 and OE33) as 
determined by Northern blotting. (C) Time-dependent induction of EGRl mRNA in 
conditions of low pH with and without pH monitoring/adjustment (to maintain low pH 
6.5). Details the minutes following low pH treatment, with expression of EGRl mRNA 
appearing transiently without pH maintenance (returning to pH levels >7) and continual 
with pH maintenance at pH6.5. PMA and T N E a were used as positive controls for EGRl 
induction. R signifies resting pH of 7.4, NS non-specific band, Rep representative 
GAPDH control blot for both cell lines.



This effect was not cell line specific as identical results were observed in another 

oesophageal adenocarcinoma cell line, OE-33 (Fig. 3.1A).

3.3.2 Synthesis of Northern Blotting Probes for EGRl and GAPDH

In order to assess EGRl gene induction, probes for the analysis of EGRl mRNA by 

Northern blotting were synthesised. Primers for the amplification EGRl and GAPDH 

sequence probes were designed from their respective DNA sequences AJ243425 and 

J04038 using the Primer Express software. Firstly, the annealing temperature for both 

primer sets was identified by temperature gradient PCR that gave an annealing 

temperature of 52°C for GAPDH and 55.2°C for EGRl primer sets. These annealing 

temperatures gave adequate amounts of product with the correct base pair length for both 

GAPDH (250bp) and EGRl (184bp) when electrophoresed in a 2% agarose gel (Fig. 

3.2A, B). The PCR products were extracted from the agarose gel and cleaned on spin 

columns, after which the products were again electrophoresed to assess primer removal 

(Fig. 3.2C). Following the incorporation of the a-^^P dCTP radionucleotide into the PCR 

products by nick translation, the probes were column purified to remove unincorporated 

radionucleotides. Reporter incorporation was assessed by scintillation counting of the 

purified probes.

3=3.3 EGRl Transcript Induction by Lov.' pH Conditions as Determined by 

Northern Blotting

To determine if the induction of EGRl protein resulted from induction of its respective 

mRNA transcript, gene expression of EGRl was assessed by Northern blotting. Probes 

for both EGRl and GAPDH were synthesised as above and the Northern protocol as per 

section 2.7 was followed. Both oesophageal cell lines OE-33 and SKGT4 were exposed 

to a smaller range of low pH environments chosen to reflect the range in which EGRl 

protein was induced (pH 7.4 to pH 6) (Fig. 3.1A). Low pH environments ranging from 

pH 6.8 to pH 6.2 were seen to induce EGRl gene expression in both cell lines, but culture 

in pH environments lower than this range did not induce EGRl transcription (Fig. 3.IB). 

A similar activation profile was observed for EGRl as for NF-^B DNA binding under the 

same conditions of low pH used in these experiments (Abdel-Latif et a i, 2004a). PMA 

and TNFa were employed as positive controls as they have previously been shown to 

induce EGRl expression.
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Fig 3.2:- Synthesis of Northern blotting probes for EGRl and GAPDH by PCR.
A nnealing  temperatures for the prim er pairs were optim ised by therm ogradient PCR 
(52°C for G A PD H  and 55.2°C for E G R l primer sets). A num ber of these reactions were 
perform ed and then gel electrophoresed (A) and (B). PCR  products for probe generation 
were separated from excess nucleotides and PCR primers by gel extraction and spin 
colum n purification. Aliquots were electrophoresed to give bands o f  the appropriate size, 
250bp  for EG R l probe and 184 for G A PD H  probe (C).



3.3.4 Kinetics of EGRl Transcript Induction by Low pH

The nature of oesophageal exposure to acid is complex in both pH level reached and 

duration of exposure, thus attempting to reflect this in a cell line model is equally 

complex. Therefore, EGRl gene induction was assessed over time in order to gauge the 

level of control imposed over gene transcription by exposure to low pH. SKGT4 

oesophageal cells were exposed to pH 6.5, chosen to reflect the mid point of EGRl 

induction and also for its common use in other low pH models. Cells were exposed to a 

time course of low pH and samples were taken for transcriptional analysis at 30, 60 120 

180 and 240 min with and without pH maintenance. Without pH maintenance, the pH 

ranges reached over time moved outside that necessary for EGRl gene induction (Fig. 

3.1C). When the pH is monitored and adjusted to maintain a continuous culture in low 

pH, EGRl induction is maintained throughout the time course indicating the dependency 

of EGRl gene induction on maintenance of this low pH environment (Fig. 3.1C).

3.3.5 NF-A'B related Gene Expression as Determined by Specific Membrane Array

Prior to the use of high density arrays such as those by Affymetrix, RNA samples 

collected from low pH experiments were tested on small density membrane arrays 

containing probes specific for genes related to NF-A'B signalling. RNA samples taken 

from SKGT4 cells exposed to pH 6.5 for 2 h, and matched time point controls as per the 

experiments above, were taken for membrane array analysis. As membrane array 

technology is limited in its assessment of gene induction, the only reliable changes in 

gene expression identified were for the transcription factors EGRl and FOSB (Fig. 3.3). 

This small-scale analysis of gene expression using membrane arrays confirmed EGRl 

gene induction and provided 2 positive control genes for further Affymetrix array 

analysis. No further analysis using these arrays was performed, as they were unsuitable 

for the analysis of smaller changes in gene expression or give detailed values for the 

changes identified.

3.3.6 Low pH Induced Transcriptome of Oesopliageal Cells

3.3.6.1 Experimental Design, Protocol and Sample Quality Assessment

Low pH has been shown to have wide ranging affects on cell proliferation, apoptosis and 

morphology dependant upon the model used (Fitzgerald et ai, 1998; Xu et al, 2000;
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Fig 3.3:- Low pH induced gene expression analysis by NF-A:B specific m em brane 
array. SKGT4 cells were exposed to low pH6.5 or control for 2 hours followed by 
extraction of RNA, reverse transcription to cDNA and lableliing by incorporation biotin 
labelled dCTP nucleotide. Membranes were then probed with the labelled cDNA, 
developed with CPD-star chemiluminescent reagent and visualised by digital 
photogiaphy. (A) Non-treated control SKGT4 Cells. (B) Low pH6.5 treated SKGT4 
cells. Reference grid is listed in Appendix 3.



Kaur et ai, 2002; Xu et al, 2002). The activation of key transcription factors involved in 

proliferative and inflammatory responses such as the AP-1 and NF-Â B transcription factor 

complexes are known regulators of low pH signalling and are active at the pH ranges 

used in this study (Xu et al, 2000; Xu et al, 2002). While invaluable information may be 

gained by the documentation of these activations, very little work has been done on the 

sequence of events downstream of either NF-A:B or AP-1 activation. To further examine 

the effect of low pH conditions on such events, DNA microarray-based gene expression 

profiling was employed to obtain the low pH induced transcriptome of SKGT4 

oesophageal cells. For this purpose SKGT4 cells were treated with low pH for up to 4 h 

after which RNA was extracted in duplicate experiments (biological replicates) at 30, 

120, 180 and 240 min. Gene expression of the positive control gene EGRl was assessed 

by Northern blotting. RNA samples were reverse transcribed to cDNA, amplified and 

labelled into cRNA followed by fragmentation to fragmented cRNA. Successful 

amplification was confirmed by quantification of cRNA product by spectrophotometry 

(Table 3.1). Aliquots of cDNA, cRNA and fragmented cRNA were taken for each 

sample and quality assessed by gel electrophoresis (Fig. 3.4). Fragmented cRNA was 

then hybridised to the Affymetrix U133A human genome array as per Affymetrix 

protocols and analysed with the GeneArray scanner.

33.6.2 Data Assessment and Analysis

Data was collated and assessed using Microarray Analysis Suite 5 (MAS 5.0) and limited 

data shuffling in Microsoft Excel. The quality of the data generated from the array 

experimentation using the experimental procedures outlined in Chapter 2.10 was 

analysed using MAS 5.0/ GCOS and Genespring. Firstly, the raw data was plotted on 

pseudo MvA plots for a global assessment of the trends in the replicate samples (Fig. 

3.5). MvA plots were originally described for two colour microarray formats and plotted 

the log intensity ratio M=log2(R/G) versus the mean log 

intensityA='/2*(log2(Cy5)+log2(Cy3) in order to better define the particular route to 

normalisation of a given microarray data set. A pseudo MvA plot performs a similar 

function when used on a one colour array formats such as affymetrix but is used to test 

the similarity and performance of the biological or chip replicates. Subsequently, the 

samples were then viewed as histograms to further assess any aberrant trends in the 

samples which may have occurred. This process aids in identification of samples of poor
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Sample
ABS @ 
260nm

ABS 1/200 
@260nm 260:280 ug/ul 21 ug/ul

R 0.675 0.333 2.15 2.7 7.77
30-1 0.729 0.358 2.14 2.916 7.2
120-1 0.654 0.328 2.13 2.616 8.02
180-1 0.747 0.366 2.22 2.988 7.028
240-1 0.784 0.389 2.18 3.136 6.7

R-2 0.459 0.226 2.22 1.836 11.437
30-2 0.634 0.305 2.24 2.536 8.28
120-2 0.601 0.293 2.18 2.404 8.735
180-2 0.885 0.429 2.21 3.54 5.93
240-2 0.787 0.39 2.18 3.142 6.67

Table 3.1:- RNA amplification performance. RNA samples from low pH gene expression 
experimentation were reverse transcribed to cDNA, followed by labeling and 
amplification to cRNA. Following this process successful amplification was determined 
by UV spectrophotometry. These details are noted for subsequent assessment o f global 
experiment performance and inference.
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Fig  3.4:- Qualitative assessment o f  amplified cR N A  products. At a num ber o f  steps in the 
preparation of cR N A  for Affymetrix array analysis, aliquots o f  cD N A , amplified cR N A  
and fragmented cR N A  were stored and then quality assessed before proceeding with 
array hybridization. LD corresponds to ladder and Frag cR N A  to fragm ented cRN A . (A) 
Outline o f  lane construction Lane I - cD N A , Lane 2- cR N A , Lane 3- Fragm ented cRNA. 
(B) First set o f  replicated low pH  gene induction samples. (C) D uplicated set o f  
replicated low pFI gene induction samples.
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Fig 3.5 Assessment of replicate performance in low pH gene induction study. 
Gene/feature Expression values of replicate samples (Rl v R2) were plotted against each 
other in pseudo M v A plots to test replicate performance. This resulted in the classical 
expected rocket shaped profile indicative of good performance. Plots were performed 
using the scatter plot function of Genespring software on raw/un-normalised 
experimental microarray data.



quality (Fig. 3.6). Sample R epl 180 was flagged as it did not perform as well as the rest 

o f the data set, seen as a slight curve in the M v A plot o f the 3 h time point (Fig. 3.5C) 

and as a misaligned replicate histogram (Fig. 3.6, Rep 180-1/3Hr-1). However, the degree 

of curve identified for the 3 h time point was within normal parameters for further 

analysis but was noted in case o f potential flaws in the final gene lists generated.

3.3.6.3 Statistical Analysis and Gene List Generation

Subsequent to the initial data assessment and management the experiment was analysed 

using two methods. The first method employed was a tailored Mann Whitney ranked 

analysis combined with a second stream o f analysis provided by the microarray/statistical 

package Genespring. The Mann Whitney analysis first described for array analysis by Jin 

et al (2001) listed the statistically significant genes from each time point (both replicates) 

when compared to the replicate time point controls. In short, these lists show alteration of 

116 transcripts at 30 min, 480 transcripts at 120 min, 115 transcripts at 180 min and 741 

transcripts at 240 min. From this data set many gene lists were made but the most 

pertinent of these is the list o f genes whose expression remains altered across all time 

periods. A similar list was derived from Genespring and both lists were cross-compared 

to give a list of genes identified by both methods as being statistically significant gene 

inductions (Fig. 3.7). Many o f these differentially expressed genes have functional roles 

in stress response, proliferation, differentiation and inflammation. The genes in this list 

were separated into distinct subsets based on their function as described in literature 

searching as opposed to designated gene ontologies (Fig. 3.7). Gene ontologies were not 

used in separation of the gene lists due to their over complex breakdown in protein 

function versus cellular function, however the gene ontology numbers may be obtained 

using the Entrez Gene website for each of the genes listed.

O f note is the presence o f EGRl in the list of most significantly altered genes (Fig. 3.7), 

which is o f importance to the performance of the array experimentation as a whole. 

EGRl expression is maintained across all time-points in the experiment (Fig. 3.8), and 

when udlised as the basis for a profile similarity search, many o f the other genes 

generated in the statistically significant gene list are identified thus reaffirming the use o f 

a positive control in our experimental design (Fig. 3.1 and Fig. 3.7, EG R l).
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Fig 3.7:- Expression of selected genes consistently up-regulated by low pH, as defined by 
both the Mann-Whitney pairwise comparison test and Genespring ANOVA filtering. 
Comparisons were made between resting state and various time points after treatment, 
with fold difference values (on a log scale) indicated to the right. Genes are grouped by 
functional category of the corresponding protein as defined by locuslink and literature 
search, along with other standard identifiers, namely the relevant UniGene and GenBank 
accession codes, as well as the Affymetrix transcript code. (..) Represents independent 
probe set for the same transcript. Corresponding GeneSpring block view of each 
differentially expressed gene across the various time periods post-treatment is shown to 
the right. Blue represents low expression levels, which move through a range of colours 
to red for high level of expression.
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for its use as a positive control in the array experimentation. Subsequent to data quality 
assessment, normalization and statistical filtering E G R l was am ong the genes identified. 
E G R l gene expression was maintained across all time points in both G enespring and 
Mann W hitney analysis.



Additionally, other members of the early growth response family EGR2, EGR3 and 

EGR4 were induced by the low pH conditions indicating the importance of this family of 

transcription factors in mediating responses to low pH conditions (Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.9). 

Amongst the inflammatory response genes listed, an increased expression of decay 

accelerating factor (DAF) was observed, which has previously been reported to be 

upregulated in BO (Hiraoka et al, 2004). Also observed was the increased expression of 

interleukin 8 (IL-8) and prostaglandin sjnthase (PGS-2 or COX-2), both of which are up- 

regulated in the Barrett’s adenocarcinoma sequence (Shirvani et al, 2000; Zhang et al., 

2001; O'Riordan et al, 2005) and postulated to be associated with NF-A'B activation 

(Konturek et al, 2004). The transcription factors FOSB and JUN of the AP-1 

transcription factor complex known to have increased DNA binding potential under 

conditions of low pH (Xu et al, 2000; Xu et al, 2002) are upregulated in the 

Differentiation/Proliferation category (Fig. 3.7). Other important transcription factors 

identified using this approach are activating transcription factor 3 (ATF3) and nuclear 

receptor 4A2 (NR4A2) recently associated with Barrett’s oesophagus in microarray 

studies (Fig. 3.7 and 3.10) (Barrett et al, 2002).

3.3.7 Validation of Gene Expression from Transcriptomic Experiments

A cohort of genes was chosen for downstream validation, varying from growth factors 

(CTGF, CYR61, C8FW) to signalling m.olecules (MKP 1, DUSP5, EGR3, ATF3, 

FOSB). Gene and protein expression validation was performed in fresh triplicate 

experiments using the protocol for low pH treatment previously outlined. Changes 

observed in the DNA microarray studies of a subset of genes were confirmed by semi- 

quantitative RT-PCR (Fig. 3.11A). These included MKP-1 which was rapidly up

regulated after 30 min and CTGF which remained up-regulated across the time periods. 

Additionally, ATF3 and EGR3 were validated by this method showing rapid induction by 

30 min increasing incrementally over time. Relative real-time RT-PCR analysis permitted 

examination of a much broader range of gene expression changes (Fig. 3.1 IB). GAPDH 

was used to normalise all genes in the real time RT-PCR analysis including MAN2C, 

which was chosen from the array data set as a non-changing gene to determine baseline 

fluctuations in the experimental approach. FOSB gene expression was strikingly altered, 

with approximately 200-fold increase in expression level at 120 min post-treatment as 

compared to that observed in the resting state (Fig. 3.1 IB). EGR3 and ATF3 share a
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Fig 3.9:- Graph plot o f EGR family (EGR 1-4) gene expression profiles. Subsequent to 
the identification o f EGRl gene induction and its presence in the final list o f statistically 
altered genes, other members of this family were simultaneously observed to be induced 
by exposure to low pH conditions. Due to microarray chip feature redundancy some gene 
probes are replicated on the microarray hence there are more than 4 gene expression 
profiles represented above.
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Fig 3.11:- Validation of DNA microarray data by RT-PCR and Western blot analysis. 
Semi-quantitative (A) and real-time (B,) RT-PCR analysis was used to examine the 
expression of indicated genes. In the context of real-time PCR analysis, fold changes for 
gene expression were calculated using the A cT method from ABI and GAPDH as the 
internal control gene. (C) Western blot analysis of ATF3, EGR3 and Actin (loading 
control) expression under various pH conditions. R signifies resting pH of pH 7.4.



similar induction profile with maximal induction at 2 h, which may indicate a similar 

transcriptional control mechanism (Fig. 3.1 IB). This similarity was also demonstrated by 

induction o f EGR3 and ATF3 protein, demonstrated by Western blotting (Fig. 3.11C).

3.3.8 Low pH Induced Gene Expression Comparison in the Oesophageal 

Adenocarcinoma Cell Lines SKGT4, OE-33 and the Squamous Oesophageal 

Cell Line HET-IA

In addition to the gene expression validation performed in the SKGT4 cells, the genes 

were also validated in two more oesophageal cell lines, the OE-33 Barrett’s 

adenocarcinoma cell line and the normal squamous oesophageal cell line HET-IA. The 

cells were exposed to low pH 6.5 in a similar manner to the low pH experiments 

performed previously on the SKGT4 Barrett’s adenocarcinoma cell line. The expression 

o f ATF3, EGR3 CYR61, FOSB, DUSP5 and MAN2C were analysed by relative real

time RT-PCR as before. Expression o f these genes was induced by pH 6.5 in a manner 

dependant on continuous pH culture. The use o f a cell line representing the non-diseased 

epithelium (HET-IA) indicates that these gene inductions were not cell line specific and 

are preserv'ed throughout the Barrett’s adenocarcinoma sequence (Fig. 3.12). 

Interestingly, the expression levels reached by low pH treatment were greater than that 

reached by the same conditions in the Barrett’s adenocarcinoma cell lines SKGT4 and 

OE-33 (Fig, 3.12).

3.3.9 Clustering Analysis of the Low pH Induced Transcriptome in Oesophageal 

Cells

With the advent o f microarray technology, new revolutions in the field o f bioinformatics 

occurred, focusing largely on the design o f systems to retrieve interesting biological 

information from the large amounts o f data generated in these experiments. One such 

area o f expansion is in systems biology, which loosely describes the operation o f systems 

o f genes or proteins as they are related to their designated operation or function. It is 

hypothesised for instance, that if genes display similar expression profiles under the same 

stimulus when analysed by a technique capable o f simultaneous analysis then those genes 

can be considered to be co-regulated. Thus in our model o f low pH gene induction similar 

expression profiles for many genes were observed through Genespring. The most 

distinctive similarity was with EGR3 and ATF3 expression, highlighted in the subsequent
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B"ig 3.12:- Comparison of gene induction in the oesophageal adenocarcinoma cell lines 
SKGT4, OE-33 and squamous epithelial cell line HET-IA stimulated with low pH 6.5. 
Induction of mRNA was defined by real time RT_PCR in the oesophageal cell lines 
SKGT4 (A), OE-33 (B) and HET-IA  (C). Fold changes for ATF3, EGR3, FOSB, 
DUSP5, CYR61 and MAN2C were calculated using the *cT method from ABI and 
GAPDH as the internal control gene.



transcript and protein validation (Fig. 3.11), indicating similar transcriptional and 

translational control. In order to assess the possibility o f co-regulation using promoter 

inspection software, the separation o f a cohort of gene expression profiles was required. 

This would allow for more stringent analysis rather than a singular profile i.e. EGR3 and 

ATF3 similarity alone. These gene expression profiles were isolated by clustering the 

most significantly altered genes as described previously (Fig. 3.7). A number of 

approaches were used to identify subsets o f genes for subsequent systems mapping, the 

first o f which being K-means clustering (Fig. 3.13). Comparison of K-means and 

hierarchical clustering indicated unfocused profile selection by k-means clustering (Fig. 

3.14) Hierarchical clustering resulted in increased separation and focus o f gene 

expression profiles for analysis (Fig. 3.15).

3.3.10 Common Regulatory Elements within the Promoter Regions of Individual 

Gene Clusters

Co-ordinate and discordant relationships between genes in a given data set can provide 

invaluable information with respect to the signalling pathways controlled by a given 

stimulus. Documenting and mapping o f these relationships in all disease states and 

treatment studies in the future will lead to a greater understanding o f many facets of 

disease progression and the contribution of carcinogens and the signalling pathways 

involved. Comparative analysis o f co-regulated gene expression was performed by 

obtaining promoter sequences ISOObp upstream of the transcription start site as 

determined by UCSC genome sequence protocols. Isolated promoter sequences were then 

simultaneously analysed with the transcription factor binding site (TFBS) analysis tool 

Matlnspector (Fig. 3.16). A flow chart for the comparative promoter analysis was created 

(Fig. 3.17), beginning with the hierarchical tree o f selected gene expression profiles (Fig. 

3.17A), followed by graphs o f those individual subsets o f profiles chosen for analysis 

detailing the similarity in the profiles separated in this method (Fig. 3.17B). Cluster 1 

contains genes with a rapid increase in expression such as EGR3 and ATF3. Cluster 2 

contains CYR61 and LDLR genes that reach maximal expression after 2 h, whereas 

Cluster 3 includes genes o f the metallothionein family, which have a latent maximal 

expression at 4 h (Fig. 3.17B and Fig. 3.17C). Promoter regions o f the genes residing in 

the three clusters were examined for putative TFBSs in Matlnspector that may co- 

ordinately regulate gene expression. A fourth cluster o f non-changing genes was also
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Fig 3 .13 - k -means clustering o f  Low pH induced transcriptome data. K-means clustering 
o f  gene list 'I -W ay  A N O V A ' based on the following inteipretation(s): Acid Induction, 
Small axis range [mode 'Log o f  ratio', weight 1.0], The parameters used: N um ber o f  
clusters 5, N um ber o f  iterations 100, Similarity Measure Standard Correlation, Did not 
test any additional random clusters. Discarded genes with no data in half the starting 
conditions. Additional clustering notes: Converged  after 12 iterations.



Fig 3.14 - D iscordance between k-means and Hierarciiicai clustering. A HierarchiacI 
gene tree was generated from tiie A N O V A  significantly altered gene list based on 
interpretation(s): Acid Induction, Small axis range [mode 'Log o f  ratio', weight 1.0], 
S imilarity Measure: Pearson Correlation. Only annotated with standard lists. Discarded 
genes with no data in half the starting conditions. Through a new linked window the 5 
clusters from the K-means clustering were position highlighted in the hierarchical tree 
cluster generated for the same gene list to demonstrate  the different separations achieved 
by both hierarchical and k-means clustering methodologies.



(A) (B) (C)

Fig 3.15 - Gene separation using iiierarchieal clustering. (A) Hierarchiacl gene tree was 
generated from the 'I-Way ANOVA' gene list based on interpretation(s): Acid Induction, 
Small axis range [mode 'Log of ratio', weight 1.0]. Similarity Measure: Pearson 
Correlation. Only annotated with standard lists. Discarded genes with no data in half the 
starting conditions. (B) Subsections or braches were then highlighted in order to view the 
separation of gene expression profiles (C).
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Fig 3.16:- Output from co-ordinate prom oter inspection tool M atlnspector. Gene 
expression profiles sharing a similarity were coordinately  analysed in the prom oter 
inspection tool M atlnspector which details the transcription factor binding sites over 
represented in the promoter regions selected. An exam ple o f  the output from one 
particular cluster used in the transcription factors binding site analysis.
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ClusCar 1 
NM 001674 ATP3 
NM003670 BBLH82 
NM_025195 C97W 
NM004417 DOSPl 
NM004419 DUSP5 
NM 001955 SDKl 
NN001964 BGRl 
NM_004430 BGR3 
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Fig 3.17:- Bioinfomiatic analysis o f  the prom oters o f  the individual genes found within 
each individual cluster. (A) Hierarchical clustering map o f  the genes in the ordered list. 
Gene expression profiles have separated into distinct clusters. Blue represents low 
expression levels, which move through a range o f  colours to red for high level o f  
expression. Three gene expression clusters have been marked for further bioinformatic 
analysis. (B) Expression profiles o f  each o f  the 3 clusters dem onstrating the similarities 
o f  the genes within the individual clusters in comparison to a random selection o f  no n 
changing profiles. (C) Gene nom enclature o f  those genes chosen for prom oter analysis 
from each cluster inclusive o f  the control non-changing gene set. (D) Statistically 
significant transcription factor binding sites found within the majority o f  gene prom oters 
within each individual cluster in com parison with each other cluster and the control non
changing gene set.



used in the promoter analysis as an internal control for randomly occurring transcription 

factor binding sites (Fig. 3.17B and Fig, 3.17C). Transcription factor binding site lists 

were then inter-compared to isolate binding sites specific for each cluster o f genes also 

excluding those factors occurring in the selected non-changing control cluster (Fig. 

3.17B). Interestingly cluster 1 (early growth response genes) is putatively controlled by 

the stress response factor Oct-1 and cluster 2 is under the control of such factors as NF- 

A'B and EGRF (early growth response factor). In addition, NF-^B and AP-1 have been 

shown to have increased DNA binding potential under conditions o f low pH. 

Furthermore, genes upregulated early in response to low pH such as those o f the EGR 

family (cluster 1) may be involved in the co-ordinate up-regulation o f the genes contained 

in cluster 2 through the EGRF binding site.

3.3.11 Bioinformatic Approaches to In Vivo Verification of Co-regulation and Co- 

Relationship of Gene Expression

The co-regulation o f gene expression between the genes within the clusters o f genes 

identified in the common regulatory element study can be in part verified through 

examination o f gene expression in disease settings. This was done through correlation 

searches for example on the ATF3 gene using the Oncomine 2.0 database o f cancer tissue 

microarray studies. Using the array data from Welsh et al (2001) Prostate cancer study 

(oesophageal correlation not available) a correlation search was perfonned for the 

Barrett’s related gene ATF3 (Fig. 3.18). A number of the co-regulated genes identified in 

this study (EGR3, EG Rl, FOSB and NR4A1) correlated highly with ATF3 expression 

thus indicating that the clusters identified by this study may also occur in vivo. Similar 

correlations are also obtained using other genes in the set as would be expected given the 

high level of correlation (Fig. 3.18).

3.3.12 Ascorbic Acid Pre-Treatment Potentiates Rather than Inhibits ATF3 Gene 

Induction

Recent experimentation has shown that pre-treatment o f cells with ascorbic may inhibit 

the induction o f NF-A-B by low pH. It would also be o f interest to determine if  vitamin 

pre-treatment can inhibit the transcription o f the ATF3 transcription factor commonly 

induced by free radicals and other genotoxic agents. SKGT4 cells were pre- treated with 

30 mM Vitamin C for 4 h prior to exposure o f cells to pH 6.5 for a time course o f up to 3
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Fig 3.18:- Heat map of a gene expression correlation search for the gene ATF3 using the 
Welsh prostate array data and the Oncomine 2.0 cancer microarray database. Correlation 
searches using tissue microarray data were performed on ATF3 gene to identify if the 
relationships identified between the genes studied in this work exist in tissue samples. SI 
to S6 describe six separate prostate cancer patient subgroups. Within each group the 
microarray gene expression data isprovided for in excess of 50 pateint samples. This data 
may be utilized for a variety of purposes such as profiling of biologically similar 
expression patterns. Only a subsection of the data used to calculate the relationships is 
shown above for easy of demonstration.



h. During the course o f these experiments it was noted that ascorbic acid lowered the pH 

o f the media to pH 4.5 during pre-treatment, therefore a pH control was incorporated into 

the experimentation in the form o f a pH 4.5 pre-treatment control (Fig. 3.19). RNA was 

extracted from cells at hourly intervals after the pre-treatment and exposure to pH 6.5. 

ATF3 gene expression was analysed by relative real-time RT-PCR. Neither Vitamin C 

nor low pH 4.5 pre-treatment was capable o f inhibiting gene induction and indeed 

potentiated gene induction above that identified for low pH 6.5 alone (Fig. 3.19). This 

finding does not preclude the use o f ascorbic acid as a therapeutic agent for BO as there 

may be other factors present in the disease setting, but does indicate that it may not be 

able to lower the rate o f DNA damage accrued by cells exposed to low pH conditions.

3.3.13 ATF3 and EGR3 Gene Induction by a Brief Exposure to Low pH 4.5

The previous pre-treatment experiments demonstrated that exposure to extreme low pH 

4.5 could induce the expression o f ATF3. Cell lines lack many o f the protective factors 

present in the oesophageal epithelium and as such exposure o f cell lines to low pH as 

seen in vivo may not illicit a true representative effect. Thus experiments designed in cell 

lines to reflect a reflux episode were performed with these facts in mind. Both SKGT4 

and HET-IA oesophageal cells were exposed to low pH 4.5 for 20 min, similar to that 

seen during a reflux episode, after which RNA was extracted from cells at hourly 

intervals. Gene expression following the singular pulse o f low pH 4.5 was then monitored 

for ATF3 and EGR3 by relative real time RT-PCR. A brief exposure to low pH 4.5 

reflecting a reflux episode induced both ATF3 and EGR3 gene expression to a maximum 

of 18- and 32-fold change respectively in SKGT4 cells (Fig. 3.20A) and to a maximum of 

82- and 180 fold change respectively in HET-IA cells (Fig. 3.20B). Gene expression of 

ATF3 and EGR3 was still observed 2 h post the initial insult indicating the longevity o f a 

singular insult on gene expression (Fig. 3.20A and B).

3.4 DISCUSSION

This study demonstrates that low pH induces a coordinate set o f transcriptional responses 

in oesophageal cells resulting in expression o f genes involved in immunity, stress 

response, proliferation and differentiation. This series o f responses has been mapped to 

identify the impact o f sequential transcriptional events. These findings identify genes
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Fig 3.19:- Effect o f  Vitamin C pre-treatment on gene induction is pH dependant. 
O esophageal SK G T 4 cells were pre-treated with either 30 mM ascorbic acid (Yellow 
line), media o f  the same pH value as ascorbic acid (pH 5) (Pink line) or with normal pH 
m edia (Blue line). Cells were then exposed to low pH  6.5 for up to 3 hours. R N A  was 
extracted at 2 hourly intervals and gene expression was analysed by relative real-time 
RT-PCR using G A PD H  as the denom inator and calculating fold changes with the ' ' ‘̂ 'Ct 
method.
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Figure 3.20:- Induction of ATF3 and EGR3 transcript by an acidic pulse. SKGT4 (A) 
and HET-IA (B) oesophageal cells were exposed to low pH 4.5 for 20 min followed by 
incubation in normal pH conditions for up to 2 hours. Gene expression was subsequently 
analysed by relative real time RT-PCR. GAPDH was used as the denominator and fold 
changes were calculated using the ' '̂''Ct method.



induced by low pH that may be of potential importance in the pathogenesis of reflux 

oesophagitis and indirectly for the Barrett’s cancer sequence.

In order to assess the effects of low pH on gene expression oesophageal cells were 

exposed to a sustained change in pH over the period of the experiment rather than 

recapitulating the real life scenario of intermittent brief exposures over a lifetime. We 

have previously shown in oesophageal and gastric cells that pH 6.5 can activate NF-/:B, a 

key mediator of inflammation and disease progression, and the transcription factor EGRl 

identified in this study (Abdel-Latif et ai, 2004a; Duggan et al, 2006). Additionally, 

there have been other reports of AP-1 DNA binding activity at the pH ranges used in this 

study (Xu et ai, 2000; Xu et ai, 2002; Abdel-Latif et ai, 2004a; Duggan et ai, 2006). 

Therefore, it was of interest to determine the genes downstream of these transcription 

factors induced by low pH conditions. Sustained exposure to pH levels lower than 6 

resulted in loss of induction of NF-/:B and it would not have been possible to identify 

down-stream effects of this transcription factor at lower pH levels.

Another gene induction concomitant with NF-Â B activation is induction of EGRl which 

is an important inflammatory and stress response transcription factor (McMahon et al, 

1995; Decker et ai, 2003; Konturek et al., 2004). The transcription factor EGRl is used 

by a plethora of signalling cascades induced by a diverse range of stimuli in many cell 

lineages (Sukhatme 1991, 1992). The function attributed to cascade signalling of EGRl is 

dependant on cell type and stimulus as such it may be labelled as a common modulatory 

molecule similar in functional profile to NF-/cB and AP-1 (Yan et ai, 2000). Activation 

of EGRl protein and mRNA by low pH is in a similar manner to previously reported 

activations of NF-kB by the same conditions and cell type (Fig. 3.1) confirming the 

correlation between these two activations (Abdel-Latif et ai, 2004a). EGRl activation 

may act in synergy with NF-A'B in its prevention of apoptosis as demonstrated by RNA 

interference studies of EGRl (Okamura et al, 2005). Gene induction by low pH is 

greatly influenced by minor fluctuations in pH as demonstrated by the time inductions 

studies of EGRl mRNA (Fig. 3.1 C). As the pH is neutralised back above pH 7 by CO2, 

via media buffers and in part by secretory products of the cells themselves, EGRl gene 

induction is lost (Fig. 3.1C).
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Small NF-A'B pathway focused membrane arrays allowed for expansion of gene induction 

profiling and NF-A'B pathway mapping. They served to confirm EGRl gene induction and 

identified the induction of FOSE by low pH but did not observe any alterations in any 

other genes related to the NF-AB pathway (Fig. 3.3). These arrays were not used in any 

subsequent experiments due to considerations of cost versus information gained. The use 

of Affymetrix microarrays provided the ability for whole genome gene induction 

profiling more commonly coined as transcriptomics. The identification of EGRl as a low 

pH responsive gene and protein in oesophageal cells allowed for its use as a positive 

control gene in the subsequent set of transcriptomic experiments performed. The analysis 

of the data generated from array experimentation was critically assessed using two 

methods, the Mann-Whitney protocol developed by Jin et al (2001), followed by 

complementary analysis using GeneSpring thus revealing genes whose expression had 

been altered by low pH conditions (Jin et al, 2001). Both statistical methodologies 

employed were in general concordance (Fig. 3.7).

Subsequent to the array experimentation, the low pH responsive genes simultaneously 

identified by both statistical methods were allotted into groups based on similarity in their 

function as described by literature searches (Fig. 3.7). Interestingly in this study the 

expression of two important phosphatases, DUSP 1 and 5, are upregulated. These genes 

are members of the signalling group (Fig. 3.7) and are capable of de-phosphorylating 

members of the SAPK, p38, JNK and MAPK family thus inactivating the pathways 

(Ryser et al., 2002; Ryser et al., 2004). Their induction by low pH at an early time point 

is indicative of genotoxic stress, environmental stress and MAP kinase pathway 

activation as this pathway attenuates its own induction in a pulsatile fashion (Weiss et al, 

1997; Vicent et al, 2004). While DUSP 1 is found in the cytoplasm where it may inhibit 

activation of the JNK pathway and thereby inhibit apoptosis, DUSP5 resides in the 

nucleus and attenuates ERK activation (Lasa et a l, 2002). The induction and validation 

of the phosphatases in this study in conjunction with other members of the dual 

specificity phosphatases found in other low pH signalling models lends wait to the 

importance of this family of proteins in low pH signalling (Morgan et a l, 2004). The 

stimulation of IL-8, urokinase-type plasminogen receptor and prostaglandin synthase 2 

(PTGS2 or COX 2) by low pH allows the acdvation of the immune system which is often 

deregulated in many epithelial tumours and BO (Abdel-Latif et a l, 2004a; Konturek et
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ai, 2004; O'Riordan et ai, 2005). The activation of these genes is a hallmark of NF-/:B 

activity previously demonstrated by our laboratory, which in turn controls the activation 

of the inflammatory response to stressful injury.

Decay Accelerating Factor, a complement regulatory protein, is another gene in the 

immune response category (Fig. 3.7) induced by low pH conditions in this study that has 

previously been used as a biomarker for specialized intestinal metaplasia type BO 

(Hiraoka et ai, 2004). Interestingly other documented transcriptional responses to low 

pH confirmed in this study to have differential expression in BO include CYR61, which 

is a recently discovered angiogenesis factor, and amphiregulin, which is an EGF receptor 

ligand from the differentiation and proliferation category (Fig. 3.7). ATF3 and NR4A2 

orphan receptor from the signalling group are also associated with BO (Barrett et al, 

2002). The expression of ATF3, a member of the ATF/CREB subfamily of basic-region 

leucine zipper (bZIP) proteins, can be induced by a number of stimuli such as TG¥-fi, 

TNF-a, DNA damage and other stressful conditions (Steams et al., 2004; Bottone et al, 

2005). To date this gene has been seen to perform many roles in the form of a 

transcriptional repressor for example the repression of the Id inhibitors of differentiation 

through such mediators as Smad3 (Kang et ai, 2003). Induction of this gene by low pH 

conditions in both pre and post metaplastic cell lines is indicative of oxidative damage to 

DNA, which can occur over time in acidic environments (Fig. 3.11 A,B and C)(Fan et al., 

2002; Jolly et a l, 2004). The higher levels of ATF3, EGR3 and general gene induction 

observed in the HET-IA cells as opposed to the SKGT4 cells maybe due to dampening of 

the gene expression systems associated with adenocarcinoma progression (Fig. 3.12).

The comparative in silico TFBS analysis applied in this study represents the first 

application of co-ordinate binding site analysis to clustered data from a low pH gene 

induction study. Studies performed on cell lines with only one variable over time i.e. low 

pH, are ideal candidates for TFBS analysis. This method identified TFBS sets found in 

the promoter regions that may co-ordinately regulate the genes within the given clusters. 

The incorporation of an expression cluster consisting of randomly selected non-changing 

genes is a novel method whereby randomly occurring non-functional TFBSs may be 

controlled and eliminated from the analysis. The discovery of increased presence of both 

NF-/:B and EGRF binding elements in the promoter regions of cluster 2 is of major
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interest for a number of reasons. The progress from GORD through to BO and 

adenocarcinoma passes through a gross inflammatory stage known as oesophagitis and as 

with many other forms o f inflammatory conditions can be characterised by the activation 

of the transcription factor NF-A:B resulting in the expression o f inflammation related 

genes such as IL-8 (Konturek et al, 2004; van der Woude et al, 2004). This master 

regulatory factor is also known to be upregulated in BO and over-expressed in 60% of 

oesophageal adenocarcinomas where it inversely correlates with response to neo-adjuvant 

chemotherapy (Abdel-Latif et al, 2004a; O'Riordan et al, 2005). Chromosome 4 on 

which NF-^B resides has also been shown to be amplified during oesophageal cancer 

progression (Doak et al, 2003).

The above findings and previous reporting o f NF-A'B activation by low pH and bile acids 

lends weight to the importance o f this transcription factor and its responsive genes in the 

progression o f disease and as a potential therapeutic target. The promoters o f cluster 2 

(Fig. 3.17) also contain the EGRF element which allows EG Rl, 2, 3 and 4 to bind and 

activate transcription. This family o f transcription factors are also important 

inflammatory mediators and are often classed as oncogenes due to their deregulation in 

many tumour types (Liu et al., 1996b). The EGR transcription factors are members of 

cluster 1 (Fig. 3.17) that when activated, may bind and initiate transcription through the 

EGRF TFBS, which was identified in the promoter regions o f the genes within cluster 2. 

This relationship marks the beginning o f what is termed a regulatory inference network 

(Chap 1.7, Fig. 1.25). Transcriptional ordering or regulatory network inference is an area 

of bioinforrnatics under development as our understanding o f gene networks and 

promoter function grows. The novel methods employed in this study may contribute to 

the tools available to analyse the vast amounts of data generated from transcriptomic 

experiments and assist in identifying sequential biological events. Further validation and 

dissection o f this regulatory network using such techniques as chromatin 

immunoprecipitation will improve the current understanding of the relationship between 

promoter TFBSs and the genes they regulate.

In conclusion, this study has demonstrated that low pH conditions can alter the 

expression of genes with diverse functions that are implicated in the development o f BO. 

A novel co-ordinate bioinformatic approach for the analysis o f transcription factor
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binding sites (TFBS) was used to analyse data derived from transcriptomic experiments. 

This identified distinct subsets o f binding elements in the promoter regions that may 

control the transcription o f gene clusters. In particular, the NF-A:B and early growth 

response factor (EGRF) binding elements were identified as important mediators in low 

pH gene induction in one o f the clusters analysed. Therapeutic intervention targeting 

these transcription factors and/or their regulatory mechanisms may be used to 

complement existing therapies to halt the development and progression o f BO.
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CHAPTER IV

Exposure of Squamous and Adenomatous 

Oesophageal Cells to Deoxycholate 

Reveals Differential Gene Induction.



Chapter IV

4.1 INTRODUCTION

4.1.1 Bile Acids and Oesophageal Cancer.

Oesophageal adenocarcinoma is thought to arise from a pre-malignant condition known 

as Barrett's oesophagus (BO) which results in turn from long standing chronic gastro 

oesophageal reflux disease (GORD) (Jankowski et ai, 2000; Wijnhoven et ai, 2001). 

Over the past two decades there has been a dramatic increase in the incidence of BO in 

humans (Caygill et ai, 2004; Hongo 2004; Dent et ai, 2005). The use of proton pump 

inhibitors and other such acid control regimes has yet to demonstrate any reduction in 

either disease pathology or epidemiology (Dixon et ai, 2001; Stamp 2006). This supports 

the presence of factors other than the acidic component of the refluxate in development 

and progression of oesophageal metaplastic lesions.

The presence of abnormal concentrations of bile acids in the reflux aspirates of GORD 

patients in conjunction with animal models and histopathological evidence has implicated 

bile acids in the promotion of oesophageal injury and metaplasticity (Nehra et ai, 1999; 

Dixon et ai, 2001; Stamp 2006). Secondary cholic bile acids such as deoxycholic acid 

(DCA) and chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) and to a lesser extent conjugated secondary 

bile acids such as tauro-deoxycholic acid (TDCA) have been identified as the prevalent 

bile derivatives in the reflux aspirates of GORD and Barrett's patient groups in 

comparison to normal controls (Nehra et ai, 1999; Tselepis et ai, 2003).

4.1.2 Bile Acids, Gene Expression and Signalling

Bile acids are normal constituents of the gastro-intestinal tract that upon secretion into the 

duodenum aid in the digestion of food products through their function as a detergent and 

utilise their hydrophobic properties in the absorption of insoluble fats, cholesterol and 

vitamins (Carlier et ai, 1986). Conversion of primary bile salts to their secondary bile 

acid counter parts is catalysed by the bacterial enzyme 7a-dehydroxylase which removes 

a hydroxyl group from the 7a position of the steroid nucleus (Carlier et ai, 1986; Chiang 

2002). Cholic acid and CDCA, respectively, are converted to DCA and LCA, the 

secondary bile acids found in greatest concentration in human faecal mater. Secondary 

bile acids, particularly DCA are implicated in promotion of colon cancer growth and
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progression (Narisawa et ai, 1974; Reddy et al, 1974). Recent work has demonstrated 

the ability of DCA to phosphorylate and activate ̂ S-Catenin whose down stream targets 

include urokinase-type plasminogen activator receptor uPAR/ PLAUR, COX-2, gastrin 

and matrix metalloprotinease 7 (Pai et al, 2004). These genes are commonly over

expressed in colorectal and oesophageal cancers where they correlate with increased 

cancer growth, invasion and metastasis (Konturek et al, 2004; Pai et al, 2004). BO 

patients have increased bile exposure and increased proportions of secondary bile acids in 

particular in their refluxate (Nehra et al, 1999). Furthermore, Barrett’s patients with early 

adenocarcinoma have higher exposure to bile reflux than uncomplicated Barrett’s patients 

(Dixon et al, 2001).

Unconjugated bile acids such as DCA in particular have been suggested as an important 

factor in the progression of the neoplastic sequence in Barrett’s adenocarcinoma (Tselepis 

et al, 2003). Opinion is still divided as to the relative roles that bile acid and gastric acid 

play; however, the fact that patients undergoing acid suppression therapy still progress to 

adenocarcinoma, suggests that factors other than gastric acid are important in Barrett’s 

carcinogenesis.

It is clear from the literature that DCA acts through a plethora of signalling pathways in 

various cell types, but some of the common routes identified to date include that of the 

transcription factors NF-Â B (Abdel-Latif et al, 2004a; Jenkins et al, 2004; Muhlbauer et 

al, 2004), AP-1 (Qiao et al, 2001a; Shah et al, 2005), PI-3-K (Im et al, 2005) and PKC 

activation (Kaur et al, 2002; Looby et al, 2005). Previous work published in our 

laboratory has demonstrated the ability of both DCA and CDCA to activate NF-kB DNA 

binding in oesophageal cancer cells (Shah et al, 2005). The subunits of this transcription 

factor are located on chromosome 4, commonly amplified in the progression through the 

oesophageal Metaplasia-Dysplasia-Adenocarcinoma (M-D-A) sequence (Doak et al, 

2003). The consdtuent activation of NF-/:B in over 60% of oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

cases correlates with poor prognosis in chemotherapy and appears to offer resistance to 

apoptosis in oesophageal cells (Abdel-Latif et al, 2004a).

Induction of the transcription factor complex AP-1 by DCA has been documented in 

colon as well as oesophageal cells and is usually associated with induction of the MAP
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kinase cascade and subsequent ERK 1/2 activation (Zhang et a l, 1998; Muhlbauer et al, 

2004). This transcription factor is commonly induced by multiple proliferative and 

apoptotic stimuli and has been shown to be partially inhibited by the use of 

ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) (Shah et al., 2005). Downstream effects of both NF-kB 

and AP-1 transcription factor activation are slowly being characterised but it is clear that 

these factors combine with others in the regulation of DCA-induced gene expression. 

Notably, the induction of COX-2 by bile acids and indeed DCA has been demonstrated to 

be under the control of the AP-1 transcription factor in a PKC-dependant manner, but has 

also been documented to be under the transcriptional control of NF-/rB (Zhang et a l, 

1998; Kaur et al, 2002). However, over expression of COX-2 may also elicit NF-A'B 

DNA binding activity making the true method of gene regulation more complex 

(Maihofner et al, 2003). Although the exact links between COX-2 and carcinogenesis are 

unclear, over-expression of this gene is indicative of a loss of p53 function (Cressey et 

al., 2006) and may ultimately inhibit apoptosis (Choi et al., 2005), increase the 

invasiveness of malignant cells (Konturek et al., 2004; Cho et al., 2005) and enhance the 

synthesis of prostaglandins. Another downstream target of NF-A'B activity is the cytokine 

IL-8 whose expression may be co-regulated by AP-1 binding (Wolf et al., 2001). This 

proinflammatory molecule is induced early in GORD pathology in tandem with IL-IB 

and lL-6 but persists after the resultant inflammation has diminished and BO has arisen 

(Dvorakova et al, 2004; O'Riordan et a l, 2005). The secretion of these proinflammatory 

cytokines is also observed in oesophageal adenocarcinoma. The contribution of DCA to 

inflammatory pathology and the progression of oesophageal malignancy through the 

transcription factors analysed to date is limited, therefore the analysis of DCA-induced 

gene and cytokine expression may begin to answer these questions.

To date the limited analysis of DCA-induced gene expression has only been performed, 

and indeed has largely focused on, the analysis of bile acid-induced signalling in cancer 

cell lines (Jenkins et a l, 2004). Oesophageal cancer cells have already attained the 

mutations and alterations in intra- and extra-cellular signalling required to sustain 

malignant change and therefore it would be of interest to determine what impact DCA 

signalling would have on these events. Hence, cytokine and gene induction was assessed 

and compared in two oesophageal cell lines, the HET-IA cells representing 

undifferentiated normal oesophageal squamous cells and SKGT4 Barrett’s
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adenocarcinoma cells representative of adenocarcinoma. This approach should identify 

pathways that may have altered during the progression of oesophageal malignancy.

4.2 OBJECTIVES

The main aim of this chapter was to study the regulation of gene expression induced by 

DCA in two oesophageal cell lines representing either end of the oesophageal M-D-A 

cancer sequence. In this manner, DCA exposure was utilised to reveal pathway 

dysregulation that may occur in oesophageal tumour cells. Subsequent to the 

transcriptomic experimentation, comparative TFBS analysis was be performed to identify 

putative regulatory networks should they occur.

The specific objectives of this chapter are:

1. To assess induction of IL-8 gene induction by secondary bile acids

2. To identify if DCA can activate transcription of ATF3

3. Identification of genes down-stream of previously identified transcription 

factor inductions in response to DCA.

4. Cytokine profiling of DCA stimulated oesophageal cells

5. To identify differential gene expression between oesophageal cell lines under 

DCA stimulation using whole genome transcript analysis.

6. To identify possible regulatory networks through in silico comparative 

promoter analysis.

4.3 RESULTS 

4.3.1 Deoxycholate (DCA)-Induced Transcription of IL-8

To date DCA has been shown to have diverse effects on proliferation, apoptosis and 

transcription factor activation in various cell types. However very little work has been 

done to elucidate the transcriptional responses to DCA either in oesophageal cells or in 

the many other cell types potentially affected by bile acid stimulation. Previous studies 

have documented the activation of NF-A:B (Abdel-Latif et a l, 2004a; Jenkins et al, 2004) 

and AP-1 (Zhang et a l, 1998) DNA binding activity by the tumour promoting bile acids 

in oesophageal cells. These two transcription factors have long been implicated in the 

transcriptional control of IL-8 gene induction and expression (Wolf et al, 2001;
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Muhlbauer et al, 2004). Therefore, the effects of DCA exposure on IL-8 mRNA 

expression in SKGT4 cells was examined. To establish if DCA was capable of inducing 

the IL-8 transcript, SKGT4 cells were treated with 300 [aM DCA for up to 24 h after 

which gene induction was measured by real time RT-PCR. DCA induced a concentration 

dependant induction of IL-8 mRNA (Fig. 4.1). Similar results were seen using the HET- 

1A oesophageal cell line.

4.3.2 The Kinetics and Specificity of IL-8 Gene Induction by DCA

To determine if IL-8 gene induction was time dependent, the kinetics of DCA-induced 

IL-8 mRNA was examined. In addition, the ability of a number of forms of DCA to 

induce gene expression was also assessed. This is important as bile acids may precipitate 

dependant on the pH found in the gastric juices during reflux episodes. IL-8 gene 

induction was measured by relative real time RT-PCR in SKGT4 cells exposed to 300 

|iM DCA sodium salt, DCA in DMSO and DCA without solvent (Free). Samples were 

taken at 4, 8, 12 and 24 h following DCA exposure including individually matched time- 

point controls. Induction of IL-8 mRNA was maintained throughout the time course of 

the experiment, increasing rapidly after 8 h to maximal transcript induction at 12 h (Fig. 

4.2). Interestingly, the induction of IL-8 mRNA was not dependant on the solubility of 

the bile acid. DCA with and without the solvent DMSO retained the ability to induce IL-8 

mRNA. This is the first such report of the ability of precipitated DCA to induce gene 

expression.

4.3.3 Induction of Activating Transcription Factor 3 (ATF3) by DCA

ATF3 is a member of the mammalian activation transcription factor/cAMP responsive 

element-binding (CREB) protein family of transcription factors that has been shown to 

largely act as transcriptional repressor of such genes as p53 and inhibitors of 

differentiation 1 and 2 (IDl, ID2). Previous microarray and real time RT-PCR 

experiments from Chapter 3 demonstrated the induction of ATF3 by conditions of low 

pH, and the potential role this gene may play in epithelial response to carcinogens. In 

addition, microarray studies of the oesophageal epithelium have associated ATF3 

expression, among others, with BO (Barrett et al, 2002). These facts highlight the need 

to study the response of this gene to other oesophageal carcinogens, as the exposure of 

the oesophagus to these stimulants is complex. Oesophageal SKGT4 cells were treated
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24 Hour T rea tm en t

Fig 4.1:- Induction of IL-8 by deoxycholate in SKGT4 oesophageal adenocarcinom a 
cells. SKGT4 cells were exposed to DCA salt or DCA in solvent DMSO for 24 hours at 
concentrations of 150|.iIVI or 300|.iM inclusive of matched time-point and solvent control 
(equal volume). Controls are not displayed as the result above represent a comparison of 
IL-8 expression in the respective control sample versus treated sample. RNA was 
extracted by spin column purification and reverse transcribed to cDNA. Gene expression 
was analysed by relative real-time RT-PCR. Fold changes were calculated by the ' '̂^Ct 
method as previously described using the respective controls as the calibrator sample.
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Fig 4.2:- Time course of IL-8 gene induction by deoxycholate in SKGT4 cells. The 
oesophageal cells were treated with deoxycholate sodium salt (DCANa), deoxycholic 
acid with solvent (DCA DMSO) or deoxycholic acid without solvent (DCA Free). 
Samples were taken with matched time-point and solvent controls over a 24 hour period 
and frozen. Upon completion o f the bile acid exposure time course RNA was extracted 
and analysed by relative real-time RT-PCR as previously described.



with 150-300 |j,M DCA sodium salt, DCA with and without DMSO/solvent (Free) over a 

24 h time course and gene expression was analysed as previously described. A marked 

increase in ATF3 mRNA was induced by all forms o f DCA, reaching maximal levels 

after 12 h and with a transcriptional profile similar to that identified for IL-8 mRNA (Fig. 

4.3 A and B). In addition the induction o f ATF3 is concentration dependant (Fig. 4.3 A) 

but, as found for IL-8, the gene induction is not dependant on the bile acid solubility as 

precipitated DCA without solvent was also capable o f ATF3 transcript induction (Fig. 4.3 

B).

4.3.4 Deoxycholate Induces Genes Downstream of AP-1 and MYC Activation

The AP-1 transcription factor is considered to be a central signalling transcription factor 

in the response of cells to a multitude o f effectors from hormones to DNA damaging 

agents. AP-1 is an important regulator o f cellular proliferation, differentiation and 

apoptosis and as such is essential for the maintenance o f a proliferative steady state 

(Shaulian et a l, 2001, 2002). Previous experiments documented in our laboratory and by 

others have demonstrated the activation o f AP-1 DNA binding activity by DCA 

stimulation in colon and oesophageal cells (Zhang et al., 1998; Shah et al., 2005). C- 

myc/MYC is another transcription factor with a central role in the control o f proliferation, 

tumourogenesis and response to DNA damage that has recently been shown to be induced 

in response to acidic bile (Tselepis et al., 2003). The transcriptional responses to DCA 

downstream o f both these transcription factors has yet to be ascertained, thus we chose a 

small subset o f genes reported to be under the control o f these transcription factors for 

analysis. Oesophageal SKGT4 cells were treated as before with 300 |iM DCA over a 24 h 

period and transcriptional responses were analysed by relative real time RT-PCR. FOSB 

and DUSP5 transcripts are induced in a biphasic manner to a maximal expression o f 15- 

fold and with a similar profile o f expression to each other, suggesting co-regulation by 

the AP-l/M APK pathway (Fig. 4.4 A). Additionally, both ODCl and MNT/ROX 

downstream of MYC activation are expressed in a similar manner to each other with a 

maximal 5-fold change in expression (Fig. 4.4 B).

4.3.5 DCA Induced Gene Induction in HET-IA Squamous Oesophageal Cells

Previous experimentation has documented the ability o f DCA to induce gene 

transcription in SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells. Many studies o f bile acid signalling and
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Fig 4.3:- Induction of ATF3 by DCA in a time and concentration dependant manner 
which does not depend in bile acid solubility. (A) SKGT4 cells were treated with 150- 
300|.un DCA salt or DCA in DMSO for 24 hours. (B) SKGT4 cells were exposed to 
300|,mi DCA salt, DCA in DMSO or DCA without solvent (Free) over a 24 hour time 
course inclusive o f time point and solvent controls. Gene expression was analysed by 
relative real-time RT-PCR using GAPDH as the denominator and fold changes were 
calculated by the ' '̂^Ct (ABI) using matching time point control cells as the denominator.
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Fig 4.4 - Gene induction down stream of AP-I and c-MYC transcription factors. SKGT4 
oesophageal adenocarcinoma cells were stimulated with 300),iM deoxycholate over a time 
course of 24 hours. RNA samples were taken and gene expression was analysed for 
FOSB and DUSP5, which are indicative of AP-1 activation (A), and also MNT and 
ODCl which are representative of c-MYC activation (B). Gene expression was analysed 
by relative real-time RT-PCR, calculating fold changes using the '̂^Ct method (ABI) with 
match time point controls and GAPDH as the denominator.



gene expression have also focused on gene expression in cell lines of metaplastic origin 

(Abdel-Latif et a i, 2004a; Jenkins et al, 2004). Thus, a cell line representative of the 

normal oesophageal squamous epithelium was chosen to parallel the gene inductions 

identified in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells. HET-IA cells were exposed to DCA as 

previously outlined over a 24 h period including proper time-point and solvent controls. 

Following experimentation and RNA extraction, IL-8 and ATF3 gene expression was 

analysed by relative real-time RT-PCR as previously described. Both genes were 

inducible by DCA in the HET-IA cells indicating their essential role in the response to 

this oesophageal carcinogen (Fig. 4.5).

4.3.6 Cytokine Profile Induced by DCA Stimulation of Oesophageal Cells

GORD is associated with inflammatory infiltrates in the oesophageal epithelium in the 

early disease stage known as oesophagitis. Further possible development to BO is 

associated with a slight loss of immune cell infiltrate but an increased expression of 

inflammatory molecules and an increased risk of malignancy (Fitzgerald et al, 2002; 

Dvorakova et a l, 2004; Abdel-Latif et al., 2005; O'Riordan et a i, 2005). Even though 

there is an apparent inflammatory suppression, the pathogenesis of oesophageal 

adenocarcinoma is associated with elevated levels of such pro-inflammatory cytokines as 

IL-8, IL6 and IL-IB (Dvorakova et a i, 2004; O'Riordan et a i, 2005). This may indicate 

that malignant cells have acquired anti-inflammatory properties that may allow immune 

evasion not normally appropriated by normal oesophageal squamous cells. The role of 

this inflammation and the resulting elevated cytokine levels in the pathogenesis of BO is 

poorly understood. Additionally, the contribution of bile acid to the inflammatory process 

has not been extensively studied. Thus, the cytokine production of DCA-stimulated cells 

from both normal squamous and malignant oesophageal lineages was assessed to identify 

any possible differences in the inflammatory profile. Oesophageal cells were exposed to 

DCA for a 24 h period after which both media supernatants and RNA was collected. 

Experiments were performed in triplicate as per time courses above, aliquots of media 

supernatants from the experiments were frozen at -70°C and RNA was extracted from the 

cells using Nucleospin columns. Cytokine profiling was performed using the Randox 

Evidence Investigator cytokine panel, which analysed the concentrations of 12 cytokines 

in parallel (pg/ml).
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F"ig 4.5:- Induction of ATF3 and IL-8 transcripts by exposure o f  H E T - IA  normal 
squam ous oesophageal cells to DCA. The cell line H E T - IA  was exposed to 300|.mi D C A  
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The cytokine profiHng clearly shows that both the normal squamous oesophageal cells 

and the Barrett's adenocarcinoma cells display quite different cytokine profiles in 

response to DCA stimulation (Fig. 4.6 -  Fig. 4.10). Both IL-6 (Fig. 4.6) and IL-8 (Fig. 

4.7) are induced to a maximum of 350 pg/ml and 285 pg/ml respectively in the HET-1A 

normal squamous cells. However, the SKGT4 cells appeared to express IL-8 

constitutively, the picogram concentrations for which were out of the range of the 

Evidence Investigator^”̂ for both resting and activated (>1600pg/ml) samples (Fig. 4.7). 

The SKGT4 cells also displayed differential IL-6 levels to the HET-1 A cells in response 

to DCA stimulation (Fig. 4.6). A similar situation was observed when VEGF levels were 

compared between the two cell lines. VEGF was inducible in the HET-1 A cells but again 

was constitutively expressed by the SKGT4 Barrett's adenocarcinoma cells (>2000 

pg/ml) in both resting and activated samples (Fig. 4.8). The DCA stimulation induced 

both IL-IA and IL-IB protein in the SKGT4 cells but no induction was seen in the HET- 

lA cells (Fig. 4.9A and Fig. 4.9B). Interestingly DCA stimulation of the SKGT4 cancer 

cells also led to inhibition of macrophage chemotactic protein 1 (MCP-1) which was not 

observed in the HET-IA normal oesophageal cells (Fig. 4.10).

4.3.7 Constitutive Secretion and Expression of IL-8 in the SKGT4 

Adenocarcinoma Cells

The progression from oesophagitis to BO and finally adenocarcinoma is marked by the 

over-expression of NF-/rB (Abdel-Latif et al, 2004a), amplification of chromosome 4 in 

which the p65 subunit of NF-^B resides (Doak et al, 2003), and the increased production 

of such cytokines as IL-8 (O'Riordan et al, 2005). It is clear from the cytokine profiling 

experiments that the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells secrete vastly increased quantities of 

IL-8 by comparison to the normal squamous HET-1 A cells (Fig. 4.7). This difference can 

be seen on a transcriptional level with resting SKGT4 cells displaying approximately 50 

times more IL-8 transcript than HET-1 A cells (Table 4.1). This difference may indeed be 

reflective of increased NF-^B activity also associated with malignant progression.
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F’ig 4.6:- Tim e course profiling o f  IL-6 induction/secretion by D C A  in H E T IA  and 
S K G T 4 oesophageal cells. Tw o oesophageal cell lines, HET-1 A normal squam ous cells 
and SK G T 4 adenocarcinom a cells were treated with D CA over a 24 h time period. 
Follow ing treatment IL-6 cytokine secretion was com pared  between resting and activated 
cells. D C A  stimulated HET-1 A cells (pink line) were com pared  to resting HET-1 A cells 
(blue line). DCA  exposed SK G T4 cells (cyan line) were com pared to resting SK G T 4 cell 
(yellow line).
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Fig 4.7 Time course profiling o f  IL-8 induction/secretion by D C A  in H E T I A  and 
SK G T4 oesophageal cells. (A) HET-1 A normal squam ous oesophageal cells exposed to 
D C A  (pink line) com pared to resting cells (blue line). (B) Cytokine profiling o f  IL-8 
production in the SK G T 4 oesophageal adenocarcinom a cells reveals constitutive IL-8 
secretion in resting cells beyond the detection threshold of the analysis. Cytokine analysis 
was performed using the Randox evidence investigator cytokine panel.
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Fig 4.9:- Time course profiling of IL - la  and IL-IJ3 induction/secretion by DCA in 
SKGT4 oesophageal cells. (A) Both HET-1A and SKGT4 cells were exposed to DCA but 
IL - la  cytokine production was only observed in SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells. (B) 
Similarly, IL-I(3 production was only observed in the SKGT4 cells. DCA exposed cells 
are represented by pink lines, where as blue lines represent resting cells. Cytokine 
profiling was performed using the Randox Evidence Investigator™ cytokine panel.
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Fig 4.10 - Time course profiling o f MCP-I induction/secretion by DCA in SKGT4 
oesophageal cells. The production o f MCP-I in both H E T-IA  and SKGT4 cells was 
analysed. MCP-I production was exclusive to resting (blue) and DCA-exposed (pink) 
SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells. Cytokine production was measured by Randox evidence 
investigator cytokine panel.



Ct Values
HET-IA SKGT4

Gene
GAPDH 19.02412

19.1726
19.12524

17.06488
17.12424
17.12365

IL-8 28.87571
28.98144
28.94289

21.22515
21.38232
21.07581

Normalised -9.85159
-9.80883
-9.81765

-4.16027
-4.25808
-3.95216

Compared 5.691322
5.550752
5.865484

FC 51.6724 
46.87517 
58.30243

AVG FC 52.283

Table 4.1:- Difference in IL-8 gene expression between resting H E T -IA  normal 
squamous and SKGT4 adenocarcinom a cells. Resting unstimulated cells were assessed 
by relative real-time RT-PCR using GAPDH as the denom inator gene ad resting cells 
were inter-compared using the ' '̂^Ct method. Ct Values:- Cycle values; FC:- Fold change; 
AVG FC:- Average fold change.



4.3.8 Comparative Analysis of the DCA Induced Transcriptomes of Oesophageal 

Adenocarcinoma Cell Line SKGT4 and Oesophageal Squamous Cell Line 

HET-IA.

4.3.8.1 Rational, Experimental Design, Protocol and Quality Assessment

The tumour promoting ability o f DCA has been documented in many animal studies of 

colon and gastric cancers and indeed now has been implicated in the carcinogenesis of 

oesophageal cancer. The progression o f the normal oesophageal epithelium from 

stratified squamous cells to BO and finally to a metastatic tumour requires a vast number 

of molecular changes in order for the cancer cell to proliferate and evade detection and 

apoptosis. The molecular events induced by bile reflux, and their contribution to this 

carcinogenic sequence remains unknown. To date many DCA signalling and genomic 

studies have focused primarily on the fiinction of singular pathways such as NF-/:B or 

PKC activation by bile acids. These studies have been performed largely in cancer cells 

and various other cell lines of metaplastic origin. Therefore, it was of crucial importance 

to investigate DCA signalling in cell lines originating from different stages of 

carcinogenesis that would highlight pathways which have differentiated during the 

evolution o f this disease. The cytokine profiling o f DCA-stimulated oesophageal cells 

demonstrated differences in inflammatory response between normal and adenocarcinoma 

cell lineages and provided a base through which to build the transcriptomic analysis.

RNA sample assessment for microarray suitability was performed for both unstimulated 

and DCA-stimulated cells as per the previous 24 h DCA exposure experiments. RNA was 

extracted using Nucleospin columns and quantified using a spectrophotometer at 260 nm. 

Quality assessment o f the 18S/28S RNA molecules was performed by fluorescence-based 

capillary electrophoresis using the Agilent 2100 Bioanalyser. This system offers faster 

and improved assessment of RNA molecules over traditional gel-based methods by 

incorporation of a fluorescent dye and reader. The output from this system takes the form 

of a graph plotting fluorescence over time commonly known as an electropherogram, 

which may also be viewed as a digital gel image. Details o f quality assessment are 

outlined in Chapter (section 2.9.1).
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The two cell lines HET-1A and SKGT4 were stimulated with 300 )am DCA for 24 h and 

time-point samples were taken with matched resting control samples at 4, 8,12 and 24 h 

providing 16 samples for each cell line (32 total), all o f which were quality assessed by 

capillary electrophoresis (Fig. 4.11 and Fig. 4.12). These experiments were performed in 

triplicate but only the electropherograms of the duplicate sets chosen for array analysis 

are detailed. Sample sets o f sufficient concentration and quality were selected from the 

triplicate experiments and were firstly analysed for ATF3 gene induction by relative real 

time RT-PCR as a positive control to aid in subsequent data analysis and assessment of 

microarray experimental performance. Subsequently, 5 |ag o f RNA from each sample was 

reverse transcribed to cDNA and then amplified and fragmented to cRNA as per Chapter 

2 (section 2.9.2). The fragmented and unfragmented cRNA samples were also assessed 

for quality and quantity as per the RNA samples (Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14). The cRNA 

samples were also analysed on small-scale test arrays (Affymetrix) to test the 

performance of the reverse transcription and amplification and labelling before 

proceeding to use the large scale Human Genome U133 Plus 2.0 array.

4.3.S.2 Data Assessment and Bioinformatic Analysis

To date DCA exposure has been shown to have diverse affects on cell viability, 

proliferation and transcription factor induction. With the advent o f microarray technology 

came the ability to identify all transcriptional changes to a particular stimulus or disease 

state. Many signalling cascades induced by bile acid stimulation have been studied 

extensively but the identity o f the targets o f these cascades has not been described in any 

detail either in an oesophageal or intestinal setting. It is a commonly held concept that 

many genetic changes occur as the normal oesophageal squamous epithelium 

differentiates and moves towards Barrett's adenocarcinoma and that acid and bile acid 

contribute to this process. If we are to assume that these carcinogenic agents are present 

at all stages o f this sequence it is reasonable to hypothesise that genetic changes accrued 

in the cancer sequence may alter the way in which cells respond to the carcinogens and in 

this case the pathways induced by exposure to bile acid. Therefore, it was o f interest to 

identify the DCA-induced transcriptome for both normal squamous oesophageal cells and 

the end stage Barrett's adenocarcinoma cells. Previous cytokine profiling experiments 

demonstrated distinct profiles induced by DCA in both HET-1 A squamous cells and 

SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells indicating deregulated inflammatory processes in the
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Fig  4.11:- E lectropherogram  quality assessment o f  H E T - IA  total R N A  samples from 
experimental samples selected for use in microarray experimentation. Quality assessment 
was achieved by analysing 100 ng o f  total R N A  in the 2100 Bioanalyser capillary 
electrophoresis unit. R N A  bands were detected by addition o f  nucleic acid dye specific to 
RN A  which is detect by a laser and displayed as a graph.
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Fig 4.12:- Electropherogram quality assessm ent o f  S K G T 4 total RN A  samples from 
experimental samples selected for use in microarray experimentation. Quality assessm ent 
was achieved by analysing 100 ng o f  total R N A  in the 2100 Bioanalyser capillary 
electrophoresis unit. R N A  bands were detected by addition o f  nucleic acid dye specific to 
RNA  which is detect by a laser and displayed as a graph.



F ig  4.13:- Quality assessment of  fragmented cR N A  samples generated from H E T - I A  
total R N A  samples for microarray experimentation. Total R N A  was labelled/amplified to 
cR N A  and subsequently fragmented to generate R N A  expression transcripts o f  the 
reduced size for microarray analysis. Aliquots o f  the fragmented cR N A  were analysed by 
capillary electrophoresis in the 2100 bioanalyser generating electrophoretic graphs and 
digital gel images.
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Fig 4.14:- Quality assessment o f  fragmented cR N A  samples generated from S K G T 4  total 
R N A  samples for microarray experimentation. Total R N A  was labelled/amplified to 
cR N A  and subsequently fragmented to generate R N A  expression transcripts o f  the 
reduced size for microarray analysis. Aliquots o f  the fragm ented cR N A  were analysed by 
capillary electrophoresis in the 2100 bioanalyser generating electrophoretic graphs and 
digital gel images.



adenocarcinoma cells (Fig, 4.6 -  Fig. 4.10). Both IL -la  and IL-IB protein secretion was 

only observed in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cell line, IL-6 protein production was far 

greater in the normal squamous HET-IA cells and the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells 

displayed levels of VEGF and IL-8 protein greater than the HET-IA cells. The extent of 

this difference could not accurately be determined as the levels were above the detection 

threshold o f the assay but is in excess o f 1000-fold.

The quality o f the data generated from the array experimentation using the experimental 

procedures outlined in Chapter 2.9.3 was analysed using MAS 5.0/ GCOS and 

Genespring''''^. Firstly, the raw data was plotted on pseudo M v A plots for a global 

assessment o f the trends in the replicate samples (Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16). The samples 

were then viewed as histograms to assess any trends in the samples when inter-compared, 

which aids in identification o f samples of poor quality (Fig. 4.17 and Fig. 4.18).

4.3.S.3 Statistical Analysis and Gene List Generation

Firstly, the experiment was split into two operations based on the cell lines i.e. HET-IA 

and SKGT4. Both experiments were normalised following the protocol for Affymetrix^'^ 

one colour data as per the methods Chapter 2 (section 2.9.3). Data sets were filtered on 

flags which removed genes absent in at least 5 o f the 16 samples in both data sets (Fig. 

4.19B), followed by removal of genes beneath 2-fold change in expression (Fig. 4.19B), 

finally leaving a fully filtered data set (Fig. 4.19C). Statistical significance was then 

applied by use of a parametric Welch ANOVA with a p-value cut-off o f 0.05. This set of 

protocols identified 7579 genes differentially regulated by DCA in the HET-IA cells, and 

4521 genes in SKGT4 cells (Fig. 4.19D).

The selected positive control gene ATF3 previously demonstrated to be induced by DCA 

in both cell lines was indeed present in both gene lists generated confirming a successftil 

analysis (Fig. 4.20). Subsequent to the generation o f the gene list for both cell lines, Venn 

diagram separation identified DCA-induced genes both similar and specific to both the 

H ET-IA and SKGT4 cell lines (Fig. 4.21). As previously discovered in the cytokine 

profiling experiments, the cytokines IL -la  and IL-IB were both induced specifically in 

the SKGT4 cell line (Fig. 4.22). This was also observed in the transcriptomic 

experimentation thus validating the experimental design and analysis.
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Resting D CA  stim ulated

Fig 4.15:- Assessm ent o f  replicate perform ance o f  H E T - IA  m icroarray samples. 
Subsequent to microarray experim ent and data  collection, raw un-normalised data from 
replicate samples was plotted against each other for quality assessm ent o f  replicate 
perform ance generating the distinct rocket shape o f  good chip performance.



Resting D C A  S t im u la t e d

Fig 4.16:- Assessm ent of replicate perform ance o f  SK G T 4 microarray samples. 
Subsequent to microarray experim ent and data collection, raw un-normalised data from 
replicate samples was plotted against each other for quality assessm ent o f  replicate 
perform ance generating the distinct rocket shape o f  good chip performance.
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Fig 4.17:- Histogram display of normalised HET-IA data samples demonstrating data 
centring around I. Samples are viewed in a non-continuous fashion subsequent to 
normalisation showing a normal distribution around the centre.
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centring around I. Samples are viewed in a non-continuous fashion subsequent to 
normalisation showing a normal distribution around the centre.
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Fig 4.19:- Flow chart schematic depicting the steps involved in generating a list o f  
significantly altered genes. Following data normalisation the experim ents are flag filtered 
to remove genes that are absent across all time periods. A fold change filter is next 
applied to remove genes whose expression does not alter beyond 2-fold throughout the 
experiment. Statistical significance is then applied in the form o f  analysis o f  variance 
analysis (A N O V A ) to remove genes that were statistically weak. The resulting gene list 
from the H E T - IA  and SK G T 4 gene induction studies can then be inter-compared in a 
num ber o f  ways such as Venn diagram com parison. P,M,U,:- Present, Marginal, 
Unknown
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Fig 4.20;- ATF3 gene expression in botii HET-IA  (A) and SKGT4 (B) cells as displayed 
in Genespring™ microarray analysis software. The presence of ATF3 gene expression, 
previously documented to be induced by DCA in both in both H ET-IA  and SKGT4 cell 
lines, was identified in both significantly altered transcriptomic gene lists.



Fig 4.21:- Separation o f  transcriptomic experim ent into gene inductions specific to eacii 
cell line and shared by both cell lines using a Venn diagram.
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Fig 4.22:- Depiction o f IL - lu  and IL-1(3 expression in both cell lines demonstrating that 
the statistical model used could accurately identify these genes as specific to the SKGT4 
cell line. (A ) Induction o f IL - lu  and IL-I[3  in the SKGT4 cell line showing an expression 
profile (Blue lines) beginning at a low level which rises immediately after 4 hours and 
remains expressed until 24 hours. (B) Induction o f IL - la  and IL - ip  was not observed in 
the H E T -IA  cell line as also observed upon assessment o f the gene logged values for 
both cell lines (C).



4.3.8.3.1 Common Transcript Inductions Identified in Both Oesophageal Cell Lines

For ease of discussion and validation, 70 genes were chosen from each of the three large 

gene lists generated to represent HET-IA specific gene inductions (Fig. 4.23), SKGT4 

specific gene inductions (Fig. 4.24) and finally shared gene inductions (Fig. 4.25). These 

genes were chosen based on the degree of change in differential expression, statistical 

relevance of the change and wether this change was present in greater than 3 activated 

samples. This method identified genes whose expression was consistently affected upon 

exposure to the bile acid deoxycholate. Among the responses shared by both cell lines 

identified in the analysis were numerous cytokines such as IL-8, IL-6 and VEGF whose 

induction has been previously assessed by cytokine profiling and are known to be over

expressed in the oesophageal M-D-A (Dvorakova et al, 2004; O'Riordan et ai, 2005; 

von Rahden et ai, 2005). In addition, the expression of leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF), 

an 11-6 related cytokine and growth factors capable of inducing macrophage 

differentiation (Williams et al, 1988; Gough et ai, 1989) and mammary epithelial 

proliferation (Grant et al, 2001) was also induced by DCA to a high degree (Fig. 4.25). 

Growth differentiation factor 15 (GDF15) also known as non-steroidal anti-inflammatory 

drug-activated gene (NAGl) was induced in both cell lines and is a member of the 

transforming growth factor beta (TGFB) superfamily involved in inflammation, tissue 

regeneration and tumourigenesis (Fig. 4.25) (Baek et ai, 2001; Fairlie et al, 2001). 

Induction of SUIl also known as A121 or ELFl is a putative translation initiation factor 

with high homology to yeast elF gene indicative of both DNA damage and endoplasmic 

reticulum stress (Sheikh et ai, 1999). Notably, S0X2 a member of the SRY-related 

HMG-box (SOX) family of transcription factors involved in the regulation of embryonic 

development and in the determination of cell fate, was commonly down-regulated by 

DCA in both oesophageal cell lines (Tatematsu et al., 2003; Tsukamoto et al., 2004; 

Tsukamoto et al., 2005). The loss of this gene is associated with the gain of intestinal 

type metaplasia of the stomach and loss of gastric phenotype(Tsukamoto et al., 2005). 

Upon progression to adenocarcinoma, S0X2 expression is regained along with some of 

the original gastric phenotype. S0X2 expression is present in both the HET-IA normal 

squamous oesophageal cell line and to a higher degree in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma 

cell line (Fig. 4.25). The inhibitor of DNA binding (IDl) is a transcriptional target of 

ATF3 commonly lost in end stage de-differentiated tumours and is commonly down-
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1.001(0.894 to 1.122) 
4.713(4.461 to 4.979) 
0.76(0.681 to 0.847)
1 (0.9*)2 to 1,008) 
1.291 (1.291 to 1,292) 
1,567(1,529 to 1.607) 
1.13(1.11610 1.145) 
1.466(1.46 to 1.472) 
1,513(1.32 to 1.734) 
0.671 (0.634 to 0.711) 
1.125(1.078 to 1.173) 
0.755(0.647 to 0.88) 
0.88 (0.87110 0.889) 
1.012(0.84 to 1.22) 
1.777(1.542 to 2.047) 
1.524(1.508 to 1.54) 
4 .713(4.4 to 5.048) 
4 .027(3.839(0 4.225) 
0.977 (0,937 to 1.018) 
4.428(4.151 to4,723) 
1,557(1,435 to 1,69) 
3,94(3.52 to4.411) 
8.956(8.181 to9,804) 
2,027 (1,868 to 2,2) 
3,377 (3,358 to 3.397) 
1.237 (1.235 to 1.239) 
1..369 (1.32610 1.414) 
5.017 (4.24 to 5.937) 
5.399(4.449 to 6.551)

lim e  8 H r

1.895 (1.591 to 2.256) 
2.736 (2.069 to 3.618) 
0.709(0.631 to 0.797) 
0.207 (0.189 to 0.226) 
1.65 (1.518 to 1.794) 
1.722(1.251 to 2.37) 
3.115 (2.876 to ,3.374) 
0.366 (0,294 to 0,455) 
0,447 (0,424 to 0,471) 
1.955 (1.853 to 2,062) 
2,792 (2,503 to 3 .115) 
3,165(2,861 to 3,5) 
0,54(0,51 to 0,571) 
1,678 (1,558 to 1,807) 
0,837 (0,685 to 1,022) 
0,494 (0,434 to 0,563) 
0,413 (0,395 to 0,431) 
0.877 (0,802 to 0,958) 
2.228 (2.023 to 2.453) 
1.858 (1.818 to 1.9) 
1.405(1.28410 I,.5,37) 
0,551 (0,541 to 0,562) 
0,743 (0,677 to 0,816) 
3,6()8 (3,375 to 3,986) 
0,465 (0,361 to 0,599) 
1,86 (1,814 to 1,907) 
2,102(1,906 to 2,318) 
1,797(1,702 10 1,897) 
0,144(0,131 to 0.157) 
0.487 (0.456 to 0.52) 
0.445(0.391 U) 0.506) 
1.485 (1.233 to 1.787) 
0.312(0.23810 0.41) 
0.433 (0.387 to 0.485) 
0.313 (0,306 to 0,32) 
1,205(1,13910 1,274) 
1,323 (1,298 to 1,348) 
0,374 (0,336 to 0,415) 
1,572(1,53 10 1,615) 
2,829 (2,359 to 3,394) 
1,857(1,61410 2,136) 
0,517(0,461 10 0,579) 
0,404 (0,394 to 0,414) 
1,59(1,482 to 1,707) 
0,563 (0,546 to 0,58) 
0,52(0,49 to 0,552) 
2,982(2,143 to 4,148) 
2,12 (1,668 to 2,695) 
1,64(1,628 to 1,6.52) 
5.073 (4.958 to 5.19) 
3.433 (3.403 to 3.4^>3) 
0.404 (0.295 to 0.552) 
0.505 (0.504 to 0.507) 
0,649 (0,642 to 0,655) 
0,389 (0,339 to 0,447) 
0,767 (0,743 to 0,792) 
0,858 (0,756 to 0,974) 
1,924(1,82 to 2,034) 
1,185 (1,051 to 1,336) 
1,75 (1,51910 2,017) 
0.696 (0,685 to 0.707) 
1.332(1.23410 1.437) 
1.87(1.801 to 1.943) 
5.156 (4.997 to 5.32) 
0.742(0.668 to 0.824) 
2.254 (2.245 to 2.263) 
1.442(1.28 to 1.624) 
1.732 (1.438 to 2.086) 
1.672 ( I . .364 to 2.049) 
0.647 (0.548 to 0.765) 
0.899 (0.883 to 0.917)

Time 12 H r

2.012 (1.964 to 2.063) 
3.613 (3.406 to 3.833) 
0.443 (0.43 to 0.456) 
0.0811 (0.0678 to 0.0969) 
1.967 (1.679 to 2.305) 
2.45(2.24610 2.671)
3.011 (2.7.59 to 3.286) 
0.186 (0.107 to 0.322) 
0.039(0.0241 10 0.0632) 
1.758(1.657 10 1.865) 
1.485(1.101 to 2.(X)4) 
2.714 (2.385 to 3.089) 
0.305(0.291 to 0.321) 
2.391 (2.249 to 2.541) 
0.564 (0.517 to 0.615) 
0.147 (0.0f)8 to 0.315) 
0.246 (0.216 to 0.281) 
0.369 (0,286 to 0,476) 
3.094 (2.952 to 3.243) 
3.338 (3.102 to 3.591)
1.4 9 4 ( I ..388 to I 607) 
0.137 (0.128 to 0.147) 
0.143(0.111 toO.184) 
5.328(5.24 to 5.418) 
0.357 (0.346 to 0.368) 
1.705(1.57910 1.842) 
1.488 (1.453 to 1.524) 
1.939(1.923 10 1.955) 
0.134(0.128 to 0.141) 
0.352 (0.337 to 0.368) 
0 .433(0.41610 0.451) 
3.502 (3 .315 to 3.699) 
0.245 (0.217 10 0.276) 
0.387 (0.338 to 0.443)
0.184 (0,156 to 0 .219) 
1.649(1.45610 1.867) 
1.592(1.531 to 1.655) 
0.277 (0.254 to 0.302) 
1.36(1.21 to 1.529) 
2.002(1.90910 2.099) 
1.594 (1.55 to 1.638) 
0.375 (0.363 to 0.387) 
0.189(0.167 10 0.214)
2.7 (2.579 to 2.827) 
0.389(0.293 to 0.516) 
0.34(0.31 to 0.373) 
6.003(5.707 to 6314) 
4.29 (4.278 to 4.302)
3.35 (3.142 to 3.572) 
6.325 (6.205 to 6447)
5.35 (5.128 to 5.582)
0.32 (0.319 to 0.321)
0.37 (0.29 to 0.473) 
0.14(0.037 to 0.531) 
0.242(0.225 to 0.261) 
0.411 (0.371 to 0.455) 
0.534 (0.499 to 0.571) 
2.457 (2.42 to 2.495)
1.931 (1.913 to 1.95) 
7,279(7,137 to 7.423)
0.4 (0.383 to 0.418)
3.246 (3.074 to 3.427) 
3.038 (2.957 to 3 .122) 
4.62(4.324 to 4.938) 
0.0788(0.0691 to 0.0899) 
2.104 (1.984 to 2.232) 
2.845 (2.775 to 2.916) 
1.654(1.46710 1.865) 
2.572 (2.483 to 2.664) 
0.631 (0.623 to 0.638) 
0.667 (0.621 to 0.716)

T im e 24 H r

3.144 (3.128 to 3.16) 
5.802 (5.607 to 6.004) 
0.327 (0.322 to 0.331)
0.3 (0.144 to 0.626)
1.315 (1.279 to I..352) 
3.257 (2.TO to 3.654) 
3.476 (3..351 to 3.605) 
0.0391 (0.0298 to 0.0512) 
0.0246(0.0171 to 0.0353) 
2.513(2.41 to 2.621) 
1.42(1.191 10 1.693) 
2.851 (2.638 to 3.08) 
0.0585 (0.036 to 0.0951) 
3.422 (3.248 to 3.605) 
0.0243 (0.023 to 0.0257) 
0.0,368 (0.0255 t o 0.0531) 
0 .12(0.113to  0.128) 
0.0229 (0.0159 to 0.033) 
2.236(2.122 10 2.357) 
2.403 (2.277 to 2.536)
I 424(I..W 9to  I..502) 
0.0371 (0.0149 to 0.0924) 
0.0217 (0.0216 to 0.0218) 
7.289 (6.783 to 7.832) 
0.0349(0.0235 to 0.0518) 
0.377(0.15410 0.923) 
2.085 (1.915 to 2.27) 
1.8(1.75410 1.847)
0.129 (0.129 to 0.129) 
0.297 (0.2%  to 0.298) 
0.252 (0.211 to 0.302) 
5.091 (4.t)44 to 5.581) 
0.313(0.304 to 0.323)
0.123 (0.0608 to 0.249) 
0.0777 (0.0458 to 0.132) 
1.606(1.492 to 1.729) 
3.393 (2.946 to 3.907) 
0.317(0.281 to 0.357) 
1.231(1.173 to 1.292) 
1.722(1.47 to 2.018) 
2.211(2.159 to 2.264) 
0.247(0.21110 0.29) 
0.175 (0.172 to 0.177) 
1.526 (1.346 to 1.73) 
0.0193(0.01 to 0.0371) 
0.198(0.184 to 0.213) 
4.974(4.91 10 5.038) 
2.556 (2.461 to 2.654) 
3..54I (3.1.37 to 3.997) 
4.585 (4.337 to 4.847) 
3.679 (3.()48 to 3.709) 
0.32 (0.256 to 0.4)
0.0937 (0.0862 to 0.102) 
0.0735 (0.0291 to 0.186) 
0.125 (0.118 to 0.132) 
0.0937 (0.0609 to 0.144) 
0.0278 (0.018 to 0.0429) 
1.663 (1.606 to 1.722) 
2.639 (2.58 to 2.699)
5.93 (5.8110 6.053)
0.315 (0.309 to 0.32) 
5.49(4.971 to 6.064) 
4.553 (4.447 to 4.662) 
2.066 (1.083 to 3.94) 
24.43(19.81 to 30.15) 
1.88 (1.796 to 1.968) 
3.281 (3.17 to 3.395) 
1.557(1.512 10 1.602) 
7.695 (6232 to 9..503) 
1612(14.1 to 18.44) 
25.8(24.88 10 26.76)

; 4 .23;-  Tabular depiction o f  the gene inductions/repressions specific  to the H E T -IA  cell line as defined  
transcriptomic experimentation. From left to right are the System atic name from affymetrix (System ),  
nbank identifier (Genbank), Chromosomal location (Chrom), C om m on name (C om m on) fo llow ed  by 
orimetric depiction o f  gene expression alterations (B lue indicates low expression through to red for high  
Dression) and the relevant normalised log fold values for each time point.



8_al 
O a t  
6_at 
7 j t  
5_at 
9  s at

G enbank C hrom C om m on

X72631 1 7 q ll ,2 N R ID I

A 1927208 1 7 q ll-q 2 1 ,l MM1>28

AW 183154 lpter-<i31,3 K1F14

.M l  17622 2 q I2 IL IR L I

.AW 0I4593 lp22 ,2 G B PI

A W 003173 8 p 2 1 -p l l ,2 S T C l 19
A W 294092 1 2 p l3 ,l RFRG

BE206621 5q21 ,l LO C 285705

A W 276078 — LOC 387763 m
A I627704 12q l3 ,2 LR1G3

A K 026736 2q24,3 1TGB6 . _
B F513121 V:
A F069506 1 7 p ll ,2 R.ASD1

.AB032931 lq 3 2 ,l IISPC 150

A F260333 4q32 ,l D lCFZp434L142

B E466525 3q24-q28 E V Il

B C 857425 1 2 p ll ,2 3 -p l2 ,l BIILI1B3

A B 033080 15q21,l C PR8

N M _020639 21q22,3 A N K RD 3

N M J)  17691 15q22,32 F L J20 I56

N M  021994 7 q31 ,l ZNF277

N M _006187 12q24,2 0 A S 3

N M J 0 7 3 5 0 I2 q l5 P H L D A l ■
X 78713 — G K

A L050388 6 q 2 5 ,3 S 0 D 2

AK,026546 4 q l2 - q l3 C X C L5

NM 012081 5 q l5 ELL2 ___

A W 474434 3q26 T N FSFIO

LU7335 3q26,3-q27 S 0 X 2 ■ ’
A F145712 1 0 p l2 N R l’ l

B C002877 1 8 p ll,21 M P P E l

L 2243I 9p24 V LD LR

A F061812 17ql2-q21 KRT16

ABO 18265 12q24.3 U L K l

A F087853 19p l3 .3 G .\D D 4 5 B

L25541 lq32 LAM B3 ■
N M _006945 Iq21-q22 SPR R2B

N M _007036 5 q ll .2 E SM l ■
NM 002842 19ql3 .4 PTPRH

M 57765 19 q l3 .3 -q l3 .4 IL ll ■
NM  000782 2 0 q l3 C YP24A 1

NM 002993 4q21 C X C L 6 1
N M J)0 0 6 4 0 \ q l  3 . ^ 2 8 lL 13R .-\:
N M _002’ 69 7q34 PRSS3

N M _004362 4q28.3-q31.1 C LG N

NM  015376 2p25.1-p24.1 R .\S G R P 3

NM  002758 17q25.1 M .\P 2 K 6

N M  002425 1 lq22 .3 MM PIO ■
ALM51483 5 p l5 .1 -p l4 C D H 6

N M _001673 7q21.3 A SN S ■
NM  004856 12q l3 .12 KJF23

N M _003155 8 p 2 1 -p l l ,2 S T C l

A1300520 8 p 2 1 -p l l ,2 S T C l

N M _001723 6 p l2 - p lI BP.AGl

U 75667 14q24.1-q24,3 ARG 2

N M _003020 1 5 q l3 -q l4 S G N E l
N M J)0 0 3 6 l 2 0 p l2 -cen TH B D ■
N M _021106 9q32 RGS3

N M J)  14788 9q31.1 T RIM  14

N M J  14751 8p22 M T S S l

N M J)0 4 5 6 3 1 4 q ll .2 PCK2

N M J)1 2 3 2 8 7q31 D N A JB 9 ■ 1
N M J 0 3 8 1 0 3q26 TN FSFIO 1
N M J)0 2 4 6 6 20ql3 .1 M Y BL2

N m ” 003254 X p ll .3 - p l l .2 3 T IM P l

N M J)0 0 2 6 9 17q21.3 N M E l

N M J 0 2 3 8 8 6 p l2 M C M 3

N m '0 0 2 6 3 4 17q21 PHB

It A I753143 13q33 IT G B L l

It A F498927 12pl2 .3 ARHGIM R

u  A Y151286 Iq25.2-q25 .3 PTGS2

TimcOKr

0.70910.21 to  1 3 * 6 ) 
1 .439 (1 .1 0 8 1 0  1.781) 
1 .051 (0 .706  to 1.433)
0.857 (0 .61610  1.116) 
1 .424(1 .055  10 1.735) 
0 .424  (0 .295  to 0 .622) 
1 .76(1 .113  t o 2.165)
0 .1 6  (0 .0557  to  0 .761) 
0.122 (0 .0153  to  0 .281) 
1.345 (0 ,979  to  1.788) 
1.406 (0 .994  to 1.8) 
1 .5 48 (1 .188  to 1.898)
0.53 (0 .30810  1.019) 
1.17(1  to 1.364) 
1 .2 86 (0 .989  to 1.594) 
1.453 (1.151 to  1.795) 
1 .84 (1 .1 0 6  to  2 .666)
0.85 (0 .58810  1.017)
1.585 (1 .202  to  2 .659) 
0.702 (0 .495 to 0 .943)
0.86 (0 .63 to 1.009) 
1 .122(1 .003  to 1.295) 
0.546 (0.4.39 to D.736) 
0 .497  (0 .0646  to  1.213) 
0 .456  (0 .0303  to  1.069) 
1 .525 (0 .93  to  2 .2 14) 
0 .449  (0 .2  10 0 .935)
2 .0 %  (1 .344  to 3 .066) 
2 .076 (1 .413  to  2 .738) 
0.541 (0 .377  to  0 .741) 
1.219 (0 .946  to  1.444) 
0.591 (0 .433 to  0.98) 
0 .457 (0 .251  to  0.741) 
0.742 (0 .499  to  1.025) 
0.562  (0 .376  to  0 .841) 
0 .637 (0 .51  10 0 ,824) 
0 .479 (0 .184  to 1.388) 
0,227 (0 ,129  to  0,41) 
0,706 (0 ,367 to 0,92) 
0 ,1 1 9 (0 ,0 4 l8 to  0 ,251) 
1.363 (0 ,782 to 2 ,015) 
1,307 (1 ,0 7  to 1.669) 
0 .486  (0 .199  to  1 .086) 
0 .47 (0 .107  to  0 .989) 
0 .872 (0 .6 4 1  to  1.142) 
0.425 (0 .244  to  0 .8 9 0  
1.545 (1 .082 to 2 .041) 
0 .469 (0 .265 to 0 .863) 
0.967 (0 .694  to 1.184) 
0 .43 (0 .257  to 0.57)
1.093 ( 0 .7 ( 9 to  (.518 ) 
0 .496  (0 .356  to  0 .621) 
0 .5 (0 .3 7 5  to  0 .689) 
1.965 (1 .044  to  4 .274 ) 
0.705 (0 .564  to  0.84) 
0 .514  (0 .332  to  1.012)

1 0 .5 8 4 (0 .4 3  to 0 .913)
0.786 (0 .595 to 1.04) 
1.178 (0 .924  to  1.433) 
0.905 (0 .626  to  i.4 0 8 ) 
0 .699  (0 ,529  to  0 ,896) 
0 ,237 (0 .143  U) 0 ,348) 
1,937 (1 ,561 to  2 ,583) 
1.165 (0 .843 to 1.694) 
0.874 (0,781 to  0 ,992) 
1,045 (0 ,875 to  1,201) 
1,229 (0 ,977 to  1,482) 
1,365 (0 ,999  to  1,792) 
1,116(1 to  1,275)
1,273 (1 .095  to  1,475) 
0 .099  (0 .0462  to  0 .214)

Tim e 4  H r Tim e 8 Hr Tim e 12 Hr Tim e 24 Hr

1,585 (1 ,22 to 2,06) 0.905 (0 .768 to  1.068) 3.735 (3 .485  to  4 .003)
0,727 (0 ,592  to 0 ,892) 0.336 (0 .26  to 0 .435) 0.175  (0 .165  toO .185)
1,481 (0 ,93 to 2 ,359) 0.797 (0 .793 to 0 .801) 0.305 (0 .304  to  0 .305)

0,933 (0 ,872 to 0 ,997) 4 .464 (4 .071  to 4 .895) 4.848  (4 .28  10 5 .493)
0,944 (0 ,942  to 0 ,945) 0.336 (0 .278 to 0 .406) 0.234  (0 .196  to  0 2 7 9 )

1,719 (1 ,378  to 2 .145) 5.531 (4..366 to 7 .008) 6 .7 6 8 (6 2 7 5  to  7.3)
0.577 (0 .375  to  0 .887) 0.0458 (0 .0404 lo  0 .0519) 0.0257  (0 .0165  to  0 .0401)
1.728 (1 .239  to 2 .409) 2.43 (1 .883 tt) 3 .135) 5.174 (4 .824  to  5.53)
2.081 (1 .7 1 9 to  2 .518) 4.031 (3 .484 to 4 .664) 6.531 (6 .342  to  6 .725)

0.947 (0 .658 to 1.363) 0.23 (0 .159  to 0 .332) 0 .3 2 (0 .2 %  to 0 .345)

1.057 (0 .772 to 1.448) 0.304  (0.23 to 0 .402) 0 .1 1 4 (0 .1 0 1  to 0 .128)

0.583 (0 .418 to  0 .812) 0.0787 (0.0397 to  0 .156) 0 .0469  (0 .0392  lo 0 .056)

4.321 (3 .582  to  5 .213) 2.565 (2 .206  to  2 .981) 1.607 (0 .981 to 2 .6 3 3 )

0.995 (0 .95  to 1.042) 0.249 (0 .198 to 0 .314) 0.118 (0 ,109  to 0 ,128)

0 .8 6 6 (0 .6 5 8 1 0  1.141) 0.0945 (0.0631 to  0 .142) 0,0354  (0 ,0346  to 0 ,0361)
0 .7 1 6 (0 .6 0 3  to 0 .849) 0.385 (0 .346 to 0 .429) 0 .1 4 9 (0 .1 4 1  toO .158)
0.699 (0 .547 to 0 .894) 0.0692 (0.0273 to  0 .175) 0 .1 9 5 (0 .1 5 1  toO .252)
0.691 (0 .613 to  0 ,779) 1 .5 48 (1 .32210  1.813) 3.329  (3 .118  to  3.555)

0,752 (0 ,708 to 0 ,798) 0„34 (0 .296  to 0..39) 0 .292  (0 .2 7 4 1 0 0 .3 1 1 )
1 ,114(1 ,057  to 1,173) 7 3.423 (2 ,827 to 4 .144) 7 .6 3 6 (7 .1 2 4 (0  8 .186)

1,004 (0 .74  to  1.361) 1 .612(1 .252  to 2 .074) 3.1.33 (3 .065 to  3 .202)
0,815 (0 ,666  to 0 ,997) 0.273 (0 .183 to 0 .406) 0 .1 4 9 (0 .1 4 9  to  0 .149)
1 .4 13 (1 .26410  1.581) 2 .3 2 4 (2 .1 7 7  to  2 .48) 3 .737 (3 .132  to  4 .458)

0.789 (0 .547  to 1.138) 2.656 (1 .924 to 3 .665) 5.927 (5 .272  to  6 .664)

6.176 (5 .284  to 7 .218) 0 .8 0 2 (0 .5 5 9  to  1.151) 1 ,2 66 (1 ,257  10 12 7 5 )

0.623 (0 .362 to 1.07) 0.272 (0 .246  to  0 .301) 0 .142  (0 ,0844  to  0 ,238)

1 .2 1 !(1 .0 7 5  to 1,365) 1.855 (1 .56  to 2 .206) 3,224  (3 .183 to  3 .265)

0.508 (0 .393 to 0 .656) 0.154 (0 .114 to  0 2 0 7 ) 0 .0 799 (0 .071  to 0.0899)

0 .574 (0 .561  to  0 .587) 0.211 (0 .17! t o 0 2 6 1 ) 0.153  (0 .137  to 0 .1 7 )
1 .319 (1 ,259  to  1.381) 1.802 (1 .533 to  2,12) 3.447 (3 .159  to  3 .761)

0 .9 M (0 .8 2 2  to 1.129) 0.343 (0 .304 to 0 .386) 0 .5 2 9 (0 .4 2 8  to  0 .654)

1 .365 (1 .0210  1.827) 4.001 (3 .179  to 5 .037) 4 .213 (4 .173 104.254)
1.734 (1 .259  to 2 .387) 5.951 (4 .94  to 7 .169) 14.92 (13 .27  to  16.79)

0.911 (0 .667 to  1.245) 3.398 (2 .838 to  4 .068) 6 .76  (5 .946  to 7 .686)
1 .438(1 .159  to  1.786) 2.347 (2 .203 to  2 ,501) 3 .4 2 (3 .1 4 1  to  3 .723)
1 .447 (1 .17610  1.779) 2,705 (2 ,444 to 2 ,993) 4.491 (4 .135 to 4 .879)

0 .6 4 (0 .3 5 8 1 0  1.144) 2 .9%  (1.952 to  4 .599) 5.509  (5 .115 10 5.935)

2.434 (1 .59  to 3 .725) 3.314 (2 .476  to 4 .437) 3 .0 7 9 (2 .8 8 4  to  3 .287)
1 .263 (1 .08  10 1.476) 6.206 (5 .494 to 7 .011) 12.88 (11 .2610  14.75)
1.944 (1 .943  to  1.946) 7 2.343 (2 .236  to  2 .456) 2 .115 (1 .9 5 1  to  2 .292)

0 .8 9 9 (0 .6 3 8 1 0  1.268) 0.292 (0 .25610  0.332) 0 .0843 (0 .0779  Ui 0 .0 9 (3 )

0.678 (0 .494  to 0 .93) 0.0942 (0.0666 to  0 .133) 0 .0203  (0 .0179  to  0 .023)

1 .115 (0 .90510  I J 7 3 ) :.0 « 5  (5.861 to  8 .566) 1 0 .1 5 (9 .7 2 9 1 0  10.58)

1.264(1.011 to 1.58) 1 3 .2 6 (1 0 2 1  to 17.22) 2 2 .9 7 (2 1 .6 3  10 2 4 4 )
0 .704 (0 .531  to  0 .934) 2.209 (1 .479  to  3 .301) 10 .18 (1 0 .1 1 1 0  10.26)

1.51 (1 .082  to 2,108) 9 .316 (6 .4 4 5  (0 13.47) 10.49 (8 .498  to  12.94)

0,825 (0,741 to 0 ,918) 0.378 (0 .327 to 0 .438) 0 .207  (0 .1 %  to  0 2 1 8 )
1 ,427 (1 ,137  to 1,791) 2.958 (2 .326 10 3 .762) 6  (5 .645 to 6 .377)

1 ,592 (1 ,194  to 2 ,123) 0 .664(0 .501  10 0 .879) 0,207 ( 0 2  to  0 2 1 5 )
1,711 (1,43 to  2 .048) 3 .5 1 4 (3 .0 3 8 to 4 .0 f)5 ) 5 ,0 1 6 (4 ,8 3 4  to  5 ,205)

1,163 (0 ,906  to  1,494) 0.525 (0 .344 to 0 .8) 0 ,149  (0 ,129  lo 0 ,1 7 1 )

1,715 (1 ,379  to 2 ,133) , 4 .3.38(3.782 to 4 .977) 6,867  (6 .442  to 7 .321)

1.454(1,311 to  1,612) 5.951 (4.695 to 7..‘̂ 42) 8.935 (8 .364  to 9 .546)
0 ,734 (0 ,563 10 0 ,956) 0 .2 5 9 (0 .1 5 4  to 0 .435) 0 .0563 (0 .0381  to 0.0832)

1 .431 (1 .1610  1.764) 7 .4 75 (6 .045  to 9 .243) 1 1 .82 (10 .9710  12.74)

1.103 (0 .988  to  1.231) 2 .374 (1 .753 to  3 2 1 5 ) 3.043 (2 .854  to  3 .245)
1.274 (1 ,087 to 1,492) 7.381 (6 .014 to 9 .059) 13.22 (12 .89  to  13.56)

1,162 (0 ,766 to 1,762) 5.324 (4..344 to  6 .526) 6.333 (5 .92 to 6 .774)

0 ,9 4 7 (0 ,7 8 5  to 1,142) 0.285 (0 .23610  0.345) 0.25 (0 .242  to 0 .259)

1,193 (1 ,003 to 1,419) 1 .369(1 .082  10 1.731) 3 .1 1 9 (3 .0 5 4  to 3 .185)

1,221 (1 ,104  to 1,35) 3 .08 7 (2 .6 4 1 0  3.61) 3 .994 (3 .821  to 4 .175)
2,443 (1 ,65210  3,612) 2.249 (1 .69  to 2 .992) 2.537 (2 .46  to  2 .616)

0.407 (0 ,378  to  0 ,439) 0.17 (0 .144  to 0.2) 0.128  (0 .109  to  0 .149)

1 ,383(1 ,185  10 1.614) 0 .234 (0.118 to 0 .461) 0.0776  (0.0.393 to  0 .153)

1.246 (1 .008 to  1.541) .3..305 (2 .589  to 4.22) 5.305 (5 .013 to  5 .613)

1.153 (1 .085 to 1.226) 0.518 (0 .477 to 0 .562) 0 .148 (0 .138 10 0 .159)

0.844 (0 .65 to 1.096) 0.161 (0 .125 to  0 .206) 0 .115 (0 .101  to 0 .131)

0.931 (0 ,866  to  1.001) 0.274 (0 .232  to 0 .322) 0 .2 9 4 (0 .2 8 1  10 0 .308)

0 .8 9 9 (0 .7 6 9 (0  1,051) 0.401 (0 .336 to  0 .478) 0 .0787  (0 .0682  lo 0.0909)

0 ,8 %  (0,888 to 0 ,905) 0 2 3 9 (0 2 1 1  to 0 .271) 0.0923 (0 .09  to  0.0947)

2,372 (1 ,786  to 3 ,15) 3.423 (2.541 to 4.61) 3.265 (2 .966  to  3 .595)

I 4.24;- Tabular (depiction of the gene inductions/repressions specific to the SKGT4 cell line as defined by 
nscriptomic experimentation. From left to right are the Systematic name from affymetrix (System), Genbank 
ntifier (Genbank), Chromosomal location (Chrom), Common name (Common) followed by colorimetric 
Diction of gene expression alterations (Blue indicates low expression through to red for high expression) and 
: relevant normalised log fold values for each time point.



a Genbank Chrom Common

L’83981 19ql3.2 PPP1R15A
at .AL021977 22ql3.1 \LAFF

_ai Y07846 22ql2.2 0AS2L1
1 at .A1814405 5ql4.1 JMY
5_at BE502785 —

O a t BF724270 6p21.1-pl2.1 TRERFl
8_at ,A 1590926 7q33 SLC35B4
5 .\_at .\KOOI782 5q31,3 CXXC5
O at BG106919 I2q24.31 BRI3BP
6_at ,-\W071793 2 p l3-p l2 MAD
l_at A1553933 Iq32-q41 SLC30A1
4_at BF593660 3q29 LOC93109
8_at A16698I5 3q26.3-q27 S0X2
8_at H28597 I2q22 TMPC)
5_at A1743596 Ipl3.1 TSPAN-2
6_at N49935 10qll.21 RA.SSF4
2_at N25986 —
5 at AK025578 19pl3.3 UHRFl
5_at BF001312 16pl2.3 KKF2K
5_at BG 106477 K)q21-q22 EIF4EBP2
3_at BC00I875 3q28-q29 MF12
5_s_al .AW006750 3q27.3 DREI
7 X at AF003934 19pl3.1-13.2 GDFI5
5_at NM 024923 3p25.2-p25.1 NL:P210
O at NM 024111 15ql4 MGC4504
5 s at NM 018663 I2q24.33 PXMP2
7 at' .AL354872 Ip 3 l.l CTII
2_at AA 621.558 I2ql3.2 MARS
2_x_at R78668 Ilp l5 .5 CDKNIC
5_at .AL516854 I7q21.31 sun
9 at AI263909 2picr-p 12 RIIOB
7_x_at .M27281 6pl2 VEGF
5_s_ai ,\h043337 — 1L8
9_s_at V129277 Ilq23.3 MCAM
3 s at L41815 Ilp l5 .5 NLP<)8
7_at B0)0516l 12ql3.2 INHBE
4 X at M57731 4q2l C.XCL2
l_at 179718 16pl3.3 NTHLl
9 at BC001782 22ql2.2 G.AS2L1
7_s_at BC001356 17q21 IF135
3_at BC003637 I2ql3.2 DDIT3
7_s_ai D 13889 20qll IDl
!_at BC003143 12q22^^23 DLSP6
8 _^_at \M  004324 19ql3.3-ql3.4 BAX
6 s al NM 003856 2ql2 ILIRLI
6 at N M 002309 22ql2.2 LIF
7 at NM 0(X)600 7p21 1L6
3 at NM _012323 22ql3.1 MAFF
2_s_ai NM (H)2513 16ql3 NME3
4_at NM 004435 9q34.1 ENDOG
0_at BG25I266 l lq l2 .l FOSLI
5_at NM_022873 lp35 G1P3
I j j i l NM_(H)4935 7q36 CDK5
5 at NM 001924 Ip31.2-p31.1 GADI)45A
8 s at BF()60791 3q28 ETV5
2_s_at N M 0 0 I6 7 4 lq32.3 .ATF3
I_s_at NM 002467 8q24.12-q24.13 MYC
4 at NM 014330 19ql3.2 PPP1R15A
6 s at BC001425 lq21.2 DDA3
4_s_at NM 001964 5q3l.l EGRl
3 j_ a t NM 002103 19ql3.3 GYSl
I j a t NM 003897 6p2l.3 IER3
8_at NM_002084 5q23 GPX3
9_s_ai BG3 26045 3p26 BHLHB2
4_s_at NM 002394 l lq l3 SLC3A2
O a t NM 0050X0 22ql2.1 XBPl
94 at BC029890 lO qll.2 ANXA8
99 s at Bt221212 — C O L lA l
80 a_at AB066566 Iq32.3 .ATF3
44_a_at NM 024947 3q26.31 PHC3

■■■

Time 0

0.202 (0.18 to 0.251) 
0,0723 (0.0481 to 0.114) 
1.261 (1.03 to 1.516) 
0.368 (0.268 lo 0.495) 
0.363 (0.0457 to 0.661) 
1.138(0.641 to 1.613) 
1.537 (0.783 10 2.195) 
1.271 (0.889 to 1.755) 
1.536 (1.085 to 1.86) 
0.381 (0.195 to 0.627) 
0.335 (0.236 to 0.609)
1.2 (1.004 to 1.925)
1.879 (0.784 to 3.041)
1.162 (0.%3 to 1.605) 
1.194(1.033 10 1.359) 
1.156(0.843 to 1.526) 
1.101 (0.911 to 1.186) 
1.243 (0.855 to 1.836) 
1.303(0.97 10 1.6S4) 
1.614 (0.998 to 2.098) 
1.4(1.10610 1.82) 
0.307(0.253 to 0.411) 
0.0769 (0.0327 to 0.243) 
1.089(1 to 1.326) 
0.149(0.0732 to 0.737) 
1.197 (0.97 to 1.398) 
0.363 (0.204 to 0.587) 
0.167(0.0479 to 0.426) 
1.27 (0.91 to 2.026) 
0.254(0.151 to 0.34) 
1.174 (0.672 to 1.456) 
0.223 (0.173 to 0 J66 ) 
0.22(0.0631 to 0.59) 
1.233 (0.749 to 1.7531 
0.338 (0.187 to 0.618) 
0.168 (0.0727 to 0.691) 
0.348 (0.104 to 0.759) 
1.286(0,954 to 1.564)
1.2 ( 0.845 to 1,431) 
1,116(0,764 to 1.302) 
0.11 (0.0637 to 0.244) 
1,205(0.791 to 1.863) 
0.377 (0.247 to 0,495) 
1,137(0.853 to 1.352) 
0,224(0.0292 to 1.046) 
0.157(0.0862 to 0.254) 
0.257 (0.133 to 0.435) 
0.198 (0.107 to 0.302) 
1.384 (1.214 to 1.692) 
1.505 (1.039 to 2.037) 
0.312 (0.173 to 0.42) 
1.149(1.065 to 1.355) 
1.35 (0.808 to 1.923) 
0.263 (0.229 to 0.298) 
0.459(0.291 to 0.706) 
0.0885 (0.0526 to 0.202) 
0.345 (0.276 to 0.495) 
0.123 (0.0815 to 0.226) 
1.426(1.09810 1.718) 
0.361 (0.212 to 0.812) 
1.451 (0.989 to 2.163) 
0 ..335(0.17to0.5l6)
1.162 (0.752 to 1.49) 
0.347(0.27 to 0.417) 
0.341 (0.24 to 0.488) 
0.351 (0.272 lo 0.483) 
1.313 (1.02 to 1.744) 
1.988 (1.458 to 2.558) 
0.289 (0.199 to 0.493) 
0.315 (0.225 to 0.462)

Time 4

1.82 (1.749 to 1.894) 
2.306 (2.29 to 2.322) 
0.94(0,91 to 0.97) 
2.1%  (2.039 to 2.366) 
2,019 (2,017 to 2.02) 
1.023 (0.913 to 1.146) 
1 .19(1.114to 1.271) 
1.099(1.098 to 1.1) 
0.9(M (0.894 to 0.915) 
1.609 (1.373 to 1.884) 
1.607 (1.568 to 1.647) 
0.821 (0,677 to 0,9% ) 
0,953 (0.746 to 1.216) 
1,013 (1,012 to 1,014) 
0 ,% l (0.954 to 0 ,% 7) 
1.038 (0 .% 7 to  1.113) 
0.975 (0.858 to 1.107) 
1.162(1.126 to 1.2) 
1.042(1.02910 1.055) 
0.957 (0.915 to l.(X)2) 
0.887 (0.88 to 0.894) 
1.99 (1.797 to 2.203) 
1.813 (1.757 to 1.871) 
1.113(0.971 to 1.276) 
2.954 (2.907 to 3.002) 
I (0.982 U) 1.018)
1.529 (1.504 to 1.555) 
3.337 (3.321 to 3.352) 
1.017 (0.999 to 1.035) 
3.044 (2 ,9 l2 to 3 ,l8 2 ) 
1 (0.982 ui 1.018) 
1,992 (1.734 to 2.289) 
1.735 (1.41 to 2 .135) 
1.177(1.13710 1.218) 
1.645 (1.5610 1.734) 
1,572(1,56910 1,574) 
1,434(1.337 10 1.538) 
1 (0,97610 1,024)
I (0,993 to 1,007) 
1,062 (KK)6 to 1,12) 
2.331 (2,221 to 2,447) 
1.882(1,84810 1,9161 
2.571 (2.568 10 2.575) 
1.037(0.935 10 1.151) 
1.218(1.193 10 1.243) 
5.785 (5.586 to 5,9911 
1,6(1.56510 1.636) 
2.563 (2.397 to 2.74) 
0.727 (0.673 to 0.786) 
0.769 (0.61610 0.% 1) 
1.607(1.5810 1.635) 
0.849 (0.7710 0.935) 
1.138(1.035 10 1.252) 
1.752(1.702 10 1.804) 
1.577 (1.37to 1.816) 
2.117 (2.049 to 2.187) 
2..^76 (2.294 to 2.46) 
1.858(1.77410 1.945) 
0.866 (0.83 lo 0.902) 
3.241 (2.915 to 3.602) 
0.952 (0.895 10 1.011) 
2.862 (2.85710 2.867) 
1.235 (1.209 to 1.261) 
4.741 (4.612 10 4.874) 
1.616(1.512 10 1,726) 
1,524 (1.517 10 1.531) 
0.95 (0,922 10 0,98) 
0,528 (0,514 to 0.542) 
1.579 (1.507 to 1,654) 
1.641 (1.538 to 1.751)

Time 8

1.866(1.753 to 1.985) 
1.997(1.895 10 2.105) 
0.406 (0.396 to 0.416)
1.523 (1.505 10 1.542) 
1.591(1.553 to 1.629) 
0.394 (0.365 to 0.424) 
0.631 (0.543 to 0.732) 
0.438 (0.404 to 0.476) 
0.624 (0.553 to 0.705) 
1.956(1.931 to 1.982) 
1.419(1.391 to 1.448) 
0.357 (0.323 to 0.395) 
0.624 (0,576 lo 0.676) 
0.374 (0.36910 0.378) 
0.584 (0.546 to 0.625) 
0.51 (0.485 to 0.536) 
0.359 (0.339 to 0.38) 
0.732(0,7! to 0,755) 
0.431 (0,416 to 0,447) 
0,713(0,601 to 0,846) 
0.487 (0,448 to 0,529) 
1,71 (1,589 to 1,839) 
3.58(3.412 to3,757) 
0.673 (0,653 to 0,693) 
2.425 (2,318 to 2,535) 
0.553 (0.492 to 0.622) 
1.569(1.413 to 1.742) 
1.815 (1.574 to 2.093) 
0.367 (0.347 to 0.38X) 
1.907 (1.757 to 2.07) 
0.415 (0.407 to 0.424) 
1.949 (1.926 to 1.972) 
9.662 (9.236 to 10.11) 
0.817 (0.773 to 0.863) 
1.752(1.571 to 1.955) 
1.418 (1.373 to 1.464) 
1.928 (1.914 to 1.942) 
0.679 (0.669 to 0.689) 
0.516 (0.479 to 0.556) 
0.521 (0.515 to 0.527) 
2.233 (2.179 to 2.288) 
0.488 (0.482 to 0.494) 
4.067(3.991 to 4.144) 
0.731 (0.693 to 0.771) 
1.083 (0.953 to 1.231)
2.524 (2.439 to 2.612) 
3.128(3.083 to3.173) 
1.911 (1.909to 1.914) 
0.466 (0.449 to 0.483) 
0..M7 (0.5 to 0..598) 
1.935 (1.713to2.185) 
0.673 (0.638 to 0.711) 
0.606 (0.568 to 0.647) 
2.644 (2.607 to 2.681) 
4.452 (4.147 to 4.78) 
2.027 (1.986 to 2.068) 
2,27(2.172 to 2.371) 
1,931 (1.812 to 2.059) 
0,492 (0,463 to 0.522) 
1.726(1.724 to 1.727) 
0.508 (0.483 to 0.533) 
1.736 (1.672 to 1.802) 
0.858 (0.817 to 0.902) 
1.651 (1.583 to 1.722) 
1.938(1.914 w l.% 2) 
1.876 (1.765 to 1.995) 
0.405 (0.354 to 0.463) 
0.201 (0.179 to 0.226) 
1.948 (1.945 to 1.951) 
2.4,56 (2.333 to 2.586)

Time 12

2 )

Time 24

2.891(2.873 to 2.91) 
1.898(1.886 to 1.91) 
0.124 (0 .115to0.133) 
2.02 (1.932 to 2.112) 
1.377 (1.339 to 1.416) 
0 .133(0 .0% 9to0.183) 
0.0132 (0.0106 to 0.0165) 
0.131 (0.121 toO.142)
0.106 (0.104 to 0.109) 
2.359 (2.117 to 2.629) 
1.742(1.548 to l .% 1 )  
0.131 (0.0828 to 0.209) 
0.273 (0.264 to 0.282) 
0.205 (0.154 to 0.273) 
0.332 (0.303 to 0,363) 
0.0646 (0.0244 to 0.171) 
0.132 (0,127 to 0,136) 
0,299 (0,253 to 0.353) 
0.292 (0.267 to 0 .3 19) 
0.145 (0.133 to 0.158) 
0.0759(0.0491 to 0.117) 
3.147 (3.079 to 3.217) 
4.47 (4,444 to 4.497) 
0.398(0.341 to 0.464) 
1.299 (1,263 to 1.335) 
0.24 (0.223 to 0.258) 
2 .1 2 (1 0 6 to 2 .1 8 l)
1.845 (1.84 to 1.85) 
0.0523 (0.0481 to 0.057) 
1 .689(1.66to 1.718) 
0.222(0.201 to 0.244) 
1.924 (1.767 to2.096) 
17.88 (17.79 to 17.96) 
0.125 (0,0964 to 0.162)
1 439(1.382 to 1,498) 
1,313(1,309 to 1,316) 
1,421 (1,241 to 1,628) 
0,246(0,194 toO ,3l) 
0,047 (0,0295 to 0,0749) 
0,31 (0,3 to 0,321)
I <)08( 1,756 to 2,074) 
0,303 (0.287 to 0.32)
1.521 (1.505 to 1.538)
0.118 (0.0825 to 0.168) 
2.059 (1.86 to 2.28)
1.772 (1.746 to 1.799) 
4,265 (3.912 to 4.65) 
1.855 (1.822 to 1,889) 
0.1%  (0,184 to 0,209) 
0,0297 (0,0273 to 0,0324) 
2.511 (2.459 to 2.565) 
0.329(0.321 to 0.337) 
0.0338 (0,0211 to 0.0542) 
1.982(1.826 to 2,151) 
2 ,1 3 4(I,29 4 to 3 ,5 2 l) 
2,328 (2,284 to 2,372) 
1,68 (1.505 to 1.875) 
2.956 (2.89 to 3.024) 
0.346(0.342 to 0.35) 
1.275 (1.188 to 1.369) 
0.231 (0.193 to 0.275) 
1.582 (1.484 to 1.687) 
0.203 (0.198 to 0.209) 
5.285 (5.084 to 5.493) 
2.956(2.944 to2 .% 8) 
1.936(1.903 to 1.97) 
0.107 (0.0758 to 0.151) 
0.0547 (0.0491 to 0,0609) 
1.8 (1.787 to 1.814)
2.497 (2.487 to 2.507)

4.25:- Tabular depiction o f  the gene inductions/repressions shared by both cell lines as defined by 
iscriptomic experimentation. From left to right are the Systematic name from affymetrix (System ), Genbank  
ntifier (Genbank), Chrom osom al location (Chrom), C om m on name (C om m on) fo l low ed  by colorimetric  
action o f  gene expression alterations (Blue indicates low  expression through to red for high expression) and 
relevant normalised log fold values for each time point.



regulated by DCA in both HET-IA and SKGT4 cells (Kang et a l, 2003). Many of the 

common carcinogenic bile acids such as DCA have been shown to induce DNA 

hypomethylation in animal models o f cancer. The down-regulation of UHRFl or 

ICBP90, a member o f the histone deacetylatyion complex, by DCA in oesophageal cells 

may be a mechanism through which the cancer cells may aberrantly repress genes o f a 

required function i.e. tumour suppressor (Unoki et al., 2004).

4.3.S.3.2 HET-IA Specific Transcript Inductions

Among the gene inductions and repressions identified as specific to the HET-IA normal 

squamous oesophageal cell line are many transcription factors, potential biomarkers 

chemokine receptors and hormones. One such potential biomarker is the gene pituitary 

homeobox 1 (PITXl) which is down-regulated specifically in the HET-IA cell line and 

not in the SKGT4 cell line (Fig. 4.23). Indeed, PITXl is expressed to a reasonable degree 

in resting HET-IA cells but is beneath the detection threshold o f the array 

experimentation in resting SKGT4 cells. PITXl, also known as backfoot (BFT) has been 

used as an informative marker of oesophageal adenocarcinoma progression. It is present 

in the normal oesophageal epithelium but is subsequently down-regulated in BO and 

again is further suppressed in the subsequent adenocarcinoma (Brabender et al., 2004).

Another family o f homeobox genes suppressed specifically in the HET-IA cells by DCA 

is the HOX family o f transcription factors namely H0XA5 and H0XA13. This family o f 

transcription factors were first discovered in Drosophila where they control axial and 

appendicular patterning and organogenesis. It has also been noted over the years that 

HOX genes are commonly lost in carcinogenesis and can control the activation of 

important tumour suppressor genes such as p53 (Knosp et al., 2004; Abbott et a l, 2005; 

Grier et al., 2005). Their suppression by DCA in the HET-IA cell line in conjunction 

with the other development related genes identified supports the hypothesis o f 

dedifferentiation from squamous to intestinal metaplasia to adenocarcinoma (Fig. 4.23).

Chronic inflammatory conditions such as oesophagitis from which the specialized 

intestinal metaplasia known as BO arises is characterised by the presence o f 

inflammatory mediators such as cytokines and macrophages. Indeed, many neoplasia’s 

such as prostate cancer and Crohn’s disease are characterised by the presence o f chronic
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inflammatory stages and the modulation of that inflammatory phenotype to allow cancer 

immune evasion (van der Woude et ai, 2004). Chemokine (C-X-C motif) ligand 

14(CXCL14) is a member of the cytokine family of secretory immunoregulatory 

proteins. Although the functions attributed to CXCL14 are many, the loss of this protein 

in tumours has been shown to facilitate neo-vascularisation (Schwarze et ai, 2005) and 

possibly contribute to immunologic escape (Hromas et al, 1999; Shellenberger et al, 

2004; Shurin et ai, 2005). Down-regulation o f CXCL14 by DCA in the HET-IA cell line 

in conjunction with its loss of expression in resting SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells 

demonstrates that this family of signalling molecules may be important in the immune 

evasion of oesophageal malignancy (Fig. 4.23).

4.3.S.3.3 SKGT4 Specific Transcript Inductions

Of note in the list of DCA responsive genes in SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells is the key 

enzyme in prostaglandin biosynthesis prostaglandin-endoperoxide synthase 2 (PTGS2) or 

cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2) (Fig. 4.24). This protein synthesises prostaglandins involved 

in inflammation and mitogenesis and is commonly deregulated in many epithelial 

tumours including oesophageal adenocarcinoma where it can promote survival and 

metastasis (Shirvani et al, 2000; Konturek et ai, 2004; von Rahden et al, 2005). In 

gastric cancer pathogenesis, 5' CpG islands in the promoter region of C0X2 are 

demethylated allowing aberrant functional expression (Hur et al., 2003). Induction of 

COX2 by DCA only in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells indicates a loss of normal 

signalling in this pathway possibly through demethylation of the promoter region in 

combination with induction of NF-A'B and AP-1. Interleukin 11 (IL-11) is a potent 

inhibitor of the activation of gastric mucosal macrophages and T cells and inhibits the 

production of IL-1, TNF-a, and other pro-inflammatory cytokines (Trepicchio et al, 

1997; Howlett et al, 2005). Induction of IL-11, an anti-inflammatory cytokine (Bamba et 

al, 2003), by DCA in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells again adds to methods employed 

by cancer cells to evade immune detection (Fig. 4.24).

Endothelial cell-specific molecule 1 (ESMl) as the name suggests was originally 

discovered as an endothelial-specific secretory protein. To date it has been shown to play 

an important role in blood vessel formation thus providing new insight into angiogenesis 

and to block leukocyte emigration from the blood into the tissues through the inhibition of
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LFA-l/ICAM-1 binding (Bechard et a i, 2001; Aitkenhead et a l, 2002). The ability of 

DC A to induce ESM l transcript in oesophageal adenocarcinoma cells reaffirms the 

tumour promoting abilities o f this toxic bile acid (Fig. 4.24).

4.3.9 Validation of Gene Inductions from Transcriptomic Experiments

From the gene lists generated through transcriptomic experimentation, a number o f genes 

were chosen for gene expression validation analysis. Three response categories were 

devised, based on the comparison of gene expression response levels to DCA stimulation 

between the HET-IA and SKGT4 cells. The genes DDIT3, VEGF, SUIl, LATS2, KLF4, 

GDF15, MAFF, LIF and IL-6 were chosen as responses to DCA shared by both cell lines. 

Transcripts chosen to represent SKGT4 specific responses were DNAJB9, UHRFl, 

COX-2, IL-IB, IL-IA  and ESM l. Finally, CXCL14, TRIB3, H0XA5 and H0XA13 were 

selected as gene expression responses representative o f HET-IA cell line. DCA 

stimulation was performed as outlined previously and gene expression was assessed by
O 0

relative real-time RT-PCR. Fold changes were calculated with the Ct method as 

described in the materials and methods section. Upon validation o f gene expression some 

interesting differences were observed from what was previously hypothesised, which 

allowed the re-classification o f some genes on the shared induction list as HET-IA 

related gene inductions (Fig. 4.26). The genes HOXA5 and H0XA13, originally 

identified as HET-IA specific, were found to be induced by DCA in both cell lines hence 

their inclusion as shared gene inductions (Fig. 4.27). LIF, IL-6, MAFF and GDF15 

transcripts were induced in both cell lines, but the differing induction levels observed 

again warranted them to be classed as HET-IA related gene inductions (Fig. 4.26). The 

SKGT4 specific gene inductions (Fig. 4.28) all occurred as predicted except for UHRFl, 

which was originally identified as a shared transcriptional response (Fig. 4.25).

4.3.10 Common Promoter Resident Elements Identified in DCA-induced gene 

Expression Clusters.

Comparative transcription factor analysis as applied in chapter 3 is an invaluable tool in 

the dissection o f molecular relationships between the genes in a transcriptomic 

experiment. Regulation o f Gene expression cannot be fully understood without a 

thorough depiction of the transcription factors induced by a particular stimulus. Many 

novel techniques such as siRNA technology, chromatin immunoprecipitation (CHIP) and
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Fig 4.26:- Relative real-time RT-PCR validation of HET-IA  specific gene expression. 
LIF, MAFF, CXCL14, GDF15, TR1B3 and IL-6 genes were chosen for validation from 
the SKGT4 specific transcriptomic gene list based on the level of fold change observed 
and were subsequently validated in triplicate real-time RT-PCR experiments using the 
"^^Ct method with GAPDH as the denominator gene and resting SKGT4 cells as the 
calibrating sample.
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P"ig 4.27:- Relative real-time R T-PCR  validation of gene expressions shared by both cell 
lines. DDIT3, VEGF, EIFI ,  LATS2 and KLF4 genes were chosen for validation from the 
SK G T 4 specific transcriptomic gene list based on the level o f  fold change  observed and
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were subsequently  validated in triplicate real-time R T-PCR  experim ents using the Ct 
method with GAPDFI as the denom inator gene and resting SK G T 4 cells as the calibrating 
sample.
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Fig 4.28 - Relative real-time RT-PCR validation of SKGT4 specific gene expression. 
DNAJB9 (HSP40 homologe). U R N H Fl, COX-2, IL-lp, IL - la  and ESM l genes were 
chosen for validation from the SKGT4 specific transcriptomic gene list based on the level 
of fold change observed and were subsequently validated in triplicate real-time RT-PCR 
experiments using the '^^Ct method with GAPDH as the denominator gene and resting 
SKGT4 cells as the calibrating sample.



regional promoter reporter assays have recently allowed researchers to specifically 

pinpoint promoter regions and particular transcription factors regulating the expression o f 

a diverse range o f genes. Indeed, the combination o f CHIP and microarray technology 

allows the possibility o f identifying promoter regions capable o f binding a particular 

transcription factor. The lack o f technology for large scale functional genomic element 

mapping has supported the development of novel methods for the bioinformatics analysis 

of cis-acting elements and their impact on transcriptional regulation.

Transcriptional control o f a particular gene can be said to be regulated by distinct sets o f 

transcription factors and related proteins working in co-ordination through transcription 

factor binding sites (TFBS) to alter gene expression. Genes that share an expression 

pattern upon stimulation can be considered to be co-regulated by similar sets o f 

transcription factors acting in a co-ordinate manner. Comparative TFBS analysis 

identifies the transcriptional cis-acting elements co-ordinately regulating gene expression 

in a number of genes that share a co-regulated pattern of expression.

Gene expression clusters for comparative TFBS analysis were derived by hierarchical 

clustering o f three data sets; Shared transcriptional responses, HET-1A specific responses 

and SKGT4 specific responses. Promoter regions -1500 bp upstream of the predicted 

transcription start site were obtained using the human Genome Browser 

(http://genome.ucsc.edu/) for genes residing in each gene expression clusters o f interest. 

Comparative TFBS analysis o f the promoter regions o f genes within each gene 

expression clusters was performed using Matlnspector promoter inspection software with 

vertebrate matrices and an increased matrix threshold o f +0.01. Flow charts for the 

comparative promoter analysis were generated, begirming with the hierarchical tree o f 

selected gene expression profiles, followed by graphs o f the individual subsets o f profiles 

chosen for analysis detailing the similarity in the profiles separated in this method (Fig. 

4.29, 4.30 and 4.31).

The shared transcriptional responses (Fig. 4.29) were hierarchically clustered after which 

3-gene expression clusters were chosen based on the different expression profiles and the 

presence o f validated genes. Cluster 1 contains genes such as GDF15, ATF3 and EGRl 

whose expression rapidly increases from low basal levels upon DCA stimulation. Genes
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Fig 4.29:- Comparative transcription factor binding site analysis of shared gene 
expression clusters. (A) Separation of gene induction/repression profiles shared by both 
oesophageal cell lines using hierarchical clustering. From this separation 3 gene 
expression clusters were chosen for TFBS analysis. (B)The resultant groups contain 
genes with similar expression profiles in response to DCA which is indicative of co
regulation (C) Promoter regions, 1500 bp upstream of the transcription start site, were 
obtained for the genes listed. (D) TFBS analysis reveals sites specific for each gene 
expression cluster in comparison to each other and a control cluster of non-changing 
genes. (E) TFBSs common to all clusters in comparison to the non-changing control gene 
expression cluster. The promoter analysis was performed using a high matrix/core value 
with an increased threshold of +0.01 matrix value.
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Fig 4.30:- Comparative transcription factor binding site analysis of HET-1A specific gene 
expression clusters. (A) Separation of gene induction/repression profiles specific to the 
HET-1 A oesophageal cell line using hierarchical clustering. From this separation 3 gene 
expression clusters were chosen for TFBS analysis. (B)The resultant groups contain 
genes with similar expression profiles in response to DCA indicating co-regulation which 
is indicative of co-regulation. (C) Promoter regions, 1500 bp upstream of the 
transcription start site, were obtained for the genes listed. (D) T r e S  analysis reveals sites 
specific for each gene expression cluster in comparison to each other and a control cluster 
of non-changing genes. (E) Details the TFBSs shared by both cluster 2 and 3 in 
comparison to cluster 1 and the control cluster set. The promoter analysis was performed 
using a high matrix/core value with an increased threshold of -i-O.Ol matrix value. TFBS 
marked in red indicates a putative regulatory inference network.
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Fig 4.31:- Comparative transcription factor binding site analysis of SKGT4 specific gene 
expression clusters. (A) Separation of gene induction/repression profiles shared by both 
oesophageal cell lines using hierarchical clustering. From this separation 3 gene 
expression clusters were chosen for TFBS analysis. (B)The resultant groups contain 
genes with similar expression profiles in response to DCA which is indicative of co
regulation (C) Promoter regions, 1500 bp upstream of the transcription start site, were 
obtained for the genes listed. (D) TFBS analysis reveals sites specific for each gene 
expression cluster in comparison to each other and a control cluster of non-changing 
genes. (E) TFBSs common to all clusters in comparison to the non-changing control gene 
expression cluster. The promoter analysis was performed using a high matrix/core value 
with an increased threshold of -i-O.Ol matrix value.



such as NR4A2, F0SL2 and DUSPl are members o f the second cluster, which are 

induced in by DCA exposure to a greater extent then the genes residing in cluster 1. 

Finally, Cluster 3 genes which are repressed by DCA exposure contain such transcripts as 

CDK5, NADSYNl and GAS2L1. Promoter regions o f the genes residing in the three 

clusters were examined for putative TFBSs that may co-ordinately regulate gene 

expression. A fourth cluster o f non-changing genes was also used in the promoter 

analysis as an internal control for randomly occurring transcription factor binding sites. 

This analysis identified TFBSs specific for each individual cluster when compared to 

each other (Fig. 4.29 D) and TFBSs common to all clusters when compared to the control 

non-changing cluster (Fig. 4.29 E). TFBSs such as EGRF were common to all o f the 

clusters analysed and were not random occurrences, as this site did not occur in the 

control cluster. However, important TFBSs such as the O C T l/ POU2F1 (Octamer 

binding domain 1) transcription factor and RXRF (Retinoic X Receptor family) were 

specific to promoter regions from genes in cluster 1.

Transcriptional responses specific to the HET-IA cell were hierarchically clustered to 

gain separation of the gene expression profile for subsequent comparative TFBS analysis. 

In a similar manner to the previous analysis, a flow chart for the comparative promoter 

analysis was generated showing the three separate gene expression clusters used (Fig. 

4.30). Cluster 1 of the HET-IA specific data set contains a number o f important genes 

such as the previously described TRIB3 and the RAR-related orphan receptor A (RORA) 

whose expression is immediately affected by exposure to DCA in the HET-IA cells. 

Genes such as FOS, NFKBIB and the nuclear orphan receptor NR4A1 are some o f the 

members o f cluster 2 whose expression is induced by DCA exposure. Cluster 3 contains 

genes as chloride intracellular channel 3 (CL1C3), prostaglandin E receptor 2 (subtype 

EP2) (PTGER2) and the previously validated CXCL14 which become down-regulated 

over the time course of DCA exposure. Comparative TFBS analysis again identified sites 

specific for each gene expression clusters in comparison with each other and the non

changing control cluster (Fig. 4.30 D). Sites shared by both Cluster 2 and 3 are also 

detailed (Fig. 4.30 E) in order to highlight a potential regulatory network between the 

RORA gene and TFBS highlighted in red. The RORA transcription factor is a member of 

the first gene expression cluster whose expression can be up-regulated by exposure to 

DCA specifically in the HET-IA squamous oesophageal cells. Subsequent to its
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induction and translation, RORA is shuttled to the nucleus where it may regulate gene 

transcription through the RORA TFBS present in the promoter region. The identification 

of RORA binding site in the promoters o f genes within clusters 2 and 3 is indicative o f a 

putative regulatory network involving this transcription factor in HET-IA oesophageal 

cells.

Transcriptional responses specific to the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells were also 

subjected to hierarchical clustering prior to comparative TFBS analysis (Fig. 4.31 A). 

The comparative promoter analysis identified both TFBSs specific (Fig. 4.31 D) and 

common (Fig. 4.31 E) to each cluster but no regulatory module was identified within this 

set o f factors. The first gene expression cluster contains transcriptional responses specific 

to the SKGT4 cell line such as IL -la , IL-lfi and LDLR, which upon TFBS analysis 

appear to be regulated by such promoter elements as AP4R, FAST and M Y Tl. Promoter 

elements such as the EBOX, which allow binding o f the MYC family o f transcription 

factors, appear to regulate the transcription o f genes in cluster 2 containing such 

transcripts as THBD, IL -lR Ll and PRSS3 for example.

4.4 DISCUSSION

Increasing evidence has been accumulated for the involvement of bile acids in the 

pathogenesis o f BO and oesophageal adenocarcinoma (Dixon et al ,  2001; Tselepis et al„ 

2003; Stamp 2006). The inability o f acid suppressive therapy to halt the rates of 

progression to oesophageal adenocarcinoma has indicated the potential involvement of 

other gastric factors such as refluxed bile. The most prevalent bile acid identified in the 

reflux o f Barrett’s patients is the secondary bile acid DCA whose concentration can be up 

to 800 |iM (Nehra et al., 1999). Secondary bile acids, particularly DCA, have been 

implicated in the development o f colon cancer growth and progression (Narisawa et al ,  

1974; Reddy et al,  1974). Long term culture o f colonic cells in DCA has been shown to 

select for apoptotic resistant phenotypes, a phenotype common to the development o f BO 

(Narisawa et al,  1974; Reddy et al,  1974; Crowley-Weber et al,  2002; Dvorakova et al,  

2005). Therefore, understanding the contribution o f DCA-induced gene expression to 

oesophageal carcinogenesis is o f vital importance to the development o f more efficient 

therapies.
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This study represents the first such study of global gene expression induced by the 

secondary bile acid, DCA, in oesophageal cells. This study demonstrated the ability of 

DCA to induce gene transcription of IL-8 and ATF3 independent of bile acid solubility, 

which may indicate that bile acid may be just as potent when precipitated in gastric acid. 

Cytokine profiling revealed differential inflammatory patterns that may provide some 

protection to tumour cells from immune surveillance. The design of the experiments 

presented allowed for the identification of oesophageal cell lineage specific gene 

inductions differentially regulated by DCA. The deregulated pathways identified may 

provide numerous advantages to malignant oesophageal cells; thus, further functional 

analysis of these genes will shed light on the pathogenesis of DCA in oesophageal cancer.

The induction of IL-8 by DCA is indicative of the activation of both NF-A'B and AP-1, 

previously demonstrated to be activated by bile acids (Zhang et al, 1998; Abdel-Latif et 

ai, 2004a; Jenkins et al, 2004; Muhlbauer et al, 2004). A subject of much debate 

surrounding bile acids signalling is their hydrophobicity and how it relates to signalling 

capacity. In the refluxate of Barrett’s patients without acid suppression therapy, the bile 

acids upon duodenal reflux are mixed with gastric juices of very low pH. The exposure of 

bile acids to pH less than pH 5 leads to precipitation. The effect of precipitation on the 

ability of bile acids to induce gene transcription has not been previously assessed. Early 

experiments in this chapter demonstrated that DCA could induce IL-8 transcription and 

that this induction was not dependant on bile acid solubility or solvent, as precipitated 

DCA still retained the ability to affect gene transcription. This is the first such report of 

precipitated bile acid signalling, representative of the bile that may be observed in early 

untreated reflux disease. This induction was not specific to IL-8 as the same transcript 

induction profile was observed for ATF3.

Recent findings have demonstrated constitutive activation of NF-kB in over 60% of BO 

and in 80% of oesophageal adenocarcinomas. In the same study ELISA profiling showed 

increased secretion of IL-8 and IL-IB in a stepwise fashion through the oesophageal M- 

D-A sequence (Abdel-Latif et al, 2004a; O'Riordan et al, 2005). The ability of DCA to 

induce IL-8 gene expression was tested in two cell lines representative of either end of the 

dysplastic process. While IL-8 transcript was inducible in both cell lines by DCA, resting 

SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells displayed transcript expression levels 45 times greater than
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resting HET-IA squamous oesophageal cells, which may allude to differences in the 

levels of NF-/:B activity consistent with the in vivo situation. Differential IL-8 secretion, 

among others, was also observed in the cytokine profiling performed on both cell lines 

under resting conditions and upon DCA exposure.

The development of BO and subsequent adenocarcinoma is characterised by a number of 

phenotypic and genotypic alterations. To date various methods such as histopathology of 

common markers and comparative genomic hybridisation (CGH) have been employed to 

track various cytogenetic alterations in the progression of oesophageal malignancy. 

However, the contribution of genetic, epigenetic and cytogenetic alterations required for 

tumour survival to carcinogen signalling has not been extensively studied. Here the 

tumour promoting bile acid, DCA, was the selected carcinogen chosen to reveal 

differential gene regulation between normal cellular signalling and aberrant signalling of 

adenocarcinoma cells. Given that BO and resultant adenocarcinoma display differential 

cytokine expression from normal squamous epithelial cells (Fitzgerald et a l, 2002; 

Dvorakova et al., 2004; Konturek et a l, 2004; O'Riordan et a l, 2005), cytokine profiling 

was employed to identify potential differences in the responses to DCA between the two 

cell lines HET-IA and SKGT4. Analysis of the resting levels of cytokine secretion 

revealed that SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells secreted higher quantities of IL-8 and VEGF 

than the HET-IA squamous cells. Constitutive IL-8 secretion as stated earlier is most 

likely reflective of over-active NF-A'B signalling. Increased VEGF levels are also 

common in cancer cells leading to increased angiogenesis and metastasis and may in part 

be due to increased COX-2 activity. The up-regulation of VEGF by DCA in both cell 

lines may have some contribution to the malignant process as VEGF is commonly over

expressed in OAC (von Rahden et a l, 2005), although VEGF levels are not constitutively 

expressed in BO.

Upon validation of gene expression some interesting differences were observed. Both IL- 

la and IL-IB were specific to the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cell line, as found in previous 

cytokine profiling (Fig. 4.9A and Fig. 4.9B). ESMl was confirmed as a gene induction 

specific to the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells and may provide tumour cells with a method 

of attracting blood supply through the process of angiogenesis (Fig. 4.28). The induction 

of PTGS2/COX2 primarily in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells is indicative of pro-
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Fig  4 .32;- Schematic depiction o f TRIB3 inhibitory targets. The transcription factors AP- 
I and NF-A'B co-ordinately regulate the transcription o f a multitude o f genes such as IL-8, 
COX-2. lAB and the newly identified TRIB3 (also known as TRB3. SINK, NIPK and 
tribbles) in response to particular stimuli. In this case the diagram describes some o f the 
pathways activated upon bile acid exposure such as MAPK, NF-kB and PI-3-K. The 
TRIB3 protein has been shown play the role o f a signalling damper through the inhibition 
of a variety o f M APK family members resulting in the inhibition o f AP-1 activation. 
TRIB3 has also been observed to inhibit the NF-A:B-dependant transcription through 
interaction with the p65 subunit. The survival factor Akt/PKB is also an inhibitory target 
o f TR1B3 where it contributes to insulin resistance o f liver cells. Loss o f TRIB3 gene 
may lead to overactive unchecked signalling in a through a number o f major pathways.



survival signalling provided by a deregulated NF-/:B signalling pathway (Fig. 4.28). This 

deregulation is a common occurrence in oesophageal malignancy where NF-A:B is 

constitutively active in BO and in over 80% of related adenocarcinomas (Bechard et al, 

2001; Aitkenhead et al,  2002). An early event in the development of malignancy is a 

reduction in the level of DNA methylation, which is a method of gene expression 

silencing normally used to control some tissue specific and tumour suppressor genes. 

Previous studies of colon carcinogenesis have demonstrated the ability of DCA to induce 

hypo-methylation in the colon of male rats. UHRFl, also known as ICBP90 is a 

transcription factor which controls a number of genes by epigenetic regulation through 

interaction with members of the histone de-acetylation complex (HDAC). It has been 

previously suggested that over expression of this gene in breast cancers may inhibit 

tumour suppressor genes, but down-regulation of UHRFl by DCA specifically in the 

SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cell line may also allow for hypo-methylation and epigenetic 

deregulation of many other potential survival factors in tumour cells (Fig. 4.28) (Abbady 

et al, 2003; Mousli et al, 2003; Jeanblanc et al, 2005).

An important factor in the survival of tumour cells in any organ of the body is their 

inherent ability for immune escape and indeed is becoming closely regarded as one of the 

primary check points in carcinogenesis. It is apparent from the gene lists generated in 

these experiments that inflammatory/immune responses play a vital role in the response 

to exogenous stimuli such as the potential carcinogens, DCA. An important family of 

inflammatory mediators are the CXC (Cys-X-Cys) subfamily of cytokines whose 

members include IL-8, MIP-2, KC and the newly identified CXCL14 also known as 

BRAK. The down-regulation of CXCL14 by DCA specifically in the HET-IA normal 

squamous oesophageal cells and its apparent absence in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells 

may be of pivotal importance in oesophageal carcinogenesis (Fig. 4.26). This gene was 

originally identified as a cytokine specifically inhibited in various tumours with 

involvements in both chemotaxis and inhibition of both tumour growth and angiogenesis 

(Schweitzer et al, 1986; Shellenberger et al, 2004; Schwarze et al., 2005). To date no 

effector molecules or stimulants have been shown to affect the expression level of 

CXCL14 and the ability of DCA to repress CXCL14 represents the first report of any 

such effect. The exact contribution of DCA-mediated CXCL14 loss in cancer cells to 

oesophageal cancer progression is unknown but will be of intense scrutiny in the future.
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Feedback regulation is an important part of many signalling pathways and the NF-Â B 

transcription factor pathway of activation is no exception, with a family of inhibitory 

protein kinases called IKappaB (lA'B). This family exerts its inhibitory effects largely 

through the control over the cellular location of the NF-A:B transcription factor and has 

numerous isoforms: IA:B-a, IA:B-B, lA'B-? and IA:B-? (Perkins 2000). Various cytokines and 

other stimulants have been shown to activate the NF-/rB pathway through receptor 

activation followed by activation of various upstream kinases (Perkins 2000; Viatour et 

ai, 2005). Following activation of upstream kinases the inhibitory proteins lA’Bs are 

phosphorylated and subsequently degraded allowing formation of NF-Â B complex, 

translocation to the nucleus and activation of DNA binding. At this point, the 

transcription factor complex may control gene expression of many inflammatory 

mediators and survival genes. Among the gene products expressed upon NF-AB activation 

are the lA'B kinase inhibitory proteins that may now reassert their inhibition of NF-/:B 

constituting a feed-back loop. Tribbles homolog 3 (TRIB3) originally identified in 

Drosophila (also known as TRB3, SINK and tribbles) is a protein located in both the 

nucleus and cytoplasm regulated by the transcription factor NF-A'B (Wu et ai, 2003). It 

has recently been shown to form a feed-back loop at the level of NF-AB transcriptional 

control inhibiting the ability of this transcription factor to elicit effects on gene expression 

(Fig. 4.32) (Wu et ai, 2003). In this study TRIB3 gene expression was induced 

specifically in the HET-IA squamous oesophageal cell line and appeared to be 

completely absent in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells (Fig. 4.26). As the development 

of BO and over 60% of oesophageal adenocarcinomas is associated with constitutive 

activation of NF-A'B, the deregulation of a feed-back loop provided by TRIB3 in this 

pathway may be of vital importance to oesophageal carcinogenesis.

A number of inflammatory molecules such as IL-8 and C0X2, known to be over

expressed in BO and OAC and now observed to be induced by DCA, can be co-regulated 

by such transcription factors as NF-A:B and AP-1 (Zhang et ai, 1998; Abdel-Latif et ai, 

2004a; Jenkins et ai, 2004; Muhlbauer et al., 2004). Recent work by Kiss-Toth et al 

(2004) has demonstrated the central role that tribbles family members such as TRIB3 play 

in MAPK signalling and subsequent activation of the AP-1 transcription factor (Kiss-Toth 

et ai, 2004). This factor plays a vital role in a variety of cellular functions including
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stress response, inflammation, proliferation and apoptosis. TRIB3 has also been observed 

to inhibit NF-A:B dependant transcription and Akt/PKB activation ultimately placing it as 

an important signalling damper central to the correct resolution o f signalling cascades 

through feedback regulation (Fig. 4.32) (Du et al,  2003; Koo et al,  2004). The loss of 

TRIB3 induction by DCA-exposed SKGT4 oesophageal adenocarcinoma cells may 

contribute to the over-expression o f IL-8 and C0X 2 induction observed in these cells 

through a lack of the required resolution o f signalling cascade activation (Fig. 4.32).

The homeobox (HOX) gene family o f transcription factors are spatially and temporally 

regulated during embryonic development (Knosp et al ,  2004). Members o f this family 

may regulate gene expression, morphogenesis, and differentiation hence their 

deregulation in certain types o f cancer (Wang et al,  2001). The tumour suppressor gene 

p53 has been demonstrated to be under the control of H0XA5 (Raman et al,  2000; Chen 

et al,  2005), thus the dow'n-regulation o f this gene by DCA may be o f interest in 

oesophageal carcinogenesis. HOXA5 and H0XA13 were both originally identified as 

HET-IA specific transcript inductions but upon validation they were observed to be 

down-regulated in both cell lines. This does not preclude to their potential involvement in 

carcinogenesis (Fig. 4.27).

A number o f genes such as MAFF, LIF, IL-6 and GDF15 were identified as shared gene 

expression responses, but with some important differences that allowed their re

classification as HET-IA related gene inductions (Fig. 4.26). Real-time RT-PCR analysis 

revealed that both cell lines expressed these genes but to very different degrees. IL-6 

transcript for example, was induced -450  times greater than resting HET-IA cells, but 

only -2 0  times greater than resting SKGT4 cells (Fig. 4.26). This multifunctional 

inflammatory cytokine may be stress activated (Zampetaki et al ,  2005) or constitutively 

active in some tissue types (Corvinus et al ,  2005); it has also been shown to promote 

prostate and colon cancer cell growth or in some cases promote a more differentiated 

phenotype (Corvinus et al ,  2005; Culig et al,  2005; Tan et al,  2005). The secretion of 

this cytokine has been shown to be increased in BO but no information has yet been 

released in relation to its secretion or expression in oesophageal adenocarcinoma 

(Dvorakova et al ,  2004). No difference in expression o f IL-6 between the two cell lines
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was observed in either the cytokine profiHng, array experimentation or subsequent 

validation. Recently this cytokine has also been shown to inhibit neurally-mediated 

contraction of oesophageal circular muscle in a cat model o f reflux oesophagitis and thus 

may contribute to the development o f the early inflammatory condition and the recurrence 

of reflux symptoms (Cao et a l,  2004; Cheng et a l,  2005b). Up-regulation o f IL-6 is 

commonly accompanied by a concomitant induction of LIF which is a member o f the 

same cytokine family and indeed the same pattern o f induction is observed for LIF under 

DCA stimulation (Fig. 4.26) (Palmqvist et al., 2002; Kurdi et al., 2005). Increased 

invasiveness can be induced upon stimulation with LIF in choriocarcinoma cells through 

activation o f signal transducer and activator o f transcription 3 (STAT3).

GDF15, also known as placental bone morphogenic protein, is a member o f the TGFB 

superfamily and regulates tissue differentiation and maintenance (Baek et al., 2001; 

Fairlie et a l,  2001). This growth factor was induced in both H ET-IA  and SKGT4 cells by 

DCA, but again the levels o f induction were very different thus warranting a re

classification o f GDF15 gene induction as being specific to the H ET-IA  cells (Fig. 4.26). 

PKC, NF-A'B and ATF3, which are all activated by DCA, are important for GDF15 

induction in many cell types and may be the primary method by which this gene is 

expressed (Baek et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2005; Shim et a l,  2005).

The small M af proteins, MafF, MafG, and MafK., possess a leucine zipper (Zip) domain 

that is required for homodimer or heterodimer complex formation with other bZip 

transcription factors (Moran et al., 2002). MAFF is very important in the development of 

oesophageal keratinocytes and has recently been demonstrated to be essential for the 

activation o f antioxidant response element-dependent genes (Motohashi et al., 2004; 

Katsuoka et al., 2005). MAFF gene expression was observed in response to DCA 

exposure a specifically in the HET-IA cell lines.

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) is a potent tumour angiogenic factor in gastric 

carcinogenesis and in many other varieties o f cancer such as hepatocellular carcinoma 

and OAC (Yoshiji et al., 1996; Huang et al., 2004; von Rahden et al., 2005). It can be 

induced by IL-6 through the JAK/STAT pathway (Millauer et a l ,  1993; Plate et al., 

1993; Bohman et al., 2005). The induction of VEGF transcript by DCA in both HET-IA
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and SKGT4 cells is consistent with other reports of VEGF induction in other DCA 

signalling models. VEGF has also been identified previously as a transcriptional target of 

NF-Â B and is commonly over-expressed in Barrett’s tissue (Auvinen et al., 2002; von 

Rahden et al., 2005). Indeed, the cytokine profiling demonstrated that SKGT4 

adenocarcinoma cells secrete higher quantities of VEGF than the HET-IA cells. This 

difference was not observed in the transcriptomic experimentation or subsequent real

time RT-PCR validation. It is therefore likely that VEGF protein secretion is regulated by 

post transcriptional mechanisms or mRNA stability, as discovered in other tumour 

signalling models (lervolino et al, 2002; Avivi et al, 2005; Trisciuoglio et al, 2005).

CCAAT/enhancers binding proteins (C/EBP’s) are a family of leucine zipper 

transcription factors that are critical for the regulation of various aspects of cellular 

differentiation and function in multiple tissues. The family consists of six members: 

C/EBPa, B (NF-IL6), ? (Ig/EBP), d, e and C/EBP homologous protein (CHOP) also 

known as growth arrest and DNA damage inducible 153 (GADDI53) (Hattori et al, 

2001; Hattori et al., 2003). CHOP was originally described as a gene expressed in 

response to genotoxic agents but it has now been demonstrated to also be induced by 

extra-cellular and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress (Oyadomari et al, 2004). DCA has 

previously been shown to induce the transcription of CHOP in other cell types such as 

colonic cell lines but its induction in both oesophageal cell lines HET-IA and SKGT4 is 

the first such description in an oesophageal setting (Fig. 4.27) (Qiao et al, 2000; Qiao et 

al, 2002; Scott et al, 2005). CHOP plays an important part in the induction of IL-6 

through trapping and negatively regulating the NF-IL6 factor which controls IL-6 

transcription (Hattori et al, 2003). TRB3, previously identified as a HET-IA specific 

response to DCA in this study, is a downstream target of the CH0P/ATF4 hetero-dimer 

where it may aid in the development of an apoptotic response (Ohoka et al, 2005). It 

might then be hypothesised that the lack of TRIB3 expression combined with induction of 

CHOP by DCA observed in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells may provide some 

protection from apoptosis in adenocarcinoma cells in addition to the previously 

documented relationship of TRB3 in NF-AB signalling.

Endoplasmic reticulum stress is associated with malfunctions in protein folding hence the 

use of the term unfolded protein response (UPR) signalling. SUIl was first identified by
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low ratio hybridization subtraction in a DNA damage response model alongside many 

members of the GADD family (Sheikh et ai, 1999). This gene shares maximal homology 

to yeast translation initiation factor elF and was co-identified with the human elF, which 

is required for initiation of protein synthesis and may then have quite an important role in 

ER stress and UPR signalling.

The comparative TFBS analysis applied to the DCA-induced transcriptome previously 

used in the low pH gene induction study (Duggan et ai, 2006) application is the first such 

application to the bile acid signalling field. The novel method employed identified 

numerous TFBS specific to each individual cluster of genes and shared between certain 

clusters in comparison to a control sets of genes. The incorporation of the control non

changing genes represents a stringent method for the identification of TFBSs that may 

occur frequently in sequences chosen at random; thus indicating sites that may not be 

specific upon occurrence in promoters of genes affected by particular stimuli. A number 

of the TFBS identified in the analysis have matching transcription factors in the DCA- 

induced transcriptome indicating regulatory networks of transcriptional activation. Such 

factors include EGRl, which may bind EGRF elements common to many of the clusters 

analysed and the MYC transcription factor, which may regulate transcription through the 

EBOX element. Of particular note was the occurrence of a regulatory inference network 

involving the RORA transcription factor present in HET-IA specific transcriptional 

responses. RORA is a member of the NRl subfamily of nuclear hormone receptors 

similar to the NR4A1 and NR4A2 transcription factors outlined in this study. This 

transcription factor was up-regulated upon DCA stimulation specifically in the HET-IA 

oesophageal cells where upon hierarchical clustering it joined a number of other similarly 

expressed genes (Fig. 4.30 B). Analysis of the promoter regions of other gene expression 

clusters affected in the same study identified a regulatory element that may allow RORA 

to bind and control the transcriptions of other gene expression clusters (Fig. 4.30 C and 

D). This transcriptional relationship constitutes a regulatory inference network where 

newly transcribed and translated RORA may regulate further gene transcription through 

its binding element identified to specific to the promoter of other genes in the same 

analysis.
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In conclusion, DCA clearly induces the transcription o f genes with important 

contributions to the oesophageal pathogenesis. Deregulated pathways were identified and 

verified by comparison of the DCA-induced transcriptome o f two oesophageal cell lines 

representing either end of oesophageal cancer pathogenesis. Further functional analysis 

and proteomic studies o f the differentially regulated genes and pathways identified may 

provide further avenues for treatment o f oesophageal adenocarcinoma.
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Chapter V 

General Discussion

5.1 Factors Involved in Oesophageal Carcinogenesis

It is now widely accepted that GORX) is the major factor predisposing patients to the 

development of OAC and has been supported by numerous epidemiological studies 

(Lagergren et ai, 1999b). Factors predisposing to the development of GORD, BO and 

subsequent dysplasia in the heterogeneous population in which it occurs are not fully 

understood. However, a number of studies have linked obesity and high BMI with the 

development of GORD symptoms but have as yet to define their role in the loss of 

sphincter control (Dent et ai, 2005). It has recently been demonstrated that cytokines 

such as IL-6 and IL-IB, induced by refluxed mucosal injur>' in the cat oesophagus can 

contribute to the inhibition of neurally mediated contraction of the oesophageal circular 

muscle (Cao et al, 2004; Cheng et al, 2005b). In this way, the occurrence of reflux- 

induced inflammation (oesophagitis) may contribute to the further development of more 

reflux symptoms. This provides an environment suitable for the subsequent development 

of a genetically unstable metaplasia, BO. The current paradigm for the development of 

oesophageal metaplasia involves the presence and action of carcinogenic agents in the 

refluxate of GORD patients. These agents interact with as yet unidentified genetic factors 

in the predisposition to subsequent development of BO metaplasia and OAC (Jankowski 

et al, 2000; Caygill et ai, 2004).

Recent evidence gained from many animal models combined with other factors has now 

begun to implicate secondary bile acids such DCA in the development of oesophageal 

metaplasia (Nehra et ai, 1999; Dixon et al, 2001; Zhang et al, 2001; Buttar et al, 2002; 

Tselepis et al, 2003; Oyama et ai, 2005; Stamp 2006). Both acid and bile acids are 

genotoxic agents with the potential to induce both genetic/mutation and epi-genetic 

alterations (Jolly et al, 2004). Aberrant exposure of poorly differentiated oesophageal 

cells to these genotoxic and tumour promoting agents is hypothesised to provide a 

microenvironment suitable for both selection of apoptotic resistant cell lineages and 

development of BO metaplasia (Jankowski et al, 2000; Jolly et al, 2004; Dvorakova et 

ai, 2005). While the transcriptional responses observed in both the low pH and bile acid
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studies may not accurately describe the long term effects of continous intermitant 

exposure to these genotoxic agents they are important in describing the signalling 

mechanisms utilised and may provide potential avenues in the development of therapeutic 

agents to block these pathways and prevent the development of Barrett’s metaplasia. 

Indeed, the bile acid study performed in this thesis has utlised a novel appraoch to 

explore the alterations in cellular signalling and cellular memory resulting from the 

carcinogeneic sequence. This approach compared the transcriptional responses of two 

oesophageal cells types, one normal squamous and one oesophageal adenocarcinoma cell 

type, to the genotoxic bile acid DCA which has become increasingly linked with tumour 

promotion in the oesophageal and colonic cells.

5.2 Low pH Induced Gene Induction.

Exposure to acid in GORD is a dynamic process involving natural oesophageal defences 

such as saliva and secreted bicarbonate acting on the multilayered epithelium of the lower 

oesophagus. Dilation of the intercellular space accompanies the development of GORD 

allowing gastric acid to penetrate the epithelium; however, it is likely that the pH values 

reached within the epithelium will be higher than in the oesophageal lumen (pH 4). It is 

also of note that the multilayered oesophageal epithelium differentiates in a gradient 

towards the lumen indicating that the cells at most danger of generating metaplastic 

lineages are deeper within the epithelium. Therefore, studying the involvement of low pH 

in the development of OAC will require the assessment of low pH signalling using a 

variety of low pH models chosen to reflect the heterogeneous nature of epithelial 

exposure to low pH.

The exact mechanisms through which cells sense, regulate and respond to alterations in 

extracellular pH are not well defined, however, a number of downstream effects of low 

pH exposure have been documented in various cell types. The involvement of ion 

channels such as the NaVH"  ̂ exchanger and acid sensing ion channels (ASIC) in low pH 

signalling transduction has been observed in some cell types including oesophageal cells 

(Fitzgerald et al, 1998; Kaur et al, 2002; Mamet et al, 2002; Mamet et al, 2003). Acid- 

induced proliferation has been observed to occur specifically in BO explants and 

adenocarcinoma cell lines but not in normal squamous oesophageal cells indicating the 

proliferative and genetic instability of this lesion (Kaur et al, 2002). This acid-induced
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proliferation may contribute to ability o f BO columnar cells to quickly colonize the 

damaged epithelium. This proliferation has been shown to be mediated in part through 

the Na^/H^ exchanger and dependant on such factors as PKC-e and C0X 2. However, 

both the columnar cell lineage o f BO and subsequent adenocarcinoma originate from 

cells underlying the luminal surface o f the epithelium where exposure to gastric acid is 

buffered by epithelial secretions. This then warrants the study o f low pH signalling of 

greater pH values, reflective o f the multilayered microenvironment in which these cell 

lineages arise. Solid tumour core microenvironments have been shown to mediate locally 

reduced extracellular pH, which in turn is implicated in activation o f solid tumour 

angiogenesis. Xu et al (2002) demonstrated the ability o f low extracellular pH to induce 

the gene transcription and protein expression o f VEGF in glioblastoma cells through the 

ERKl/2 MAPK- AP-1 signalling axis. A similar model was used by Abdel-Latif et al 

(2004) to demonstrate the ability o f low pH to induce the inflammatory transcription 

factor NF-A^B in oesophageal cells. This transcription factor is known to be constitutively 

active in the majority o f BO and OAC samples where it can result in resistance to 

chemotherapy (Abdel-Latif et al., 2004a; Abdel-Latif et al., 2005). Using a similar model 

we demonstrated that in addition to NF-A'B activation, low pH can induce another 

important inflammatory mediator and early response transcription factor, EG R l, in 

oesophageal cells (Duggan et al., 2006). This is the first such report o f low pH-induced 

EGRl transcript and protein expression in any cell type including oesophageal cells. In 

other studies, EGRl expression has been associated with increased cyclin D1 expression 

and progression of oesophageal squamous carcinoma (Wu et a l, 2004). It remains to be 

seen if EGRl gene/protein expression or EG R l- mediated transcriptional regulation is 

altered in the oesophageal M-D-A sequence to adenocarcinoma. The model o f low pH 

exposure used in this study is also similar to other studies documenting the activation of 

the AP-1 transcription factor thus demonstrating the ability of this low pH model to 

induce the activation of a number o f important transcription factors (Xu et al., 2000).

Thus, it appears that a number o f important transcription factors are active at the pH 

ranges used in this low pH signalling model, but as yet, few studies have documented the 

low pH-induced transcriptional responses downstream of these factors in oesophageal 

cells. Therefore, it was decided to assess low pH induced gene expression and regulation 

using transcriptomic and bioinformatic approaches. Affymetrix microarrays were used to
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obtain the low pH-induced transcriptome of oesophageal cells. Subsequent data analysis 

identified the most significant transcriptional responses to low pH, many of which were 

validated by other methods such as western blotting, semi-quantitative RT-PCR and 

relative real-time RT-PCR in a number of oesophageal cell lines (SKGT4, OE-33 and 

HET-IA). This analysis identified a number of important transcription factors induced by 

low pH such as ATF3 and other members of the EGR family such as EGR2, 3 and 4 not 

previously associated with low pH signalling by any other study. Similarly, the growth 

and angiogenesis factors, CTGF and CYR61, are novel low pH-induced transcripts. 

Induction of the cytokine/growth factor VEGF, as observed in other low pH studies, was 

not seen in this model. This may be due to the shorter duration of low pH exposure used 

in this study. However, other inflammatory molecules downstream of NF-A'B activation 

such as PLAUR, IL-8 and C0X2, commonly over-expressed in OAC, were also observed 

in the low pH induced transcriptome (Abdel-Latif et ai, 2004a; Konturek et al, 2004; 

Abdel-Latif et al, 2005; O'Riordan et al, 2005). Low pH signalling models in other cell 

types have also demonstrated similar induction of IL-8 and COX-2 in response to low pH 

exposure (Xu et ai, 2000). Induction of EGR3 and ATF3 transcripts was also observed in 

response to pulsatile exposure to low pH as used in other oesophageal low pH models 

(Morgan et ai, 2004). This indicates the central role that these transcription factors may 

play in the mediation of low pH signalling and warrant further ftinctional assessment in 

oesophageal cells.

Experiments by Kaur et al (2002) demonstrated that acid induced proliferative responses 

in BO explants were mediated in part through the NaVH"  ̂ exchanger. This was found 

through the use of inhibitors of this ion channel known as 5-(A^,7V-dimethyl)-amiloride 

(DMA) and 5-(7V-ethyl-A^-isopropyl)-amiloride (EIPA). Similarly, Sarosi et al (2005) 

demonstrated the activation of the MAPK pathway by intracellular acidification mediated 

through the C17HC03' exchanger. The inclusion of these ion channel inhibitors in fiiture 

studies will allow the assessment of gene induction induced specifically through 

alterations in intracellular pH in comparison to other putative mechanisms such as 

receptor transactivation or protein mal-folding. Additionally, it would also be informative 

to study the transcriptional effects of recurrent incidences of low pH exposure on 

squamous oesophageal cells reflective of the long incubation period required for 

metaplastic development.
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The comparative transcription factor binding site (TFBS) analysis performed in this study 

is the first such application in either a low pH signalling model or and oesophageal 

microarray study (Duggan et a l, 2006). The method used was a novel application of the 

promoter inspection software Matlnspector. This method involved the incorporating of a 

non-changing control cluster of genes included to remove loose fitting TFBSs from the 

analysis. Regulatory networks of inference were subsequently identified using this 

process involving the EGR transcription factors and their respective family of binding 

sites. This is the first such novel application of promoter regulatory inference in an 

oesophageal setting and further dissection of this regulatory network using such 

techniques as chromatin immuno-precipitation (CHIP) will be informative.

5.3 Bile acid induced gene transcription.

Recent reports have begun to implicate bile acids in the development of BO and 

subsequent adenocarcinoma through the use of animal models and analysis or bile reflux 

content (Nehra et a l, 1999; Dixon et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2001; Tselepis et al, 2003; 

Oyama et al., 2005; Stamp 2006). Suppression of gastric acid secretion has been shown 

to result in gastric bacterial overgrowth leading to deconjugation of bile acids and 

increased concentrations of secondary bile acids such as DCA (Theisen et al., 2000). 

Recently Todd et al (2005) demonstrated that normalisation of oesophageal pH does not 

guarantee control of duodenogastro-oesophageal reflux in BO further implicating bile 

acids in the development of malignancy. Additionally, the use of proton pump inhibitors 

has yet to demonstrate any reduction in either disease pathology or epidemiology. Since 

bile acids have long been implicated in the development of colonic tumours, their 

presence in the reflux aspirates of BO patients adds further weight to their involvement in 

oesophageal metaplasia (Nehra et a l, 1999; Dixon et al., 2001). Additionally, a number 

of animal models have demonstrated the ability of bile reflux to induce an incomplete 

oesophageal intestinal type metaplasia similar to human BO (Zhang et al., 2001; Oyama 

et al., 2005). These facts combined with the evidence of bile acids as colon tumour 

promoters has supported the hypothesis that the duodenal components present may 

indeed be of major importance in the development of oesophageal malignancy.
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A significant constituent o f duodenogastro-oesophageal reflux is the secondary bile acid 

DCA, a known colonic tumour promoter (Nehra et al., 1999). Indeed, DCA 

concentrations have been shown to be elevated in patients on a high fat diet thus 

contributing to the link between obesity and development o f oesophageal complications 

(Reddy et al., 1974). Notably, DCA can be considered a true oesophageal carcinogen due 

to its ability to induce DNA damage in oesophageal cells at neutral pH values such as that 

achieved under acid suppressive therapy. This DNA damage was not observed under co

exposure o f cells with low pH, where bile acids may become precipitated, which has 

supported the need to develop methods o f control over duodenogastro-oesophageal reflux 

(Jolly et a l, 2004). DCA has long been associated with colon cancer where it has been 

shown to activate a number o f the transduction cascades in colonic cells using existing 

knowledge o f biochemical pathway composition. However, the advent o f genomic 

technology such as gene expression microarrays has the potential to provide new 

pathways and avenues for bile acid signalling research. Additionally, only one small 

study to date, by Jenkins et al (2004), have analysed DCA-induced gene expression and 

pathway activation in oesophageal cells.

DCA exposure has been documented to induce signalling transduction through a number 

of common pathways such as transduction through EGFR transactivation, MAPK family 

(p38, JNK and MEKK) activation and PKC translocation ultimately resulting in the 

activation o f important transcription factors such as AP-1 and NF-A'B. These transcription 

factors co-ordinately regulate the induction o f such genes as IL-8 and C0X 2, which can 

be induced by exposure to such bile acids as DCA. A recent study conducted by Abdel- 

Latif et al (2004) demonstrated the ability o f DCA to induce NF-A'B DNA binding 

activity in oesophageal cells which has been subsequently supported by other similar 

studies (Abdel-Latif et al., 2004a; Jenkins et al., 2004). The induction o f IL-8 transcript 

in response to DCA exposure, observed in this thesis, has been supported by Jenkins et al 

(2004) who demonstrated its induction to be downstream of NF-/:B activation in the 

oesophageal cell line OE-33. IL-8 gene induction was further analysed in this thesis, 

where it was discovered that it can be induced by DCA independent o f the bile acid 

solubility. This demonstrates the ability o f DCA to elicit a transcriptional response while 

in a precipitated form such as when combined with acidic pH. This induction was not 

limited to NF-kB-mediated gene induction as the transcription factor known as ATF3,
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also novel to this model of DCA signalling, showed a similar response. However, it was 

not known whether some level of DCA solubilisation was achieved without the use of 

solvents. Therefore, subsequent experiments were performed using the DCA salt, which 

requires no solvent to dissolve in hydrophilic aqueous environments, to analyse bile 

exposure on oesophageal cells in isolation.

Previous publications by 0 ‘Riordan et al (2005) demonstrated the production of 

cytokines such as IL-8 and IL-IB by oesophageal cells throughout the M-D-A sequence 

(Abdel-Latif et a l, 2005; O'Riordan et a l, 2005). This work has also been supported by 

other studies implicating the inflammatory gradient in the development of oesophageal 

complications (Fitzgerald et al., 2002). Thus, it was of interest to determine the cytokine 

profile of oesophageal cells exposed to DCA. This was performed on two oesophageal 

cell lines (HET-IA normal squamous cells and SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells) 

representing either end of the oesophageal M-D-A cancer sequence. Some interesting 

differences were observed using these cells. Of note, IL-8 and VEGF were over

expressed by the adenocarcinoma cells in comparison to the normal squamous 

oesophageal cells. Subsequent work using relative real-time RT-PCR demonstrated that 

SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells maintained 50 times more basal IL-8 transcript than the 

HET-IA squamous cells. Additionally, IL-la and IL-IB production was specific to DCA- 

exposed adenocarcinoma cells, which, in addition to the IL-8 data, models the in vivo 

situation. The comparative analysis of carcinogen induced cytokine production between 

normal and adenomatous cell types represents the first such application in oesophageal 

cells.

The expansion of this work was achieved by the inclusion of transcriptomic 

experimentation in the analysis of differential gene induction between squamous and 

adenomatous cells exposed to DCA. This transcriptomic approach was used to reveal 

molecular pathways that may have become deregulated in the M-D-A sequence and may 

further contribute to the development of oesophageal malignancy. This method is of 

particular value in an oesophageal setting where the exact model of development of 

adenocarcinoma from the pre-metaplastic lesion, BO, is not well defined.
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These microarray experiments were analysed using a different mechanism to the previous 

low pH study which utilised a tailored Mann Whitney statistical test to apply 

significance. During these studies it was found that the Welch ANOVA which could be 

operated in the microarray statistical package Genespring was a simpler and more robust 

method to apply significance than the Mann Whitney test which required a number of 

Microsoft Access databases to function and thus was not easily accessed for 

interpretation.

One o f the many interesting differences highlighted by the comparative analysis between 

the two DCA gene induction studies involves the newly described TRIB3 gene, which 

was a transcriptional response specific to the HET-IA squamous oesophageal cells. 

TR1B3 expression was observed at basal levels in the normal squamous oesophageal cells 

where it was further induced upon exposure to DCA. However, TRIB3 expression was 

neither present at basal levels nor inducible by exposure to DCA in the adenomatous 

cells. TRIB3, originally identified in Drosophila (also known as TRB3, SINK, SKIP3, 

NIPK and tribbles) is a protein located in both the nucleus and cytoplasm putatively 

regulated by the transcription factor NF-A'B (Wu et al ,  2003; Kiss-Toth et ai,  2004). A 

number o f  groups have reported interactions between TRIB3 and various signalling 

proteins, including mitogen-activated protein kinase kinases (MAPKKs) (Kiss-Toth et 

ai,  2004), p65/RelA (Wu et al ,  2003), Akt (Du et ai ,  2003; Koo et al ,  2004) and 

activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4) (Ord and Ord 2003).

Recent work by Kiss-Toth et al (2004) demonstrated that the expression o f TRIB3 was 

associated with the negative regulation o f MAPK and AP-1 activities, factors that play a 

vital role in a variety of cellular functions including stress response, inflammation, 

proliferation and apoptosis. Wu et al (2003) identified TRIB3/SINK during a screen for 

NF-A'B interacting proteins where it was discovered that the NF-/:B-inducible protein 

TR1B3, bound to the p65 subunit o f NF-AB and created a regulatory feedback loop 

hindered its transcriptional competence. In similar studies Ord et al (2003,2005) and 

Ohoka et al (2005) have both equally described the induction of TRIB3/TRB3/NIPK by 

endoplasmic, arsenite and genotoxic stress inducers through the CH0P/ATF4 pathway. It 

was subsequently found that TRIB3 could negatively regulate its own induction through
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CH0P/ATF4 forming a negative regulatory feedback loop (Ord et al, 2005) and was 

involved in positive regulation of ER stress-induced apoptosis.

Recent evidence has demonstrated TRIB3 induction in the liver during fasting conditions 

where it disrupts insulin signaling by binding directly to Akt/PKB and blocking 

activation of the kinase. An additional link to diabetes has also recently been provided by 

Prudente et al (2005) through the discovery of a functional polymorphism (Q84R) in 

TR1B3 associated with insulin resistance and related cardiovascular risk in Caucasians 

from Italy (Prudente et al, 2005). Thus it appears that TRIB3 plays the part of a 

signalling damper which appears to be involved in the feedback regulation of a variety of 

pathways leading to the regulation of transcription through such factors as AP-1 and NF- 

^B and ultimately to control of proliferation, apoptosis and glucose metabolism.

It is quite plausible from the available information on TRIB3 function that the loss of 

TR1B3 expression and induction observed in the adenocarcinoma cells may be 

responsible for the over-expression of AP-1- and NF-AB-regulated genes such as IL-8 and 

C0X2, also observed in these cells. This represents a significant finding as NF-/rB plays a 

central role in the progression of oesophageal malignancy through a variety of its cyto- 

protective and inflammatory functions (Abdel-Latif et al, 2004a; Konturek et al, 2004; 

Abdel-Latif et al, 2005; O'Riordan et al, 2005). Recent work by Souza et al (2005) 

demonstrated that BO cells display significantly higher basal levels of phosphorylated 

ERKl/2 expression in comparison to GORD exposed squamous oesophageal epithelial 

cells (Souza et al, 2004). A role for TRIB3 in this situation may also be possible as, in 

addition to regulation of NF-A'B-mediated transcription, it can also regulate the activation 

of ERKs through the inhibition of MEK family members (Kiss-Toth et al, 2004). 

Additionally, it might also be proposed that the lack of TRIB3 expression combined with 

the induction of CHOP by DCA observed in the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells may 

provide some protection from apoptosis in adenocarcinoma cells in addition to the 

previously documented relationship of TRIB3 in MAPK signalling.

Immune evasion is a hallmark of the development of many malignancies including OAC. 

The exposure of oesophageal cells to DCA resulted in the activation of both 

inflammatory and anti-inflammatory cytokine responses in both cell types. In particular
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the SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells produced ESMl transcription in response to DCA, 

which may inhibit leukocyte emigration from the blood into the tissues in response to 

epithelial injury such as GORD, through the inhibition of LFA-l/ICAM-1 binding 

(Bechard et al., 2001; Aitkenhead et ai, 2002). Additionally, DCA demonstrated the 

ability to repress the transcription of CXCL14 in the HET-IA cells. This cytokine was 

absent in SKGT4 adenocarcinoma cells and is involved in chemotaxis and homeostasis of 

tissue resident immune cells. Therefore, its repression by DCA may play an important 

role in the evasion of tumour cells from immune surveillance (Shellenberger et ai, 2004; 

Shurin et al, 2005).

In a similar manner to the low pH transcriptomic experiments performed in chapter III, 

novel comparative TFBS analysis was applied to the DCA-induced transcriptome, shared 

by and specific to both HET-IA and SKGT4 oesophageal cells. This analysis again 

revealed a regulatory inference network specific to the DCA-exposed HET-IA 

transcriptome, involving the RORA transcription factor and its respective binding site 

present in the promoters of the other HET-IA gene expression clusters examined. A 

thorough functional examination of this transcription factor may provide insight into 

specificity of transcriptional responses in the HET-IA normal squamous oesophageal cell 

line.

5.4 Future Prospects

The experimental work presented in this thesis demonstrates the significant 

transcriptional effects that both low pH environments and bile acid exposure can induce 

in oesophageal cells. Both of these agents may be present in the refluxate of GORD 

patients, but in particular, the bile component is again elevated in BO and OAC patient 

groups. These genotoxic agents may alter GI pathophysiology through mutation and 

alterations in cellular memory allowing the development of metaplastic intermediates and 

adenocarcinoma. This thesis has largely focused on comparing the transcriptional 

responses of normal squamous and oesophageal adenocarcinoma cell types following 

carcinogen exposure. While the work presented has identified a plethora of 

transcriptional responses to oesophageal carcinogens many of which are shared and cell 

type specific, a number of the important discoveries require further functional validation.
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The majority o f low pH signalling studies, including this work, have focused on the 

analysis o f singular incidences o f acidic exposure. As the development o f BO and OAC 

occurs over a time course o f years, further information may be gained by the study o f 

recurrent incidences o f low pH exposure in oesophageal cells. This exposure is likely to 

lead to apoptotic resistant phenotypes that may be crucial in the understanding of cellular 

resistance to gastric acid-induced erosion in the oesophageal epithelium. It would also be 

of value to map the transcriptional responses to low pH down stream of ion channels such 

as the NaVH"^ exchanger using specific inhibitors. This would differentiate between 

pathways specifically affected by modulation o f intracellular pH and putative 

transactivation o f membrane based receptors by exposure to acidic environments.

The comparative transcriptomic analysis between DCA-induced gene expression in 

normal oesophageal and adenocarcinoma cells identified a number o f deregulated 

pathways. In particular, the further functional validation o f the TRIB3 protein will be an 

informative study due to its ability to interact with a variety of major signalling 

transduction pathways. Firstly, it will be necessary to examine TRIB family member 

expression patterns in oesophageal biopsies from different stages in the M-D-A 

carcinogenic sequence. Further functional analysis o f TRIB3 in oesophageal cells will 

take a number of approaches. Firstly, subcellular localisation o f TRIB3 will be 

determined in both resting and deoxycholate exposed HET-IA squamous oesophageal 

cells by immunofluorescent staining followed by confirmation of previously reported 

TRIB3 protein-protein interactions (NF-kB, MEKK-1, akt/PKB) using 

immunofluorescent co-localisation and co-immunoprecipitation. Secondly, inhibitory 

siRNA molecules directed against TRIB3 will be used to dissect the effects this protein 

may elicit upon proliferation, cell cycle regulation and apoptosis in both resting and 

DCA-exposed HET-IA oesophageal cells. These inhibitory molecules will also be used 

to assess the contribution o f TRIB3 to DCA-mediated transcription factor activation (NF- 

A'B, AP-1) and subsequent regulation o f gene expression (IL-8, COX-2, VEGF etc). 

Conversely, TRIB3 expression plasmid constructs will be introduced into the SKGT4 

adenocarcinoma cells and subsequent effects on proliferation, cell cycle regulation and 

apoptosis will be examined in resting and DCA-exposed cells. Alterations in the activity 

o f ERK, MEK and MKK kinase families in resting and deoxycholate exposed SKGT4 

and TRIB3-transfected SKGT4 cells will be assessed with phospho-specific antibodies
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and luciferase reporter constructs. The effect o f TRIB3 expression on the regulation of 

NF-kB and AP-1 mediated gene induction will also be assessed in SKGT4 cells and 

compared with TR1B3 inhibitory experiments performed in the HET-IA squamous cells. 

This method is ideal for the dissection o f fiirther carcinogenic alterations which may have 

occurred in the development o f adenomatous cells from normal squamous oesophageal 

cells. A number of animal models o f GORD, BO and OAC have been established to date 

and contributed significantly to the understanding o f the pathology behind this 

malignancy. Ultimately, the use o f a TRIB3-knockout GORD mouse model would be 

ideal for the assessment o f the contribution o f this protein to oesophageal malignancy. It 

is hoped that a study such as this will be capable of explaining the role o f TRIB3 in 

oesophageal malignancy and may lead to further avenues for treatment o f oesophageal 

malignancy.

The application of tissue microarray technology will hopeftilly prove to be an efficient 

method for the high throughput examination o f the vast amount o f genes identified in this 

study in oesophageal clinical samples. Studying the histological expression o f many of 

the genes identified in this study through the oesophageal M-D-A sequence is likely to be 

an invaluable source o f novel biomarkers. Additionally repeating some o f these 

experiments in oesophageal explants will place many of the discoveries observed in an in 

vivo setfing and additionally provide a system for the development of new therapeutic 

targets.
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APPENDIX 1 Reagents and Buffers

NORTHERN BLOTTING

20X SSC Nucleic acid transfer buffer

88.23 g Tri-sodium citrate (0.3M)
175.32 g Sodium Chloride (3M)
To 1000 ml Distilled water 
Titrate with conc. HCL to pH 7-8

TE Buffer

1.21 g Tris-base (lOmM)
0.372 g ED TA (lm M )
To 1000 ml Distilled water 
Titrate with conc. HCL to pH 7.5-8

lOX MOPS buffer

41.2 g 3-(N-morpholino)propanesulphanic acid (0.2 M)
10.9 g Sodium acetate (80 mM)
3.7 g l  E D T A (ph8)(10m M )
To 1000 ml Distilled water
Adjust to pH7 with Sodium hydroxide.

SOX Tris-acetate (TAE) buffer

242 g Tris-base (2M)
18.6 g E D TA (50m M )
57 ml Acetic acid (1M)
To 1000 ml Distilled water

Nucleic acid loading dye

40 mg Bromophenol Blue
40 mg Xylene cyanol
2.5g Ficoll 400

TAE gel loading buffer

50%
1 mM 
0.25% 
0.25%

Glycerol 
EDTA (pH 8) 
Bromophenol blue 
Xylene Cyanol FF



Formaldehyde electrophoresis gel

1 g Agarose pow der
10 ml lOX M OPS
73ml H2O
17ml Form aldehyde 37%
5 Ml Ethidium brom ide (0.5[Jg/ml)

lOX Formaldehyde gel loading buffer

2 0 |J l  5X M OPS buffer 
350 |j 1 Form aldehyde 
100 |j 1 Formam ide

WESTERN BLOTTING

5X SDS-PAGE sample loading buffer

5 ml Glycerol
5 ml 2-M ercaptoethanol
2 g SDS
4.5 ml Distilled water
5 ml Stacking gel buffer
Adjust to pH8.8 with conc. HCL

Stock SDS-PAGE Resolving gel buffer

18.165g T r is b a s e ( lM )
100 ml D istilled water
Adjust to pH 8.8 w ith conc. HCL

Stock SDS-PAGE Stacking gel buffer

12.1 Ig T r is b a s e ( lM )
100 ml D istilled water
Adjust to pH 6.8 with conc. HCL

Water saturated butanol

10 ml Butanol
10 ml Di sti 11 ed water
M ix solution well and allow to settle. Pipette aliquots from the top layer.



lOX SDS-PAGE Electrode buffer stock

30.3 g Tris base
144 g Glycine
10 g SDS
1000 ml Distilled water
Dilute 1 in 10 with distilled water before use

BSA stock solution (for Bradford assay)

50 mg BSA
Make up solution to 50 ml with buffer o f unknown protein sample to be assayed.

Bradford reagent

lOOmg Coomassie blue G
50 ml 95% Ethanol
100 ml 0.85% Phosphoric acid
Make up to 1 litre with distilled water

Semi-dry western blotting transfer buffer

2.9 g Tris base
1.45 g Glycine
0.185 g SDS
100ml Methanol
Make up to 500ml with distilled water.

Blotto/Tween blocldng solution (for western blotting)

5 g Low fat skimmed milk
100 ml PBS
50 ^1 Tween 20
Make up fresh do not keep

ECL developing solution (for western blotting)

12 mg Luminol
4 mg lodophenol
0.5 ml DMSO
18 1̂1 H 202 (30% solution v/v)
50 ml 0.1M Tris-H CL(pH  8.8)



APPENDIX 2 Unpublished Real-time RT-PCR Ct Values.

(A) Tiedtmeiit
Voliies R 24 DCAiia 150|ii» DCAiia 300|iiii DCA DM ISOiini DCA DM 300iim

GAPDH Ct Value 17 2432 17.9098 17.4741 17.5165 18.0448
17.2233 18.0793 17.6605 17.4594 18.0535
17.3081 18.0051 17.4969 17.5889 18.1173

ATF3 Ct Value 27.3057 21.9835 20.7209 21.5895 21.2109
27.3022 21.5332 20.5953 21.5405 21.0296
27.1475 21.495 20.363 21.2656 20.7247

Noim GAPDH -10.0625 -4.0737 -3.2468 -4.073 -3.1661
-10.0789 -3 4539 -2.9348 -4.0811 -2 9761
-9.8394 -3.4899 -2.8661 -3.6767 -2.6074

Noim Coiitiol 0 -5.9888 -6.8157 -5.9895 -6.8964
0 -6.625 -7.1441 -5.9978 -7.1028
0 -6 3495 -6 9733 -6.1627 -7 232

Fold Change 0 63.5050757 112.6497264 63,53589603 119.1305816
0 98.70149283 141.445258 63.90247925 137.4535159
0 81.54361439 125 6528862 71.64032614 150.3311323

AVG 0 81.25006097 126.5826235 66.35956714 135.63841
SfDEv 0 17.60004474 14.42026238 4.576943032 15.67927129

(B)
Tieatiiient R 24 DCAna 150|iin DCAn.1 300|iin DCA DM 150|nn DCA DM 300|ini

GAPDH Ct Value 17.2432 17 9098 17 4741 17.5165 18.0448
17.2233 18 0793 17.6605 17.4594 18 0535
17.3081 18.0051 17.4969 17 5889 18.1173

IL-8 Ct Value 21.824 19.1474 18.0152 18.8635 18.2017
21.6234 19.0617 17.8567 18.8626 18.1737
21.4689 19.0003 17.7707 18.8186 18.1423

Noim GAPDH -4.5808 -1 2376 -0.5411 -1.347 -0.1569
-4.4001 -0.9824 -0.1962 -1.4032 -0.1202
-4.1608 -0.9952 -0.2738 -1.2297 -0.025

Noun Contiol 0 -3.3432 -4.0397 -3.2338 -4.4239
0 -3.4177 -4.2039 -2.9969 -4.2799
0 -3.1656 -3.887 -2.9311 -4.1358

Fold Change 0 10.14853798 16.44640094 9.407425766 21.46478772
0 10.68637023 18.42892484 7.982828405 19.42577161
0 8.973059639 14.79481245 7.626917002 17.57923031

AVG 0 9.935989283 16.55664608 8.339057058 19.48992988
StDEv 0 0.876208312 1.819662641 0.942192658 1.943573077

Ct Values for Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.3:- Calculation of fold change values for concentration 
dependant DCA-induced ATF3 (A) and IL-8 (B) gene expression in SKGT4 cells. Fold 
change values were calculated using the ' Ct method with GAPDH as the denominator 
and resting cells as the calibrator.



Cl Value

ATF3 ClVoliie

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ j  H o i i i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~ R  0CAN.1 DCADHSO D C A f i e e
17 064882 17,7434/7 17.800148 18.001679
17.124237 17.81156 17.75414 17.698963
17 123648 17.948141 17.96584 18.173225

26 8442 22.926023 22.676601 21.813726
27.07434 23.049305 22.807114 22.02803
26 836498 23 075901 22.899307 21.79641

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 8  H o i i i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

“ 1  DCA No OCAOHSO DC AFiee
17.932673 18.02715 18.253298 18.338062
17.72842 18.182667 17.83979 18 28652
17.9380^ 18.99361 18 675909 18.763634

27.538326 23.0ffi968 22 518898 22.887577
27.95481 23.090887 22.944683 22 962135
27.597605 23.427614 22.392021 22.933008

1 2  H o i i i

R DCANa DCADMSO D C A F iee
17.780045 18.809654 18.695852 19.054945
17.77577 18.772316 18.258942 18.860058
19 151405 19.329414 19 366858 19.224941

28.643814 2Z 374815 21.951643 22.180813
28.798374 22.159655 22.094002 22.561348
29,093933 22.311413 21.959248 22.213642

2 4  H o i i i

R DCAN .1 DCADMSO D C A F iee
18.98570288 19.11810762 19.25051235 19.38291709 
18.73421735 18.84597665 18.95773594 19.06949524 
19.8987457 20.0927231 202867005 20.4806779

29,032707 22,131691 21.912426 22.97547 
28.776785 21,824566 21.382893 23.338987 
28,624279 20,993519 21.75785 22.898014

Noiiiidlised

Contiol Noiiiidl iseil

Folil chanije  Vdliies

•9.779318 -5.182546 -4.876453 -3.813047
-9.950103 -5.237745 -5.052974 -4.329057
-9.71285 -5.12776 -4.933467 -3.623185

0 4 596772 4.902865 5.966271
0 4.712358 4.897129 5.621036
0 4.58509 4.779383 6.089K5

0 24.19726358 29.9164C677 62 5 2 1 M
0 26,21567886 29.79769851 49.21533467
0 24 00212111 27,46234658 68,10387583

-9,605653 -5,058818 -4,2656 -4.549515
-10.22639 -4,90822 -5,104893 -4.675615
-9.659519 -4.434004 -3.716112 -4.1

-3.565161 -3.255791 -3,125868
■11,022604 -3,387339 -3,83506 -3,70129
-9,942528 -2,981999 -2,59239 -2.988701

5.340053 5,056138
0 5,31817 5,121497 5,550775
0 5,225515 5,943407 5,490145

0 23,37403663 40 50569903 33,26972417
0 39,895939(K 34.81161884 4687591674
0 37,41422536 61,53805753 44,94675323

0 7,298608 7,607978 7.737901
0 7 , 6 ™  7.187544 7.321314

7.350138 6.953827

0 157.4345092 195 0875633 213.471698
0 198.8125473 145,7693909 159.9319092
0 124.5454926 163.1593665 123.9682617

-10.04700412 -3.01358338 -2.E6191365 -3.59255291
-10.04256765 -2.97858935 -2.42515706 -4.26949176 

-8.7255333 -0.9007959 -1.4711495 -2.4173361

0 7.03342074 7,38509048 6.45445121
0 7.0639783 7.61741059 5.77307589
0 7.8247374 7.2543838 6.30819721

0 130.9997944 167.1605355 87.69673422
0 133.80408 196.3672591 54.6851
0 226,7152147 152,6817486 79,24220973

AVG FC 
SiDev  
SlEii

0 24,8050212 29,0588173 59,9467665
0 1,2255556 1,3838576 9,7038445
0 0,7075956 0,798994 5,6026816

0 33,5614004 45,6184585 41,6974647
0 8 9093496 14,0776725 7,3621007
0 5,1439663 8,1279864 4,25C6355

0 160,264183 168,0054402 165,790623
0 37,2143003 25,0136734 4 5 .04244
0 21.4863166 14.4420747 26.0037092

0 163.8396964 172.0698477 73.8746813
0 54.4698458 22.2526845 17.1478794
0 31.4491027 12.8479702 9.9006232

Ct Values for Fig 4.3:- Calculation o f fold changes for ATF3 gene expression induced in SKGT4 cells upon exposure to DCA. Fold changes are 
calculated using the ' '  Ct method with GAPDH as the denominator and resting cells as the calibrator.



Tim e
V .tliies G en e R 4 DCA 4 R 8 DCA 8 R 12 DCA 12 R 24 DCA 24

Cycle
V a lu e s

GAPDH 16.94195
17.09322
17.1968

17.86205
17.90608
18,25611

17 58238 
17,46303 

17 576

18.1356 
17 97831 
17 9241

18 00288 
17 85015 
17 94092

18.56018 
18 65201 
18 46814

17.44468
17.93147
17.37045

17.96791
18.01747
17.83224

DUSP5 27.28599 
27 77461 
27.50098

24,97327
25.08103
25.2862

27.71457
27.57232
27.32426

25.49922
24.83276
24.52202

27.919
27.77261
27.9173

24,11673 
24 20067 
24.04943

27.2511
27.13882
26.89514

23 68186 
23 4721 

23.31287

FOSB 29.77031
30.0276

29.98476

26,93821
26 85949
27 06701

30 86792 
30.70357 
31.77173

27.76518 
27 70019 
29 21044

32 60564 
32 66471 

32 242

29.28723
29.20517
29.39257

32.02704
31.69674
32,04287

28.95287
29.23608
28.76974

MNT 24 63847 
24 64698 
24 61889

23,83402
23,87703
24,01351

24 83129 
24.94998 
24,73636

23 50688 
23.65779 
23.54413

25 78627 
25.85611 
25,90379

24,42339 
24.42678 
24 22968

24.98888 
24 80883 
24,79289

23.37996
23.54042
23.71944

ODC1 18 8342 
18.6248 
19.0241

18 1289 
18.1026 
18.2687

19 1542 
18.9557 
19.1983

17.653 
17.68067 
17 79879

19.0436
19.1007
19,0241

17.3034
17.2856
17.4138

18.9524
19.2569
18,8849

17.2357
17.0905
17.2856

GAPDH
N o itn a lised

DUSP5 -10.344
-10.6814
-10.3042

-7,11122
-7,17495
-7.0301

-10.1322
-10,1093
-9.74826

-7.36352
-6.85446
-6.59792

-9.91612
-9.92247
-9.97637

-5.55656
-5.54867
-5.58129

•9,80642
-9,20735
-9.52469

■5.71396 
-5 45463 
-5.48064

FOSB -12,8284
-12,9344
-12.788

-9 07616 
-8,9534 

-8,81091

-13,2855
-13.2405
-14.1957

•9 62958 
-9 72189 
-11.2863

-14 6028 
-14 8146 
-14.3011

-10 7271 
-10.5532 
-10,9244

-14,5824
-13.7653
-14.6724

-10.985 
-11 2186 
-10 9375

MNT -7.69652
-7,55376
•7,42209

-5.97197
-5.97095
-5.75741

-7.24891 
-7.48695 
-7 16036

-5.37128
-5.67949
-5,62004

-7.78339
-8.00597
-7.96286

-5.86321
-5.77477
-5.76154

-7.5442 
-6.87736 
-7 42244

-5 41205 
•5.52295 
-5.8872

ODC1 1,892252 
1,531582 
1,827302

0 266849 
0 1 9 6 5 1 8  
0.012595

1 571818 
1 49267 
1.6223

-0.4826
-0.29764
-0.12531

1 04072 
1 250555 
1.083178

-1.25678
-1.36641
-1.05434

1.507717 
1.325435 
1 514447

-0,73221 
-0,92697 
-0 54664

CoMtl Ol 3.232819 2,768567 4.359568 4.092461
3.506441 3 .254833 4 373801 3 752722
3.274086 3.150339 4 395086 4 044048

3 752198 3 655954 3 875703 3,597393
3.980979 3.518656 4.2614 2.546668
3.977059 2 909393 3.376641 3.734912

1 724554 1 877626 V 920176 2 .132143
1 582814 1 807459 2 231196 1.354412
1,664684 1 540329 2 201325 1.535241

1.625403 2,054413 2.297499 2 239926
1,335064 1,790306 2.616961 2.252408
1.814707 1.747609 2.137516 2.061082

F old  Ch«tn(je DUSP5 9.401031 6 814307 20.52867 17.059
11,36433 9 545581 20 7322 13.47975
9 673822 8 878642 21 04034 16,49604

13 47486 12 60526 14 67922 12.10384
15 79043 11 46096 19.17826 5 842833
15 74759 7 51302 10 38652 13.31437

3.304779 3 674704 3,784692 4.383682
2.995536 3.500253 4,695231 2.556929
3,170442 2 908608 4,599015 2 898368

3.085283 4,153746 4.916048 4.723728
2.522867 3 458882 6 1 3 4 5 6 5 4.764775
3 517882 3 358016 4 400038 4 172992

DUSP5

FOSB

fvlNT

ODC1

1 C63547 

1.324704 

0,155065 

0.498917

1,42397 

2,671659 

0,401534 

0 433243

0,257612

4,396272

0,500243

0,890658

1.924662 

4.010183 

0.971233 

0.330455

Ct Values for Fig 4.4:- Calculation o f  fold change values for DCA-induced DUSP5,
<7 <7

FOSB, MNT and OCDl gene expression. Fold changes were calculated using the Ct 
method with GAPDH as the denominator and resting cells as the calibrator.



Time
R2 R4 fffi R12 R24 D2 D4 08 012 024

ATF3 27,539341 27,950714 27,189032 27,578495 27.274994 23,737614 23.535122 23.331465 22.844145 21.515007
27,846886 28,025719 27.20149 27.649075 27.270643 23,430172 23.60K78 23.310118 22.667133 21.512304
27,727507 27,531807 26 9749 27.465752 27.059164 23,448906 23.411207 23.188704 22.550518 21.524027

IL^ 28,875708 28,724228 28,126291 28.205513 28.796124 27,217237 26.880392 25.471819 24.239252 24.147234
Cl Values 28,981436 28,852047 28,172218 28,249622 28.610641 27,433182 26.843813 25.401342 24.216291 24.026007

28,94289 28,736034 27,958136 28,101168 28.405384 27,279184 26.818739 25.475613 24.197481 23.989793

GAPDH 19,024118 19,181057 18.26934 18.653309 18.123096 18,744303 19.546515 19.848068 19.522459 18.804308
19.172604 19,158298 18.236855 18.688917 18.08957 18,755089 19.547792 19.94663 19.459057 18.872625
19,125244 19.174246 18.244703 18,620127 17.931442 18,796497 19 56845 19.861048 19.761541 19.190908

ATF3 ■8,515223 ■8,769657 ■8.919692 •8,925186 •9.151898 ■4.993311 •3.9ffl607 ■3.483397 -3.321686 -2.710699
•8,674282 ■8.867421 ■8.964635 •8.960158 ■9.181073 ■4.675083 ■4,061886 ■3.363488 •3.208076 -2.639679

GAPDH •8,602263 -8.357561 ■8.73]197 •8.845625 ■9.127722 ■4.6524C0 ■3.842757 ■3.327656 -2.788977 -2.333119
Noiniiilised

IL^ ■9,85159 ■9.543171 •9.856951 •9.552204 •10.B7S)28 •8.472934 ■7.333877 ■5.623751 ■4.716793 ■5.342926
•9,808832 •9.693749 ■9.935363 ■9.5G0705 •10.521071 ■8.678093 ■7.296021 ■5.454712 -4.757234 ■5.153382
■9,817645 ■9 561788 •9.713433 -9.481041 •10 473942 ■8.482687 ■7.250289 ■5.614565 •4 43594 ■4.798885

ATF3 3.521912 4.78105 5.436295 5.6035 6.441199
3.999199 4.805535 5.601147 5.752082 6.541394

Resting 3.949854 4.514804 5 402541 6 056648 6.794603
Noinialised

IL^ 1.378656 2.209294 4 2332 4 835411 5.330102
1.130739 2 397728 4.480651 4.803471 5.387589
1.334959 2.311499 4.098868 5.045101 5.675057

ATF3 11 4868554 27 49409701 43.2999964 48.62074182 86.89486384
15.99111909 27.964701 48 54150722 53.89509224 93 14419796

Fold Change 15.45341731 22.86080023 42.2986877 66.56297452 111.0143989

IL^ 2.600260206 4.624489133 18.80702828 28.54984484 40.22727199
2.189708762 5 26972618 22.32597073 27.92472175 41.28909809
2.522683124 496398584 17.13492533 33.01617305 51.09311534

ATF3 AV6 FC 14.31046393 26,10653275 44.71339711 56,35960286 97,01782022
StDev 2.460051759 2.820718299 3.352830901 9.221512243 12.51765572

IL-8 AVG FC 2.437550698 4.952733718 19.42264145 29.83024655 44,20316181
StDev 0.218114121 0 322765657 2.649711828 2.776740982 5.990447683

Ct Values for Fig 4.5:- Calculation o f fold change in expression of ATF3 and IL-8 in 
DCA-exposed HET-IA cells. Fold changes were calculated using the CT method using 
GAPDH as the denominator and resting cells as the calibrator.



Cell line

Time

OE-33
Low pH 6.5 

R 1Hi 2 Hi
Ph ■1.0 Pulse 

R IHi 2Hf

HET-1A 
Low pH 6.5

R IH i 2Hi 3Hr IH r

SKGT4 
Low pH 6.5

2Hr 4Ht

27.69 25.62 25.73 25.07 25.72
27.61 25.53 25.62 24.91 25.57
27.39 25.61 25.61 24.82 25.51

28.44 27.06 26.84 26.34 25.26
28.57 27.05 26.75 26.06 25.71
29.01 26.75 26.32 25.93 25.85

Gene
Ct Values! 26.40615 22./8171 22.75344 26.19152 23.63304 23.41521

26.25792 22.45872 22.56301 26.19781 23.69517 23.46618
26.27587 22.62398 22.55779 25.91295 23.67274 23.34332

31.B68C6 25.52B39 24.09188 25.74895 29.21677
31.70059 25.4719 25.15138 25.45894 28.72795
31.28144 25.21524 23.42101 24.42377

EGR3 Ct Values 31.84489 27.02546 27.21558 31.24945 28.41946 27.17812
31.54811 27.06873 27.14172 31.53666 28.36545 27.08198
31.54ffl6 26.99264 27.22642 32.19233 28.26706 27.11156

GAPDH Ct Values 17.53773 17.29255 17.25219 16.92749 17.18233 18.61776
17.5355 17.41219 17.12081 17.12012 17.13668 18.68331

17.49923 17.49469 17.17153 17.10655 17.13376 18.48737

29.15885 24.7789 24.82209 24.37429 28.14634
29.20517 24.64782 22.58008 24.43179 28.02422
28.52478 22.97216 22.7588 25.46753 27.98506

19.95281 20.3929 17.15933 18.26229 20.29606
19.95575 20.33923 17.75828 18.54604 20.37272
19,79777 20,55937 19,548 18,26857 19,23425

17.81 17.91 18.07
17.55 17.75 17.88
17.62 17.71 17,9

■9.88 -7.71 -7 1 *
■10.06 -7.78 -7,74
■9.77 -7.9 -7,71

2.17 2,22
2.28 2,32
1.87 2,06

18,22
18,13
18,11

1784
17.74
17,66

ATF3

Cal

FC

AVGFC
StilDEV

-8,86842 -5.48916 •5.50126 -9.26403 -6,45071 -4,79744
-8,72242 -5.04654 -5.44219 -9.07769 -6,55849 -4,78287
-8.77664 -5.12929 •5.38626 -8.80641 -6,53898 -4,85^5

3.379252 3.367158 2.813315 4,466586
3.675883 3.280228 2.519202 4,294822
3.647353 3.390378 2.26743 3,95046

10.40534 10.31848 7 028978 22,10937
12.78059 9.715094 5,732649 19,62774
12.53033 10.48589 4 814647 15,45991

0 11,90542 10.17315 0 5,858758 19,06567
0 1.305123 0.405428 0 1,112539 3,360174

■9,20603 -4,386 -7,66275 -6,112 -7.1
^^24942 -4.30859 -4,8218 -5.88575 -7.6515
-8.72701 -2.41279 -3.2108 -7.198% -8.75081

0 -4.82003 -1.54328 -3 09403 -1.35576
0 -4.94083 -4.42762 -3,36367 -1,59792
0 -6,31423 -5,51621 -1,52806 0,023795

0 28,2471 20 91457 8 538798 2.5593151
0 30.71416 21.52027 10.29357 mm
0 39.57399 25.76612 2.883968 0.983642
0 46.17842 23.40032 J.238777 2,1'
0 '  5.956527' 2.643598 '  3.87209'1.070602

-6.78
-6.71

3.03
3.28
3.06

•7.83

2
2.23
1.92

45G0234 4 658934 8,168097 4
4.85678 4,993322 9,713559 4,69134

3,655326 4,169863 8,339726 3,784231
0 4.33J446 4.6073J3 8.740461 4,158523
0 0,617047 0,414144 0,847086 0,473877

EGR3 Notm

Cal

■14.3072 •9.73291 
■14.0126 ■9.65654 
■14.0497 ■9.49794

FC

AVG FC

4.57425 4.34377 
4.35607 3.991705 

4.551763 3.994837

23.82245 20.3051 
20,47895 15,90827 
23.45434 15.94284 
22.58525 17.3854

■14.322 -11.2371 
-14,4165 -11,2288 
■15,0858 -11,1333 -8,62419

3,084832 5,761605 
3.18776 6.017ffi7 

3.952476 6.461588

8.484514 54.25202 
9.111951 64.79708 
15.48153 88.13163 

0 11.026 69.06025 
0 3.871335 17.33747

-11.9152 -5.13549 -6.93255 ■7.48666 -8.92071
-11.7448 -5.13267 -7.3931 ^6.91291 -8.35523
■11.4837 ■4.65587 ■3.87301 ■6,1552 ■10,6467

0 -6,77976 -4,9827 -4 42859 -2,99454
0 -6.61218 -4,35174 -4,83194 J.3ffl61
0 -6.8278 -7,61065 ■5,32846" ■0.83692

71.61854 21.53465 7.
0 97,82803 60,41762 28,48114 10.4803l'
0 113,5981 99,44949 40,18162 1.786231
0 10J.1014 82,49522 30,06581 6,745439
0 '  8.243536 '  20.0977r 9 423947'4.474482

10.63 ■9.15 ■8.77 •8.12 ■7,42
11.02 ■9.3 •8.87 •7.93 ■7,97
11.39 ■9.04 •842 •7.82 ■8,19

1.48 1.86 2Y“ “ ’3,21
1.72 2.15 3.09 3,05
2.35 2.97 3.57 3,2

2.789487 3.630077 5,696201 9,253505
3.294364 4.438278 8.514961 8.282119 
5.098243 7.835362 11,87619 9.189587 
3,727365 5,301239 8,695784 8.908404 
1,213756 2 231509 3,ffl3959 0.543319

Ct Values for Fig 3.12:- Calculation o f  fold change in gene expression in oesophageal 
cells exposed to low pH environments. Fold changes were calculated using the Ct 
method using GAPDH as the denominator and resting cells as the calibrator.



T im e
P u ls e  |>H 3 .5 E x p o s u ie  |>H 6 .5

V < il i ie s G e n e R 1 h i 2  h i 3 h i 4 h i R 1 Iw 2 h i 3 h i 4 h i

C y c le
V o l i i e s

G A P D H 1 8 ,2 4 4 3 9
1 8 .2 2 3 9 3
1 8 .2 2 8 5 4

18 .9220 1  
19 138 8 2  
1 9 .4 5 9 2 4

2 0 ,0 0 6 2 7  
2 0  1 1 0 2 6  
1 8 .9 9 4 6 8

1 9 .2 6 0 2 3
18 .9793 1
18 .6 4 8 7 4

2 0 ,3 1 0 4
1 9 ,1 4 9 1 4
19 .6226 1

1 8 ,2 4 4 3 9  
18  2 2 3 9 3  
1 8 .2 2 8 5 4

19  102 0 6  
19  2 8 8 2 7  
1 9 .2 3 4 7 5

2 0  4 5 7 6 2  
2 0 .3 9 6 8 1  
2 0 .9 0 0 4 2

18 4 6 4 4 8  
1 8 .5 1 9 8 8  
17 .9338 1

19 08641
20  2 2 3 7 7  
19 .23891

F O S B 2 8 .6 5 2 3 6
2 8 ,2 3 5 6 2
2 8 .9 1 9 0 1

2 0 .8 5 6 4 2
2 0 ,7 1 1 1 1
2 0 .9 4 9 8 6

2 3 .3 7 2 8 8
2 2 .8 7 8 5 5
2 2 .7 7 8 8 5

2 3 .0 8 3 0 3
2 3 .6 6 5 8 3
2 3 .3 2 8 5 8

2 8 .2 1 4 8 3  
2 7  5 4 9 7 7  
2 6 .4 7 5 7 5

2 8 .6 5 2 3 6  
2 8  2 3 5 6 2  
2 8 .9 1 9 0 1

2 3 .4 5 8 6 8  
2 2  8 0 5 0 7  
2 3 .2 0 2 1 8

2 5 .2 3 7 4 6  
2 4  7 3 3 5 5  
2 5 .4 6 8 2 5

2 4 .3 6 8 0 4  
24  6 0 1 9 8  
2 4 .7 8 0 2 3

2 7 .6 3 5 6 6  
28  02681 
2 8 .4 5 0 5 5

D U S P  5 2 3 .8 3 3 0 4
2 4 ,9 8 4 9 5
2 4 .9 3 5 2 4

2 2 .3 0 2 9  
22  7 9 5 4 2  
2 3 .6 5 5 3 4

2 3 .7 1 6 6 9  
2 3 .6 2 6  

2 0 .1 1 7 6 5

2 0 .4 0 0 9
2 3 .3 6 1 9 9
2 2 .2 8 0 3 9

2 1 ,9 9 6 8  
2 1 ,5 5 9 8 5  
22 ,2 6 2 6 1

2 4 .8 3 3 0 4  
24  9 8 4 9 5  
2 4 .9 3 5 2 4

2 1 .2 8 5 4 1  
2 1 .2 1 8 9 4  
2 1 ,8 1 0 3 9

2 3 .0 2 7 9 9
2 2 .7 4 7 4 9
2 3 .3 1 4 1 1

2 0 .8 3 8 2 5  
2 0 .8 9 3 5  

21 2 9 6 9 6

24 .5 2 9 2 1
23  6 0 9 0 7
24  0 3 4 7 4

CYRG1 2 1 .2 1 8 0 4  
2 1 .3 1 5 6 3  
2 0  103 66

17.8531  
1 9 .2 6 7 9 3  
18 67321

19 .4 9 3 1 7  
1 9 .9 4 5 0 8  
16 0 3 6 9 6

1 9 .5 6 4 2 7  
1 8 .0 7 8 2 6  
21 3 9 4 4 4

2 1 .8 8 7 7 6
2 0 .2 1 0 4 8
1 6 ,6 5 3 3 7

2 1 .2 1 8 0 4  
2 1 .3 1 5 6 3  
21 103 6 6

1 7 ,7 7 3 1 7  
1 8 .2 3 2 2 4  
18  7 8 1 8 7

2 0 .9 9 4 1 1
19 .8 0 0 1 3
1 9 .7 9 0 3 7

1 9 .6 8 0 4 8
2 0 .0 3 5 1 9

2 0 ,1 2

21 .1 6 8 3 1  
2 0 .5 0 1 8 6  
20  3 8 8 5 4

M A N 2 C 2 1 .4 8 2 8 4  
2 1 .6 7 7 4 6  
2 2  4 9 4 4 9

2 3 .5 8 7 9 6  
2 4 .3 6 8 2 8  
24  7 1 9 7 8

2 0 .8 8 3 6
2 3 .9 1 2 3 7
2 4 .3 1 3 5 4

24 .0 7 6 0 1
2 3 .3 0 0 2 2
2 2 .7 2 4 5 9

2 0 .3 4 7 9 4
2 3 .1 4 2 7

2 3 .6 1 3 0 2

2 1 .4 8 2 8 4
2 1 .6 7 7 4 6
2 2 .4 9 4 4 9

2 3 .0 7 9 3 4  
2 2 .6 7 4 6 4  
2 1 .0 1 3 2 4

2 4 .7 6 6 5 2
2 4 .6 4 6 6 8
2 3 .5 0 3 0 8

2 2 .6 5 0 7 6
2 2 .4 4 3 7 4
2 1 .7 2 1 5 3

2 3 .2 6 6 9 6  
22 .0 9 8 1 1  
22  8 8 1 4 6

G A P D H
N o ii i i« ^ l is e i l

F O S B - ID  40 8  
-1 0 .0 1 1 7  
-1 0 .6 9 0 5

-1 .9 3 4 4 2  
-1 .5 7 2 2 9  
-1 .4 9 0 6 2

-3 .3 6 6 6 1
-2 .7 6 8 2 9
-3 .7 8 4 1 7

-3  8 2 2 8  
-4 .6 8 6 5 3  
-4 .6 7 9 8 4

-7 .9 0 4 4 3  
-8  4 0 0 6 3  
-6 .8 5 3 1 3

-1 0  4 0 8  
-1 0 .0 1 1 7  
-1 0 .6 9 0 5

-4 .3 5 6 6 3
-3 .5 1 6 8

-3 .9 6 7 4 3

-4 .7 7 9 8 3
-4 .3 3 6 7 4
-4 ,5 6 7 8 3

-5 .9 0 3 5 6
-6 .0 821

-6 .8 4 6 4 2

-8 .5 4 9 2 5
-7 ,8 0 3 0 4
-9 .2 1 1 6 4

D U S P 5 -5 .5 8 8 6 5  
-6  7 6 1 0 2  
-6 .7 0 6 7

-3 .3 8 0 9  
-3  6 5 6 6  
-4 .1 961

-3 .7 1 0 4 2
-3 .5 1 5 7 4
-1 .1 2 2 9 7

-1 .1 4 0 6 7
-4 .3 8 2 6 9
-3 .6 3 1 6 5

-1 ,6 8 6 4
-2 .4 1071

-2 .6 4

-6 ,5 8 8 6 5
-6 ,7 6 1 0 2
-6 .7 0 6 7

-2 .1 8 3 3 5
-1 .9 3 0 6 7
-2 .5 7 5 6 4

-2 .5 7 0 3 7
-2 .3 5 0 6 9
-2 .4 1 3 6 9

-2 .3 7 3 7 8  
-2  3 7 3 6 2  
-3 .3 6 3 1 5

-5 .4 4 2 8  
-3  38531  
-4 7 9 5 8 3

C Y R 61 -2  9 7 3 6 5  
-3  0 9 1 7  

-1 .8 7 5 1 2

1 .0 6 8 9 0 5  
-0  1291 

0 .7 8 6 0 2 0

0 .5 1 3 1 0 2  
0 1 6 5 1 7 2  
2 .9 5 7 7 2 5

-0 .3 0 4 0 4
0 .9 0 1 0 4 6
-2 ,7 4 5 7

-1 .5 7 7 3 6  
-1 0 6 1 3 4  
2 .9 6 9 2 4 6

-2 ,9 7 3 6 5  
-3 .0 9 1 7  

-2  8 7 5 1 2

1 .3 2 8 8 8 6  
1 0 5 6 0 3  
0  4 5 2 8 8

-0 .5 3 6 4 9  
0 .5 9 6 6 8 2  

1 .1 1 0 0 5

-1 .2 1 6
-1 .5 1531
-2 .1 8 6 1 9

-2 .0 8 1 9  
-0  2 7 8 0 9  
-1 ,1 4 9 6 3

M A N 2 C -3 .2 3 8 4 5  
-3  4 5 3 5 3  
-4 .2 6 5 9 5

-4 .6 6 5 9 6
-5 .2 2 9 4 6
-5 .2 6 0 5 4

-0 .8 7 7 3 3
-3 .8 0 2 1 1
-5 .3 1 6 8 6

-4 .8 1 5 7 8  
-4 3 2 0 9 2  
-4 .0 7 5 8 5

-0 .0 3 7 5 4
-3 .9 9 3 5 6
-3 .9 9041

-3 .2 3 8 4 5
-3 ,4 5 3 5 3
-4 .2 6 5 9 5

-3 .9 7 7 2 9  
-3  3 8 6 3 7  
-1 .7 7 8 4 9

-4 .3 0 8 9  
-4 2 4 9 8 8  
-2 .6 0 2 6 6

-4 .1 8 6 2 8
-3 .9 2 3 8 6
-3 .7 8 7 7 2

-4 180 55  
-1 .8 7 4 3 4  
-3 .6 4 2 5 5

C o i i t i  o l 
N o i in < ilis e < i

F O S B 8  4 7 3 5 5  
8 .4 3 9 3 9 7  
9 .1 9 9 8 4 9

7 ,0 4 1 3 5 4
7 .2 4 3 3 9 7
6 .9 0 6 2 9 5

6  5 8 5 1 6 9  
5 .3 2 5 1 5 8  
6  0 1 0 6 3

2 .5 0 3 5 4
1 .6 1 1 0 5 7
3 .8 3 7 3 3 3

6 .0 5 1 3 3 9
6 .4 9 4 8 9

6 .7 2 3 0 3 7

5 .6 2 8 1 3 2
5 .6 7 4 9 4 4
6 .12 2 6 4 1

4 5 0 4 4 0 5  
3 .9 2 9 5 8 5  
3 ,8 4 4 0 4 4

1 ,858711  
2 .2 0 8 6 4 5  
1 4 7 8 8 2 5

D U S P 5 2 .2 0 7 7 5 3  
3 .1 0 4 4 2 2  
2 .5 1 0 6 0 3

1 .8 7 8 2 3 2  
3 .2 4 5 2 7 7  
5 .5 8 3 7 2 8

4 4 4 7 9 8 7  
2 .3 7 8 3 3 4  
3 .0 7 5 0 5 1

3 .9 0 2 2 5 6  
4 3 5 0 3 0 8

4 .0 6 6 7

4 ,4 0 5 2 9 9
4 .83 0 3 5 1
4 .1 3 1 0 5 9

4 .0 1 8 2 8 4  
4 4 1 0 3 3 6  
4 ,2 9 3 0 0 9

4 ,2 1 4 8 7 7  
4 3 8 7 4 0 4  
3 .3 4 3 5 4 9

1 .1 4 5 8 5 7  
3 .3 7 5 7 1 5  
1 .9 1 0 8 6 7

C Y R 61 4 .0 4 2 5 5 4
2 .9 6 2 5 9 4
2 .66 1 1 5 1

3 .4 8 6 7 5 1  
3 .2 5 6 8 6 8  
4 8 3 2 8 4 8

2 .6 6 9 6 0 8
3 .9 9 2 7 4 2
-0 .8 7 0 5 8

1 .3 9 6 2 8 7  
2  0 3 0 3 5 6  
4 8 4 4 3 6 9

4 .3 0 2 5 3 5
4 .1 4 7 7 2 6
3 ,3 2 8 0 0 3

2  4 3 7 1 6 3  
3 .6 8 8 3 7 8
3  9 8 5 1 7 3

1 7 5 7 6 5  
1 .5 7 6 3 8 7  
0  6 8 8 9 3 5

0 .8 9 1 7 4 7  
2 .8 1 3 6 0 4  
1 7 2 5 4 9 7

M A N 2 C -1 .4 2 7 5 1
-1 .7 7 5 9 3
-0 ,9 9 4 5 8

2 .3 6 1 1 1 6  
-0 .3 4 8 5 8  
-1 05291

-1 .5 7 7 3 3
-0 ,8 6 7 3 8
0 .1 9 0 1 0 7

3 .2 0 0 9 0 2
-0 .5 4 0 0 3
0 ,2 7 5 5 4 2

-0 .7 3 8 8 4
0 .0 6 7 1 6

2 .4 8 7 4 6 5

-1 .0 7 0 4 5  
-0 .7 9 6 3 5  
1 6 6 3 2 9 2

-0 .9 4 7 8 4  
-0  4 7 0 3 3  
0  4 7 8 2 3

-0  94211  
1 .5 7 9 1 9 2  

0  6 2 3 4

F o ld  C l io i ig e F O S B 3 5 5 .4 6 1 6
3 4 7 .1 4 5 6
5 8 8 .0 7 2

131 .722 1
1 5 1 .5 2 3 4
1 1 9 .9 5 0 5

9 6 .0 1 3 7 4  
4 0 .0 8 9 6 5  
6 4  4 73 3

5 .6 7 0 7 5 2
3 .0 5 4 7 5 6
1 4 .2 9 3 9 5

6 6 .3 1 8 4 8
9 0 ,1 8 9 6 5
1 0 5 .6 4 1 8

4 9 .4 5 8
5 1 .0 8 9 1 1
6 9 .6 7 8 4 7

2 2 .6 9 6 6 1
1 5 .2 3 7 8 2
1 4 .3 6 0 6

3 .6 2 6 8 3 5
4 ,6 2 2 4 0 9
2 .7 8 7 2 1 6

D U S P 5 4 .6 1 9 5 5 2
8 .6 0 0 5 0 9
5 .6 9 8 5 8 2

3 .6 7 6 2 4 3
9 .4 8 2 5 6 3
4 7 .9 5 8 9 4

2 1 .8 2 6 1 7  
5 ,1 9 9 3 6  

8  4 2 7 1 8 6

1 4 .9 5 1 8 9
2 0 .3 9 7 3 2
1 6 .7 5 7 0 9

2 1 ,1 8 9 8 1  
2 8  4 4 9 8 9  
17 5 2 1 5 6

1 6 .2 0 4 0 7
2 1 .2 6 3 9 2
1 9 .6 0 3 0 9

1 6 .5 6 9 6 8
2 0 .9 2 8 6

1 0 .1 5 0 9 9

2 .2 1 2 7 7 5
1 0 ,3 7 9 8 6

3 ,7 6 0 3 5

C Y R 61 16 4 7 8 9 7  
7 .7 9 5 2 4 3  
6 .3 2 5 3 7 5

1 1 .2 1 0 2 8
9 .5 5 9 0 5 5
2 8 ,4 9 9 1 7

6 .3 6 2 5 6 3  
1 5 .9197 1  
1 8 2 8 3 9 4

2 .6 3 2 2 3 3
4 .0 8 5 0 5 6
2 8 .7 2 7 6 7

1 9 .7 3 2 9 5  
1 7 .7 2 5 1 5  
10 0 4 2 2

5 .4 1 5 7 5 7  
1 2 .8 9 1 7 7  
15 83641

3 .3 8 1 4 6 9  
2 .9 8 2 2 2 1  
1 6 1 2 0 9 3

1 ,8 5 5 4 2 2  
7 .0 3 0 3 8 6  

3  3 0 6 9 4

M A N 2 C 0 .3 7 1 7 7 2
0 ,2 9 2 0 0 7
0 .5 0 1 8 8 1

5 .1 3 7 6 7 6
0 ,7 8 5 3 5 6
0 .4 8 1 9 9 5

0 .33 5 1 0 1
0 ,5 4 8 1 3 9
0 .87 6 5 4 1

9 .1 9 5 3 3 4
0 .6 8 7 7 5 5
1 .2 1 0 4 4 9

0 .5 9 9 2 2 1
1 .0 4 7 6 5 2
5 .6 0 7 9 1 7

0 .4 7 6 1 7
0 .5 7 5 8 0 6
3 .1 6 7 3 8 4

0 .5 1 8 4 0 9
0 .7 2 1 8

1 .3 9 3 0 3 4

0 .5 2 0 4 7 2
2 .9 8 8 0 2 5
1 .540501

St«l D e v F O S B 1 3 6 .7 6 1 5 1 5 .9 5 5 7 4 2 8 .0 3 8 2 6 5  8 8 1 0 7 9 1 9 .8 1 1 3 1 1 .2 3 3 0 8 4 5 8 0 6 1 4 0 .9 1 8 7

0 U S P 5 2 .0 5 8 8 6 3 2 4 .0 6 6 2 4 8 .8 1 6 6 7 3 2 .7 7 3 7 7 5 .5 6 1 6 7 2 2 .5 7 9 2 0 8 5 .6 6 5 6 2 2 4 .3 3 8 0 9

CYRG1 5 .4 8 7 3 0 4 1 0 .4 9 0 9 5 7 .1 9 3 3 1 7 14.66481 5 .1 1 4 8 4 5 5 .3 7 2 0 1 9 0 .9 2 8 0 2 1 2 .6 6 9 3 0 8

M A N 2 C 0  3 8 8 5 5 3 2  1 3 5 0 0 9 0  5 8 6 5 9 4 3  6 9 7 8 4 6 2  4 1 8 2 6 4 1 .4 0 6 4 5 4 0 .8 7 7 7 4 8 1 .6 8 2 9 9 9

Ct Values for Fig 3.12 and Fig 3.20:- Calculation of fold change in gene expression in 
HET-IA cells exposed to low pH environments. Fold changes were calculated using the 

Ct method using GAPDH as the denominator and resting cells as the calibrator.



H E T -IA S K G T 4
R e s t in g D C A R e s t in g D C A

H o u r s 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24

G e n e 1 .
L IF N o im •1103802 •11.66629 -11.04164 •10.39455 ■3.27253 •4.46022 •383721 •276303 •6.74043 •6.81486 •5.82949 •4.58630 ■3.28693 •6.68637 •3.53953 ■4.23760

■10.72395 ■11.38406 •10.52816 ■10.29267 •2.45341 •5.06522 •341426 •338726 ■585798 •647586 ■5.44216 •4.68433 •2.57262 ■6.48375 •2.00617 •2.03677
•10.91886 ■11.24770 •1138926 •8.87413 •2.97025 •4.57673 •3.54026 •326308 •6.28261 •5.38830 ■4.34584 •5.36681 ■2.49523 ■6.76713 •229235 •2.66226

C a l 7.76542 720607 7.20444 7.62546 3.45351 112843 2.28396 0.34770
8.27654 6.31884 7.11390 6.30542 3.28537 0.33211 3.43638 2.64756
7.34861 6.67036 7.84893 5.60505 3.78738 •0.37830 2.05290 3.30454

F C 217.58330 147.65231 147.48618 137.46566 10.35432 2.18630 4.89044 1.27253
310.08910 79.82867 138.51515 73.08353 9.74976 1.38310 10.83016 6.26606
247.04174 101.89673 230.55913 48.67287 13.80747 0.76903 4.14938 3.88021

A v g  F C 0.00000 258.23804 109.73277 172.18682 108.40938 A v g  F C 0.00000 11.50405 1.64814 6.62333 5.80627
S l O r v 0.00000 47.25832 34.59469 50.75051 78.61018 S lD e v '■ 2.08335 0.76763 '  366202 4.32222

M A F F N o im •1066969 ■11.43797 •11.14312 ■8.33363 •4.65378 ■5.32398 •3.61232 ■2.38563 •9.52337 •7.75216 •7.61290 ■8.73370 •5.54600 •8.00626 •526361 -6.48161
■11.53878 •10.99323 •10.11235 •3.05580 ■4.81492 ■5.34012 •4.94253 •4.31077 ■3.25252 •7.70450 ■8.07914 •3.16400 •4.26410 ■7.30127 ■4.34301 •3.65362
■11.65655 •1159911 ■10.54310 •10.50707 •6.48827 •3.78243 •5.65143 •3.31337 ■3.13627 •640495 ■8.31885 •8.45204 ■4.18387 •826374 •4.11122 •2.61837

C i l 6.01590 6.11333 7.53020 6.00800 3.97737 ,  0.26411 2.34339 3.31209
6.72386 5.65310 5.16982 4.74503 4.38842 I  •0.13677 3.13612 5.50438
6.16828 7.81668 4.89167 659370 4.96240 ■1.86473 4.20764 5.83367

F C 64.70943 63.26171 184.84307 64.35583 16.75101 0.83851 5.07494 9.93202
105.70179 50.32146 35.93740 26.81618 31.74403 0.87250 8.79169 45.39231
71.91730 22545208 23.68520 96.58338 30.96147 0 27456 18.47671 67.03098

A v g  F C D.OOOOO 80.77637 115.01175 83.5105S 62.58513 A v g  F C 0.00000 26.15213 0.66186 10.78108 J7.45177
S iD e v 0.00000 2188488 36.11182 87.81846 34.91729 S tO e v 3.01618 0.33584 6.91834 24.53298

K L F4 N o im ■7.604256 •7.176737 ■6.292081 •6.493632 •3.353247 •4.08351 •3263838 •2.482367 •6.6338215 •6.775753 •5.600537 •4169634 •3.373081 •5.045783 -2.582266 •2.136393
•8.01841 •7.421935 •6.754873 •6.483427 ■4.113886 •5.516301 ■3.539148 •3.218452 ■5.323273 •5.286609 •4.847315 •4.511054 •2.838586 •4.667362 •1.228466 •1.613701
•8.221731 •7.794817 •7.007921 •5.478534 ■3.535134 •4.068023 •232234 •2.421013 •4.374548 •4.270676 •5.067005 •3.849028 •2.71538 1 •4.821131 •1.72347 0.067032

C a l 3.651003 3.087227 3028183 4.011265 2.6667405
I

0.72337 3.018331 2.034241
3,838524 1.305034 3215725 3.264975 2.430688 0.613147 3.618859 2.897353
4.626657 3.726734 4685581 3.057521 2.253168 i •0.550455 3.343535 3.91606

F C 12.66212827 8.498610596 8.157816184 16.12642188 6.343929172 1.658604602 8.10229717 4.096071787
14.31326252 3.745177251 9.290298812 9.612921816 5.620453178 1.635966766 1228528141 7.450581351
24.70373026 13.23965845 25.73353301 8.325408141 4.787153278 0.68280475 10.16083479 15.03563381

A v g  F C 0 17.39304035 8.4344821 14.39390267 11.35458334 0 5.58584721 1.292458706 10.17949112 8.880764316
S lD e v 0 6.433456363 4.747241948 3.836770314 4.181518121 0 0.781362668 0.531524664 2.031638737 5.637525314

Ct Values for Fig 4.26, Fig 4.27and Fig 4.28:- Validation o f  transcriptomic experimentation o f  DCA-exposed oesophageal cells. Calculation o f  fold 
changes for gene expression induced in SKGT4 and HET-1A cells upon exposure to DCA. Fold changes are calculated using the '' Ct method with

GAPDH as the denominator and resting cells as the calibrator.



C ontinued HET-)A SKGT4
R esting DCA R esting DCA

Hours 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24

Gene

LATS2 Norm ■8.115441 •8.818966 •8.434669 •7.971701 •5.4222S4 -6842325 •3.671404 •5.701103 •107336305 •10.261549 ■9.105056 •9.5263 ■8.499744 ■9.460572 ■8.286829 •7.610948
•8.304405 -9.40533 -11.847733 -7.355076 •5.819784 -8.370809 -7498953 -5.771434 •10.714197 •9.347678 •8.964269 •8.382086 ■7.411211 ■9.052604 ■722608 •5.445846
•7.924237 •8.458008 •9.169277 -6.267953 •5.943275 •6.551992 •5.869082 •4.056298 •9.408855 ■7.515043 ■9.081125 •9.102176 •6.888269 •9.237986 •6.84435 •6.101429

Cal 2.693177 1.976641 4.763265 2.270598 2.2338865 0.800977 0.818227 1.915352
2.484621 1.034521 4.34878 1.583642 3.302986 0.295074 1.738189 2.93624
1.980962 1.906016 3.300135 2211655 2520586 •1.722943 2.236775 3.000747

FC 6.467360363 3.935756593 27.15724075 4.825230964 4.703994913 1.742280608 1.76323773 3.772058368
5.596872955 2.048433417 20.37573222 2.937255352 9.869561583 1.226947909 3.3361SI2 7.654138466
3.947562205 3.747727351 9.850486645 4.6320634 5.73815)265 0.302930133 4.713422477 8.00414332

Avg FC 0 5.3372S5I74 3.243972454 13.12781987 4.151516572 Avg FC 0 6.770569254 1.09071355 3.270340469 6.476780051
StD ev 0 1.279801875 1.039626827 8.720801947 1.004274689 StD ev 0 2.733163905 0.729281202 L47617337 2.348885989

ESM1 Norm (tVALUE! ttVALUE! SVALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE' •VALUE! •9.4251945 •10.756225 ■10.503441 ■11.552147 •5.230228 •9.544019 •4.460054 •5.518766
«VALUE! •VALUE! «VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •9.063942 ■9.222273 ■9.636337 ■11.587586 •4.884824 •9.788422 •3.627144 •3.989358
IIVALUE! ttVALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •8.44918 •7.99176 ■9.97675 ■10.874758 •4.492804 ■10.039381 •1.828718 ■3.980671

Cal •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! 4.1949665 1.212206 6.043387 6.033381
•VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE' 4.179118 ■0.566149 6.009193 7.598228
•VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! 3.956376 ■2.047621 8.148032 6.894087

FC •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE' •VALUE! 18.31516128 2.316916417 65.95394267 65.49809311
•VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! 18.11506403 0.675417282 64.40911661 193.7735706
•VALUE' •VALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE' 15.52343581 0.241882617 283.6625728 118.9397386

Avg FC •VALUE! tVALUE! •VALUE! •VALUE! Avg FC 0 17.31788704 1.078072106 138.008544 126.0704674
StO ev StO ev 0 1.557257571 1.094549907 126.142454 64.43434643

SUM Norm •0.874018 •1.852592 •1.S47658 •0.389443 •1.149156 •0.300818 0.484396 1.397127 •2.4716425 ■2.760965 ■3.111448 ■0.752765 •l.40$373 ■1758311 0.082686 •0,205257
•1.375403 •1.78S298 -1.078862 •0.702631 •0.128304 •0932677 0.466679 1.824477 •1.510259 •1.163443 ■0.803449 ■L982374 ■0.039062 ■0.5112 1749346 2.434004
•0.30642S •1.468052 •1.559391 •0.137963 •0.208018 0.499319 0.493031 2.805625 •1.036728 0.116348 0.058893 ■0,088089 0.891947 0.031721 2.466573 1.997547

Cal •0,275138 1.551774 2.432054 1.78657 1.0652695 1.002654 3.194134 0.547508
1.247099 0.853S21 1.545541 2.527108 1471197 0.652243 2.552795 4.416378
0.698408 1.967371 2.052422 2.943588 1928675 ■0.084627 2.40768 2.085636

FC 0.826371268 2.931774212 5.396612128 3.44993696 2.09256074 2.003682611 9.152297827 1.46155893
2.373636472 1.807030679 2.919135137 5.764150483 2.772518333 1.571609725 5.867699546 2.353164717
1.622713156 3.910548564 4.148017555 7.693222319 3.807053912 0.943028319 5.306203478 4,244621759

Avg FC 0 1.607573632 2.883117818 4.154588274 5.S3578992I Avg FC 0 2.890710995 1.506106885 6.775400284 2.686448469
SlO ev 0 0.773743696 1.052602706 1.238751566 2.124553797 StD ev 0 0.863335878 0.533352462 2.077510748 1.421150316

Ct Values for Fig 4.26, Fig 4.27and Fig 4.28 contd



C o n tin u e d H E T -IA S KG T4
R e s tin g D C A R e s tin g D C A

H o u rs 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24

G ene
IL-1A N o rm iVALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! •5.615489 -5,27343 -6.775364 -6.59894 •2.77978 •4.856464 -3.002822 -3.005918

DVALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! #VALUE' ((VALUE! KVALUE! •5.889892 -5.762488 •8.861822 -7.080868 •2.539103 •4.83004 -2,999057 -2.882473
#VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! •5.985818 -5.489987 •8.633428 -7.178215 •2.776651 •4,917187 •2,858337 ■2.984549

C al ((VALUE! ((VALUE! (tVALUE! KVALUE! 2.835729 0.416968 3.772542 3591022
((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE' KVALUE! 3.330589 0.932448 3.862585 4198395
((VALUE! #VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! 3.189167 0.5728 3.835083 4.193666

F C ((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! 7.139034629 1.335118838 13.66621667 12.05050749
((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE' KVALUE! 10.06021338 1.908511659 14.54614543 18.3587382
((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! 9.120841908 1,48740755 14,27173671 18.29865874

A v g  FC A v g  FC 0 8.773363305 1.577012016 14.16136627 16.23596814
S tO e v S tD e v 0 1.49128703 0,297013679 0,450227588 3.624839723

IL -IB N o im tIVALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! •23.875852 -22.515265 -24,74268 -25.027655 •20.947834 •22,947836 •21,14519 ■21.498642
(tVALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! •24.033514 -22.488207 -24.58773 -25.17861 •21.058921 •22,978224 -2L119083 ■21.52055
((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! -21.366812 -19.060205 -21.359 -22.7817 •18.604706 -20,203226 -18.127794 •17.78703

C a l ((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! 2.927818 -0,432571 3.59749 3529013
((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE' KVALUE! 2976593 -0.480017 3.468647 3.65806
#VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! 2.762106 -L143021 3.231206 4.97467

FC ((VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE' 7.60958818 0.740940192 12.10465463 11.54353351
#VALUE! ((VALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! 7.871251297 0.716969176 11.07048866 1262367445
((VALUE! #VALUE! KVALUE' KVALUE! 6.783858133 0.4528104 9.390526188 3144306609

A u g  FC A v g  FC 0 7.421565203 0.636906583 10.85522313 18.53675802
S tD e v S tD e v 0 0,567556067 0.159881855 1.369809331 11,19023088

CXCL14 N o im -28.278426 •24.195608 -23.8416 •25.900314 -26.820626 -27.785833 -29.45417 •30.228563 KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!
•28.283554 -24.15)754 -23.887344 •25.716505 -28.511293 -27.518515 •29.529501 -29525114 KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!
•28.077184 •23.79217 •23.759212 -25.580583 -28.914158 -27.253157 •28.85881 -30.229757 KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!

C a l -0.3442 -3.590027 •5.81257 •4.328249 KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!
-0.247739 -3.368761 •5.842157 •3.808609 KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!
-0.836994 -3.460987 ■5.097598 •4.849194 KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!

F C 1.269446857 12.04219935 48.92737575 20.08781859 KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!
1.187344842 10.31563695 49.94114524 14.01217494 KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!
1.788324278 11.0118655$ 34.23989623 25.09286853 •V KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE! KVALUE!

N e g a tiv e A u g  FC 0 1.414371932 11.12323396 44.38940578 19.73088735 A v g  FC
S tO e v 0 0.324725383 0.868652181 8.787217566 5.54886335 S tO e v

C t Values for Fig 4.26, Fig 4.27and Fig 4.28 contd



C o n tin u e d HET-1A SKGT4
R e s tin g DCA R e s tin g DCA

H o u rs 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24

G en e
IL-6 N o im ■35.057484 ■34.759243 ■34.67359 ■34.894287 ■30.651758 ■27.872366 ■26.983128 ■27.518522 ■33,94616 ■32,034798 ■34,59707 ■35,97136 ■31,34334 ■32,59306 ■31,45941 ■34.154823

•34,28295 ■34.721264 ■34.66196 ■35.241898 ■23.959518 ■27.865753 ■26.41216 ■27.82698 ■34,19826 ■32,6834 ■34,421772 ■35.182236 ■31,01003 ■32,097847 ■32.01447 ■34.10035
■34.45037 ■34 957375 ■34.73537 ■35.346924 ■29315197 ■27.981092 ■26.38336 ■27.707632 ■33,7176 ■32,376545 •34,41216 ■35.855934 ■31.693916 ■32,37993 ■31.491655 ■33.750866

C al 4.405726 6.886877 7.690462 7.375765 2.60282 ■0,558262 3,13766 1,816537
4.323432 6.855511 8.2498 7.414918 3,18823 0,585553 2.407302 1081886
4.535773 6.976283 8.35201 7.639232 2,023684 ■0,003385 2.920505 2.105068

F C 21.13608628 1183468093 206.5664294 1660835067 6,074728789 06791198 8,800954509 3.522346898
20.02085942 115,8015698 304.3948204 170.6525308 9,114920038 1,50061408 5,304813384 2116801516
23,19549936 125,9129622 326.7424296 199,3682688 4,066207956 0,997656447 7.571110897 4.302180336

A vg  F C 0 21.47081502 120.0204471 279.2345598 178.7014354 A vg F C 0 E.418618928 1.059130109 7.225826263 3.31377825
S tO e v 0 1.605051896 5,259359465 63.91671765 18.04321189 S tD e v 0 2.541863242 0.414182896 1,773491025 1.107518141

C0X 2 N o im ■12.073275 ■13.4989 ■14.072326 ■14.529426 ■12.876356 ■12,588246 ■13.086306 ■13.300719 ■10639432 ■5,85844 ■11.450563 ■11,848343 ■5.94213 ■6.840946 ■4,702631 ■5,000564
■11.731622 •15.03143S ■15.945047 ■14.320883 ■12.659736 ■12,743623 ■13.129708 ■14.026109 ■10,770419 ■6,487673 ■12.085873 •11,719034 ■5.663749 ■7.090511 ■4,578734 ■4,892799
■15.1S7054 ■16.219343 ■16.460946 ■16.795384 ■13,472944 ■13,132179 ■13.374853 ■13.76964 ■1043378 ■5,948306 ■12,107363 ■12,183712 ■5.853643 ■6.749435 •4,435486 ■5.003099

Cat ■0,803081 0,910654 0.98602 1.228707 4.697302 •0982506 6,747932 6,847779
■0.868114 2287813 2.815339 029478 5.10667 ■0602838 7,507239 6.826235

1.69411 3,087164 3.086093 3.025744 4.580137 ■0.801123 7,671877 7.180613

F C 0.573123914 1879897497 1.980713202 2343568559 25,94351404 1.975894612 107,480565 115.1826014
0.54786253 4,883153063 7.038846379 1226697901 34,45568179 1513701146 181,9299179 113,4753399

3.236772099 8,498239484 8.491933067 8.144036346 23,91985933 1.742464181 203,9224781 145,0707647
A vg  F C 0 1.452252$S8 5.08709E681 5.837184216 3.9047S76D2 A vg F C 0 28.10835172 1.745888648 164.4443203 124.5762353
S tD e v 0 1.544624605 3,31388102 3.417897899 3.713542733 S tD e v 0 5591000706 0.228613767 50,54275658 17,76929896

U R H Fl N o im ■3.424728 ■3.890087 ■4.257105 ■4.620489 ■4.099529 ■4,199539 •4.10789 •4.56268 ■5,431484 ■6,047352 ■5,180692 ■5,567381 ■5.722663 ■6.145023 ■9463161 ■10,771745
■3.S22688 ■4.342796 ■4343231 ■4.738919 ■4.236648 ■4346227 ■4.784155 ■5.340044 ■5,245785 ■7,161652 ■5,364422 ■5,833986 •5.960923 ■6.2885 ■9384163 ■10,753506
■3.674633 ■4.186481 ■4.751509 ■4.837191 ■4,50774 ■4.657684 •4.857692 ■5.454076 ■5,032994 •6,468701 ■5,288486 ■5,748062 ■6.037801 ■6.241617 ■9,683645 ■10,842734

C al ■0.674801 ■0.303452 0.149215 0.057809 •0.291179 ■0.097671 ■4,282469 ■5,204364
■0.61398 ■0.003431 •0.440924 ■0.601125 •0.715138 0.873152 ■4,019741 ■4,91952

■0833107 ■0.471203 ■0.106183 ■0,616885 •1004807 0.227084 ■4,335159 ■5.094672

F C 1.596376559 1239236893 0.901740985 0960722047 1.223639853 1,070044652 19,4603938 36.86370581
1.530475553 1.002381018 1.357473467 1516898969 1.64164024 0,545952749 16,22043944 30.26377394
1.781517926 1.386264932 1.07637665 1,533560412 2,006675031 0,854359995 21.04140302 34.17032347

N e g a tiv e A vg  F C 0 I.E36123346 1.209294281 1.111863701 1 33706047S N e g a tiv e A vg FC 0 1,623985041 0.823452465 18.90741209 33.76793441
S lO e v 0 0.130155382 0.19368566 0.229929385 0,326025092 S tD e v 0 0,391816031 0,263409448 2.45759314 3,321298195

Ct Values for Fig 4.26, Fig 4.27and Fig 4.28 contd



C o n tin u e d HET-1A SK GT4
R e s tin g D CA R e s tin g D CA

H o u rs 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24

G en e
VEGF N orm •5.004535 ■6.752412 ■6.435S47 ■6.771017 ■1,369721 ■1614588 •2.119247 •2,165933 ■5.663115 ■3.333418 •5.641856 ■7.162717 •3.344463 •3.626526 •1.539566 •2.00635

•5.800856 •7.356096 ■7.510387 ■8.708372 ■4.57273 •1.666731 •3.392203 ■3.703602 ■7,26011 ■3,148445 •6.576313 ■5.522115 •4.617831 •4.016225 ■3.469654 •1.868342
•6.722555 ■6.438861 ■8.516043 ■8.107371 ■4.173642 ■2.073666 •3.687365 •4,280985 ■5,52177 •2,507634 •6.517735 •6.207924 •4.410843 ■4.880293 •3.068426 •1.8452

C il 3.034814 5.137824 4.3764 4,605078 2.318646 0.306832 410229 5.156367
1.227866 5,683365 4.118178 4,33877 2.642279 ■0,86778 3.106653 3.653773
2.548913 4,365135 4.828684 3,826386 1.110927 ■2,372599 3.443369 4.362724

F C 8.195337321 352078201 20.76357802 24,33637581 4.988638055 4.988638054 17.17561675 35.66326787
2.342202805 51,60235483 17.36581242 3197272935 6.243171079 5.243171073 8.613854771 12.5862186
5.851331978 20.60889146 28.41703247 14,18590213 2159843823 2,153843829 10,32354331 20.57362345

A vg  F C 0 5.4S3t77568 35.80635548 22.18414097 23.49853578 A vg F C 0 4.463884321 4.130550988 12.23767161 22.94103664
S tO e v 0 2.945898974 15.50539833 5.653779806 8,9230063 S tD e v 0 2.0316298 1.711420387 4.42957582 11.71325314

D0IT3 N orm ■8.723305 ■8.229143 ■7.33127 ■6.448826 ■3.087837 •215983 ■2.619444 ■1.638382 -7.076434 •3,349525 ■7.217636 •8.328303 •3.485011 •5.492152 •3026823 •2.738634
■3.89411 ■3.563511 ■8.938389 ■7,688353 ■4.601112 •2.353627 ■4.225799 ■3.61173 ■7.416535 •4,770275 ■8.200769 -7.631072 ■4.732285 •4.72531 •3,489954 •3.235447

■3.443679 ■9.235356 ■9.9S757 ■7,33445 ■4.144082 •2.523726 ■4.566005 ■3.380137 ■7.136534 •3.335116 ■7.985494 •8.392092 ■4.719521 •5.453744 •4.163881 •3,003884

C al 5.636068 6,069313 4.711826 4,810444 3.591423 •1.542627 4,190813 5,530269
5.232398 6,615884 4.71259 4077223 2.62431 0044365 4,710815 4,335625
5.305537 6.70623 5.401565 3.354313 2.477073 •1.524628 3.821613 5.388203

F C 49.73080316 67.15016316 26.2060135 28.06001743 12.05385742 18.262508 48.17637738
39.20587627 98.07379102 26,21983494 16.67383621 6.165833625 26,18765543 20.13078364
33.54975904 104.4182446 42,27008183 15.50125374 5.567667283 14,13904722 4188053536

A vg  F C 0 42.82881482 89.88273282 31.56533009 20.14703579 A vg F C 0 7.929139443 19.5237369 36.74939919
S tD e v 0 5.979774928 13.94044368 3.270589543 6.887421356 S tD e v 0 3.584611302 6123450185 14.68168221

□ N A B J3 N orm U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d ■6.113297 •2.380305 ■6.630357 -6.982372 ■2.732631 •3.408054 •2.368071 •2.714931
U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d ■6.831285 •4.211393 ■7.562932 •6.592635 ■4.102317 -4.083022 •3.748196 •3.226632
U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d ■6942348 •3.775734 ■7.367882 •7.424902 ■4.142348 •4.4655 •3.335421 •2.365986

C al U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d 3.380666 -0.427743 4.262286 4267391
U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d 2.728368 0.123371 3.814736 3,365343
U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d 2.8 •0.683766 3.432461 5058316

FC U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d 10.41554192 13,13004248 1325806704
U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d 6.627055492 14,07233521 10.3097897
U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d U n d e te rm in e d 6.964404506 10.79626957 33.33384883

A v g F C 0 A vg F C 0 8.002333974 14.68623575 20.96723519
S tD e v 0 S tD e v 0 2.036695148 4.230420318 11.60679823

Ct Values for Fig 4.26, Fig 4.27and Fig 4.28 contd



C o n tin u e d HET-1A SKG T4
R e s tin g □ C A R e s tin g D CA

H o u is 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24 4 8 12 24

G en e
TR IB 3 N o im •7.249015 •7.77847 •7.018095 -5.777502 •2.792476 ■2.729671 -1979128 •1.891209 U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined

■7.264134 •8.11126 •7,37912 •5573776 •3.037535 ■2417436 ■2236557 ■1.668974 U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined
•7.50553 •8.137943 •7.368194 •5.860339 •2.861027 ■3.134416 •2.098709 •1.678153 U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined

C al 4.45654 5.048799 5.038967 3.886293 U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined
4.226599 5693824 5142563 3.904802 U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U nd ete rm in ed U ndeterm ined
4.644503 5-063527 5.269485 4.182186 U ndeterm irted U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined

F C 21.95594918 33.10091053 32.87609405 14.78736405 U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined
18.72117395 51.76209125 35.32366176 14.97830015 U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined
25.01121088 33.44055763 38.57207892 18.15362807 U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined U ndeterm ined

Awg F C 0 2 1 .8 9 6 1 1 1 3 4 3 9 .4 3 4 5 1 3 8 2 3 5 .5 9 0 6 1 1 5 8 1 5 .9 7 3 0 9 7 4 2 A vg F C
S tD e v 0 3.145445368 I0.S7734063 2.857360246 1.890806594 S tO e u

N o im
G DF15 •8.866244 •9.412263 -8.547607 •6.29152 -2.359346 ■1.47934 •0.080433 ■0.492706 ■3.365714 ■0.357327 ■3.494625 ■3.229092 ■0.511481 ■1.406762 1.690168 0.403812

•8.6834S4 •10.362582 •8894682 •6.523937 -3.347542 ■1.264388 •0.064798 ■0.308502 ■3.881666 0.230664 ■4.440263 ■2.170456 ■1.43186 0.019111 026449 0.318134

C al
•9.110276 •10.048764 •8.785465 •6.601472 ■2.154938 -1.50622 0.178889 ■0.121624 ■3.986628 ■0.252151 ■3.820217 ■2.477799 ■1.604765 •U98628 0.794851 0,576984

6306898 7.932923 8.467174 5.798814 2.854233 ■1.049435 5.184793 3.632904
5.335922 9.098194 8.829834 6.215435 2.449806 ■0.211553 4.704753 2.48859
6.955338 8.542544 8.964354 6.479848 2.381863 ■0.846477 4.615068 3.054783

79.17088098 244.3699367 353.8941246 55.66945291 7.231189581 36.37292393 12.40546579
40.38988127 548.0615068 455.0508629 74.30745225 5.463426308 26.07784954 5.612291718
124.0981673 372.8738984 499.5045467 89.25419047 5.212093627 24.506083 8.309622858

A ug  F C 0 8 1 .2 1 9 6 4 3 2 3 8 8 .4 3 5 1 1 3 9 4 3 6 .1 4 9 8 4 4 8 7 3 .0 7 7 0 3 1 8 8 A ug F C 0 5 .9 6 8 9 0 3 1 7 2 2 8 .9 8 5 6 1 8 8 2 8 .7 7 5 7 9 3 4 5 5
S tD e v 0 41.89173378 152.4426319 74.62261804 16.82614335 S tD e v 0 1.10037142 6.445682283 3.420495542

Ct Values for Fig 4.26, Fig 4.27and Fig 4.28 contd



APPENDIX 3 Gene Table for NF-kB Related Membrane Arrays

Array Layout
AOT ATF2 BF C3

1 2 3 4

EGR1 ELK1 ELKS FADD

9 1 0 11 12

ICAM4 ICAM5 IFNA1 IFNB1

1 7 1 8 19 20

IL12A IL12B ILIA IL18

2 5 2 6 27 28

IL8 IRAKI IRAK2 IRFi

3 3 34 35 36

MAP3K14 MAP3K2 MAP3K7 MAPK14

4 1 4 2 4 3 4 4

MYC MYD88 NCAM1 NFKB1

4 9 50 51 5 2

NFKBILI NFK0JL2 NFRKB N0S2A

57 58 59 6 0

RELA RELB RIPK1 SAA1

6 5 6 6 67 6 8

SRF MAP3K7IP1 T0K1 TLR10

7 3 7 4 75 76

TLR6 TLR7 TLR8 TLRO

81 82 83 84

TRADD TRAF1 TRAF2 TRAF3

8 9 90 91 92

PUC18 PUC18 PUC18 B la n k

9 7 98 99 1 0 0

PPIA PPIA PPIA PPIA

1 0 5 1 0 6 1 0 7 1 0 8

CHUK CREB1 CSF2 CSF3

5 6 7 8

FOS ICAM1 ICAM2 ICAM3

13 1 4 1 5 1 6

IFNO IKBKB IKBKO IKBKE

21 2 2 2 3 2 4

IL1R1 IL1R2 IL2 IL6

29 3 0 31 3 2

JUN LTA MAP2K4 MAP3K1

37 3 8 3 9 4 0

MAPK3 MAPK8 MAPK9 MAX

4 5 4 6 4 7 4 8

NFKB2 NFKBIA NFKBIB AKT1

5 3 5 4 5 5 5 6

0RM1 N0TCH1 RAF1 REL

6 1 6 2 6 3 6 4

CCL2 SELE SELL SELPLO

6 9 7 0 71 7 2

TLR2 TLR3 TLR4 TLR5

77 78 7 9 8 0

TNF TNFAIP3 TNFRSF11A TNFSF11

85 8 6 8 7 8 8

TRAF4 TRAF5 TRAF6 VCAM1

93 94 95 9 6

B la n k B la n k OAPDH GAPDH

1 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 3 1 0 4

RPL13A RPL13A ACTB ACTB

1 0 9 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 2


